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Abstract*

This thesis aims to relate the French political clubs of the post¬

war period to two developments which began in the 1930*s: a practical

movement to change and modernise French political society and the re¬

surgence of traditional anarchist ideas - ideas whose source will be

traced back to seventeenth century religious dissent.

Since the main target of both reformers and anarchists has been

the form of the French State, the relationship between the State and

the individual became the leitmotif, if by no means the sole pre¬

occupation of the thesis. It will be argued that the 1930*8 was a

vital watershed in this respect! for it was then that the modern

movement to reverse negative attitudes towards the State in a more

positive direction arose. However, as political clubs were originally

treated in isolation, these long-term trends emerged only gradually.

How they emerged helps to explain why it was thought necessary to cover

such a very wide field to elucide such a seemingly narrow subject as

the post-war clubs.

A number of studies of French political clubs already existed when

this one was started. However, virtually all of them treated only the

general topography of the subject; none attempted to deal in detail with

the ideology, inner working and membership of any single club, (l) The

picture that emerged was certainly comprehensive but it was also indistinct

and it cannot be said to have provided a satisfactory answer to the

fundamental question! were clubs so much froth on the surface of political

life, or did they attest to the existence of important new currents under

the surface of French politics? Clubs, after all, had been extinct for

almost a century when they reappeared after the Second World War and so

it wa3 almost universally assumed, in academic as well as journalistic

circles, that their resurgence was probably charged with political
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significance. The original aim of this thesis was to examine this

assumption by analysing three of the most important clubs in depth.

This approach was based on the calculation that if a small part of

the club movement were brought into closer focus, the principal

features of the whole might become more easily identifiable.

This approach was successful to a certain degree, for some

features of the clubs - their libertarian ideology and modernising

enthusiasm, and the attitude of their members towards politics -

immediately took on sharper contours. However, it was only as a

result of stumbling on the extra-party reform movement of the 1930*s

that a more definite pattern began to take shape. The pre-war reform

movement and the post-war olubs, like two parts of a jig-saw puzzle,

clearly fitted together. But one part was still missing: the source

of the anti-political bias characteristic of both. In the post-war

clubs the denigration and even condemnation of politics in the sense of

formally organised political action hovered like the smile of the Cheshire

cat. Among the reformers of the 1930*s it was a good deal less dis¬

embodied and elusive. They repeatedly and vigorously expressed the

view that politics and power were the work of the Devil himself. This

kind of outlook went a long way to explain why new currents of ideas

that had made a considerable impact on important and dynamic sectors of

opinion had had so little influence on the formal institutions of French

society. The anti-political theme, therefore, seemed worth exploring

further.

The main clues on this trail evidently were Proudhon and Peguy.

As both bore a striking resemblance to non-conformist puritans in

character arid ideas, religious dissent seemed the most promising line

of research. In fact, their relation - as that of Alain - to Jansenism,

a powerful libertarian current in seventeenth century French Catholicism

un



did eventually appear. And it is a primary aim of this thesis to show

that Jansenism was the source of the libertarian strand in French Republic¬

anism as represented by Proudhon and Alain.

Jansenism had a number of unusual theological characteristics which

were transposed into equally unusual political features. One such

characteristic was the refusal to separate religious from social life.

This, in conjunction with an absolutist caste of mind, led Jansenism to

substitute morals for politics. Absolutism - and other factors - also

imprinted French religious libertarianism with its peculiarly negative

bias: it was right and proper to obey authority externally while judging

and resisting it internally. Politically, this formula can also be

recognised in the characteristic form of the French State, centralised

and authoritarian because outwardly unchallenged, but weak because

chronically lacking in legitimacy.

At the same time, Jansenism contained within itself the seeds of

its own future transformation: the uncompromising demand for the autonomy

of the whole human personality (arising from the substitution of morals

for politics) and the semi-mystical belief in the mission of humanity to

dominate the material environment. The germination of these ideas, in

time, produced Proudhon's anarchist doctrine which reversed the negative

bent of Jansenism and gave the system of values derived from it a more

positive and constructive formulation. Practically, however, the

anarchist current in France was halted by the Commune and did not reappear

as a significant political force until the 1930*3.

It is necessary to bear this evolution in mind in order to understand

how and why different intellectual elements c^rstallised as they did

during this period. The centre of the pattern, around which all else

fell into place, was the dawn of industrial and technological society

in its modem interventionist form. In France the development of this
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new type of society was, of course, much less advanced than in many

other western countries. But it became an irritant and a source of

profound unease more quickly here than elsewhere because it conflicted

violently with a deeply ingrained set of values as also with the actual

forms and practices of political life. With the growth of the modern

State the traditional negative attitudes towards power had finally lost

their protective value. Frenchmen were thus compelled to think in more

positive terms of the relationship of the individual to the State.

It is true that the French State was itself interventionist. It

was, in fact, over-centralised. French citizens were unused to partic¬

ipate in the affairs of the community and were, on the whole, hostile to

change. Yet the modern industrial State, as the reformers of the 1930's

clearly saw, needed the active co-operation of all social groups and

entailed constant change. It was, therefore, urgent for France to

modify her authoritarian Statist traditions, in the direction of greater

popular participation. At the sane time, it became necessary for the

individual Frenchman to look beyond his traditional suspicion of the State

and politics to ensure that State interference in his personal life, now

inevitable, should be controlled by positive action rather than by negative

resistance.

The practical arguments for a changed relationship between the individ¬

ual and the State, arising from the nature of a modern industrial economy,

were reinforced by ideological considerations. For some of the most

fundamental values of Republicanism (more to the fore in the 1930's than

for decades past as a result of certain intellectual and religious develop¬

ments) were profoundly at variance with the modern political world. The

ancient aspiration for personal autonomy clashed with the activity of the

all-embracing, interventionist State and the belief that man should control

his material environment was threatened by the domination of an impersonal



machine technology. Paradoxically, it was the country that was the

most protected from modern pressures which was the least prepared to

tolerate them. There was also another contradiction of political

consequence, namely between the mediocre realities of French national

life and the elevated vision of France's position in the world inculcated

into Frenchmen. From this contradiction sprang a deep sense of unease

that from the 1930's onwards provided a driving force for the reformist

movement that had sprang up at that time.

This movement was composed, broadly, of three elements: an ideological

protest of an anarchist nature against the modern State and society; a

purely pragmatic awareness of the need for change; and a particular

modernising style, rationalist and optimistic. Sometimes these strands

were interwoven, sometimes they remained strictly separate from each other.

But the essential new development was that henceforth in French society a

body of libertarian ideas of a universal character inter-acted with the

practical impulse for change. These ideas often had a decisive influence

on the direction taken by the reformist movement. And their existence

explains the sporadic bursts of intellectual fireworics - at their most

spectacular and eolourful in May 1968 - that have accompanied it.

The creation of clubs - or at least some of them - was another episode

along the same line; a variation, quieter and more decorous, on the same

theme. The Events of May 1968 began as a practical demand for reform,

but turned into one of those great French moral gestures for the deliverance

of the human race - no doubt because certain ideas were ' in the air*. In

the clubs, this humanist preoccupation was also present. But it was

accompanied by a determination to master the tedious technicalities of

how a freer and more humane society could be achieved in practice. The

clubs were by no means as glamorous as the glorious days of May. On the

contrary, their style of expression was often dull and repetitive, their



caution tiresome and their moralising tone distinctly irritating. But

because of their greater intellectual rigour, their history is more

interesting and much more instructive than the Events of Hay.

The accidental development of this thesis has inevitably led to a

certain imbalance in its structure. If clubs are taken as the head,

then the body and tail, like those of a dinosaur may seem over-sized.

The only justification that can be offered is that this imbalance was

dictated by the nature of the subject. To have dealt with clubs in

isolation would liave made it impossible to answer the fundamental

questions they posed. The process of clarification, once begun, was

potentially limitless. The problem was where to set the boundaries.

With respect to the introductory part on do c trine,however the aim is

strictly limited. It is to outline Jansenist ideas in so far as they

had political consequences and to offer evidence that religious dissent

is a major source of the libertarian strand in French Republicanism.

The main problem encountered here was that the secondary sources on the

historical aspect of the question were usually of extremely poor quality,

biassed and badly documented. Primary sources, on the other hand, were

not easily available and their full pursuit would have taken this thesis

well beyond the material limits imposed on it. It has thus been impossible

to explore fully the interaction of the ideas in question and actual

historical development, although a certain number of tentative hypotheses

have been advanced.

In the modern club period, the problems were different. There

xfas no real difficulty in obtaining access to primary sources. However,

unlike their American counterparts, French clubs are not legalistic, and

procedures and constitutions were of very little help in indicating their

true nature, so that interviews had to be relied on to a very large extent.

The information obtained in these interviews was cross-checked as far as
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possible, but the interpretation of this material is sometimes inevitably

subjective.

Finally, no attempt has been made to measure the degree of influence

of the modernising and anarchist ideas that are the subject of this

thesis. For the time being, at any rate, the question is probably

unanswerable and could not anyway be examined within the very narrow

limits imposed on this thesis. As for the clubs themselves, they oan

only indicate the direction in which the winds of change are blowing,

but not their actual force.
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Introauction

•La politique1 writes fhibaudet, 'ce sont les idees.1 (1) But in

France as he points out, the flow of ideas does not necessarily follow

the channels of official parties or parliamentary groups. Instead it

is often determined by an underlying and long-term ideological geography

whose features are like river-beds within which the stream may be a

trickle or a flood, depending on the season, but whose direction changes

only slowly.

This continuity of political currents in France is strikingly

illustrated by the way in which the anarchist tradition of French socialism

has re-emerged, irregularly but with constantly increasing impact, within

this century and particularly since the 1930fs. Surprisingly perhaps,

the renewed interest for traditional values has been innovatory rather

than reactionary in its political effect. Whilst anarchist ideas generally

are all too often suffused with romantic nostalgia for the rural, artisinal

communities of the pre-industrial past, French anarchist doctrine over

recent decades has gone beyond a merely negative and facile condemnation

of industrialism and capitalism and shown a persistent determination to

come to grips with the practical problems posed by modern society. Anarch¬

ism - at least in its moderate Proudhonist form - has proved a rich source

of modernising inspiration in the most sophisticated phase, technically

and industrially, of French national existence. But because of its

inherent distrust of large-scale organisation, anarchist ideology is not

easily expressed through political and social institutions. And even

today its influence is felt less strongly in the functioning of public

institutions and the shaping of government policy - although both have

been affected in some measure - than at a cultural level, in the way

French people think about change in society and the values they hold in

relation to it. In fact at this level, libertarian ideas have become so
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powerfully entrenched, that the Prance of the early 1970's may no longer

be understood without taking them into account.
(

Pre-Karxist French socialism was not, of course, exclusively

libertarian. It was a movement of great imaginative power arid variety,

at once Utopian and scientific, communitarian, individualistic - and

authoritarian. But before 1870 it was dominated by the ideal of

Proudhon's social and economic democracy, a political system which,

although decentralising and anti-authoritarian, was also scornful of the

mechanisms of representative parliamentary democracy. Then the Commune,

like a landslide, abruptly halted the old creative ferment within French

socialism and diverted its mainstream along the narrow course traced by

Jules Cuesde. Jean Jaures, in the decade before his death in 1914, tried

to bring about a synthesis between Marxism and the earlier humanist

tradition, but it was eventually Guesdism which won the battle for the

Left. And over the half-century between the Commune and the First World

War, the now virtually dried-up river-bed - to continue Thibaudei:, s

metaphor - of libertarian and humanitarian socialism was fed only by

small isolated springs such as Charles Peguy and Georges Sorei, both of

them resolutely anti-materialist.

It was only later, in the 1930's, that the trickle - in the i'orm of

intellectual reviews and non-party groups - began to turn into a stream,

albeit a very modest one. Moreover, these reviews and groups not only

rediscovered but also recast and up-dated traditional doctrine. Their

lives were, however, shortened by fee advent of the Popular Front and

few of them existed for longer than six years. But their ideas exerted

considerable influence both on the Vichy regime and direction taken by

the political thinking of fee resistance movement.

After the Second World War, the left-wing libertarian current surged

up once again. It gained in vigour particularly after the Russian



invasion of Hungary in 1956, for this event marked the beginning of the

divorce between a new generation of left-wing sympathisers and the

Communist Party. By now the ideology of the new Left was no longer

confined principally to Parisian intellectual circles. It had acquired

influence in the provinces, prestige among some sections of the middle

class and even marginal respectability in the working class. But still

it lacked a mass following and intellectual momentum. The new-style

socialists were dispersed and their ideas ill-defined.

The clubs could not back the by now rapidly reviving current of

humanist socialism with mass support. In the first place, they numbered

only a few thousand members in all. Secondly, a considerable section

even of these were reformists without necessarily being socialists. How¬

ever, the clubs did provide the new mouvement with intellectual momentum

in crystallising ideas which, by the early 1960's, had been • in the air'

for some time. The significance of the clubs lies in the fact that they

furnished a landmark and a temporary point of reference by which particular

political ideas, the form they took and the clientele which supported them

may be judged. But if they can be seen as a landmark, clubs were never a

sign-posti they dould give no indication of the future development of the

ideas they propagated.

Clubs did not, then, point to the Events of Hay 1968. But, retro¬

spectively, they offer n insight into some at least of the many aspects

of the revolt: the demand for modernisation and participation; the anti-

materialism; the libertarian, creative - in short, the anarchist - aspirat¬

ions. In particular, they explain why the sudden appearance of Proudhon*s

effigy in the courtyard of the Sorbonne was more than the momentary material-

isation of a hoaiy old ghost inexplicably -seeeitated from the remote past,

but instead like the arrival on stage of some key character whose entrance

into a play has been carefully built up. Also, it may be that in the



future, the Events of May will be seen to stark the point at which the

authoritarian current of socialism which gathered strength after the

Commune began to be reversed#

If politics are about ideas, they are also about feelings. And

emotionally, France has been living with a fundamental, painful contra¬

diction for at least the past century - from the Franco-Prussian War

onwards. This contradiction has been between the image that French

people have had of their country and the actual realities of the French

situation. The state of national self-esteem has played a role of con¬

siderable political importance in that it has contributed to the rise

and character of dissident movements; the resurgence of the ideological

currents examined here has been inextricably bound up with the morale of

the French nation.

The image of France imprinted on the minds of succeeding generations

of young French men has been heroic, epic and moral. France, in school

text-books and official speeches, has continued to be portrayed as a

first-class power and a leading cultural centre, the guardian of universal

values which it has been her privileged mission to contribute to humanity.

Like Michelet's phrase - 'France glorieuse mere qui n'est pas seulement la

riotre et qui devez enfanter toute nation a la liberte* (2) - much of this

elevated patriotism was derived from the humanism of the 1789 Revolution.

Yet even those who believed that the Revolution transformed an incomparable

country into a madhouse have shown the same tendency to think that France

has a special gift for civilisation and merits to be singled out from the

common run of mankindt
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La France est admirable par aa position geographique, les
productions de sew sol ot le earacxdre 4© sea populations.•
Elle a presque le meilleur de partout.. Le peuple de France
parut longtemps le plus apte a la civilisation.? I'on tient
encore que la civilisation ne saur&it etxe complete que par
lui et peut-etre qu'en lui .. Oe qu'ii n'invents pas, il le
fait sien par une invention nouvelle. • (3)

Whatever its origins, a certain idea of France has lurked consistently

in Frenchmen. Summarily defined, it appears to be a cross between

Peguy's conviction that France has a special mission from God and General

de Gaulle'3 sonorous assertion that France cannot be herself without

grandeur.

Yet for the past hundred years the reality Frenchmen have known

has been radically at odds with their national image. Three invasions

in under a century have permanently tarnished the ideas of France's epic

role in history. The rout of 1S40, in particular, when France fell in

a few weeks, was a bitter confrontation with her diminished position in

the world. For this declining power status, internal development - at

least until the late 1950's - offered no compensation. Up to the Second

World War, French industry was backward and agriculture stagnant. Although

sometimes stirred by scandal or sudden violence, the political life of

the country consisted mainly of slightly varying cabinets lined up regular¬

ly on the steps of the Elysee Palace for the new government photograph

to be taken. To many Frenchmen who still saw France as a powerful

prestigious nation, the Third Republic, was a patched-up affair without

verve or style. And in its wake the Fourth Republic, despite all the

bright hopes initially placed in it, stumbled along until its final crisis

in 1958, seemingly no more successful internally or respected internation¬

ally than the regime which had preceded it.

The theme of national decline, linked often with anxious self-

interrogation, appeared after the Franco-Prussian War. It became increas¬

ingly perceptible as time wore on. 'Jeune homme, la France se meurt, ne
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troubler pas son agenie' Renan observed gloomily as early as the 1880's.(4)

French 'decadence' now began to stimulate a line of literature which was

to prove vigorous and enduring. Around the turn of the century one

worried author, representative of many others, devoted an entire book

to the Question of whether the French were really morally decadent. By

the end he had reassured himself that the situation was perhaps not quite

so bad as it might be. But he still felt bound to issue the solemn

warning that unless the French limited their consumption of alcohol, they

were in dire danger of meeting the same fate as American Indians. (5)

Another book on the same theme which appeared in 1905 was entitled: A quoi

tient la Luperiorite des Anglo-Saxons? It concluded that the English

home and school gave a better preparation for life, that the English were

more accessible to moral considerations and that English patriotism was

rooted in individualism and not in the worship of the State. (6)

Kot all Frenchmen, of course, or even the majority, have been by

any means so respectful of Anglo-Saxon values or so unsure of French ones.

But the theme of French inadequacy, often contrasted with the greater

competence and political aptitude of Anglo-Saxons, became unhappily

recurrent like some latent depressive affliction. Periodically the

subject would be disinterred, dragged into the open and solemnly debated.

In the early 1960's, for instance, in an effort to find out what made

Britain so politically woikable while France was not, the Olub Jean Moulin

which included some of the country's leading administrators-speculated

seriously on the role of cricket. (7)

Leaving aside the problem of how far French pessimism was justified -

for it is questionable whether the French were worse off, relatively

speaking, than other nations - it can fairly be maintained that French

self-doubt, while varying according to period and to milieu., has remained

a constant of political life over the past century: ' on decele un



trouble, une aoxiete, un malaise persistants.' (8)

Each of the three wars France has been through since 1870 has

provoked a protest movement against the established order. Ana these

movements have provided the dynamic to carry new ideological currents

forward. The impact of national disaster allied with a mood of un¬

certainty has on three occasions produced an emotional reaction and

a sudden upsurge of intellectual creativity among those likely to feel

most acutely the gap between image and reality, namely youth and

especially educated, intellectual youth. Since the established order

after 1870 was the centralised Jacobin Republic 'une et indivisible', the

young dissidents on the periphery of official political life concentrated

their fire on it, together with its ruling class and dominant values.

The protest movement on the Right was negative in that the only

remedy it had to offer for the failings of the Republic was a return to

Monarchy. Charles Haurras and Maurice Barr§s, leaders of the extreme
i tic's

right-wing movements that flourished until the thirties, had both been

permanently scarred psychologically by the defeat of the Franco-Prussian

War: throughout the rest of their lives they sought a means of regenerating

France. Yet when they called for the restoration of local liberties

and customs, this was in order that the aristocracy might reassume power;

and when they argued for decentralisation, it was not on libertarian

grounds but in the belief that, if pruned of some of its functions, the

state would find a greater sense of unity and purpose and consequently

greater strength.
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The dissenters on the Left also considered that the Republic's habit

of concentrating all political power and initiative in Paris was harmful;

it stifled local liberties and limited personal freedom. Some found

inspiration for their criticism of the Third Republic either directly or

indirectly in the doctrines of early nineteenth centuiy libertarian socialism.

Others - and these were often concerned with the economic and political

modernisation of the country - were quite simply dissatisfied with central¬

isation and critical of the mental habits it had bred> such as tne lack

of personal initiative. feile the first set of critics attacked capitalism

on ideological grounds, the second group were dissatisfied with the practical

performance of the system. Prom the 1930's onwards, these two currents -

the one pragmatic and modernising and the other left-wing and libertarian -

often joined forces since they had the same enemy and similar aims. Both

demanded greater liberty for individuals and groups against all authority,

but in particular against the burdensome and crushing weight of the over-

centralised State. Both considered that the renovation of the countxy

hinged on one crucial issue: the role of the State and the relationship of

the individual to it. Both were interested in social and economic reforms.

These preoccupations separated the non-conformists, as they are referred

to (9), from the orthodox Left. As Marxists, both the Communist and

Socialist parties regarded the transformation of the State apparatus or

of the economy within the context of the existing system as irrelevant.

For them one bourgeois State was very much like another.and they considered

that this one might as well be tolerated until it could be taken over and

eventually abolished; mere economic reforms, as opposed to wage claims,

were a diversion and a waste of time. Also, despite fee decentralising

current in pre- 1070 Republicanism^the Radical Party upheld the Jacobin
tradition. Besideits position as pivot of Republican governments

attached it to the status quo in practice as well as in theory. It was,
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moreover, bored by financial and economic matters.

Consequently the only potential ally of the non-conformists was the

extreme Sight. Its motives were suspect and its definitions different!

it certainly did not support the whole-sale democratisation of public life

which the non-conformist considered as indispensable. But partly on

account of similar religious origins and partly due to the .ambiguities

that existed in both camps, the extreme Right and extreme or non-marxist

Left co-existed and intermingled sporadically until the Second World Jar.

Thereafter, the modernisera and the new Left - or rather their intellectual

heirs - continued to propagate their ideas outside the established left-

wing parties but without further contact with the extreme Right.

Both pre- and post-War movements will now be outlined briefly in turn

so as to clarify the focus of this study and to define the themes on which

it will concentrate.

The First World War was not, like the Franco-Prussian far, a defeat.

Ostensibly it was a victory. Only, the price paid had been exorbitant.

Most of the population either did not see or chose not to see the darker

sides of this so-called victory. Patriotic and complacent, most French
tqzc'j

people basked in the economic well-being of the twenties, imagining before

them an endless era of peace and prosperity.

In the generation which had been too young to fight and which reached

manhood in the Late 1920*s, there persisted few illusions about the war

and the real state of France. One of the first books to be brought out

by the political protest movement this generation eventually gave rise to

was significantly entitled: La Decadence de la Ration Franoaise. For



many of the young non-conformists, this decadence consisted not only of

the economic inefficiency, the paralysing ovej>-centralisation of the

State machine, the mediocrity of political life and the selfishness of

the ruling class. It was also a result of the false and superficial

values held by society. Money seemed to exert depressing dominance

over all other human considerations and the individual was becoming de¬

personalised in an uncontrolled technological environment. They set

out, therefore, both to attack the rot which they believed had eaten

deeply into French society and to work constructively to find 'new

solutions'. They were, in short, more concerned to change the rules

of the game than to win a round.

The feeling that France somehow was not 'herself played a vital

role in stimulating the political consciousness of the young post-World

War I generation. But other factors were also involved. There was

the economic crisis sparked off by the Wall Street Crash which began to

affect France seriously from 1931. There were important new spiritual

developments both within Catholicism and in secular circles and new

intellectual currents were flowing in the academic and university world.

Affected by these new ideological currents and unable to share what they

considered as the delusions of older generations, the non-confomists

thought of themselves as totally out off from the mainstream of national

political life:

Pensez que les A ciens Combattants reclamaient pour eux les
places, les honneurs, les recompenses, la gloire, les femmes,
tout en jetjKant dans la balance, avec leurs titres de
souffranees, le plus borne des paix-iotisaes et la plus
ridicule des conformismes. Notre hsine.. ne connaissait
pas de homes., la generation qui precede a fait failiite,
radicalement. Rien a y prendre, rien § faire avec eux.(lo)

Although they came from widely different points of the political

horizon, the young intellectuals of the 1930's felt united by the fact



of belonging to the same generation and of opposing the same system.

They collected principally around reviews, the nest celebrated being

Esprit and Ordre liouveau. some of which h&u active political groups

collaborating with them. They gathered in the economic group X~Crise

or in Christian Pineau's heterogeneous political Club de Fevrier.

Mostly they tended to remain outside of the parties, but this was not

always the ease: members of the Christian Democratic Jeune lepublique

Party were often linked with the . e non-conformist circles, while both

the Socialist and Radical parties had their own internal protest movements

whose ideas were sometimes parallel with and sometimes complimentary to

those of the non-party groups.

For the limited purposes of this study, the non-party reformers of

the 1930*s may be divided into two broad, if overlapping, categories.

There were those whose reactions to the particular problems of France

and to the general economic crisis were governed chiefly by ideological,

philosophical and even religious considerations. For them the economic

collapse tended to be secondary to what they saw as a deeper crisis of

Western civilisation. Perhaps half of these were Catholics and many of

them subscribed to the Personalist philosophy associated with Emmanuel

Mounier - which was, in fact, Proudhonism. The second categorica wore more

practical than philosophical. They were motivated mainly by the effects

of the economic crisis and included, among others, a fair number of civil

servants. These distinctions, if broadly justified, were not absolute.

Ordre Nouveau. for instance, had attached to it a number of technically

competent working parties which tackled problems of urbanization. And

the eminently pragmatic economic group, X-Crise. was led by Jean Coutrot,

a visionary of the Saint-Simonist school.

The pragmatists were interested in wider problems than mere economic

adjustments and advocated both economic planning and State reform. But



they had no thoughts of totally transforming the political and social

order. On the other hand, the more ideajQgioally-min&ea intellectuals

set themselves an ambitious goals to create a new political system which,

in the jargon of the time, would go beyond -- * d^passer' - liberal democracy,

communism and fascism. These systems were svsepiagly condemned as in¬

adequate. The first because it created a false notion of the individual

as separate and independent of society and the last two because they

crushed the individual. On these grounds, the non-conformists claimed

to be neither on the Left nor on the Right. They were characterised

also by a strange combination of wounded national pride and its opposite!

an optimistic patriotism, with a strong humanist and universalist flavour,

which led them to believe that France was uniquely equipped to find

solutions to the problems of Western industrial society.

The 'system* - in so far as it was one - that eventually emerged

from the writings of these non-eonforiaists was not really new. In essence

it amounted to the resurrection, partly through Sorel and Peguy, of such

of the pre-Karxist currents of French socialism as accorded either with

their anti-capitalism or anti-statism - or both. This meant mainly the

doctrines of Proudhon and Saint-Simon^the most coherent and modern-minded

of the early French socialists.

Despite the fact that their intellectual inspiration was often derived

from traditional sources, the non-conformist groups of the thirties were,

in Hie last resort, innovatory. But this was so less in the particular

ideas they expressed than in the way they combined them. By far the most

interesting aspect of the intellectual speculation of this period was the

attempt to reconcile such of the older values of rural Ciatholic France as

still seemed relevant in the modern world with new developments in science,

industry and technology. Nostalgia for the virtues of poverty and of

the old handicraft system was never entirely absent from the thoughts of



the young Intellectuals, hue far mom prevalent was a new consciousness

of the possibilities of modem technology and even of affluence.

Industrialisation and modernisation were seen as evils only in so

far as they were uncontrolled or harness-ad to a selfish economic ethic

ascribed to protectant individualism. (hence the violent language with

which most of the intellectuals criticised the United States.) France,

on the other hand, was thought to be able to provide the new values that

were needed. These counter-values, as defined in the 1930's, were a

concern, inherited from a rural past, to keep political and administrative

units down to manageable and human proportions; and second, a Catholic

emphasis on social solidarity rather than on individualism and on the

progress, moral and material, of the community as a whole rather than the

success or profit of its individual members. Saint-Simonism, the first

French doctrine of industrialism, had been founded on a communitarian

basis and it was to this economic tradition that the generation of the

1930's now reverted.

At the same time, the framework of Catholic values adopted by the

non-conformists - or at least by a section of them - contained one important

ambiguity. While Catholicism - in contrast to Protestantism - is commun¬

itarian, it is also authoritarian. Yet the doctrines of those who claimed

that their political thinking was directly inspired by Catholicism revolved

around two opposite poles: authority and quasi-anarchism. Jhy it was

that a section of Catholics in the 1930's should have by-passed Christian

Democracy to move directly to the extreme Left is a question of particular

interest, for there was a similar evolution of far wider Catholic circles,

after the Second World War, an evolution which began slowly in the 1950* s

and then gathered speed during the 1960's after the decline of the MRP.

Ultimately, the political thinking of the non-conformists leaves an

odd, incomplete and, at times, contradictory impression. It is both
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reactionary and modern, both precise and vague, coherent and fringed

with loose ends. Yet the source of its inspiration remained constanti

this was a profound consciousness of the alienations of industrial

society and of the inadequacy of existing values and structures.

This consciousness led sometimes to archaic ifretorio of a corpor-

atist character on 'natural communities'. At the same time it stimulated

a continuing exploration of the means of maintaining human values in the

state, in industry and in cities. As for the duality of vagueness and

precision, this is best illustrated by the treatment of economic planning.

While X-erise was laboriously and, not, it must be said, very successfully

working out whether planning was at all possible in a democratic context,

Ordre Kouveau was quite carried away by a generous sweeping vision of

economic planning as a social, political, economic, cultural and metaphysical

panacea. Nor, for all the interest this subject aroused, did any single

closely defined doctrine of the State and its reform emerge. All shades

of non-conformist opinion rejected the Republican model of a centralised

and authoritarian but economically weak and ineffective State. But their

own complimentary visions never came to terms. The concept of a strong,

interventionist State limited by a measure of decentralisation existed

side by side with a quasi-anarchist doctrine that grudgingly conceded a

minimum right of existence to the State while remaining profoundly un¬

interested in its machinery.

In conclusion, it may be said that the non-conformists created a

political and theoretical rapprochement between old values and new realities

without, however, achieving any practical synthesis. Their movement

bore no fruit in the sense of obtaining concrete results or of exerting

any immediate influence within the conventional political structures. But,

like a tree in spring, it cast its seeds to the wind. These took root,

it has already been observed, both in the Vichy regime and in the war-time



Resistance Movement. Sometimes they were carried by individuals: by

the members of X-crise who struggled against the Malthusian attitudes of

industry and the administration and by the leaders of Qrdre Kouveau who

founded federalist groups after 1945.

More generally, the ideas of the thirties and also the political

consciousness that went with them - that is to say the sense of doubt

and unease about the values and direction of industrial society - became

at least partially absorbed into the French cultural system. By means

which will be briefly touched on, the main themes of the 1930* s - de¬

centralisation, economic planning, effective executive power, industrial

democracy and participation in various forms - grew to become part of the

cultural and political inheritance of certain lilaited circles and in

particular of Catholic circles to the left of the MRP. If the real

impact of these doctrines on French society is still unpredictable the

ferment of the 1930'e has already been responsible for the fact that

development in France since the Second World War has often been accompanied

by a systematic intellectual effort to design a social, economic and

political framework for its control.

Like the First, the Second World War produced a disillusioned generat¬

ion in France. The invasion of 1940 had come as a staggering shock to

most French people. The politicians had assured them confidently that

France was fully prepared to meet and repulse the enemy. Yet within

only a matter of weeks the army had totally collapsed and the institutions

of the State were disintegrating. In the face of events Parliament

partially abdicated. The administration, the ruling class and, not least,



the Church not only failed to defend the Republic, but actively collabor¬

ated with the enemy.

Consequently, the almost obsessive preoccupation of the Resistance

groups and those in exile in London and Algiers was, beyond all thought

of reprisal and revenge, the total political reconstruction of Prance.

This meant a total break with the past; a break with the Third Republic,

its parties, its clientele and even its most cherished principles, such

as centralisation and the omnipotence of the legislature. Why this

break did not in the end occur after the Liberation, it is impossible to

discuss within the limits of this study. Suffice it to say that the

rapidity with which the Fourth Republic reverted to the much reviled

habits of the Third left a bitter sense of betrayal and lost opportunity

among a minority of the population. This minority tended to consist in

large part of the active and dynamic elements of French youth, either

those who had fought in the Resistance or those who, being younger, had

admired it from afar and expected much from post-Liberation France.

Himself part of this new 'sacrificed generation', Claude Nicolet has con¬

tributed the most evocative descriptions of their disillusionment and

sense of abandonment

La ' Revolution*, promise aux adolescents que nous etions, en
44, en 45, ^tait remise jour aprei jour. Nous etions en
somme une generation abandonee par l'histoire. Nous
pensions tres serieusement que rien n'avait existe avant nous,
puisque nous n'avions qu'un souvenir tres vague et pour to^t
dire incredule de cet age d'or, objet des regrets incompressibles
de nos aine's: 1*avant-guerre. L'histoire nous avait rejete sur
la rive des temps modernes, en compagnie de M Sartre et l'absurdite'
du monde.. A cette jeunesse le regime politique des ann^es 1945-53
paraissait un desert d'ennui. Les vieillards sans imagination
ne proposaient que de m^diocres perspectives. (11)

The first post-war political club, the Club des Jacobins, was created

in 1951 as a direct result of the gulf between the anxious patriotic pride

of a young generation who believed that France could and must modernise

and moralise her political and social life - in a fiord live up to her own



image of her elevated position in the world - and the unstimulating real¬

ities of the Fourth Republic. The club existed on the periphery of the

Radical Party, in opposition to its leadership and hoping, by its pressure,

to force the pace of change in the party.

But, on the whole, the pattern of intellectual and political involve¬

ment set by the First World War generation was not followed by the gen¬

eration of the Liberation - at least not immediately. With the exception

of a brief period in 1955 when some 40-50,000 people - most of them young -

flocked to join Mendls-France (backed by the Jacobin Club) in his attempt

to take over the Radical Party, the trend under the Fourth. Republic was

towards political disengagement. The immediate effect of the successive

colonial conflicts of the 1950's was to drive French people and the young

in particular to abandon politics rather than to undertake some new and

challenging political endeavour.

The crisis of Hay 1958 biutally halted this drift. Faced with the

disintegration of the Fourth Republic and the danger of .invasion from

Algeria by parachutists, the country turned to General de Gaulle. For

French opinion the call to de Gaulle was not just a way - the only way -

of solving the intractable Algerian problem, it was also a means of reviving

national morale by a traditional method: a return to the past.

A minority of Frenchmen were differently affected. Emotionally,

the events of May 1958 reopened the old scar of May 1940. Also there

was an extra poignancy in their feelings about the situation, for this

time France was being threatened not by a foreign invasion but by civil

war. Politically and intellectually, the fall of the Republic brought

about a final, unavoidable confrontation with a process of decay in the

State which had been building up over decades. Morally, the Algerian

War was repellent by any standards and distaste for both its means toad

ends provoked an overall increase of political involvement in the
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population generally. But for left-wing Catholics, in particular,

opposition to the Algerian War was no less than a crusade. Having

stood for a decade poised awkwardly on the verge of political commitment,

ever uneasy about the prospect of dirtying their hands, the Catholic

Left now took the plunge enthusiastically, overjoyed at having discovered

an issue at once political - and moral. For them the War virtually

became the equivalent of what the Dreyfus Affair had meant for Republicans

over half a century before: a trial by fire of both personal democratic

faith and general democratic principles.

These, then, were the main factors which, either singly or in com¬

bination, led the generation of the Liberation, now aged roughly between

30 and 40, (together with others) to seek an active political commitment

with a strong moral slant and a predominantly intellectual content. The

circumstances of the Algerian War had often provided the context for such

people to meet, but it was the theme of modernising reform which held them

together and gave impetus to the early club movement. Those who joined

the clubs tended to belong to those social categories which, for different

reasons, were most interested in modernisation. Left-wing dfatholics

joined partly because they lacked a political tradition of their own,

partly out of evangelical duty to meet the challenges of the modern world.

Medium and high grade civil servants became involved because they were

closest to and most aware of the process of modernisation which had already

taken place under the Fourth Republic. Then there were innovating

Mendesists and Mendesist Radicals and some of the professional middle class,

but more often the technically-minded cadres of the private as well as

the public sector. Their aims were the opposite of de Gaulle's: not a

return to past grandeur but the quest for new values and for a realistic

role for France in a new, industrial phase of her national existence.

But, as with the non-conformists of the 1930's, the reverse side of their
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troubled sense of national crisis was a belief - optimistic, patriotic

and universalis! - that France would be the first to find the solutions

to the problems of industrial civilisation.

The first series of political clubs which appeared around 1958

deliberately, even ostentatiously, adopted a low-key pragmatic style, a

clipped and concrete language and a taste for facts, figures and files

that soon earned them a reputation for being technocratic. In fact,

their style was in part determined by a certain mood - the post-Hungary

mood of disillusionment with • devolution* - and in part was a reaction
to

against the persistent habit of the Marxist Partiesz'dealing- with every

issue through dogmatic slogans or theoretical references. And it

should not be allowed to obscure the fact that far from merely advocating

minor technocratic adjustment in society, the clubs were essentially

concerned with long-term structural and valuable transformations.

Under the double impact of the long and painful decolonisation

process and the Algerian War French self-doubt had reached a climax;

for the minority in the clubs this self-doubt was the motor which drove

forward the ideas already current among them. Hence the radical temper

of the clubs' criticisms of the State and society even when they were

couched in restrained semi-sociological terms; the somewhat naive assumption

that a totally fresh start must be made politically - *tcut est probalement

a repenser' wrote the Club Jean Moulin - and the impatient activism, deter¬

minedly concrete and creative rather than abstract uad theoretical.

As for the ideas advanced by the clubs, these, in most cases, had

developed out of themes tentatively explored in the 1930's. The seam of

political ideas exploited by the clubs had been initially discovered - or

rediscovered - by the non-conformists. Jhile decentralisation and economic

planning, for instan.ce, were often discussed in the 1930* s in the most airy

and ill-defined terms, the Club Jean Moulin set out to discover the
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possibilities, limits and precise implications of each. And while

the critics of the 1930*3 had warned of man's spiritual unease in an

advanced technological and industrial society, the Club Citoyen 60

proposed constructive ways of dealing with the problems created by

urbanization, pollution and transport and defined in minute detail the

deteriorating quality of life under the external appearance of affluence.

At the same time, it should be stressed that reflexion on the themes

outlined was not always directly or even indirectly inspired by the

example of the 1930*s. In the 1950*s and 1960*s, as earluer, people

arrived at the same conclusions for different reasons. Nevertheless,

the continuity existed and cannot be ignored.

As a political form/clubs were adopted by different people for a

variety of motives at separate periods. And withoiit a fairly detailed

study of the ideas, aims, style and membership of individual clubs,

categorisation remains either artificial or partial. at the same time,

clubs were too small and too limited in membership for a detailed exam¬

ination of their themes to be of much significance had these been confined

to clubs alone. Even given the strategic positions held by many of its

civil servant members, the fact that the Club Jean Moulin by itself or

in conjunction with a handful of other intellectual circles had advocated

decentralisation, for instance, would be of no more than passing interest.

Ultimately, the main justification for a more detailed study of clubs

rests on the hypothesis that they were merely the tip of a more widely

significant socio-political iceberg.

Three clubs were chosen here for study in depth: the Jacobin Club,

the Club Jean Moulin and the Club Citoyens 60. These were selected

largely on the principle that, despite being themselves limited in impact

and numbers, each of them overlapped and interacted with larger circles.

The Jacobin Club was closely linked with the reformist groups around
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Kendes-France and a main support in his more so try to take over and

renovate the Radical Tarty in the mid-1350* 0. The parent organisation

of Citoyens 60 was the Vie I;ouvoile. an unc rthodor and dynamic movement

within progressive middle-class Catholicism - through which no less than

25,000 people passed roughly between the end of fee war and 5965. The

Club was also enmeshed in a fairly extensive- web of left and centre-left

Catholic organisations and reviews. The Club Jean Moulin had close

contacts, at an informal level, with the main Catholic unions - the

CFTC-Jf, the CNJA and the CJP; - but its principal sphere of influence lay

within the uppermost ranges of the administration and, in particular, in

planning circles. Moreover, these throe Clubs included all the major

elements involved in the modernising movement of the 1350's and 1960's,*

they were among the largest in terms of membership and produced the most

interesting and influential publications.

But why clubs? The French, to say the least, have never suffered

from a shortage of political parties. One element in the situation, no

doubt, was the lack of dynamism and intellectual attraction of existing

parties: it was hardly an inspiring prospect for the modern-minded reformers

of the post-war period to Join either the neo-Stalinist Communist Party or

Guy Mollet*s SFIO. However, it will be shown that Just as important

factor as the mediocrity of the parties in explaining why French reformers

should have wished to Join clubs was their attitude towards and perception

of politics in general and political parties in particular.

James Q. Wilson has defined the two main strands within the American

political clubs which appeared almost concurrently with the French clubs

Q
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as progressive and populist respectively. (12) While the former were

modernists resolved to clean up city politics and not afraid to resort

to a strong executive, the latter were moved by the belief traditionally

strong among American agrarian reformers, that the cure for democracy

is more democracy. French clubs were composed of two similar groups,

pragmatic as we.il as more ideologically-minded reformers who were

inspired by anarchist ideas. These ideas, it seems evident, have been

a major factor inhibiting a considerable section of French people from

venturing into a mass ->sr®ani3ed political party end leading them instead

to seek refuge in a political club. Because of physical limits, it

Cannot be the aim of this thesis to undertake an extensive study of the

relations between political clubs and political parties; however, a few

tentative suggestions on the subject will be put forward.
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pari I.

Chapter 1.

Jansenism and the Tradition of Puritan Libertarianism in French

Political Thought*

lis sont toujours pour les jugements des hommes
assembles; tout ce qui a l'air de republique les
enohante; tout ce qui vient de l'autorit^ d'un
seul leur deplait, ils ne peuvent s'y soumettre...
Dans le temps qu'ils otent de la religion le libre
arbitre, ils nourissent les peuples dans un esprit
de liberte; liberte, Write, voila leur cri de
guerre., Les Peres de l'Oratoire sont tres instruits
de la politique du peuple; ils rapportent tout au
peuple, excellents personnages dans une Republique,
mais mauvais sujets des rois. (1)

Pere Tellier, Jesuit confessor to Louis XIV.

The spirit of the Reformation was characterised by two funda¬

mental aspirations: to renew Christianity by a return to the origin¬

al purity of the Gospel and to bring it to sanction the direct com¬

munication between each Han and his Laker. These basic ideals

were differently interpreted in Germany by Luther, peasant and

mystical monk, and in Switzerland by Calvin, a hard-headed lawyer.

In France, the idealism and mysticism of the first was combined with

coherence and rationalism of "the second by Blaise Pascal, who besides

being a metaphysician, philosopher and scientist was also among the

leading theoreticians of Jansenism, a powerful dissident movement that

arose within French Catholicism in the seventeenth century. Yet

Jansenism - in its sophisticated Pascalian version - was not just

another presentation from a different angle of the same themes that

preocoupied Luther and Calvin. Between him and them there was a

difference in kind as between early abstract and late impressionist

paintings: the level of conceptualisation was no longer the same.

This was less because Pascal joined the reformist current lower down
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the stream when the waters were running clearer than because, as a

scientist, he was able to relate the post Renaissance developments in

science and astronomy - the anxious, new reappraisal of Man's place

in the cosmos and of his significance as species - to a new Christian

concern for the salvation of the individual soul. While Luther and

Calvin thought as theologians in narrow terms of Man in his relation

to God, Pascal - without losing sight of the individual soul - in¬

cluded in his metaphysical doctrine the dimension of humanity and its

place in ihe universe, thereby broadening theology into an almost

existential morality and smoothing the sharp edges of individualism

by a universalist approach to humanity that transcended but did not

deny the individual. Jansenism has been justly defined as: '...
\ / / /-

cette espece de presbyterianisme; teinte philosophie, ce melange de

religion et de philosophie..' (2)

If Luther, Calvin and Pascal were all puritans who believed in

individual responsibility and sought to define the good life, all

stressed different ways by which it might be approached. For

Calvin and the English Puritans to live morally and in accordance

with the laws of God meant essentially to practise the qualities of

will and discipline, externalised through action and works. Luther

and Pascal, on the contrary, looked to more exclusively internal

moral qualities: Luther to faith and Pascal to moral purity and

thought. The Calvinist Puritan, even when he viewed the world as a

vale of tears, still considered it as his duty to moralise society

and its institutions and to ensure that these, in turn, would aid the

individual to perfect himself. Luther and Pascal saw all attempts

to externalise religion by subjecting it to rules and regulations as

degrading. Both drew a sharp antithesis between the external order

of society and the life of the spirit. However, at this point they
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diverged fundamentally. Luther, unlike Pascal, did not think

through - or rather shied away from - the radical implications of

his own religious thought. While admitting the right to religious

conscience, he devised an unambiguously servile political doctrine

which held that temporal authority, being sanctioned by God, must

be obeyed at all times - irrespective of morality.

Pascal saw that the logical consequence of the new relation¬

ship of Man to God was the right to conscience and the equality of

all Men, but he did not confine his thinking on these new rights to

the narrow bounds of theology. In line with the medieval Gnostic

heresies which habitually took a total view of the world, Pascal did

not compartmentalise the religious and social aspects of human exis¬

tence but instead included both in an all-embracing philosophico-

metaphysical doctrine. Man, according to this doctrine, is defined

by his capacity for thought and conscience and by the quality of

seeking exclusively absolute values in a world in ivrhich only partial

values may be realised because God is hidden to and absent from it.

Man, thus, is alienated from the material world. However, this

alienation is both the condition of and the first step to spiritual

salvation since it is by refusing to compromise with the relativity

of the material world, that Man safeguards human values and makes

possible - even if he cannot secure - God's grace. The only possible

attitude of moral Man towards the valueless world is one of denial.

This denial consists of a conscious refusal to participate in its

imperfection and a moral and intellectual rejection of its conformism

and shabby compromises. Habit and intellectual sloth were seen as

falls from grace by the Jan3enists since Man, in succumbing to them,

looses his privileged position in relation to the material world and,

consequently, his hope of salvation. The ultimate end of alienation
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may only be achieved through totality - that is in the synthesis of

the material and spiritual worlds-which will occur only at the end

of time.

In the meantime, Kan's moral duty is to remain between the ab¬

solute and reality: to continue to seek the absolute - ie totality -

despite the knowledge that it cannot be attained. Philosophically,

this leads to a position between^idealism and empiricism. Personally

and morally, it means a persistent, self-surpassing effort to realise

an impossibly perfectionist ideal of purity - an effort that i3 also

and essentially self-regulating since the only acceptable criterion

of morality is intention. As for the material world, it must be

judged but it may never be participated in.

On the basis of this dualistic humanism according to which the

material world is valueless and only Man is moral, Pascal reached

some extremely radical political conclusions. He maintained that

since they are entirely without moral foundation, all attributes of

the material world - all social institutions, property and privilege -

are therefore illegitimate. His doctrine of power is reminiscent of

the Hans Anderson fairy tale of the king with no clothes; only, in the

extended Pascalian version not only the king but also the courtiers,

the ecclesiastics, the wealthy and privileged are all politically

naked in the sense of lacking moral and hence political legitimacy.

Politics, Pascal refused to consider as a serious occupation. Nor

would he allow that political activity constitutes a relatively

autonomous domain with its own rules, potentialities and limits. He

suppressed the Aristotilian distinction between the good man and the

good citizen, holding that the only yardstick by which an individual

may be judged is ethical rather than civic virtue. In effect, he

substituted morality for politics; a morality, moreover, of uncompro-



mising purity, which took a severe and disdainful view of politics,

considering it as innately opportunistic and unworthy of the attentions

of honest men. If, in the last resort, Pascal, unlike the little boy

in the fairy tale, omitted to challenge authority with its nakedness,

this is because: l) such a course would be dangerous; 2) practical

egalitarianism is fraught with difficulties; 3) the world is not suf¬

ficiently important. Pascal finally advocated external obedience to

temporal as to ecclesiastical authority, but he did so in a totally

different spirit from Luther. For his final political counsel - to

obey authority externally while internally resisting its pretentions,

impositions and encroachments - was the direct transposition of ab¬

solutist Jansenist world-disdain, as expressed by the moral formula

of judging the world without participating in it, into politics.

In practice, however, Jansenism might have partially lapsed into

a particularly disillusioned and negative form of quietism - but for

the theological twist of the Hidden God. Pascalian Man, uncertain

of salvation and abandoned to a valueless world by a God who remains

ever concealed takes a tragic pride in the grandeur of humanity locked

in eternal, solitary struggle against its own and the world's imper¬

fection: Man may be impotent before God, human institutions may be

worthless and individual men weak and puny but mankind, in the last

resort, is greater than Man or hi3 institutions. It was this austere

and anti-determinist humanism which took pride in the superiority of

the human spirit over nature and the material world, and, in the

absence of God, derived some comfort from this superiority, that

ultimately raised Jansenism over the social conservatism of Luther-

anism.

Within the God-centred seventeenth century itself, Jansenism

sheathed its sharp claws, counselled the avoidance of politics and

preached the virtues of a pure and withdrawn internal spiritual life.
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But once the old static concept of society gave way to a new vision

of progress, the radical undercurrents in Jansenism - denial of the

legitimacy of all authority, respect only for personal merit, recog¬

nition only of equality - could no longer be damned up by a puritan

disdain for the world.

The libertarian political thinkers who followed directly in the

footsteps of Pascal, while preoccupied now to moralise the world, took

over from him three general concepts which determined the whole shape

and bias of their own doctrines. These were: a dualistic humanism,

austerely optimistic with respect to humanity but radically pessi¬

mistic about human institutions; a puritan moral code, at once liber¬

tarian, internal and intellectual; and a notion of the alienation or

the estrangement of Man from a material world at odds with his own

values.

Proudhon and Alain both conceived of Man, a creature capable of

creating values, as alienated from the material world. Values versus

interests was the new nineteenth century version of the old dualism of

Man versus nature and Republicans were inclined, like Lamartine, to

talk of 'vils interets materiels'.(3) Progress, consequently, came

to be seen as the betterment not just of material but also of moral

conditions: it was the advance of each individual in liberty, puri¬

fication and enlightenment which, in turn, would lead to an ever juster

society. There were, however, certain problems about moralising

society on the basis of Pascalian principles. In the first place,

all the formal attributes of society - the law, institutions, property -

were all without intrinsic moral value in Pascal's eyes and thus con¬

stituted part of Man's alienating environment, to be transcended rather

than reformed. Secondly, because it entailed the free choice of each

individual to decide whether to open himself to grace, a choice that



was never definitive but had to be eternally renewed, Pasealian

morali£y was incompatible with authority as with all institutional

mechanisms limiting the free exercise of individual conscience and

judgment. And thirdly, because political activity and institutions

were rejected essentially in the name of puritan absolutism, personal

ethics became the basis of political society.

Libertarian political thinkers in the moralist tradition thus

separated the State and its institutions from society, condemned the

former as immoral and anti-human and then proceeded to regulate the

latter by means of the strictly libertarian and intellectual ethical

code of Jansenism. In this society self-regulating moral obligation

takes the place of law and rational persuasion, backed by education,

replaces force. Poverty and equality - both covered by the Republican

epithet 'petit' - rank as virtues, while riche3 and power are personal

and social vices. In general, as religious conscience and political

liberty are identified, the main aspects of personal morality - in¬

tellectual non-conformism and anti-determinism, heroic self-surpassing

individualism - are carried over and incorporated within the political

value system. (Andre Siegfried, for instance, claimed that the French

civic sense is expressed not by monetary contributions as in Anglo-

Saxon countries but in the readiness to defend the country (4) )• Pro¬

gress towards social perfection is continuing, never final, in so far

as Man is imperfect and the heroic combat of Man against moral and in¬

tellectual inertia must be endlessly renewed. It is probable, moreover,

that what Thibaudet has termed the 'sinistrisme immanent' of the nine¬

teenth century Republican movement - '...1'evolution vers la gauche

repond a une sorte de mouvement pur, de racine schematique, ou il est

entendu qu'on va a gauche, d'une marche irresistible et necessaire de

glacier..' he wrote (5) - was the direct transposition of puritan

Jansenist morality into politics. According to Thibaudet, the Republic
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as seen by Republicans consisted of a process of continuous and

continuing creation:

Le seul arret de ce mouvement, la Republique
consolidee, reduite a une administration d'interets,
cela seul, pense obscurement le peuple, detruit la
Republique: la cessation de 1'action est reaction -
la reaction. Un conservateur eat encore reaction-
naire quand il conserve la R^publique telle qu'elle
est. (6)

Both P-J Proudhon and /lain subscribed to this general body of

politico-moral beliefs. The difference between them was that while

Proudhon was a creative political thinker, Alain was a gifted ob¬

server whose doctrine of Radicalism was essentially a description

of the mentality of left-wing Republicans under the Third Republic.

And where Proudhon devised a political theory which in its final

formulation consisted of a kind of corrected anarchism - of a balance

between the absolute and reality, between liberty and authority - in

Alain it was the Radical individual who stood between the absolute

doctrine of anarchism and the reality of the centralised state. Pascal,
/
/

in maintaining that humanity's duty, is to remain in a half-way posit¬

ion between two opposing poles, was consciously moderating his absolut¬

ism - a kind of intellectual correction of a temperamental trait -

rather than compromising with reality. In the same way, Proudhon and

Ailain both tempered their anarchism without really compromising with

the political reality of liberal parliamentary democracy, (w)

Proudhon and Alain rank among the most significant thinkers in

the libertarian tradition of the French Left. Peguy, although he has

exerted considerable influence on left-wing Catholics within this

century, is a more marginal figure. He is considered here essentially

for three reasons. In the first place, because his initial political

aspiration to realise total anarchism in society seems to indicate

that a deviation from the austere morality of Pascal had occurred

si



somewhere along the historical line and. that, by the late nineteenth

century, there existed alongside the doctrines of Proudhon a more

optimistic and absolutist form of anarchism which considered I-Ian and
/

society - but not the state - as perfectable. Secondly, Peguy»

within limits, exemplifies a type of character and mentality which

not infrequently go hand in hand with French puritanism, while the

inter-action of his personality and his political and religious

beliefs offers an interesting and concrete insight into the latter-

day workings of Jansenist morality. And finally, Peguy - together

with Proudhon, himself, of course, - was a major intellectual and

moral influence on the young generation who in the 1930's revived

and revitalised the Proudhonian strand of anarchism, a political

phenomenon which, in turn, apoears to be at least partially linked

to the libertarian religious leanings of some of them. Jansenism,

it will be demonstrated, was not a spent force even in the twentieth

century.

In general, it may be said that if libertarian political theory

modified some aspects of Jansenism as interpreted by Pascal - notably

its denial of free will - and diverged from the spirit of Jansenist

religiosity although scarcely from its puritanism, it remained re¬

markably faithful to its central moral concepts. This is no doubt

because it was never a devised intellectual system but rather a re¬

flexion of grass-roots beliefs and attitudes. Proudhon, Peguy and

Alain derived their political ideas in the first instance neither

from Sorbonne academics nor from foreign intellectuals but from the

popular provincial circles in which they grew ups their anarchism,

consequently, was a truly indigenous growth.
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The apparent contradiction between Catholicism and political

liberty has often been offered as an explanation for the dominance of

authoritarianism in French society and the equivocal attitude to

liberty in French politics.(8) In Catholicism, as Soltau observes,

the notion of truth has traditionally been an appeal not to individual

conscience but to the authority of the infallible Church. 'Catholicism

being the national religion, how can modern liberty be built up on a

religious principle that denies it? That is the crux... it crops up

everywhere.•(9) The limited scope for personal liberties in the

French Revolution, its emphasis on the sanctity of State rights and on

national unity, Soltau attributes directly to the lack of any clear

statement in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries on the rights of

individuals or groups against the State.(10)

While French puritan libertarianism has often had a peculiarly

ambiguous character, its influence - which can be traced back well

beyond the seventeenth century - in reality has been deep and enduring.

From the early Middle Ages when the Albigensians defied the Catholic

Church for over two centuries before being brought to heel by a bloody

crusade led by the State, through the Vaudois and Cevenoles to the six¬

teenth century when the country almost became Protestant (ll), French

history is riven with heresies. Owing to the identification of Church

and State, they came to be seen as and were, in effect, a challenge to

political as well a3 ecclesiastical authority.

Politically, the most important of French religious protest move¬

ments was undoubtedly Jansenism. It dominated the Church during the

century and a half prior to the Revolution when relations between

spiritual and temporal power were changing.(l2) Moreover, it was able

to survive - persecuted but not, like Protestantism, almost exterminated

by remaining within the Catholic Church rather than breaking away.

Louis XI7 always thought of the Jansenists as identical to the Huguenots



and detested them accordingly, The Huguenots considered theu as

semi-Protestants. But the Jensenists themselves, while refusing

to compromise their beliefs, stubbornly proclaimed that they wore

Catholic. They consistently rejectee the cltargea of heresy raised

against them end during the Fronde protested their loyalty to the

Crown.(iz)

Jainfee-Beuve, the leading historian of the movement, while

defending the Jansenists against accusations of inconsistent be¬

haviour, has at the same time admitted that the leaders in particular -

namely Jan3enius, daint-Cyran and asoal - were in a highly precarious

and uncomfortable position :

0 \
.. ils ne sor.t pas alles jusq'au bout, voila tout co
qu'on pent dire. Mais sur lour ohemin ils ont toujours
marche ferae et droit; a un certain oment, tout au bord,
ils se sont arretes. uel;ues instants de -lus, et
qu* auraiant-ils fait? ieraient-ils restes caiapes
obstinement en cette position escarpee, et 1'auraiant-ils
pu?.., Nul ne peut le dire, car la mort (coincidence
singuliere) les prit juste tous lea trois sur le temps
de cette extremite.(l4j

Jansenists had a sovereign disdain for the world ana this goes a

long way to explain the ambiguities of their position. But neither

should one forget the historical circumstances of the time. In

seventeenth century France, open opposition to the Church involved

great risk and the taemory of the virtual annihilation of Protestant¬

ism was still very much alive. Later in the century - from 1685

to 1715 - the Edict of Nantes was even revoked. In addition, the

country had already suffered a civil war in the Fronde. This con¬

flict left ascal, in particular, with a litsting fear of disorder

and anarchy.(15) It may be also that the Jansenists, realising

that religious revolt might once again threaten national unity, un¬

consciously introverted their libertarian aspirations for this

reason.(16) However, the factors which prevented Pascal and other
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Jansenists from clashing directly with Church and State appear to

have been primarily theological.

If it is inexact to claim, as Cognet does (17), that Jansenism

had no specific intellectual content, it is certainly true that the

movement wa3 never monolithic,"not always coherent theologically and

frequently uncompromising in spirit. In its widest sense it simply

denoted a rigorously puritan and personal religion with a tendency

to reject the world as radically evil. As such it falls into the

pattern of personal spiritual religions that had flourished spora¬

dically especially in the south.(18)

Formally, Jansenist inspiration was derived from three broad,

but over-lapping, circles. First, there was Jansenius himself, a

theologian principally preoccupied with the problems of grace and

predestination and author of the work Augustinus. eventually to be

condemned by Rome. Then there was Saint-Cyran, a great preacher and

moralist rather than writer or theologian, who acted as spiritual

counsellor to the nuns living at the convent of Port-Royal. While

the two men were closely linked by personal friendship, their spiritual

aims were slightly different: Janseniu3 was concerned to restore re¬

ligion theoretically; Saint-Cyran to revive it practically. Both he

and the nuns at Port-Royal were absorbed essentially in living a pure

spiritual life and never accorded primary importance to religious dogma.

Finally, came the 'gentlemen' or 'solitaries' who either lived at Port-

Royal or, like Pascal, were permanently connected with it. Most of

the main theorists of Jansenism had a secular rather than a clerical

status and maintained it even when they decided to withdraw totally

from the world. Owing to an absolutism that spurned degrees and

nuances and bred disdain for the honours of the world, Jansenism never

encouraged its followers to take up a religious vocation and converted

priests often took great pride, in their definitive abandonment of the

a 4
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altar. (19) Port-Royal, as Thibsudet has observed, is the source of

the secular and quasi anti-clerical bent particular to French Catholic¬

ism. (20)

The originality of Port- pyal, it has been said, lay less in any

single one of its personalities or writings than in leur en¬

semble meme et dans 1*esprit qui les forma.•(21) For all the Catholic

loyalism of the Jansenists, they were essentially religious reformists

in their nostalgia for the original purity of Christianity. Like the

Huguenots, they were puritans who denounced the morals of the Church,

the formality and casuistry of Christian legalism and the excessive

distance between clergy and laity. Again like the Huguenots they

valued extreme simplicity over ecclesiastical ceremonial and spiritual

community over hierarchy. Both religious groups stressed the primaiy

importance of individual salvation and both supported the theory of

predestination. In addition, they had in common a tendency - which

rarely became excessive - towards spiritual mysticism and a marked

inclination to see every problem as a moral problem. (22) Their only

serious point of difference appears to have been on the question of

sacraments. (23)

In view of these striking similarities between French Protestantism

and Jansenism, it is no doubt significant - even if rarely revealed -

that the Arnauld family who initially provoked the spiritual revolution

at Port-Royal in the first decade of the seventeenth century had Huguenot

ancestors. Some of them were not reconverted to latholioism until

after the celebrated massacre of Protestants at Saint Barthelemy. (24)

During the seventeenth century Jansenists were called 'republic¬

ans' and Saint-Simon referred to them as such in his famouj memoirs.

By this term he meant to indicate a style of life rather than political

ideas. (25) In fact, Port-Royal really was a kind of spiritual Republic,

egalitarian, self-governing and independent. The abbesses were elected.
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(26) Property was shared. A school attached to the convent educated

children along libertarian lines designed to allow them to develop

their own personalities freely and without fear of punishment. In

the educational methods they favoured as in the rigidly aesthetic lives

they lived, the Jansenists differed fundamentally from the Jesuits.

And veiy soon they diverged sharply in their outlook on religion. The

religion of the Jansenists was internal, sober, undemonstrative,

virtually unmediated - and absolutist. They were ever prompt to detect

evil motives behind nominally good actions. This conviction that

intention constituted the only yardstick by which to judge morality

inevitably brought them into conflict with the Jesuits who preached

what seemed to Jansenists a highly opportunistic creed of salvation

through works alone and who, moreover, refused to envisage direct

communication between Man and God without a priestly intermediary.

However, Jansenists were never aggressive evangelisers and had

they been left in peace, they would have devoted themselves to living

a pure internal life at Port-Royal. Their suspect theology and the

implicit threat they constituted to Louis XIY's doctrines of 'raison

d'etat' and religious unity made this impossible. Increasingly, as

time went on - and especially after Augustinus was condemned by Rome

in 1656 - the Jansenists found themselves driven to temporal commitment

and to defend the rights of conscience by the politics of Louis, Mazarin

and Richelieu.(27) The quarrels between Jansenists and Jesuits now

created furious public controversy in the Church. And by means of

the Provineiales. broadsheets written secretly by Pascal to defend

Jansenist theological principles as well as to demolish Jesuit morality,

these disputes spread like a forest fire to the furthest flung towns

in the Kingdom.(28)

Ultimately, of course, Port-Royal - like Protestantism before it -

was crushed. In the first decade of the eighteenth century, the



persecution of Jansenists reached a climax and the nuns - all of whom

refused to recant - were finally expelled from their convent, mal¬

treated and dispersed. This was not the end of Jansenism for Jan¬

senists continued to defy the Church throughout the length of the

eighteenth century, but it was the end of Port-Royal J amid general

indignation it was razed to the ground. Thereafter, for well over

a decade, it became a place of pilgrimage, in homage to the lone and

brave gesture of defiance against royal and ecclesiastical authority

of the Jansenist nuns. Renan later claimed: * Les religeuses de
✓ A /

Port-Royal ont plus fait que les eveques, plus fait que 1'eglise

gallicane, plus fait que le peuple: elles ont sauve" la conscience.*(29)

Jansenist theorists varied widely in their attitudes towards

ecclesiastical and temporal authority. But they all subscribed to

two basic premises on which they constructed their differing theories.

First, they maintained that Man, in spite of being corrupted by original

sin, seeks exclusively to discover perfect truth and absolute values.

Second, they believed that in a world from xfhich God is absent, moral

confusion reigns and no true values, but only relative ones, can ever

be known. On this basis they condemned the world since they could

see no hope of changing it historically. The world, the Jansenists

concluded, cannot be made good before the Final Judgment. But at this

point the centrists and the extremists, as the two principal theoretical

streams within Jansenism have been termed, parted company. The

centrists - Arnauld and Nicole - compromised their absolutism: secular

and temporal authority are justified by God and the Christian should

participate in the world and obey as a citizen even if not expecting

his condition to improve.(30) For all the pessimistic sting in its

tail, this doctrine was scarcely different from the orthodox religious



and political thinking of the seventeenth century.

The real innovators were the extremists. Only they went so far

as to draw the radical political conclusions that flowed logically

from their radical religious principles. However, since they tended

to withdraw totally from the world and since it was seriously questioned
0

at Port-Royal whether it was moral to write a hook, there were few

Jansenists of this school either available or willing to formulate a

comprehensive religious, moral and - above all - political doctrine.

Barcos, one of the leading extremists, deliberately avoided the subject

of the State as he was afraid of sliding towards the opposition.(3l)

The world hatred of the Jansenists habitually acted as a brake on their

fundamental anti-authoritarianism and potential political radicalism.

It was, consequently, no coincidence that the task of theoretical

formulation should have fallen finally to Pascal. For, besides the

fact of being a philosopher and writer, he was less a stranger to the

world than some of the solitaries and he never really withdrew from it

totally until just before his death. Pascal only reached his ultimate,

extreme position after a life-time of passionate and continuous search

for perfect truth in the world itself, first through science and then

through the Church.(>2)

Pascal defined Man as a thinking being, capable of reason and

understanding, who demands to know and will never be content with less

than absolute truth; 'L'homme est visiblement fait pour penser; c'est

toute sa dignite et tout son merite; et son devoir est de penser comme

il faut.'(33) But this man is placed in a paradoxical and, ultimately,

tragic position. On the one hand, he has to live in the absence and

silence of a God whose will can never be known and who remains hidden

to Man and to the universe. On the other hand, he is condemned to be

part of a world of paradoxes where all truths mutually contradict each

other and no right and moral rules of conduct can ever be known.(34)
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The world is the domain of eternal relativity where good and bad

will always be inextricably mingled. Man's dilemma, therefore, is

that while his nature forces him to search relentlessly for clear,

unequivocal and absolute values, he can only do so in a world where,

by definition, perfection is unobtainable. His tragedy is that as

a sinner, whose reason has been corrupted, he is puny and limited

and will never find real truth and justice. His grandeur lies in

his continuing, ceaseless quest. Always great in his potentialities,

Man is always limited in his capacity to fulfil them: '1' homme passe

l'homme' - mankind transcends Man. The human condition consists of

achieving and maintaining a taut equilibrium between the two opposite

pole3 of the absolute and of reality, since total spiritual under¬

standing - the synthesis of the extremes - can be attained only in

God. But Man's recognition of his weakness and limitation is no

complacent acceptance of the status quo. It is his ultimate gesture

of defiance before a valueless world and a silent God. To continue

to seek the absolute and to know that it can never be attained - in

thi3 lay the essence of Man's tragic grandeur for Pascal.

Starting from this analysis of Man's position in relation to

God and the world, it becomes possible to chart exactly the contours

of Pascal's metaphysical and moral doctrine. The transcendence of

Man towards the absolute allows him to justify himself before God -

to invoke the presence of an absent God. But it also places him on

dominating heights over a world which lacks his own unique qualities

of thought and his aspiration towards absolute values. Man is always

greater than nature. If it can break him effortlessly, Man at least

is conscious of hi3 death while nature knows nothing, Pascal once

wrote.(35) There are thus two reasons why Man cannot participate

in the world and endow it with moral yalues: such a course would mean
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the inevitable compromise of his striving towards perfection and it

would imply the renunciation of his position between the opposing

poles of absolute values and reality. To the perfectionist Jan3enist

mind which refuses to accept gradations of good and bad, a world in

which good and bad are mixed indistinguishably is lastly immoral and

Kan is bound - if he is to remain true to himself - to resist its

impure encroachments. (36)

In the end, there is only one moral solution for Pascal's

solitary, suffering Man tragically abandoned to a hostile world by

a silent God and that is to abandon all hope of material victory, to

safeguard moral and spiritual values and so preserve the prospect of

eternity. At the same time he cannot flee entirely to the City of

God. For Pascal, although he believed in God, considered that faith

wa3 a bet.(37) Pascalian Man, therefore, finds himself trapped

between Heaven and Earth, neither of which provide the certainties he

seeks or responds to his needs.(38) Thrown back on himself, he

asserts both his dignity and despair by choosing consciously not to

compromise with the world: '.. il choisit librement cette fin en

refusant un compromis qui le pernettrait de vivre.'(39) By his re¬

jection he deserves the attention of God and preserves the integrity

of human values. And by his consciousness he acquires some clarity

and control in the midst of his own confusion and of the world's

incongruity and anarchy.

Lastly, then, Pascal allowed I-Ian to rise above his own impotence

in the face of God and the world/nature. Man transcends his human

limitation before God by the conscious and willed acceptance of

stiffering and death. (40) But over nature he gains a negative kind

of ascendancy: by his clear-sighted knowledge of its insufficiencies,

by the refusal to entertain the slightest illusions about it and by

an untiring quest to know the truth behind its facades.(4l) Pascal,



one must conclude, if he was not the first existentialist - he did,

after all, believe in God - was certainly the direct forerunner of

JSxis tentialism.

Pascal's political formula, arrived at during the final phase

of his short life, combining external submission to ecclesiastical

as to temporal authority with internal judgment of them, was only

the practioal conclusion of his fundamental metaphysical premises. (42)

ihe only possible way to lead a moral life, in Pascal's view, was

to live in the world without participating in or deriving pleasure

from it and at the same time to remain vigilantly cynical with regard

to its external trappings - therefore, obey and judge... In politics

as in religion, not that he recognised that there could be a real

distinction between them, Pascal sacrificed the body to the spirit.

He himself acted in perfect accordance with his own formula in

his dealings with the Catholic Church just before his death. Once

Augustirrus was condemned, Pascal had to decide how to react. Re¬

sistance, besides safeguarding his own beliefs, would mean open con¬

flict with authority - it would also mean that he valued what happened

in the world. Obedience, as he saw it, would amount to a total,

radical refusal to compromise with the world, a disdainful denial

that it had any authentic reality or that progress was possible within

it. Given this thinking, Pascal's behaviour towards Catholicism

which at first sight appears contradictory, was in reality perfectly

consistent with his convictions: he declared his submission to the

Church but refused to sign a particular document which would have

entailed abjuring Augustinus. He thereby saved his conscience and

avoided compromising with the world. But Pascal died before he

could be faced with the more brutal choice, that faaed so many others,

of signing or perishing - or, at the very least, of losing their

livelihood and liberty. And so the question remains suspended as to



whether Pascal would have considered that his personal integrity and

conscience could, in the last resort, be safeguarded by internal

judgment alone.

Not all of Pascal's theorising was as subtly elusive as his

final formulation. During hi3 life he introduced a number of per¬

fectly straight-forward subversive elements into the official Church.

On the point of personal conscience, for instance, Pascal throughout

his life was less hesitant than many Jansenists, It is better to

obey God than Man, he declared unambiguously. And both before and

after his 'conversion'he showed little inclination to submit to his

director of conscience.(43) In the Penseel he openly opposed the

authority of Rome - 'Si mes lettres sont condamnegs a Rome, ce que

j'y condamne est condamne dans le Ciel'(44) And at the time of the

condemnation of lugustinus. according to Sainte-Beuve, he quite simply

asserted that the Pope was mistaken.(45) Finding himself finally in

conflict with the Church - *le deplaisir de se voir entre Dieu et le

Pape' - he submitted to it with the same disdain he reserved for all

human institutions.(46)

More immediately damaging, perhaps, to the Church*s influence

was Pascal's contribution towards the secularisation of morality.

Since Cod is hidden and his will and designs cannot be known to Man,

the Church, argued Pascal, cannot justify scholastic morality by

divine authority. For how can it prove that its laws are backed by

God's will? Believing further that faith should not be founded on

authority, he produced a 'humanised' justification for religion which

has had a lasting impact on French Catholicism. But to understand

it fully, the context in which it arose should first be explained.

The new post-Renaissance scientific and astronomic discoveries -

in particular those of Copernicus - deepened the metaphysical anguish

Pascal suffered at the silence of God. They also made religious



faith all the more necessary in his eyes. 'Combien de royaumes

nous ignorent' he wrote, tormented by the vistas of infinity now opened

up to Man.(47) But in the Cartesian world in which he lived, it was

considered that nature and the cosmos, when mechanised and objectivised,

could be grasped and dominated by the rational mind. Pascal was to

some extent a Cartesian himself: he supported the new desanctified

view of nature, believed Man's value to lie at least partially in

thought and consciousness and did not deny that the universe could be

explained in scientific detail. Where he differed from the rationa¬

lists was over the role he assigned to reason. While it is possible

to understand the parts of the universe, neither its meaning nor its

end can be known by the intelligence, argued Pascal. All that reason

can measure with certainty is its own limits. If its evidence is

relied upon the universe becomes terrifying, derisory - or absurd.

The only alternative to absurdity, as he saw it, was in creation.

And to be able to comprehend creation other qualities than intelligence

are needed, such as 'coeur' - heart. The human spirit looks for

assurance which science and reason cannot give, maintained Pascal:

only through qualities of heart can real understanding of a higher

order be reached.(48)

Pascal, then, never offered theoretical proof for God's existence

since, in his view, there could be none. Although his own faith was

probing and anguished rather than serene, and all his life he was on

intimate terms with militant atheistie circles (49), Pascal, like

Kant, saw practical grounds for believing in God. It was in this

sense that his faith, as he once said, was a bet. The practical

grounds he gave for faith were lastly human, arising from the feelings

of solidarity for mankind aroused in him by the vastness of the cosmos,

the silence of God, Man's own irresistible drive towards truth and

justice, his solitude and suffering. (50) Pascal justified



Christianity by Man's own needs - contrary to the Church which demanded

obedience of Christians because God had invested it with His divine

authority. He explained to Christians not only their suffering and

misery but also the grandeur of humanity. So that although he

never brutally upset the Church on the question of individual con¬

science, Pascal left to it as a heritage a concept of faith which

has continued to work as an anti-authoritarian heaven in the twentieth

century.

However, it is arguable that the French State rather than the

Church has borne the brunt of Pascal's contempt for all institutional

and established authority. In the earlier Provineiales. Pascal some¬

times appeared to concede that natural law accessible to human reason

does exist even if Man, as a sinner whose reason has been corrupted,

cannot understand it.(5l) In the Pens^es he was categorical! natural

law does not exist and God is hidden to the world. There can thus

be no moral justification for the rational organisation of society;

all institutions are bad. However, society has solved this problem

by substituting force for justice: '.. ne pouvant fortifier la justice,

on a justifie' la force, afin que le fort et le juste fussent ensemble

et que la paix fut, qui est le souverain bien' .(52) This should not

be allowed to obscure the fact that while laws may be based on force

or on custom, they are never and can never be sanctioned by divine

or natural law. 'Rien n'est si fautif que les lois qui redressent

les fautes; qui leur obeit parce qu'elles sont justes, obeit a la

justice qu'il imagine, mais non pas a 1'essence de la loi; elle est

toute ramassee en soi; elle est loi et rien davantage*.(53) Not only

laws and justice but other features of organised society such as

property (54) and privilege may be accepted because they exist or

because it is prudent not to dispute them. But they are entirely

illegitimate.
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In his Jansenist disdain for degrees as for external trappings,

Pascal was passionately egalitarian and without regard for the noble,

the rich or the powerful. It is just as well, he remarked, that men

are distinguished by their exterior rather than by their internal

qualities: "Qui passera de nous deux? qui done cedera la place a

1'autre? Le moins habile? Mais je suis aussi habile que lui; il

faudra se battre sur cela. II a quatre laquais et je n'en ai qu'un

cela est visible..'(55) Yet Pascal did not advocate open revolt. A

rational assessment of the resources of power and a horror of anarchy

combined with religious humility and the lack of value he placed in

the world led Pascal to support civil obedience - but in a manner that

was in no sense civic.

There are two fundamental orders of greatness, observed Pascal.

First natural greatness which consists of the real internal qualities

which make any person respected or admired. Second, recognised great¬

ness - *les grandeurs d'egtablissement' - to which esteem is owed for

external reasons unconnected with internal worth. Political power

he defined as being automatically of the latter order. Although he

neither explained nor justified this judgment, it accorded perfectly

with his view of the unchanging moral worthlessness of the material

world. Consequently, he concluded that while political povfer should

be obeyed externally it should never be respected internally. It

should simply be accorded '... respects d'etablissement*, a3 Taveneaux

puts it 'e'est a dire exterieurs, a 1'exclusion de 1'adhesion du coeur.'

(56) Pascal's political doctrine may thus be defined as the tolera¬

tion of power without legitimacy, the concession of authority without

control and the definition of liberty as freedom of thought severed

from freedom of action. This was altogether in line with his general

conclusions and, in particular, with his critique of politics as being

an inane and worthless occupation. ~lato and Aristotle, in his
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opinion, could only have written their political treati^e.3 to amuse

themselves: 'C'etaient d'honrietes gens qui riaient commes les autres
/

avec leurs amis; et, quand ils ont fait leurs lois et leurs traites

de politique, g'a e'te en se jouant et pour se divertir.1 (57)
While Pascal's moral doctrine was never exclusively focussed

on the individual, it was highly individualistic nonetheless. Its

core consisted essentially of the notion that the only valid judge

of his own actions as of society as a whole is the individual freely

exercising his powers of thought and conscience in an imperfect and

imperfectible world. Practically, thus, the first duty of the moral

being concerned to purify and perfect himself is to exercise his

mind against the world in much the same way as one might sharpen a

knife against a stone: to use his critical faculties to scrutinise

pitilessly its mediocrity and delusions, to resist in it all that is

systematic and doctrinaire - in a word, to resist reality. This

radical internal liberty is scarcely softened by fraternity, for the

relation of the individual to other members of society is ambiguous.

He hopes to save them by preventing them from accepting the world

uncritically; yet, at the same time, feeling his own solitude and

the gulf between himself and others, he is also inclined to leave

them to their collective unconsciousness and the world.(58) Pascalian

puritan individualism, in sum, rejected all forms of established

authority, whether political, moral or intellectual, and thought in

terms, not of moralising politics, but of substituting morality for

politics since the only moral agent in society is the individual acting

in accordance with his personal judgment.

At the same time, Jansenist radicalism was held in check by a

number of factors. Theologically, the Jansenists rejected the

concept of free will and saw Man as totally subservient to God's

authority. Conversion for them meant the total renovation of the



individual through the gift of God's grace.(59) Metaphysically and

morally, they subordinated the individual person to humanity as a

whole. And practically, in the circumstances of the God-centred

seventeenth century world, their tendency was rather to ignore

politics than to apply to it the criteria of their sceptical in¬

dividualism.

In conclusion it may be said that three characteristics in

particular gave Jansenism its distinctive flavours its secularity,

the value it placed on consciousness and thought and its theological

doctrine of the Hidden God. The common denominator of all of these

factors appears to be a temperamental absolutism, a refusal to make

concessions or to accept degrees and nuances. Jansenism was pre¬

dominantly secular because it was absolutely egalitarian. It de¬

fined Man as seeking absolute values alone. In practice, although

not in theory, it posited an absolute separation between God and the

material world, between good and bad.

In this latter respect, as in its general absolutism, Jansenism

is curiously reminiscent of the old Albigensian heresy which flourished

for centuries and was still alive in the south of France as late as

the fourteenth century.(60) The Albigensians were Cathars who believed

that the world evolved around two separate principles: Good and Bad -

spirit and matter. God was in Heaven and Satan had created the world.

It followed, since all creation was in God, that the earth had no

authentic existence. It was a void created without God and life was

merely a burden and a trial. Like the Jansenists, the Albigensians

were ascetics, passionate and absolutist, who displayed their disdain

for this world by flinging themselves into the fires of the Inquisition.

Pascal did not himself uphold the old dualism strictly, since he allowed

that there was some good in the world and that it had been created by

God. However, other Jansenist axtremiets sometimes saw the dualism



of Good and Bad, God and material world in much more distinct and

antithetical terms than he did. Barcos, for instance, only just

avoided the conclusion that Man in the world is, in effect, a

justified sinner.(6l) But apart from/dualism and the distinction

between matter and spirit it partially retained, Jansenism also had

other important characteristics in common with Catharism. One was

its anti-clericalisms Cathars, for instance, held meetings informally,

had no real clergy and considered the Roman Church as the work of the

Devil. Both sects gave up all their worldly goods and lived a chaste

and pure life. Since the principal hallmark of the Gnostic heresies

such as Catharism was their condemnation of the world as totally

corrupt and their disregard for all accepted values, it is certainly

arguable that this was the source of Jansenism's own austere, if

mitigated, total vision of the xforld beyond narrowly religious horizons.

Pascalian morality strangely straddled the old and the new, the

pre and post Renaissance worlds. From pre-Renaissance thought it

inherited a profound pessimism with regard to the material world:

the static view that the world is and will ever be unalterably im¬

perfect. It carried over al30 the sense of communalism and unity

of early Christianity. In a number of essential respects, however,

Pascal was fully part of the new world: in his acceptance of a

mechanised notion of nature; in his recognition of the rights of

conscience, his optimism - guarded and relative but nonetheless

real - on Man's moral and intellectual potentialities and, above

all, his belief in human dignity: '.. nous avons une si grande idee

de l'ame de l'homme que nous ne pouvons souffrir d'en ebre me'prises,
et toute la felicite des hoiames consiste dan3 cette estime.'(62)

In one respect in particular Pascal was entirely modern: that is

in his cosmological anguish and his haunting fear of nothingness.

Finally, Pascal combined his metaphysical and philosophical concepts



in a unique way. Communalism he completed by conscience. His

basic pessimism he modified by placing Man within the double context

of nothingness ana nature. So that in Pascal's view of Man - as a

thinking and moral being abandoned by God in a limitless cosmos to

struggle alone against the blind forces of nature - there is a rigorous

humanism and an almost lyrical note of heroism which allowed his

doctrine to transcend its static vision of the world and its pessimism,

but at the cost of eternally opposing spirit and world and thus dividing

Man's nature.

Briefly, how influential was Jansenism in its own historical

context? As a religious movement it indisputably permeated seven¬

teenth century France, influencing even the Jesuits.(65) Moreover,

it is clear from recent research that the combination of social dis¬

tress and revolt against Rome that Germany experienced in the six¬

teenth century repeated itself in France one century later.(64) How¬

ever, how the two were linked is less evident.

Porchnev provides evidence of two great cycles of popular move¬

ments before and after the Fronde: from 1625-48 and from 1653-1676.

His interpretation of this phenomenon - which was urban as well as

rural - is Marxist and orthodox: the revolts were directed exclusively

against the crushing tax burden imposed by the monarchy and totally

unrelated to religion despite what Porchnev terms the 'unusual' par¬

ticipation of priests in the movement. He admits that the 'Nu-

pieds' or bare-foot jacquerie in Normandy, which in 1659 mobilised

an army of 20,000 peasants, had numerous priests among its leaders -

he even postulates the hypothesis that 'Nu-pied' was the pseudonym

of a priest who may have been the original leader of the revolt.(65)

He notes that their standard bore the picture of John the Baptist.
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He admits that the local authorities at Rouen took care to conceal

the death of two Calvinists for fear of the movement's reaction.

And then he claims categorically that the movement was not religious

on the grounds that it was anti-ecclesiastical.(66) This is a rather

summary dismissal of very provocative evidence - especially as current

religious protest was Jansenist, and as such profoundly anticlerical.

Furthermore, it is a fact that by the time Augustinus was condemned,

a very considerable part of the clergy in Normandy had become Jan¬

senist. (67) This does not, of course, prove that the 'Nu-pieds'

movement was religious. But it does seriously raise the possibility

that it might either have been partially inspired by Jansenism or

else have adopted Jansenist ideology. Either way, the question

deserves closer attention than Porchnev gives it.

In the eighteenth century Jansenism entered into a new, openly

political phase in alliance with the parliamentarians. This union

was mainly provoked by the Papal Bull Unigenitus of 1713. The Bull

not only condemned the Jansenists but supported ultramontanism, to

which the parliamentarians as Gallican sympathisers objected. Jan¬

senism now began to produce parliamentary theorists and gradually,

in the course of the century, it became integrated into the par¬

liamentary opposition against the Monarch's claim to divine right.(68)

And parliament, backed by public opinion, in turn supported the still

unrepentant Jansenists by ordering recalcitrant priests to administer

the sacraments to them. (69)

Sainte-Beuve, in particular, has stressed the popularity of

Jansenism in the circle of the middle and upper magistrature and

among the higher levels of the Third Estate.Ah! Goldmann, the Marxist

historian of Jansenism, has gone so far as to define it as the ex¬

pression of a bourgeoisie embittered by the appointment of royal

bureaucratic agent3 to undertake certain important economic



functions.(70) No doubt Jansenism suited the old style French

bourgeoisie: 'impregnee dj£ ^humanisms, croyante, cultive&, portee

a la meditation et introspection, he'ritiere d'une longue tradition

d'austerite morale'(71) for whom money had never been of over-riding

importance; but, as another Marxist ha3 pointed out, Jansenism pre¬

ceded the social disillusionment - such as it was - of the 'noblesse

de robe* and not vice versa. (72)

While it is obvious that Jansenism cannot be understood through

one social class, the extent of its influence on the population in

general is not clear. Mury claims that Jansenism had a 'real if

limited' impact on the popular classes.(73) At the same time a recent

study maintains that hatred of Jesuits and Rome combined with popular

reaction to the violent persecution to which Jansenists were subjected

had transformed Jansenism into a mass movement by around 1700.(74)

Adam quotes a commentator of the period to the effect that in 1717

the Parisian adversaries of the Bull included three-quarters of the

parish priests, the Third Estate and all the people. Another con¬

temporary commentator observed that in 1727 even the women and people

were Jansenist. (75) Thereafter - from 1728 until after the Revolution -

Jansenism penetrated the population through the Nouvellea Ecclesiast-

iques. a paper combining religious and parliamentary news which was

printed in secret in towns and villages all over France.(76)

While the ecclesiastical hierarchy on the whole remained loyal

to the Church, parish priests tended to be Jansenist. In the diocese

of Paris, for instance, 385 out of 450 priests were openly against

Unigenitus.(77) No doubt this fact is partially linked with the

economic distress of the lower clergy in the eighteenth century* On

the other hand Jansenism also exalted low clergy over hierarchy in the

same way as it did people over princes.(78) P^re de la Borde, a



thought when he suggested that not the bishops but the people should

make all decisions in matters of faith. (79)

Jansenism, as Taveneeux observed, became transposed from a theol¬

ogical doctrine into a new kind of mentality is the eighteenth century.

The question remains: what kind of mentality? That Jansenism started

the process of religious and political disaffection which the Enlight¬

enment carried on is clear. That it stimulated a general aspiration

for liberty seems evident. 'La France jajosenienne', wrote a priest

in 1703 'devieudrait aristocratie ou republlque'. (80) On the first

point - the creation of an aristocratic France - it is probably sig¬

nificant that the class most thoroughly penetrated by Jansenism, the

aristocracy of the Third Estate, also produced the most liberal and

moderate element in the ievolution; the {Jirondins. But who - if anyone -

represented the radical Pascalian current in the eighteenth century?

Obviously, no very precise answer to this question can be provided

within the narrow limits of this study. But a crucial figure in this

respect was clearly Rousseau. finoe those who were impressed by

Rousseau also read Pascal when he was revived by French universities

at the end of the nineteenth century (81), it is not unreasonable to

suggest that Rousseau was all the more acceptable to eighteenth century

France for having been preceded by Pascal. In fact Rousseau himself wrote:

♦The writings of Port-Royal and the Oratory, being my most frequent reading,

had made me half a Jansenist.....' (82) They had in common a similar

romantic mysticism and the belief that Man is corrupted by society. On

the other hand, Rousseau's concept of nature, his optimism on human

perfectibility and his political theory of the social contract all

separated him from Pascal.

So far as the three thinkers whose ideas will bo outlined here are

concerned - Proudhon, Peguy and Alain - Rousseau's Influence appears

to be virtually negligible. Possibly Alain's comment that one has a

duty to be optimistic about humanity while one's natural tendencies



would lead one to be pessimistic might be traced to Rousseau. It

should be remembered that Voltarian optimism was partly a reaction to

Pascalian pessimism (83)and it may be that Rousseau and the Enlighten¬

ment in general gave rise to a new concept that was both a combination

of and a deviation from Pascal and Rousseau: namely that Man is per¬

fectible once political institutions have been abolished. There is a

good deal of evidence, as will appear in a later chapter on the nine¬

teenth century political clubs, that this kind of outlook was not un¬

common. Hypothetically, it might be accounted for by the interaction

of Jansenist political theory with the type of mentality and moral

outlook bred by orthodox Catholicism. That Jansenism undermined the

legitimacy of social and political structures and theories in the

course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is an undisputed

fact. At the same time, by no means all Frenchmen were burdened

by an internal, puritan sense of sin. Sin within Catholicism is

instantaneously washed away in the confessional, a process that

creates a psychological climate of optimism and the expectation of

immediate release. On the political plane this type of mentality

might expect to see a perfect new society - with or xhlthout insti¬

tutions, depending on the impact of Pascal or Rousseau - realised

all at once. In view of thitf historical lack of separation between

the spiritual and temporal domains, this kind of reaction seems all

the more plausible. Alternatively, another cause for the dualism be¬

tween good and bad, Man and his social institutions, might lie in

the survival of Cathar ideas. For the Cathars it was primarily the

world that was bad, while Man after death became part of the spiritual

world and thus was made good. Given the length of time the Albi-

gensian heresy lasted in the south and south-west of France - the

same areas, it 3hould be noted, where Protestantism and later Re¬

publicanism flourished - it would scarcely be surprising if Cathar



dualism had not left its mark.

On the other hand the fact that quietism by the end of the seven¬

teenth century had developed its own optimistic strand is illustrated

by the case of a priest in Normandy by the name of Deville. Seville,

briefly, was led by a Jesuit to reveal his quietist religious tei>-

dencies and as a result l03t his priesthood. But it is the link

between these religious tendencies and his political ideas that most

merits attention. Deville,/],ike the Jansenists) a disciple of Saint

Augustin, aspired to internal perfection above all else. In the

course of his spiritual quest, he underwent great internal anguish

and trials. As a result, Deville rejected all that was established,

social as well as religious habit - the bourgeoisie as well as the

moral rules of the Church. It wa3 this aspect of his mysticism -

the fact of acting according to instinct and inclination and not

authority - that most worried the Jesuit. here this mysticism

diverged from Jansenism and moved closer to Rousseau was in the

belief that human nature, once penetrated totally by God, becomes

good. Deville sincerely believed that the .Kingdom of God was about

to appear on earth.(84) Seventeenth century quietism, thus, was

both linked to romantic socialism ana inspired a more austere current

of anarchism.

The impact of religious dissent on the political ideas of the

eighteenth century is a domain practically untouched by research.

But one significant point emerges when French history is reviewed

in the light of Jansenism. And that is that the Revolution of 1789

was much less of a major divide than is generally allowed. There

was much continuity in ideas before and after it. Absolute egali-

tarianism, ambiguity on political liberty, anti-clericalism, a belief

in the purity of the people as in the inherent corruption of all

authority - these political ideas and attitudes, habitually regarded



as derived from the Enlightenment, in fact pre-dated it by a full

semi-lay preacher and theological political theorist, born just a

century after the destruction of Port-Royal, the powerful sub¬

versive force that the radical Jansenists had held in tight rein by

their contempt for the world was finally unleashed.

Proudhon's republicanism was not the republicanism of Rousseau

whom he abhorred, but of the seventeenth century. Rigorous and

austere rather than optimistic, it denoted a puritan style of life

as much as a libertarian political ideology. Proudhon never paused

to disentangle the old melee of religion and politics in Pascal, but

directly adopted a definition of liberty that unavoidably dragged

the skeleton of Jansenism along in its wake. His entire political

endeavour was directed at realising a network of spiritual, self-

governing, egalitarian •republics', a series of Port-Royals geared

to the social and economic conditions of the nineteenth century.

On a theoretical level, Proudhonian anarchism can clearly be

seen as the transposition of an absolutist, libertarian and egali¬

tarian seventeenth century religious movement into an absolutist,

libertarian and egalitarian nineteenth century political movement.

And until the Commune, it wa3 the predominant force in French

socialism. It is tempting to discern in this predominance a brief

moment of resurgence of France's old internal, puritan religious

tradition, suppressed century after century by the combined might

of divine right and revealed religion - a brief moment, before an

ultimate martyrdom. But despite considerable evidence suggesting

a religious inspiration for Proudhonian influence, whether such a

century.
******************
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direct connection existed in practice cannot be proved. And so the

question as to whether the Jansenist skeleton was in fact dragged

out of its cupboard for sub or semi-conscious religious motives

remains unanswered.

The refined intellectual apparatus constructed by Pascal to scan

infinity and other celestial regions, was swung down sharply by

Proudhon for use in the mundane here-and-now. For even if he kept

one eye on infinity himself, Proudhon remained first and foremost a

political activist dedicated to bringing about a transformation of

society. ,t the same time, Proudhon was much les3 of a political

mystic than the majority of early French socialists. In fact, his

major contribution to French socialism was to shake it out of what
A

Halevy calls its reverie and utopianism by his insistence on the

need for rigorous social and economic analysis and his own con¬

tributions in these fields.(35) Well before Marx, Proudhon had

discerned the economic contradictions of capitalism.

But only the basic structure of Proudhon's thought can be

examined here. It will be treated in its evolution through two

phases. In the first, Proudhon substituted morality for politics

on the same grounds as Pascal and then, on the basis of an eminently

Pascalian definition of morality, proceeded to build a political

system. In the second phase, he modified his initial extremism -

once again by the use of Pascal's methodology and metaphysics. He

even completed Pascalian doctrine theologically by grafting on to it

free will which he then integrated into his political theory. Proudhon,

in every sense, belonged to the secular tradition of Jansenism - but

how?

Proudhon once admitted that before the age of thirty he had spent

all his time reading metaphysics, languages and theology and had

scarcely concerned himself xri-th politics. This interest in metaphysics,
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already discernible in his adolescence, may have been increased as

the result of his employment as a printer for some years in a pub¬

lishing house in Besangon specialising in theology. In any event,
he was well acquainted with the religious classics of the seventeenth

century as with the Bible.(8S)

In his concept of faith and in his religious temperament, Proudhon

was profoundly Pascalian. Sin and evil perpetually haunted his minds

men were fallen angels, in his view, and sometimes they were 'vers nes

dans la fange'.(87) He had a mystical side and would sometimes talk

of mortification but, as with the majority of Jansenists, it never

assumed over-riding importance in his religious outlook. It seemed

rather to balance and moderate his strongly critical, rationalist and

absolutist tendencies - for Proudhon too was obsessed by the absolute.

(88) Above all, Proudhon's God was the silent, hidden God of the

Jansenists, incomprehensible to reason but tormenting to the spirit.

The anguished passages in which Proudhon invokes the presence and

proof of God are among the most lyrical he ever wrote.(89) Yet, in

other passages, the menacing tones in which he reprimands God for not

revealing himself (so), his stubborn desire to know, lead one to sus¬

pect that for him, as for Pascal, religion was at least partially the

continuation of intellectual speculation by other means and that faith

was provoked less by a burning belief in the hereafter than by a

burning disbelief in present reality. Even after Proudhon had aban¬

doned the Church and turned against God, he still claimed: 'On a

jamais fini de se debattre contre Dieu' (9l) for he could never accept

Man as an end in himself nor give up the struggle to know the un¬

knowable. He maintained his internal debate with God throughout his

life as he continued to shuffle his religious and political cards in¬

discriminately as though they belonged to the same pack: his treatise

on the economic contradictions of capitalism was prefaced by a thirty-



six page prologue on the problem of God; and between a chapter on

taxes and the balance of payments he inserted twenty-five pages

on Providence.(92)

Proudhon, it seems reasonable to conclude, came by hi3 Pascalian

principles through a combination of direct theological reading and

his own personal religious temperament. Where Proudhon differed from

Pascal was principally in the way he applied these principles. For

a start, Proudhon openly and bitterly attacked the Catholic Church.

No doubt the Church's reactionary social position reinforced his

opposition to it, but the real issue at stake for him was the right

to individual conscience. Catholicism was still denouncing personal

conscience as 'Protestant' and 'individualist'.(93) Proudhon, who

held no brief for Protestantism himself (9l), was nevertheless as much

obsessed by conscience as by the absolute and wound up condemning not

only the Church but Christianity as a whole for violating human dignity

by the imposition of revealed authority: *..le christianisme, par son

principe, par toute sa theologie est la condemnation du moi humain,

le mepris do la persorme, le viol de la conscience.'(95) In addition,

he insisted on Man's right to free moral will. On this point he went

further than Pascal who had believed in predestination and in the

corruption of the will by original sin. Curiously, Proudhon appears

to have been reacting to Jansenism and not the official Church, which

accepted free will, when he maintained that if Man took himself

seriously he x-ras bound to reject God as bad and harmful in so far as

God imposed himself on the human will: '.. il sacrifie sa propre

^ternite, afin d'etre pendant un instant, quelque chose, et le pouvoir

d'affirmer lui-meme.' (96)

Having established these metaphysical principles, Proudhon

proceeded to construct his political system around them. However,

it is not immediately apparent why he ohould have reasoned as he did -



why he should have substituted morality for politics - since his

metaphysical assumptions are scattered in a disjointed fashion

throughout his works rather than assembled behind his political

theory as in Marx, like the blast-off projector behind a rocket.

Hence the particular interest of the Boutteville Papers written by

Proudhon shortly before his death in 1864 and only recently dis¬

covered: they measure out, with great precision, his first theoretical

political steps.(97)

As usual, Proudhon starts with God. And God, as usual, proves

unprovable. Therefore, concluded Proudhon, divine law can scarcely

be the foundation of morality in society. As for natural law, it is

difficult to see how anyone could feel morally bound by it. Good and

bad are simply unknowable: 'Ainsi point de morale, point de crime,

ni de vertu, nulle distinction du bien et du mal'. What is commonly

regarded as morality amounts to self-preservation and self-interest

or else governmental manipulation. The legal and institutional

framework of society, justice, laws and property, all thi3 is morally

indefensible - and thus illegitimate. 'Qu'est-ce que la propriete?

l'a-t-on prouvat legitime? Hon.1

Is the conclusion to be drawn from this that moral society is an

impossibility? No, maintained Proudhon. Man, because of his innate

qualities of conscience and will, can establish morality even without

divine support:

Metton$ en effet, a la place de Dieu la conscience de
l'homme, qu* arrive-t-il? .. elle veut la loi, merae
gratuitement, merae sans preuves, meme contre notre^
int^et.. j'affirme la Justice, jifl la veux, c'est a
dire je veux certains preceptes de la morale., parce
qu'en derni&re analyse telle est la volonte de ma
conscience; parce que 1'accomplissement de cette
volonte est en moi irresistible.

The conscience of Man freely willed and independent of God, is, then,



the sole source of morality for Proudhon. At the same time it is in

direct opposition to the revealed authority imposed by what he calls

priestly and political impostors, thereby identifying spiritual and

secular authority.

Proudhon's mental process in this passage, strangely echoing

Pascal across two hundred years, can be summed up as follows. Or¬

ganised human society cannot be justified morally either by divine

intervention or by reason and is, consequently, totally illegitimate.

But Man's conscience, irrepressibly seeking the good, is moral. At

this point, the seventeenth century Pascalian moral Man simply turns

away from the life of the community to cultivate his garden. Proudhon,

however, lived in a nineteenth century society which believed in

progress. And so his moral individual does not abandon the community

but seeks to make his own personal moral qualities the basis of a new,

just society: 'Ma conscience est la mienne, ma justice est la mienne,

et ma liberte est souveraine' .(98)

Proudhon, like Pascal, identified the external authority of the

Church with that of the State and defined liberty as internal - this

is clear from the Boutteville oaper3. The effect of this type of

reasoning on his political theory is spelled out in a passage quoted

by Guy-Grand.(99) Here Proudhon, by applying to politics the re¬

ligious principles of transcendence and immanence, ends up with two

laws that oppose each other. These he calls: 'droit divin' and

•droit humain'. The former is a system based on revelation which is

characterised by authority, police, administration, censorship, dis¬

cipline. The second is a theory of immanence where morality is the

product of conscience and everyone, in the last resort, judges him¬

self. Political liberty and authority, according to this definition,

are thus contradictory and not co-relative. On the basis of such

religious reasoning, Proudhon could only build a moral political



system by abolishing power - which is what he did initially. It is

little wonder that he should have thought that politics in France is

always, at bottom, theology.

One other aspect of Proudhonian morality, not touched on in the

Boutteville papers but essential to understanding anarchism, should

be mentioned. Proudhon's moral Man, like Pascal's, is defined by

thought as well as conscience: 'L'homme ne reconnalt en derniere

analyse d'autre loi que celle annonceepar sa raison et sa conscience;

toute obeissance de sa part, fondee sur d'autres considerations, est

un commencement d' immoralite.' (100) Conscience and understanding

signify the unity of the spirit. On this point Proudhon repeated

Pascal's rather odd identification between Spirit and liberty - as

between Nature and authority. The principle of liberty Proudhon

conceived as: ' .. superieur a la Nature dont it se sert, a la

fatalite qu'il domine.'(1Q1) These metaphysical notions, moreover,

directly determined his view of political progress.

Proudhon never believed that humanity was marching forward to

perfection or to any definitive state. He saw Man rather as carried

along by the flux and change in the universe which, in turn, Man might

influence for the better by developing his own intelligence and morality.

Progress was the double process of moralising - that is of enlightening

and purifying - oneself and the world. The progress of thought would

lead to the decline of God, authority and government (102); spirit, in

time, would triumph over nature. Characteristically, Proudhon defined

progress not in material terms - for he considered poverty to be a

virtue - but as the law of his soul.(103) This approach probably holds

the key to his curiously violent God-hatred. By thought and conscience,

Proudhon reasoned, Man combats an immoral material world and achieves

within it. He also maintained that without God there would

be no property owners, thereby indicating that God was responsible
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for the iniquities of Nature. Therefore, Proudhon appears to have

concluded, Man is up against an anti-human, anti-liberal God who is

ever on the side of priests and princes against all efforts to realise

progress, liberty and fraternity: chacun de nos progres est une

victoire dans laquelle nous ecrasons la divinite.' (104) At the same

time, Proudhon's social optimism was only superimposed on and never

replaced a basic metaphysical pessimism. For while he thought that

humanity could advance, he also appears to have measured this advance

in relative rather than absolute terms:

L'Humanite, dans sa marche oscillatoire, tourne incessament
sur elle-meme: ses progres ne sont que le rajeunissement de
ses traditions; ses systemes, si opposes en apparence,
presentent toujours le meme fond, vu de cotes differents. (105)

Proudhon frequently reproached other nineteenth century French

socialists for defining revolution in mystical and political terms. He

conceived the real revolution that would usher in anarchism as being

scientific, economic and moral. (106) In effect, he was still wield¬

ing his habitual intellectual weapons - conscience and understanding,

purity and thought - but adapted, so to speak, to modern political

warfare. Anarchism, as founded on Proudhonian morality, consisted of

two essential first principles. First, the true judge of every man

being only his own conscience, no one should obey a law unless he has

consented to it himself. Second, government is a matter of free dis¬

cussion - based on knowledge. Proudhon firmly maintained that all

legislative or administrative questions should be treated 'objectively1,

that is judged on knowledge and not on opinion. (107)

Consequently, Proudhon had a low opinion of parliamentary de¬

mocracy. It was neither libertarian nor egalitarian since it did

not allow citizens to make and execute their own decisions. AM

Proudhon was scathing on the subject of majority voting which he
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described as: 'La merveille des temps modernes, le vote par assis et

leve' sur les questions qui ne peuvent se resoudre que par la science

et 1'etude.'(108) The people voted because, having had mental blinkers

imposed on them by inequality, they had become incapable of perceiving

either their own interests or the deceit of the candidates. In re¬

ality, parliamentary democracy was a mere form of middle-class domin¬

ation, a useful instrument for creating confidence placed at the dis¬

posal of a bourgeoisie exclusively concerned with making money.(l09)
It was an altogether inferior form of government, in Proudhcn's view,

because it was based on voting and not scientific examination. Beyond

that it was also immoral since it kept in being a system of po\ver and

social relations which was debasing to human nature, breeding servility

and materialism. Therefore, concluded Proudhon, representative

democracy with all its trappings, in particular political parties,

should simply be abolished: 'Plus de Partis; Plus d'autorite'; Liberte

absolue de 1'homme et du citoyen: En trois mots, voila notre profession

dd foi politique et sociale.'(110) Proudhon's general attitude to the

democratic political game is best summed up by his own pungent declar¬

ation: 'Paire de la politique c'est se laver les mains dans la crotte.'

(111)

Anarchism, on the other hand, put the accent where it should go -

on social and economic rather than political democracy. As Proudhon

himself claimed, this meant the identification of government and society.

(112) His emphasis on social and economic questions was the reverse

side of his negation of politics.

narchism would free mankind from the unnatural domination of

authority by replacing laws and courts by a system of personal obligat¬

ion and contract. However, Proudhon had no faith in spontaneous social

harmony. "e was far more inclined to believe that once control was

removed from society a Hobbesian state of nature would arise. How



then coula society function in the absence of an imposed legal settle¬

ment? Unlike Marx, Proudhon never envisaged that harmony could be

achieved in society. On the contrary, he saw great creative potent

tial in conflict - so long, of course, a3 it wa3 contained within the

system's basic principles. Besides, a qualified defence of conflict

was entirely in keeping with hi3 vision of the good society as based

on bargaining and discussion. As a mode of social regulation, he was

thus forced to fall back cn what Ritter calls an especially pure kind

of education which would have a psychologically compelling effect

without, however, being backed by any form of compulsion.(113) Stimulate,
\J

w. rn, inform, instruct but do not incalcate was Proudhon's political

prescription.(ll4) His first, radicul formulation of anarchism en¬

visaged a framework of mutually dependent regional and professional

units and the total abolition of all government and all authority.

However, Proudhon evolved away from his initial extremism. By

1864, the year of his death, he had accepted universal suffrage as the

corollary of hi3 own federal system a3 the 'base du droit public des

frnncais'(ll5^ and had gone a long way towards modifying his views on

the Utate and property. while it would be interesting to know the

exact process of Proudhon's development, all that can be examined

here are his intellectual instruments, which were strikingly Pascalian,

and briefly, his final political conclusion.

here Marx's social end was the classless society, Proudhon'3

wa3 to arrive at what he called 'Justice'. although he was never

very explicit as to what exactly he iaeant by justice, it seems reason¬

able to deduce from the Boutteville papers that Proudhon's just society

was one which permitted the maximum development of the moral qualities

of the individual: conscience, will and thought. But what was this

maximum development?

Like Pascal, Proudhon claimed to have arrived by observation at



the conclusion that Man is naturally impelled towards the Good. Both

thinkers rejected idealism as a philosophical system on ihe ground

that Man's reason is too limited to be able to posit first principles.

(116) Instead, they adopted a phenomenological approach to knowledge.

And on this basis they maintained that the world is riddled with para¬

doxes. So that althou^i both started by attempting to realise some

form of the absolute in the world, both ended - unlike Hegel and

Descartes - by deducing that although the absolute must always be sought

it can never be discovered or attained in the world. Finally, Proudhon,

having tried to create a system of absolute truth in society - i.e.

anarchism - came to see that only a limited truth was possible. Pre¬

viously he had seen society as the inter-action of absolute individuals

who by means of their contact with each other succeeded both in sub¬

ordinating their own subjective desires and at the same time participated

actively in creating what Proudhon called 'la raison collective'. (117)

How he defined social truth in the same terms as Pascal had used to define

the limits of personal morality: it was a balance between the absolute

and reality - between liberty and authority.

'vhatever the personal process that led Proudhon to this metaphysical

conclusion, he used a particular methodology to reach it conceptually.

Proudhon is frequently derided by Marxists for having misunderstood the

Hegelian dialectic. In fact, all the evidence indicates that he was

really using an adapted form of the Pascalian paradox, even if momentarily

he was also influenced by Hegel:

L'antinomie ne se resout pas., les deux termes dont elles se
eomposent se balancent, soit entre eux, soit avec d'autres
termes antinomiques.. Une balance n'est point une synthase
telle que l'entendait Hegel et que je l'avais suppose apres lui. (118]

Mhile. Pascal's contradictions had led to a static situation, Proudhon's

developed into a dynamic system that only rarely resorted to synthesis



and instead employed the notions of tense balance and equilibrium.

The moral and material world, as Proudhon saw it, was composed of a

plurality of irreducible elements, at once contradictory and compli¬

mentary and in their opposition lay the key to both liberty and society:

*.. ce qui rend la sooiete possible est, a mes yeux, la meme chose que

ce qui rend la liberte possible: l'opposition des puissances.* (119)

At the same time progress and order is ensured in this chaos of

contradictions by what Proudhon terns the theory of series. A series

is simply a general organic law derived from particular concrete

elements: war or work, for instance. Its distinguishing characteristic

is that it is discovered by induction - it is real. Prom his own

observation of economic reality, as from current research in botany and

zoology, Proudhon concluded that within diversity there is also unity

and that general laws may thus be discerned. This was the reasoning

behind his definition of the dialectic as: *.. la marohe de 1*esprit

dune idee a 1*autre, a travers une idee superieure, une serie.' (120)

The problem was not to find the point of fusion between the opposing

forces of a dialectical process, but their point of unstable balance.(1 21)

Proudhon's intellectual methodology - that is his preference for

tense equilibrium over synthesis - had three important implications

for his revised political theory. One, that perfection is impossible

on earth and in society. Two, that all systematic doctrine is: 'le

plus damne mensonge que l*on puisse presenter aux hommes.' (122) And

three, that change is the only law of society:

Rien ne subsists... tout change, tout coule, tout devient.
Par consequent, tout se teint et s'enchaine; par consequent
encore tout est opposition, balancement, equilibre dans
l'univers. II n'y a rien, ni en dehors, ni en dedans de
cette danse eternelle.. (123)

By using the concept of equilibrium, Proudhon arrived at a theory

of property very different from his original one. Property is theft,



was his first and notorious declaration on the subject. And,

initially, he advocated public ownership as the most moral solution

to the problem of private property. Then he realised that when

power is concentrated instead of divided, equilibrium becomes im¬

possible and liberty, consequently, is threatened. To leave all

property in the lianas of the government, Proudhon noted, would simply

accentuate its ready tyrannical tendencies.(124) Besides, for

Proudhon, the real problem of wealth in society va3 less who owned it

than how it was used. Nothing was changed, in his opinion, by sub¬

stituting government for private ownership except the stockholders

and management. He doubted that values would be automatically trans¬

formed. (125) As for the position of the workers - that would cer¬

tainly be no different. Only economic democracy could alter their

situation. Finally, therefore, Proudhon rehabilitated private

property - albeit circumscribed by mutual credit schemes and taxes -

30 as to back up individual liberty with material support. But he

did so without enthusiasm: 'ma raison.. peut admettre la propriete:

men coeur ne sera jamais a elle.'(l26)

Proudhon performed a similar, if less radical, about-turn on the

role of the State. Anarchism, he believed, was the most perfect

political system that could be devised. But since perfection was

impossible in society, it could only be approached and not attained.

Du Principe Federatif, Proudhon's retraction of anarchism appeared in

1863. The Federation was a contract, mutual, reciprocal and advantag¬

eous to all, which meant that on entering the 3tate the individual

received from it as much as he gave up. He kept his freedom, sover¬

eignty and initiative - minus what specifically related to the content

of the contract which the State would be asked to guarantee. In

practice, this meant that as much power a3 possible would be delegated

to local, regional, municipal authorities. The State itself 'would be

r ^
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entrusted only with such functions that could not be performed by

sraalier groups. The essence of the Federal Contract, in Proudhon's

eyes, was to keep more power in the hinds of the citizens than of

the State} what it envisaged was an extreme form of decentralisation.

The itate would be called on to execute as little as possible. In¬

stead it would legislate, create, initiate, encourage and set an

example. (127)

Proudhon, who suitably defined society as a 'aotaphysique en

action'(128), quite clearly owed as much to Pascal as Marx did to

Hegel. And when Harx and Proudhon quarrelled, the real issues at

stake were less political tactics than metaphysical doctrine: Pascal

versus Hegel. Proudhon rejected Hegel essentially because he did
\

not believe that good and evil could over bo known absolutely.(129)

Aor, as he made eminently clear to the Marxist envoy Grun, would he

ever consent to the deification of humanity.

1'ordre dans la socioto, si parfait qu'on 1*envisage,
ne chassera jamais entieremont l'amertuas et 1*ennui:
le bonheur en oe aonde est un ideal que nous aosraes
condamnes el poursuivre toujours, mis que 1* antagonisms
infranchissable de la nature et de 1'esprit tient hors
de notre portee.. Nous pensona plus loin qu'il nous
est donno d'atteindre..(j30 )

Moreover, he viewed the Germans' tendency to dogmatise find, schematize

with a disapproving eye. And to Marx he addressed a moving plea

(in the name of God) not to follow in the footsteps of his compatriot

Luther and substitute one dogmatism for another, not to found a new

religion of intolerance - be it a religion of reason and logic. (1311)

Like Pascal, Proudhon judged reason ami logic as fallible and

inadequate instruments, optimism as banal, idealism find dogmatism

as both false and dangerous. But Proudhon was perhaps at his most

Pascalian in his vision of the misery and grandeur of the human con¬

dition. And on this point he clashed irreconcilably with dialectical
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materialism. It is paradoxical that Proudhon who savagely decried

humanity as burdened with sin and evil and remained adamant in his

refusal to sanctify it, should have opposed the humanist Marxists

for human reasons. Intellectually, their materialism was not strictly in¬

compatible with his own sense of Man's grandeur. But some emotional -

or mystical - core in Proudhon made it impossible for him to accpet

the limited role accorded by Marx to Man as compared with the in¬

fluence of his material conditions - even although it wa3 Proudhon,

more than anyone, who forced French socialists to take these material

conditions into account. For one of the few articles of faith in the

strange, almost existential religion of Pascal, which was Proudhon's

also, was that even if Man is impotent before God, tragically abandoned,

solitary and a sinner, he is nonetheless still master of the material

world and his tragic grandeur consists precisely in his refusal to bow

to its fatalities. "Je suis homme" wrote Prcudhon, "et ce que j'aime

le plus dans 1'homme est encore cette humeur belliqueuse qui le place

au-dessus de toute autorite, de tout amour, comme de tout fatalisms,

et par laquelle il se revele a la terre comme son legitime souverain."

(132)

******************

Unlike Proudhon, an autodidact steeped in theology and the Bible,

Ernile Chartier - better known by his pseudonym Alain - was a moderately

anti-clerical intellectual, a teacher of philosophy who refrained from

dragging God perpetually into his politics and instead alluded to Plato,

Aristotle, Kant and Descartes. Alain was not an original political

theorist but an essayist whose writings on Radicalism, even if they

never actually influenced any Radicals (133), are widely wpr10'1 as

significant and authentically representative of the Radical mentality.



But why or how his articles in Normandy newspapers which appeared

regularly for many years after the First World War could succeed

in pinning down such an elusive phenomenon, Alain himself never made

clear. Radicalism, as he defined it, did not necessarily mean

membership of the Radical -'arty or support for the Radical political

programme; it signified the intention of each sovereign individual

to subject the words and actions of the holders of political power

to his own free, untrammelled judgment and personal scrutiny. As

Alain himself admitted, his formulation hardly amounted to a political

doctrinet 'II ne semble que le radicalisme exi3te comme doctrine

politique; il a pour principe le gouvernement auasi reel, aussi

direct que possible, du peuple par le peuple.'(l34) It was, in fact,

a concept of Han with certain political implications and not, as one

might expect, a theory of politics backed by particular moral concepts.

Significantly, Alain always meant to write a magnum opus on

morality but never did. In his writings it is not difficult to dis¬

cover the moralist who, like Pascal and Proudhon, was seeking not so

much pure platonic ideas as an operative morality. And on one level

Alain's morality with its list of virtues - courage, temperance, sin¬

cerity, justice etc. - may be seen as a practical aid to living the

Good Life. What is more difficult to discover is why Alain's and

Radicalism's quest for truth should have journeyed down the old beaten

track of Pascalian metaphysics and moral philosophy, to end inevitably

by substituting morality for politics. In itself it is strange enough

that after two and a half centuries Alain should have come to repeat

Pascal's political formula of external obedience combined with internal

resistance to authority. What is even stranger is that he should have

proceeded on metaphysical assumptions identical with those of Pascal.

Were these his own philosophical inductions or were they as much a

part of the radical mentality as the belief in the innate corruption



of all power? De Tocqueville once said that radicals were profoundly

ignorant of political science, an observation amply illustrated by

Alain. But even assuming that radicals adopted Pascalian morality

as the model for their own humanism, a fact which appears evident,

it still remains to discover on what level - religious, anti-religious,

metaphysical, moral? - they did so. The question is really, whether

Pascalian morality had become not just a substitute for politics but

also for religion. At one point this is what Alain almost appears

to be saying:

L*esprit egalitaire va contre la nature, ou tout est inegal,
ou les forces se composent; 1'esprit e'galitaire veut
l'e'galite malgre' tout, le droit malgre tout. Si on lui
objecte que cela n'est pas, il repond avec une espece de
foi illuminee, que cela doit etre et que cela sera. C'est
une religion Writable. Et ceux-la n*acceptent pas un
roi. (135)

Alain never used contradictions with the same verve and aplomb

as Pascal and Proudhon. Yet one familiar Pascalian dissociation and

two oppositions constituted the groundwork of his morality and con¬

sequently formed the basis of his political approach: Man without God;

Man against the universe - that is Spirit against Nature; conscience

against authority. Starting out from the metaphysical and religious

dualism of Spirit versus Nature and conscience versus revealed

authority, Alain eventually concluded with the political dualisms

of individual against society and internal liberty against external

authority.

Without explanation or justification, Alain affirmed that nature

has no value and that the only value resides in the human spirit. (136)

But the human spirit also has a duty to oppose nature: 'L'Esprit est

ce qui distingue l'homme de la nature, et ce qui, par la voie morale,

le sauve de la nature; c*est une puissance de refus..' (137) Here

Alain is plainly repeating Pascal: since nature - i.e. the material
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world - is without value the only way that Man can safeguard the values

in himself is by resisting the world's impure pressures and encroach¬

ments. This necessity for the moral being to prove himself against

the world - that is to attain his/^gn salvation - is all the more

urgent since Man cannot count on God to save him.(l38) Besides, in

Alain's view, dependence on God would amount to human slavery. On

this point he was closer to Proudhon than to Pascal; for while the

latter coupled independent human conscience with predestination, the

former added free will to conscience and thereafter doubted whether

the existence of God was compatible with human dignity - a question

Alain also asks himself.(l39) How i lain saw God is lastly uncertain.

But his conception of Man is clear: human grandeur lies in Man's

capacity to find morality for himself and to work his own way to

salvation. The problem of morality is between Kan and himself, he

claimed.(140) The essential conclusion of Alain's metaphysics was

that since no truth can be ascertained through God or the external

world, Man is thrown back on his own resources: 'Telle est la position

de l'homme, a la fois instable et stable: se croire libre, au moins par

la pensee, et ne croire rien d'autre.'(141)

The human spirit is capable of morality because it is endowed

with conscience. But morality, in Alain's definition, went beyond

conscience and included also thought and will. The examination of

conscience is always: 'une operation intellectuelle, une lumiere.* (142<)

Moreover, it must always be accompanied by the belief that Man can act,

can shape his own destiny - unaided: 'La seule valeur en lui c'est cela

meme qui refuse direction et meme conseil.'(l43) When Alain de¬

scribed conscience and thought a3 the duty to: 'resister, examiner,

douter, gouverner*(l44 ) he was not only defining morality in the same

terms as Pascal, he was also drawing identical practical conclusions

from it. Man is moral in so far as he purifies and enlightens himself.



The world, which is the domain of passion, ambition, habit, threatens

his moral purity and tempts him to suspend his personal judgments it

must, therefore, be resisted.(145) Man, as a creator of values, can

only adopt a negative and critical attitude towards a universe which

is essentially valueless. In effect, Alain's puritanism amounts to

a permanent moral revolution, a resolution to seek justice that i3

duly renewed internally in each person and only in each person since

the individual alone is capable of judging the real morality of his

thought and actions since he only is aware of the intention behind

them. (146)

In this respect, the similarity between /Iain's moralism and

Jansenism is striking. Jansenists believed that the morality of an

act could only be judged by knowing the intention behind it. They

al30 went through numerous conversions, none of which they considered

definitive since salvation could never be assured in the face of God's

silence. "Je vois un progres qui se fait et qui se defait d'instant

en instant" wrote Alain; and he added in terms that are interesting

and probably significant: '.. des que l'on s'endort, on est theologien' .

(147)

Alain's use of religious terminology resembles Proudhon's refer¬

ences to God: both, that is, are persistent enough to suggest some kind

of mental preoccupation. But in what sense could Alain be preoccupied

by religion? His various comments on the subject point to a certain

nostalgia for a personal, libertarian religion, xfithout institutions

as without theology. Towards what he considered as the essence of

Christianity, even of Catholicism, Alain wa3 never hostile. On the

contrary, he quite often expressed his admiration for it:

Le christianisme est une revolution etonnante ou 1* on trouve
de tout, une rearle d'Action de ^ensee, une coincidence
des pouvoirs, le spiritual et le temporal, et meine souvent
une confusion. Mais d'un autre cote c'est une pensee
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continue, une reflexion suiviCsur le pech/, la tentation,
le repentir, la penitence, la recompense. Cette pensee,
toujours menaoe'e par la politique (il faut des regies),
les actions important, les institutions importent),
neanmoins s'est sauve'e oomme mystique. (148)

At the same time, Alain also reproached the Catholic Church for found¬

ing religion on authority and force instead of simply providing moral

leadership, freely given and freely taken. (149) He himself maintained

that conscience constitutes the foundation of all religion and gave a

series of lectures on the subject. The great popular revolution of

Christianity is founded on truth, he once observed (150), and this is

no doubt the closest definition that can be made of his concept of

religion: it was essentially an ethical code.

In his last lectures on conscience, Alain refers directly to

Jesuits and Jansenists, identifying the former with institutional

Christianity and the latter with its true spirit. (151) Jesuits see no

necessity to attain impossible perfection, they value institutions and

temper virtue with customary morality. Jansenists - and his sympathy

with them is evident - have a 'secret religion' depending neither on

rites, ceremonies nor theology. And because God is hidden, he is

accessory to their morality which is based on the promptings of the

individual conscience of each person. Curiously, or perhaps pre¬

dictably, Alain makes a distinction elsewhere between two kinds of

political spirit - which he identifies as republican and monarchical

respectively - that is exactly parallel with what he refers to in this

passage as the eternal opposition between moral conscience and common

morality. The monarchical spirit is credulous, full of confidence,

follows the opinion of others and refuses to use its own powers of

judgment. The republican spirit, on the other hand, is reflective

and determined to exercise judgment itself. (152)

It is obvious that Alain is here transposing his highly individ¬

ualistic, intellectual and rigorous form of puritanism directly into



politics. No doubt the Enlightenment also called for reason and de-
Ara-i

manded the right of personal judgment. But if it wore without doubt

the source of an important 3trand of Radicalism, the Enlightenment

lies only lightly on Alain. In his view, one ought to be optimistic,

but pessimism comes more naturally. (153.) Nor did his attitude to¬

wards nature and humanity have much in common with that of Rousseau.

He could be quite as savage about Han's sinfulness as Pascal and

Proudhon: humanity, as he put it, was 'souillee de fureur et de sang'.

(154) In Pascal, the reverse side of Man's miserable condition as a

solitary abandoned sinner consisted of a heroic and stoic glorificat¬

ion of the minute area of liberty left to mankind, that is the liberty

to understand its condition and the liberty to reject all that is

mechanistic, established, accepted and thus to triumph over nature.

Alain, while less given to lyrical outbursts, shared Pascal's pride in

Man's solitary freedom. At times he appears almost to revel in the

intractability of the human environment and condition, for it is in

grappling with these difficulties that Man finds a meaning for the

universe and for himself:

L'univers humain nous guette, nous voit venir, voit venit"
le moraliste, se farme, s'alarme, se blesse, se durcit..
Qui ne voit dans cette obstacle une chose sublime, la
pretention d'etre libre, de ne pas s0ubir aerae le bien-
fait, meme la justice, d'etre traite en egal. La
question ouvriere est toute lh. Un salaire sera injuste
tant qu'il sera fixe'' par l'eraployeur. La resistance ici
est ressource; et c'est la difficulte qui doit donner
l'espoir.... si l'homme devient meilleur, c'est selon nos
principes memes, par sa propre action sur lui-meme, par
sa propre liberty...,(l55)

Two possible hypotheses may be advanced as to the sense in which

Pascalian moralism became the model for Radicalism. The first is

straight-forward and Jansenist: it consists of the deliberate puritan

rejection, of the world and of rolitics as bain"' relative and thus un¬

worthy of Man who must consequently postpone his hopes of finding



and knowing the absolute to the hereafter. The other possibility is

that Radicalism took over Pascalian morality without God. Since God

was in any case only an accessory, this would change the spirit rather

than the form of the humanism the Radicals derived from it: in other

words the almost existential puritan faith of Pascal would have been

replaced by a puritan and humanist form of existential metaphysics.

Brought down from Heaven to Earth, Pascalian moralism would transfer

the location of the absolute from God to 3elf: there being no absolute

ascertainable truth in Heaven or Earth then the self becomes the only

judge of truth and reality and the absolute and conscious liberty of

the self exercised concurrently with that of others against nature is

that which gives reality to a meaningless and valueless universe in

which there iG no God. Politics in this case would remain as re¬

pulsive as before, if not more so, since it would now tend to rob the

individual of the one thing not only on Earth but also in the Heavens

that gives him value: the personal capacity and consciously exercised

will to judge his environment morally and intellectually. On the

other hand, liberty and equality become a kind of substitute religion.

For, as Alain once said, since both go against nature they cannot be

maintained except by a constant effort of will - an effort of will

presumably that secures Man's secular salvation by giving the world

significance.(156) That this second existential version is the one

favoured personally by lain is partially indicated by his observat¬

ion that God would probably violate humanity if he existed by destroy¬

ing human freedom. Pascal had evolved his humanism in the first

place by reason of God being hidden from the world which, to him,

proved that Man sought the good by himself. Alain applied the same

rigorous logic and scepticism to his thinking about Man and God - but

backwards from Pascal: that is if Man proves his value and humanity

its significance by their freedom of choice, then if God exists they
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would lose it all for all action would become fatalistic.

Whether the motivation of Radicals wa3 at a reli ious or meta¬

physical level the practical political result was in the end the same:

the replacement of politics by a morality that was violently pessi¬

mistic on power, politics and society and at the same time moderately

optimistic as to the intellectual and moral potentialities of the

individual. As Alain put it: "L'individu qui pense contre la societe

qui dort, voila I'histoire eternelle.."(l57) Political society, in

so far as it i3 also moral, consists of single individuals following

the dictates of their own conscience, for obedience to external rulings

violates morality since there is no way of knowing the motivation

behind it. At the same time, of course, these separate individuals

must act together, maintained .lain (158), thereby completing the

absolute liberty and equality of Jansenism politically by means of

fraternity. Since conscience cannot anyway delegate its authority -

and in particular not Alain*s puritanical, internal definition of it -

radical morality led logically to self-government. However, unlike

Proudhon, Alain wu3 not a creative political thinker. He was describ¬

ing and analysing the Radical mentality within a Republic which had

been forced to centralise to survive and in which the conditions re¬

quired for anarchism did not exist, so that other means of protecting

the individual against the abuses of power had to be contrived. This

much Alain admitted himself:

Paris n'est pas juge, et j'aimerais un parlement a Tours
ou & Chateauroux. Mads, corame cela n'est pas possible,
il faut prevoir 1'assaut perfide mehe par toute3 les
Elegances ...(159)

He therefore employed the first principle of Republicanism - 'l'individu

toujours libre et toujours juge' - not like Proudhon as the basis of a

n~w, juot -society but as e ruler to rep the -recent cne over the knuckles

with - in such a way as to avoid taking the consequences.



Alain's formula of political liberty was identical to Pascal's:

external submission combined with internal resistance to authority.

Like Pascal, Alain greatly feared anarchy and chaos and believed that

if power did not exist to enforce order, a state of war would break out.

But while external obedience was counselled by Pascal also and perhaps

mainly out of disdain for the world, in Alain there appears to be an

extra twist of cynicism and calculation. Why disobey, when dis¬

obedience simply accentuates tyranny? And Alain frequently alluded to

the guile by which the governed may deflect the intentions of govern¬

ment without incurring the excessive risks of revolt: I give way be¬

cause I must, but..(l60) Besides which, as he observed, the tyranny

exercised by political poifer is scarcely very intimidating: *.. si

1'esprit n'adore point.'(161)

The passage in which /lain formulated the attitude of Radicalism

towards political authority is especially interesting because of the

unusual distinction he made between spiritual and temporal power.

Since all power is theocratic by nature, wrote Alain, heresy is always

the greatest sin. Against the tyrant's desire to be respected and

loved: '.. il faut maintenir la separation des pouvoirs et garder le

Pouvoir spiritueli independent de 1'autre... Ceder absolument, et en

meme temps re3ister absolument. VertuSrarenent pratiques.. Un mepris

obeissant est roi.'(l62) Viith his habitual disregard for the term¬

inology and autonomy of political science, Alain is here equating

spiritual and temporal power not with the Church and State respectively,

but with internal liberty and external authority. Elsewhere he made

the point even more explicitly: all authority is of the flesh and all

liberty of the spirit.(1^3) Alain's definition of temporal and

spiritual authority may thus be equated with Proudhon's 'droit divin'

and 'droit humain'. Temporal authority and divine law are based on

the principle of revelation and are decreed by nature; spiritual



authority and human law are founded on conscience and have as their

source the spirit. The confiluSion is inescapable that Alain's mind,

like Proudhon's, was dominated by an irreconcilable conflict of op-

posites, with the metaphysical contradiction of spirit and nature re¬

inforcing the religious contradiction of conscience and revealed

authority. Practically and politically, for neither Alain nor

Proudhon ever distinguished the spiritual and temporal domains in an

orthodox sense, this meant dividing the nation into two separate,

opposing camp3. On one side of the barrier were ranged all those

with power of money - the priests, the princes and the rich.(l64)

On the other side were the ordinary people, the 'petits' -and it is

very tempting to see this symbolic French republican expression as

originating in Jan3enist puritanism. Their main defence was internal

and intellectual - in incredulity: 'Des que le eitoyen est incredule,

tous les droits sont corame abolis. II ne faut point croire."(l65)

As the direct consequence of these moral assumptions, Alain con¬

demned the whole realm of political organisation - government, political

parties and administration. His immediate reasons for this were

principally two: the inherent authoritarianism and moral impurity of

political activity. Like Proudhon, Alain believed that government

should not use force but should rely instead on moral and rational

persuasion: 'Le vrai Pouvoir Spirituel, selon notre philosophie, est

seulement spirituel; il agit en eclairant 1'opinion, c'est a dire par

la parole et l'ecriture seulement."(l 66) Obviously, the civil servants

in the Third Republic did not behave in this hyper-democratic manner

and as a result they incurred hi3 deepest disapproval. Besides, their

moral integrity wa3 permanently threatened, in his view, by their

having at their disposal the means to punish and reward: 'La..cause qui

corrompt le Pouvoir Spirituel, c'est la puissance Temporelle.'(l67)

All government officials, in the last resort, fall into the same



category of doubtful morality as the Bourgeoisie who are unlikely to

damage their careers in the interest of 'truth*.(168)

With respect to the Dreyfus case, Alain noted that the abdication

of moral conscience was 'une sorte de loi de la politique'.(169)

Republicanism, as defined by him, is designed as a sort of moral

antidote to the necessary evil of political power. The Radical,

following a familiar pattern of disdain combined with a deep inner

refusal to compromise, simply applies his own rules to politics while

observing surface proprieties at the same time. Starting out from

the premises that all power is corrupting and bad and that parties

are necessarily blind because dominated by the desire to conserve

themselves (170), he judges politicians on personal character rather

than on party programme. A Radical, therefore, i3 not someone who

supports the Radical party programme but is defined instead by the

value he places on equality and justice.(l71) The deputy should be

tightly controlled by and even become the slave of the electorate.

His duty is simply to pas3 on to public powers the opinion of the

electorate. People do not want tyrants, only legislators. For

since they are really the masters, why should they hand over their

power to politicians? By means of the deputy, the people sit in

parliament, inspect the budget and control bureaucrats and ministers:

'Revolution vraie celle-la, qui est de tous les jours, et qui ne

fait que cornmencer.' (172) But this permanent political revaluation -

which is no more than the extension of Alain's permanent moral

revolution - is above all critical and negative: electors can resist

and control power but they cannot undertake positive reforming action.

(175.) Having removed the sting from the tail of the scorpion - as

suitable symbol as any of the Radical's concept of the State - they

leave it virtually impotent.

All in the political system, as Alain readily admitted, is not



as it should be already: labels and programmes have come to replace
/

men. This is the result of party congresses - *ces evangiles de

partis* - so that the elector nowadays, instead of having a deputy at

his service, has a party congress as his master. If Alain ever wrote

a kind word about political parties, it is not easy to find. His

most consistent attitude towards parties was one of high-minded re¬

pugnance: 'Justice des partis, autre forme de la guerre des partis'j

'Les Partis auraient laisse Dreyfus a l'lle du Diable'; *0r, avec les

Partis et la Haute Politique, je suis assure que les riches gouvernent'.

(174) If the people are sovereign, why should they bother to organise

democracy formally since this clearly means the end of popular control?

Alain's deepest conviction was that there are always two forms

of a political idea: the popular and the institutional as devised by

politicians. (175) When an idea finds direct expression through the

people, it remains pure. For Alain also subscribed to Pascal's austere

but heroic humanism: 'L'homme', he wrote 'est le lieu des miracles.'

(176) Politics, on -the other hand, was in Alain's view - and here he

once more faithfully echoed Pascal - at best a waste of time or a form

of entertainment: 'Vous avee vu comment le roi de France a change ses

conseillers et ses ministres. Cette revolution du palais n'est

heureusement qu'un jeu, mais qui peut instruire le spectateur.' (177)

At worse, an idea when taken over by politicians becomes as inherently

immoral as the material world was in the eyes of Jansenists:
I

... toute mystique produit une politique, qui n'est que
la meme opinion, seulement fondee alors sur les interets,
sur 1*ambition, sur les ealculs prudents en somme. Toute
politique est opportunists..' (178)

******************
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The antithetical use of the terms, 'mystique* and 'politique',

made fairly frequently and with evident approval by Alain, as by many

of his generation, was, in fact, borrowed by him from Charles eguy.

(I79; Peguy, a highly individualistic and in many ways uniquely

French personality, stands at a point of intersection, no leas uniquely

French, between literature, politics and mystical religion. His life

an., writings provide an interesting and perhaps significant example

of how a certain French cultural pattern - moralist, puritan, liber¬

tarian, absolutist and more or less mystical - see as often to be

accompanied by a troubled, ambiguous and elusive attitude towards
/

politics as to religion. This is not to say that eguy's life offers

any definite answer as to how these cultural characteristics find

political and religious outlets; but it does provide a concrete case

of how one man dealt in his own life with the politico-religious ei>-

tangle aents that have been examined in thi3 chapter so far on a theo¬

retical level.

Moreover, Peguy was a personality who was known and influential.

In his own personal life he ended as a solitary and isolated figure

3ince his temperamental absolutism caused him to quarrel with moat of

his friends. at the same time the impact of his personality, his

life and his writings continued to be felt and even increased after

his death in the First orId sr. (.180) And if his claim: 'Une

renaissance Catholique se fait par moi'(l8l) is an over-statement, it

is certainly true that he contributed significantly to preparing the

way for the religious, intellectual and political revival that gathered

force in French Catholicism after orId War I. Catholics, in par¬

ticular of the Left, who suddenly found theme Ives parachuted from

their spiritual hei hts into what appeared to them as the barbaric

jungle of politics felt less lost for being able to follow the markings

left by Pe'guy. Consequently, his unorthodox politics cannot be viewed
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in the same light as the isolated eccentricities of, say, a K,

Chesterton. Furthermore, Peguy's political gospel - with the

eminently quotable and poetic formula of mystique and politique as

its first article of faith - was, one suspects, all the more acceptable

and influential for bestowing moral, literary and political sanction

on a popularly held opinion. For the distinction between mystique

and politique, although it has been repeated unto two and even three

generations of Frenchmen as if it enshrines one of the eternal truths

of political science, amounts to no less than the familiar, total con¬

demnation in the name of traditional puritan absolutism of all organ¬

ised and institutionalised forms of political activity.

Soltau describes Peguy as being a figure altogether in the tradit¬

ion of English non-conformist puritanism.(182) In fact, Peguy - whose

favourite reading as a schoolboy was the Pensees (t©3)> who wrote a

book on Pascal and was probably reconverted back to Catholicism after

a long period of atheism by Pascalian metaphysics - was profoundly

Jansenist in temperament and belief. And it is likely that his diffi¬

culties with the Catholic Church, with religion itself and even with

politics all sprang from this source.

Like Proudhon, Peguy was a puritan of peasant stock who believed

in poverty and work, in personal dignity and truth. (164.) But Peguy's

truth was the pure, uncompromising, internal truth of Jansenism, to

be eternally conquered afresh against the forces of moral inertia and

blind habit both in oneself and in the world. His morality was

practical, perfectionist and pessimistic in the sense of being haunted

by the significance of sin and evil. In the years around the turn of

the century, such a moral and intellectual outlook, at once libertar¬

ian and questioning, was radically at odds with current academic and

religious orthodoxy. And Pe'guy, who never waited to be attacked,

unleashed the full force of the picturesque and poetic abuse that he
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wielded in such a masterly fashion against such prirmry enemies of

mankind as philosophical rationalism and optimism; idealisation and

intellectual sehematisatien; the theology, dogmatic and legalistic,

of the Roman Catholic Church. Next to dorbonne intellectuals (l85)»
/ f

Peguy's pet hate, even in his momenta of faith, were the cures; he

died an unrepentant anti-clerical.(186) Of faith ana prayer, he

would assert fiercely, priests knew less than nothing. They cared

only for the administration of the sacraments. True to the lay

tradition of Jansenism, he 3aw the people as the only source of true
/

religion. As for the cures, they merely prevented the essence of

religion from being realised.(187)

One of eguy's sons eventually turned Protestant. But such a

solution did not appeal to Peguy who 3&w himself as a medieval, pre-

Reforaation Christian and referred to Christianity rather than to

Catholicism.(388) Practically, the distinction between rotestantisa

and Peguy's brand of Catholicism appears to centre on the question of

individualism which eguy always regarded as some sort of social crime.

Like Pascal and roudhon, ''eguy's notion of faith was permeated by the

coamunalism of early Christianity and. it seeas that he deeply regretted

and wanted to restore original pre-Reformation unity. (189 ) hen,
/

after a long phase of atheism and conflict with the Church, Peguy

finally returned to Catholicism, he did 30 for reasons of human solid¬

arity. '"lie had gone back*^ observes Adereth, '"not to a set of dogmas

or to a comforting and respectable philosophy, but to the- revolutionary

3pirit of the Gospels. Christianity put an end to his fe lings of

isolation and taught hi:: the value of communion ith others.^ 19o)

let, in the last resort, Peguy's passionate support of the rights of

conscience could never bo fully reconciled with Catholic authoritarian¬

ism any more than his revolutionary morality could find satisfaction

in politics; and he never fully made his peace with the institutional
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Church as he never came to terms with the orthodox political parties.

For all his own fluctuations between faith and atheism, socialist
/

commitment and political renunciation, Peguy was profoundly convinced

that Socialism and Christianity were identical. (191) And &om the

beginning, even in his atheistic period, his political thinking was

theological in spirit. Peguy's socialism was both integral and as

absolute as religious faiths on ne peut se convertir serieusement

au socialisme sans que la philosophie et la vie at les sentiments les

plus profondS soient rafralchis, revouvele's et pour garder le mot,

convertis.1 (192) For Pe'guy socialism meant the economic and spiritual

liberation of i'lan from all servitude: the end of alienation. More

exactly, it signified the satisfaction of Man's basic material needs

so as to leave him free to conquer his spiritual liberty. And, follow¬

ing faithfully in the footsteps of such other notable libertarian mor¬

alists as Proudhon and Alain, Peguy used the first principle of his

morality - the primacy of the individual conscience not to be reduced

to a false creed or dogma (193) - to provide the form and not just

the spirit of his socialism. Proudhon and Alain may sometimes leave

the impression that they consider voting as bad for the soul. Peguy

actually said so openly: *... les ames citoyennes ne connaissent pas

la mise en balance des suffrages.1 (194) Universal suffrage, in his

eyes, constituted: '.. I1avilissement d'un grand amour humain.1 (195)

He could be as violently abusive of representative, parliamentary

democracy as the reactionary fo.ght:

... en fait il est impossible de nier que 1*exercise du
suffrage universel en France est devenu .. un debordement
de vice inoui'. Exactement comme le nationalisms barbare,
ezactement comme l'alcoolisme, exactement comme I'antise-
mitisme barbare, exactement comme un certain colonialisme,
comme 1*africanisms, comme le surmenage industrial, comme
la prostitution, oomme la syphilis, comme les courses,
comme et autant que tous les parliamentarismes, le
parliamentarisms electoral est une maladie. (196)
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Although he was initially linked to the Socialist Party through

the intellectual party review he edited and as a friend of Jean

Jaures, Peguy had all the political reflexes of anarchism. He

could never get along with any doctrine nor would he accept more than

a minimum of organisation. Socialism, as he saw it, was a trend: a

federation of groups co-operating but not united by common membership

of one party. (397) The only classical socialist formula he ever

used was anarchistic: the replacement of the government of men by

the administration of things.(l§8) Dialectical materialism which

constituted the opposite pole to his own heroic individualism, he

abhorred. Yet, despite his distaste for dogma or high-flown idea¬

lism, Peguy was no political pragmatist. He was an absolutist who

saw in every concession the seeds of moral and intellectual degeneracy.

And he broke finally with the Socialist Party and with Jaures over

the latter's attempt to create a synthesis between Marxism and the

older humanist tradition of French socialism.(199) To Peguy this

seemed an intolerable compromise because, in reality, any compromise

was intolerable to him. Peguy has been defended on the grounds that

the Socialist Party was riven with internal contradictions. (200) But

the French Socialist Party was hardly more disunited, immoral or in¬

effectual than other socialist parties of the period. The truth is
/

that Peguy was incapable of being a member of any organised party;

his criticism of the whole apparatus of representative democracy,

parties included, speaks for itself.(201 ) Besides, when accused of

anarchism by the socialist Lucien Herr, Peguy never denied it. (202)
/

Peguy* s socialism was of the home-grown Proudhonian variety

with insurrectionism grafted on. Apparently, he believed for some

time that the social revolution would break out any day.(205) The

social revolution itself was, of course, always accompanied in his
/

mind by a moral revolution. "La revolution sera morale ou elle ne
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sera pas"(204) is another of these catch phrases launched into
/

political orbit by Peguy and. still circulating two and three generat¬

ions later. But the essential core of Peguy's socialism was con¬

science. Truth is the 3ole revolutionary force, he used to maintain.

(205) And truth in his moral code could only be judged internally

and independently by each individual. Peguy's socialism has been

summed up with perfect accuracy as 'une veritable promotion de la

conscience morale.*( 206)

The reasoning behind Pe'guy's perpetual tendency to pit conscience

against politics, like David against Goliath, is most clearly illus¬

trated by the formula of the mystique and politique.(207) This

formula arose a propos the Dreyfus Affair during which Peguy campaigned

actively to defend what, for him, constituted the basis of Republic¬

anism: priority for the rights of the individual over the temporal

interests of the State. He was greatly disillusioned to observe

that the supporters of Dreyfus, including Jauras, were bent on making

political capital out of the case afterwards, thereby sullying the

purity of their initial idealism. He could never forgive Jaures

for mingling with worldly powers and concerning himself with temporal

and material interests - and at the same time appealing to the money

of the poor and to idealism - to mystique.(208)

The conclusion that Peguy drew from his experience of the Dreyfus

case was that all movements may be divided into two phases. The

first, the stage of the mystique, corresponds to the hour of birth

of a vision or ideal in all its initial purity, creativity and spon¬

taneity. Then there follows a process whereby the ideal collapses

as gradually but as inevitably as a souffle: habit replaces heroism

and conformism takes over from creativity. This is the stage of

the politique. The politique and mystique are mutually exclusive,

since the second springs from the decomposition of the first:



Une politique est le produit de la decomposition d'une
mystique. La transformation ne se fait pas par une
trahison soudaine de la pensee en faveur des preoccupat¬
ions serviles.. la decheance commence au sein meiae de la

mystique par une lourdeur qui s'introduit en elle des le
premier moment ou la vie spirituelle s'est laisse^gagner
aux durcissements de la pensee toute faite.(?09)

What this means, quite simply, is that the individual conscience

has the continuous duty to remain watchful every moment of each day

and to make its own truth, moral and intellectual, prevail against

all forces either from within or from without that tempt it to

surrender.(^10) Politics, on the other hand, means the end of

morality.(211 ) Peguy would have agreed with Alain that the ab¬

dication of conscience was a 'sort of rule of politics.'

What, then, are the political implications of the mystique and

politique? First of all, since the two are incompatible, all organ-
■f

ised and institutionalised politics are condemned a priori. The

converse of this anti-organisational emphasis is a double preoccupation

to preserve the purity of ideas and the integrity of a heroic, in-

dividual morality. Consequently, according to Peguy'3 concept of

politics, material interests are largely separated from ideas: better

that an idea should remain pure than that it should be applied in such

a way as to adulterate it. Nor may ends ever justify means: better

not to act at all than to have dirty hands. The truth that Peguy

demanded to be made known regarding the Dreyfus Affair was the first

and last rule of his politics: 'Nous demandons simplement qu'Qn dise

la verite. Dire la verite, toute la verite, rien que la verite:

dire betement la ve'rite' bete, ennuyeusement la ve'rite ennuyeuse,

tristement la verite triste..'(212)

Peguy's attitude towards politics undoubtedly had some admirable

aspects. The refusal to ignore any truth simply because it happens

not to fit with a dogma or doctrine is certainly one. Peguy was
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bewildered and upset - and finally aggressive - when he met with the

refusal of the Socialist Party to publish an account of the misery and

poverty of a schoolteacher's family because teachers were not considered

part of the proletariat.(213) Nor was his own unshakable faith in per¬

sonal dignity and individual rights always shared by the rest of the

Left. Initially, part of the Socialist Party, like part of the Radical

Party, had been inclined to treat Dreyfus as just another bourgeois and
/

abandon him to his fate. Peguy himself played a valuable role as a

stimulator of sluggish consciences and as a watchdog over public liber¬

ties.

/ chc.
However, the overall effect of Peguy's morality was little less

than a recipe for political paralysis. To begin with, it ruled out

membership of a political party, since the level of commitment this

necessarily involves is strictly incompatible with a permanent moral

revolution which requires that every single individual should decide

the course of his thought and action on every single issue - and then
/

make his will prevail. Characteristically, Peguy distinguished between

socialism and the Socialist Party. The aim of socialism was to realise

"du nouveau dans l'histoire du nonae", an end unlikely to be achieved, he

thought, by a "parti devot".(214) Yet Peguy did not advocate the aban¬

donment of political activity. On the contrary, during the Dreyfus

Affair he maintained that ideals ought to be brought into the political

arena to purify it. But political commitment, as understood by Peguy,

had a particular meaning: it meant the naked confrontation - the medi¬

ating role of institutional politics having been brushed aside - of each

individual with the values of society; it meant direct, personal respons¬

ibility for these values rather than responsibility to take into account

the views and values of others. Essentially, it meant the refusal to

compromise. This type of commitment might be expressed through small,

anarchistic groups in which spontaneity and heroic action are at a



premium and each individual is able to put forward his own ideas, or

else by the internal readiness to declare oneself - to bear witness -

as during the Dreyfus Affair or, for a later generation, during the

Algerian ar. But such a personal, internal interpretation of the

good of the community, irrespective of the views of others, can scarcely

be expressed within an orthodox, organised political party which operates

generally by majority votes and by a greater or lesser degree of oli-
S

garchical leadership. Peguy, who was perfectly aware of this, reacted

by showering abuse on parties and politicians and politics in general.

It is just as well, he would say, to distrust: /"nos ermemis, les amis

politiques/^( 215) On the other hand, it is perhaps worse when one is

supported by politicians: .. quand ils vous soutiennent, c'est peut-

etre pire, car ils vous soutiennent, ils vous adoptent en language
♦

politique sur le plan politique/"(216) Given what Peguy thought of

priests, his stigmatisation of them as politicians of spiritual life

(.217) expresses plainly how he regarded politicians.

Peguy, who began by concentrating on temporal salvation and re¬

jecting faith - as a young man he wa3 an anti-clerical atheist - passed

through a middle period of political disillusionment and ended as a

fervent patriot and religious mystic. In 1889 hi3 socialism was a

political reality; ten years later he still discussed but no longer

believed in politics.(218) He followed his socialist vision of the

end of human alienation by various means at different phases of his

life: through mystical socialism, patriotic poetry, poetic politics..

But he constantly found his path blocked: poetry could not satisfy

his need for practical action nor hi3 sense of responsibility for his

contemporaries; politics was always at odds with his absolutism;

Catholicism could never really accord with his libertarianism. In

the end, he found emotional refuge in a weird personal faith: a

combination of mystical religion and patriotism presided over by Joan



of Arc. The question iss does this evolution offer any insight into

physical and religious evolution is obviously beyond the scope of this

chapter; however, it is possible to advance one tentative hypothesis on

the interaction of politics and religion in Peguy's thinking -

vision of totality combined with liberty and a preoccupation with sin

leading to the possibility of damnation - these were Peguy's main poetic

themes. In his longest poem, five. Peguy defined the tragedy of mankind

as the loss of the feeling of complete human unity and complete union

with God. He portrayed a Golden Age when every moment of life is an

indissoluble whole and no private property exists and compared it to

the neatly classified and isolated categories of modern existence. Yet

it is possible to remedy this situation and to find real unity with God

by an effort to be reborn spiritually. The path that leads to Christ¬

ianity is one of freedoms '... it is the complete man, the pagan soul,

which is free, and in that freedom, open to grace.' (220)

Eve was written in 1913 by which time Peguy had been reconverted

and had rediscovered hope. But when he wrote the first version of his

poem on Joan of Arc as a student in 1895-7, he was an atheist deeply

troubled by the problem of evil and the possibility of damnation. In

her last night on earth Joan asks herself in anguish:

Peguy's mentality and consequently into the operation of Pascalian

morality? To attempt fully to disentangle Peguy's political, meta-

on a speculative basis.

The key to Pe'guy, it has been suggested, is the poet. (219) A

Je voudrais bien savoir 0 mon Dieu, s'il
est vrai, que Je me sois damnett..

And Peguy dedicated his poem in particular to those:

..... qui seront morts de leur mort humaine pour
tacher de porter rem&de au mal universal humain;
• • • • •
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A toutes celles et a tous ceux qui seront morts de leur
mort humaine
Pour l'etablis .e-ient de la Eepublique socialists
universelle. (221 )

Even when not a Christian, Feguy, it see s clear, was a puritan

moralist whose mind was dominated by a vision of the absolute which he

hoped at first, like ascal and 'roudhon, to see realised on earth.

At the same time he was also aware of the sin and imperfection of the

world. This problem he seems to have resolved initially by attributing
/

evil to social organisation: in his Cite Jocialiste the administration

of things replaces the govern ent of men and the harmonious organisation

of material life by means of the common ownership of the means of pro¬

duction ensures the free development of spiritual life.(222) spiritual

salvation may thus be attained in the world. However, by the time

that eguy was thirty,two events had over-shadowed this optimism. One

wa3 simply a bad attack of influenza which made hi::: aware of death and

caused him to reflect, with the aid of Pascal, on life, damnation and

eternity. But at this point, Peguy, although less hopeful and more

pessimistic than before, had still not decided whether to place his bet

on Heaven or arth. His reaction to damnation which he seriously en¬

visaged was, on the one hand, a heroic and socialistic declaration of

human solidarity: ' ebout, les d&mnes de la torre'; at the same time,

eguy was clearly beginning to feel doubts about socialism: 'L'imaginat¬

ion d*un exil est eelle qui repugne le lus a tout sociaiisne.'(223)

Once pessimism had begun to set in, a uy, it seeus (224), w&3 face to

face with the old Pascalian paradox that Pan seeks absolute values in

a world in which only partial ones are realisable - hence, no doubt, the

onset of scepticism with regar< to a socialism which he sow in terms of

the end of human alienation, i.e. as the means of human salvation. If

Man seeks the absolute and the world turns out to be the domain of sin,

where is one to turn? Because eguy identified the spiritual with the



temporal, one possible escape route was cut off for him to compromise

in the political sphere and postpone the absolute for the next world.

On account of his confusion between spiritual and temporal domains,

Feguy as a moral absolutist had to choose between Heaven and Earth.

This choice appears to have been made finally as a result of

Peguy's involvement in the tragic case of the schoolmaster Jean Coste.

Seized by a sudden, acute pessimism on human nature and the human

condition, Peguy asked himselft

Paut-il croire que par une loi de fatalite', religieuse ou
metaphysique tout effort humain est damne? Faut-il
croire que tous les biens de ce monde, bons a prendre,
sont mauvais a garder? .* Tout cela n'est-il qu'un
immense divertissement? (225)

/

This eminently Pasoalian political declaration, Peguy then followed up

by a long quotation directly from Pascal to the effect that Man always

avoids the essential to escape by indulging and amusing himself. The

most powerful of human beings, the King, surrounds himself with friends

whose purpose it is to entertain him. The republican people, descend¬

ants of Kings, have inherited the same kind of company with the differ^

ence that candidates have replaced courtesans. 1Les vieilles paroles
/

de Pascal*, remarked Peguy, *regoivent une anticipation prodigieuse.*
(226) And it was on this note of parting that he abandoned politics.

/

Peguy's puritan moral code was characterised and its political

effects determined by two fundamental features: the identification of

the spiritual with the temporal domain and the inability or refusal to

compromise «a his absolutist conception of good and evil. Initially,

this resulted in the involvement of Pe/guy*s entire personality in politics

and in the effort to attain spiritual salvation through it. When Peguy

became aware of the fallibility of human nature itself and, consequently,

of the impossibility of realising the absolute in the world, he withdrew

as totally from politics as he had formerly been immersed in it. However,



that this was only one possible effect of Pascalian morality and not

the inevitable result is illustrated by Proudhon who finally compromised

hi3 absolutism on earth and substituted an extre e form of decentralis¬

ation tor anarchism.

/
Yet in the last analysis Peguy did not totally abandon the temporal

for the spiritual plane; he shifted his emphasis from the first to the

second with emotional patriotism taking the place of political activism -

perhaps a transfer of the old impulse towards totality and unity (227 ) -
/

and merging with his mysticism in the person of Joan of ire. Peguy's

mysticism was raver shrouded in Teutonic mists but firmly anchored in

the soil of ranee. Joan in her heroism, tragedy and mystery, in her

role as envoy of God and the people and symbol of national unity,

fittingly represented both his Jansenist religiousity find mystical

patriotism. For another Pascalian paradox that Peguy inherited was

his love-hatred of the world: hatred of its imperfection combined with

a deep sense of involvement with it - even when he rejected it.

########

Paradoxically, for a religious sect with so sovereign a disdain

for politics, the maxima; impact of Jansenism seems to have hit the

political plane. Prance in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

narrowly avoided turning puritan and the Catholic Church maintained

its institutional predominance. Yet the uncompleted reformation of

puritunism has dogged libertarian thought like a shadow, all the while

remaining quite as elusive.

Altogether, both in itself as in its impact, Jansenism has been

a strangely paradoxical phenomenon. Theologically, it combined



extreme radicalism with a strong sense of the traditional; intellect¬

ually it allied pragmatism with the most absolute form of idealism;

while emotionally and temperamentally it often balanced mysticism and

romanticism with reason. In political terms, the tragic grandeur -

to borrow its own phraseology - of the Jansenist philosophico-moralist

tradition lies essentially in the absolutism that nerved it to follow

through its ideas and lent it an enrichening universalist concern for

the whole of humanity; at the same time, absolutism also tended to

cancel out the positive and creative effects of its pragmatic bent.

Practically speaking, the Jansenists in the seventeenth century were

virtually alone in giving children a concrete and libertarian education;

yet the benefits of this were off-set by the doubt that many of them

felt as to the moral righteousness of opening a book at all and the

general tendency of most of them to deny the tforld. Then there was

the contradiction between the Jansenists' q.uietist and passive religious

and political doctrine and their own lively, spirited and proud charac¬

ters. Port-Royal, for instance, included a remarkable number of strong

and striking personalities. But perhaps the greatest paradox of all

is the fact that Jansenism endowed a society that has remained almost

medieval socially and economically until very recent times with a highly

sophisticated political ideology as early as the seventeenth century.

It is also tempting to see the imprint of Jansenism on the stop-go

rhythm of French history: in these periodic, violent upsurges of political

radicalism that seem, like sudden squalls, to be followed inevitably

by the dead calm of rigid authoritarian rule - until the next squall.

Jansenism itself halted on the threshold of libertarian religious revolt

largely on account of an absolutism that made it recoil from the fall¬

ibility of human institutions. The Revolution of 1789» brandishing

the slogan 'Liberty, Equality, Unity*(228) - and its link with Jansenism

is apparent - did not, of course, stop at the threshold. But neither



the Great Revolution, nor those that followed in the course of the

nineteenth century even down to the Events of May 1968 really carried

through their revolt in the sense of consolidating gains and carrying

them further by means of an institutional framework. Therein lay the

germs of the next explosion. The question is whether the same absol¬

utism that led seventeenth century Jansenists to refuse to take the

Church seriously also led later Republican and Socialist revolution¬

aries to reject political institutions as all moderate, intermediary

compromise solutions: whether they preferred to achieve nothing if they

could not achieve all - all being the essentially anarchist ideal of

total liberty and absolute equality. (229)

This perfectionist pattern was particularly in evidence towards

the end of the Events of May 1968. The extremists - and they were

often the leaders - would disrupt the constructive work going on behind

the scenes to change the university on the grounds that so long as all

was not changed, all meaning frequently not just French capitalist

society but international capitalism as a whole, then there was no

point in changing the university. The extremists were, of course, only

a minority. Their role, however, was crucial and this less because the

majority were either silent or passive - some were but many were not -

than because of a kind of moral embarrassment many of them felt in

driving through compromises against the purists.(2^0) This all-or-

nothing spirit combined with the allergic distaste of both leaders and

rank and file for political institutions - beyond the fractionalism of

small, independent groups- were among the principal reasons why Kay 1968,

like so many political explosions before it, did not really bring about

revolutionary changes but remained finally a revolt.



In Protestant Anglo-Saxon countries the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries were characterised by a tremendous flowering of religious

sects. In Prance, moral and metaphysical diversity of a similar but

not identical order also existed - for France, equally, had a long

historical background of religious dissent - but this diversity, it

is arguable, was carried over into politics.

The over-lap - even the identification - in France of metaphysics

and morals with politics has a considerable number of reasons. In

the first place, Gnostic heresies had deep roots in medieval France

and a principal feature of these heresies lay in their refusal to

separate the spiritual and the temporal: all the values of the temporal

world were rejected because they did not accord with spiritual criteria.

Secondly, the persistent persecution of Protestants and the failure of

the Jansenists to break away from the Catholic Church prevented the

formation of religious sects. Moreover, the tendency within Jansenism

itself to combine philosophy, morals and metaphysics was continued by

the Enlightenment: religious and anti-religious ideas, were regarded

not as a matter of private opinion but as part of the philosophical

and intellectual framework of society.

When, finally, the French came to discuss politics towards the

end of the eighteenth century, their thinking on politics was not

distinguished from but permeated with current metaphysical and philo¬

sophical controversy. This tendency continued down the nineteenth

century, in part because Church and State were neither separated

formally nor by the intrusion of capitalist interests; in part too, no

doubt, because French puritanism in its Jansenist form resolutely denied

the distinction between personal ethics and politics. ith respect to

those thinkers whose criteria of morality was derived from Pascal, the

different political solutions they arrived at may be explained rather

clinically by the way they combined Pascalian morality and an absolutist
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caste of mind, with such essentially metaphysical and philosophical

variables as sin, mysticism, reason, belief in an independent human

moral conscience and a sceptical agnosticism or atheism.

In Pascal, the absolutist demand for a totally intelligible world

allied with scepticism in the power of reason and a deep sense of human

sin and imperfection led to a mystical denial of the world and the con¬

demnation of politics in the name of puritan absolutism. On the other

hand, his belief in human dignity and that Kan seeks the good even in

the absence of God was, in essence, humanistic.

Later, in an age that accepted the idea of progress, the aspir¬

ation towards the absolute led Proudhon to formulate a theory of

political anarchism; then the realisation that human imperfection made

soc.l .1 perfection impossible made him reformulate this political theory

and replace anarchism with extreme decentralisation. .And because the

mystical and pessimistic side of his nature was also balanced by a more

optimistic belief in the power - but equally the limits - of human

reason, Proudhon was among the first of the early Utopian Socialists to

insist that social and economic conditions be taken into account.

In Alain, the element of mysticism to be found in Proudhon was

lacking. Instead there was a general scepticism with respect to heaven,

earth and the perfectibility of human nature and reason, a scepticism

that might easily have led to moral and social nihilism. What prevented

this was Alain's non-transcendental and universalist puritanism: his

belief that Man as species of himself seeks perfection in a meaningless

world. Given this intellectual approach it becomes Man's duty to

humanise the world, rather than the individual's duty to moralise social

and political institutions. In struggling constantly for the unobtain¬

able absolute of liberty and equality against the refractory forces in

himself and in nature, Man gives himself and the universe a meaning.

Instead of suffering his condition, he assumes and transcends it, thereby



snatching a kind, of victory out of the void of a universe without God.
/

Peguy, on the other hand, started out by believing all evil to

lie within social institutions and that once these could be abolished

perfection - i.e. anarchism - could be realised on earth. When,

however, Peguy came to realise that imperfection was also part of human

nature, he turned his back both on all hope of social progress and

politics - without, it should be said, renouncing his humanist faith.

As Peguy was really a mystic with very little belief in reason, one

is tempted to conclude that, in France, puritanism allied with mystic¬

ism and pessimism is liable to lead to a tendency to see political

institutions, as probably also ecclesiastical ones, as the work, of Satan.

Such neat categorisation my be, but i3 not necessarily, an over-

simplification and over-systematie-e^ien. The most striking feature

of Pascalian moralil^, despite it3 tendency to mysticism, is really

its uncompromising demand for logic and the persistence of reason

within its very anti-rationalism. The radical Jansenist, Barcos, who

lived the life of a hermit and world-denying mystic, only narrowly

avoided the conclusion that Man in the world is a justified sinner. ,

Even Pascal's nystical rejection of the world had a partially rational

justification in that it was based on human lack of self-sufficiency.

Unlike its German equivalent, French mysticism seems to remain stubborn-
&-

ly low-flying: it never soars 30 high into athereal regions as to lose

sight of the puny figures moving about on the earth, presumably because

it starts out from humanity rather than from God. For all his mystical

patriotism, Peguy, for example, never abandoned liberty, equality and

fraternity and even when he chose to reject the world and turn towards

God he did so with his pockets full of the soil of France.



Given, then, that the moral system formulated by Pascal has had

a vital and lasting impact on French political thought, the actual

motives that led it to be adopted as the model of humanism are still

not entirely clear. Outside of and distinct from all religious con¬

siderations, Pascalian morality can be said to have fulfilled a variety

of different functions precisely because the concept of God was ac¬

cessory to it: it satisfied the demand for a non-authoritarian, oper¬

ative moral code; it provided a metaphysical explanation of human ex¬

istence that either excluded or left God in suspension; and, finally,

it furnished a doctrine of liberty.

On this latter point, it is interesting that the attitude towards

authority advocated by Pascal - inner resistance, intellectual defence

through understanding, the deliberate choice of activity or passivity -

corresponds to the behaviour adopted by people seeking to safeguard

their personality in the face of extreme threat. The turning point in

a concentration camp, according to a former inmate, is the abandonment

of inner feelings and reservations.(231) l/ithout identifying seven¬

teenth and eighteenth century France with a concentration camp, it is

probable that the combined absolute authority of Church and State was

experienced as an extreme threat by those who aspired to liberty and

that they, therefore, adopted Pascalian morality as a psychological

doctrine of freedom. On the other hand, it might also have been

adopted as providing a philosophico-metaphysicsal explanation of human
/
I

existence or else simply as a moral code, since a section of the French,

like the Chinese, have consistently sought a non-transcendental ethical

system. All in all, it is apparent that Pascal*3 doctrines could

have been absorbed into French political culture for a variety of non-

religious as well as religious reasons so that, in time, political

attitudes derived from Jansenism became as in-bred as the "instincts du

chien de chasse", which is the expression Alain employs to describe the



beliefs of a Radical.(232)

More problematic really is the question of the actual religious

persistence of Jansenism. According to Taveneaux and such limited

formal sources as exist, Jansenism disappeared after the French Revo¬

lution. (233) According to the cure of the village of Criqueboef,

Jansenism continued in the villages and rural areas of Normandy until

the Second World ar. Normans who considered themselves as Jansenists

rarely and sometimes never went to mass, took communion at the most

once a year at Easter and remained violently and uncompromisingly anti-
/

clerical. Radicalism, the cure remarked without prompting, was simply

the transposition of Jansenism into politics.(234) Moreover, it is

evident from the writings of the Abbe Six that the rural Jansenists were

not isolated, at least in the decades around the turn of the century:

Catholicism itself was permeated in Normandy by an extreme form of

internal puritanism with a tendency to world-denial andto mysticism and
f

the Abbe, no friend of the Jansenists, denounced the sermons preached at

the time - with their heavy emphasis on sin, damnation and hellfire - as

*jansenisant*.(235) This evidence, piece-meal as it is, is nevertheless

interesting since it inevitably raises the question whether Jansenism

also survived the Revolution in other areas of France, there being no

reason to suppose that Normandy should be a particular exception.

Evidence from other sources also corroborates the continued existence

of Jansenism or of a strict form of puritanism of Jansenist spirit.

According to the distinguished Dominican theologian, Chenu, the great

Jansenist families used to live around the former convent of Port-Royal

in Paris until the First world ar.(236) In Lyon, for instance, it was

not uncommon to find puritan Catholicism allied with anti-clericalism and

Republicanism as late as the Second World War. Families who never set

foot in a Church and mocked the nominal Christianity of the well-dressed

bourgeoisie on their way to Sunday mass while themselves adhering to a

tfl '



puritan, internal ethical code, considered themselves as Catholic.(237 )

In fact, it is not especially unusual to discover a streak of Jansenism

in a French family or even a self-professing isolated Jansenist.(238)

This modern Jansenism may take a variety of forms. It may remain

within Catholicism, austere, moralist in a puritan self-regulating

fashion and with a tendency both to Gallicanism and anti-clericalism.

Otherwise, it simply denotes a puritan form of Christianity that rejects

the institutional Church entirely. The way it has continued to be

transmitted from generation to generation appears to be mainly through

family tradition - the adolescent undergoing a religious crisis remem¬

bers a Jansenist great-uncle or grandfather (239) - or else through

education. Pascal's Pens/es have been taught in the upper classes of

rench secondary schools since 1815.(240) Certainly for Peguy, with

his sense of sin and his puritanism, and probably for many others the

Pensees came as a kind of revelation in late adolescence. And it is

worth asking whether this might have been the case particularly in

the Jesuit colleges which played such an important role in French

education even in this century: a considerable number of Radicals have

been brought up by Jesuits and it may be that some of them turned to

the ideas of the Jansenists out of revenge against and reaction to

their rigid, highly disciplined and authoritarian education.

Broadly speaking, one can say that even when the Church and the

Republic were at loggerheads, the identification of Republicanism with

irreligion as of Catholicism with clericalism and authoritarianism

was certainly less absolute than is generally made out. On the one

hand, the daughters of Radicals and Socialists, as Andrd Siegfried

observes (241), were often sent to convent schools while their wives

went to mass; some anti-clerical Republicans like Rend' Billeres,

President of the Radical Party, never missed a mass; while other

Republicans might be puritan Catholics who rejected the Church. On



the other hand, Catholics themselves might be libertarian puritans with

little or no regard for the Pope, the Church or the clergy - as deeply

anti-clerical, in fact, as the most fanatical Radical. But what is

impossible to judge, in the absence of good local monographs, is the

extent of the minority tendencies within each of the opposing camps of

believers and unbelievers. (242)

In view of the tremendous impact of Jansenism in Prance in the

seventeenth century, its persistence in the face of persecution in the

eighteenth century and its continuing influence, in Normandy certainly,

until the second World War, the question inevitably arises what happened

in between* that is to say what was the link between Jansenism, the

French Revolution and the early Republican movement?

Obviously no very precise answer can be provided without careful

research. Nevertheless a few points may be made in passing. De

Tocqueville, for instance, without denying its classical aspects, always

maintained that the French Revolution was a religious phenomenon. In

this light it should be remembered that the two most fanatical and mystical

movements that occurred in France in the first half of the eighteenth

century were both of religious inspirations* first there was the revolt

of the Cevennes Huguenots which lasted over a number of years and secondly,

there was the convulsionist movement of mystical Jansenists in the Parisian

cemetery of Saint-Medard. Messianic groups of Jansenist origin even

tool: part in the Revolution itself. And the Parisian population, by all

accounts, had been permeated in the early decades of the eighteenth century

by a particularly austere and absolutist form of Jansenism.

Despite the ideological diversity of early nineteenth century

Republicanism - which will be described in the next chapter - the main¬

stream of the movement was libertarian, decentralising and in general

had a close affinity with Jansenist principles. La Jeune France.
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one of the movement's first papers defined Republicanism as:

/ /

... la consequence de ce precieux principe de discussion
et d'examen a l'aide duquel chaque intelligence est
amenee a vouloir reJeter l'absurdite des doctrines du
pouvoir tel que l'avaient les defenseurs du droit divin.

It was, further, a thirst for equality and for Justice as well as

the disdain:

/» /

•• universe llement eprouve pour les distinctions qui ne
viennent pas du merits personnel, de ce besoin de controls
de tou£ les actes du pouvoir, enfin de cette conscience
de la dignite' de l'homme et du citoyen qui le fait resister
a l'arbitrairs et s'indigner a l'idee du despotisme. (243)

Even as late as the mid-century, the Republican organisational drive

in the French provinces was partially founded on the ethical appeal

to the principle of free will. (244) Moreover, it is striking to

observe the extent to which Republican clubs in the nineteenth century

flourished particularly in those geographical areas where Jansenism

and Protestantism had been strongest in the seventeenth century and

before the evocation of the Edict of Nantes. (245)

The exact nature of the link between religion and the early Re¬

publican movement needs to be carefully researched before any valid

conclusions can be drawn. Nevertheless it should be borne in mind

that the French people did not begin to be dechristianised until

after 1848 and that a major characteristic of early nineteenth centuiy

socialism, political clubs included, was the religiosity of its spirit

and terminology. (246) Marx was forever complaining that, with the

exception of Proudhon , French socialists were perpetually showering

him with invitations to conferences on the subject of God. The French

people, it is frequently assented, could never forgive the Church for

siding with the rich and powerful. (247) But this does not necessarily

mean that they threw out the baby with the bathwater or religion with
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the Ohuroh. And it i3 perfectly conceivable - proven in tiro cases -

that in the first half of the nineteenth century, during- the crucial

founding period of socialism and republicanism, Jansenism continued

to exist within particular areas in the form of an anti-clerical and

puritan Christianity. (248)

Moreover, since there are grounds for supposing that puritan

libertarianism was a feature of nineteenth century France, this raises

the question whether anarchism and radicalism - both of which identi¬

fied political liberty with freedom of conscience - did not also

partially represent a kind of permanent deformationj the demand for

liberty of conscience and free will displaced from religion to politics.

Against the total authority of Church and State, Pascal set up a

doctrine of total liberty. Where in other countries political liberty

was secured by means of the separation of Church and State, in France

it was realised after a fashion by the separation of internal liberty

from external authority* freedom became liberty to judge but not to act,

liberty to be conscious of a situation but not to change it. However,

between this doctrine and the actual character of the Jansenists there

was a partial contradiction, for few of them were total quietists -

indeed the Jesuits frequently accused them of the sin of pride. Pascal,

whose Christian humility was never as absolute as his moral and intellect¬

ual demands, saved his conscience not just by resisting internally but

by actually refusing to sign a document denying Augustinus. But other

Jansenists did not escape so easily* under the threat of losing their

livelihood, their liberty or their lives, they signed. Thereafter, it

was presumed, rather hastily, that Jansenism and libertarianism were dead.

In the same period, the Church also reclaimed other dissidents,

but in a different fashion through the Revocation of the Edict of

Nantes* many Protestants, rather than have their children removed
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from them, were reconverted to Catholicism in the last decades of the

seventeenth century. The question is whether these diverse puritans,

libertarian Christians trapped within the authoritarian structure of

the Catholic Church, eventually found a somewhat schisophrenic

solution to their situation in that they vented their dislike for

ecclesiastical institutions through anti-clericalism and deflected

their demands for religious liberty and equality, doomed to failure

in the Church itself, on to the political plane.

The historical validity of such a hypothesis cannot be tested

within the limits of this study. However, it does seem to offer a

reasonable explanation for the rather odd dialectic - which will be

examined in later chapters - between libertarian Catholics and political

anarchism in the period between the 1930's and the 1960's.

The years broadly between 1930 and 1936 marked an important water¬

shed in French history for it was during this period that the old

anarchist tradition of French socialism was reborn. In time, it will

be shown, this led to a total change of style on the French Left,

dominated since the Commune by the scientific socialism of Marx. There

emerged a new concern with personal and political liberty, with moral

and social values, with pragmatic action in the here and now and not

at some distant date when social and economic conditions might be ready;

what was essentially different in this New Left, even although it too had

its share of doctrinaire purists, was the preoccupation with personal

creativity and social invention as opposed to the dogmatic conformism

of the Marxists. At the same time, this current also reactivated

attitudes that were as integrally a part of it as the concern with

liberty and creativity - that is to say moral revulsion, hesitation
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and ambiguity with respect to political power, institutions and

activity.

The reasons for the revival of Proudhonian anarchism in the

1930's were only partially religious. Many of the young generation

who considered that the doctrines of Proudhon offered a solution to

the problems of modern civilisation were influenced either by

tradition or environment - Proudhonian groups existed both before

and after the First orId War. A minority of Catholics, however,

were directly influenced in their anarchist political orientation

by religious considerations.

On the one hand, these Catholics were a generation with strongly

libertarian religious leanings - many professed admiration for Pascal -

who nevertheless were and, on the whole, remained members of an

authoritarian Church which they neither opposed nor tried to alter.

On the other hand, they advocated the virtual - but not the total -

dismantlement of the apparatus of the State on the grounds that it

was spiritually stultifying and demanded that society satisfy the

aspiration for internal liberty and fraternal communion that the

authoritarian and hierarchial Church denied. Some of the Catholics

of this generation were deeply distressed by the Church's position;

others, and notably Emmanuel Mounier, one of the principal leaders of
a

the movement, seem to have been less distressed/than simply disdainful

of the ecclesiastics and their institutions very much after the manner

of Pascal. But either way it is hard to imagine that such an ambig¬

uous situation did not breed some form of psychological tension.

And it is likely - particularly in view of the unreasonably violent

way that parliamentary democracy was rejected for specifically spiritual

and moral reasons - that anarchism offered an outlet for this tension

as well as a compensation for the Church's authoritarianism.

Such a conclusion, moreover, is supported by post-war develop-
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merits within French Catholicism. There were at least two identifiable,

Catholic groups that evolved over a decade from a vaguely humanistic

but essentially uncommitted political stance to a position very close

to anarchism - when it was not openly anarchist or even anarchistic.

In both eases this evolution seems to have had at its root the conflict

between liberty and authority in the Church.

The first of these two groups was the Vie Nouvelle, a movement of

educated, middle-class Catholics whose interests, initially, were mainly

religious and social. After the War the Vie Nouvelle translated the

aspiration for religious liberty of the pre-war generation into concrete

demands, demands identical to those made by the seventeenth century

Jansenists. These were, princil^plly: permission to read the Bible, to

say mass in French, to participate in Church affairs on equal terms with

the clergy and, finally, the right to individual conscience. Not sur¬

prisingly, such tinorthodoxy led to fierce opposition from the clergy and

it was in the ensuing conflict that many members of the Vie Nouvelle

forged the anti-authoritarian doctrine that, led them eventually, by the

early 1960's, to adopt a political position of anarchism or near -

anarchism* Having started out by demanding liberty and participation

in the Church, they ended by transposing their religious dissent to

society. It should be added that they were also supported in this

evolution by the Personalist doctrine of Emmanuel Hounier which was no

less than Proudhoniani3m as translated by a Christian moralist and

philosopher with little notion of and less sympathy for political science.

The other group to come into conflict with the Church - and they

were supported by the Vie Nouvelle - were the young Catholics within

certain of the evangelising Church-directed youth movements. Urged

by the Church to act as Christians, in a humane and responsible fashion,

they were led, paradoxically, to challenge the authority of the Church with

the very notions of responsibility it had taught them. The turning point
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was the Algerian War for the issues at stake here were too important

to be shelved in the interests of fraternal Christian reconciliation.

The Church wanted to maintain discipline, authority and hierarchy!

the Catholic youth groups demanded the right to individual judgment.

The stalemate that resulted led to the dissolution of the organisat¬

ion that had centralised Catholic youth movements for almost a century -

the ACJF. (249) .Some, in this situation, remained passive or became

cynical. Others, moralist and crusading still - but anti-authoritarian

too-often turned towards anarchist ideas or groups.

Three decades after the Second World War, the two main organisations

on the French Left with strongly anarchist currents - the Farti Sooialiste

Pnifie party and the Confederation Frangaise Democratique du Travail /C F-b.T.)

union - are recruited to a considerable extent among Catholics. In

view of the international crisis of the Catholic Church, this extreme

left-wing political orientation of Catholics - a partial but nonetheless

important phenomenon - is simply seen as a by-product of the turmoil in
,

modern Catholicism... And to some extent, no doubt, it is} at the same

time, its political implications cannot be fully grasped unless it is

also seen as the latest stage of a long and unique history of religious

dissent, linking up with a broader movement of C&tholic reform, but

retaining still a rhythm and logic very much of its own.
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Chapter 2.

The Historical Development of French .Jolitioal Clubs.

If the growth of the British and American political party systems

are amply documented, the same cannot be said about the French. It

is true, of course, that there exist a considerable number of works on

the Republican movement in the nineteenth century and on the revolut¬

ionary clubs, in particular the Jacobin Club. But all of these are

primarily historical chronicles. French political science has totally

neglected the possible impact of clubs on the political party system.

And yet, clubs were the form of political expression ordinary Frenchmen

were most familiar with for no less than a century and a half.

The task of assessing the significance of clubs historically is

immense and cannot be undertaken within the limits of this study. On

the other hand, to ignore them entirely would be rash in a country where

historical factors habitually play a large role and when, besides, even

a summary acquaintance with the subject immediately suggests links between

past practice and present-day prejudice. By way of compromise, this

chapter will limit itself to four aims. It will attempt to give an

impression of the wide scope and very considerable importance of the club

movement. It will draw attention to fee over-lapping areas between the

religious dissent previously discussed and the clubs. Then the major

lines of development that determined their evolution in the nineteenth

century will be brought out. And, finally, some tentative suggestions

will be made as to how clubs influenced the later V political parties

and, in particular, shaped the popular perception in France of what a

party stands for.

First a fundamentally important facts modern French political con¬

sciousness grew up not in relation to parliament nor on the basis of local
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liberties - for traditional liberties and institutions had been largely-

suppressed by the centralising and authoritarian monarchy - but in

societies and clubs. And these, having no tradition of their own to

draw on, were deeply marked by the imprint of the era that spawned them.

There are two principal determining factors in the emergence of

the political clubs. First, the appearance of a new curiosity -

rational, critical and intellectual - that gradually spilled over beyond

its initial religious preoccupations to question social and political

dogma. And second, the faot that the regime failed to provide the most

rudimentary kind of framework either at local or national level within

which ideas and energies could be creatively released. The Parliaments

or royal law courts, the last remaining relics of the medieval French

constitution, still had powers. But, during the eighteenth century,

the requirements of aristocratic birth cut them off from the bourgeoisie.

Societies and later, clubs, provided the sole outlet for the growing

public interest in the affairs of the community. And these, by their

inevitable intellectual bias, faithfully mirrored the social, philosophical,

religious and political ferment that was gripping eighteenth century France.

All France, as Daniel Mornet has observed, was beginning to think, (l)

Not just abstract philosophical ideas but science, literature and agri¬

culture were debated enthusiastically in the furthest flung provinces.

Although critical in shaping the new opinion, the writings of the philoaophes

did not create it. Disrespect for tradition and thirst for knowledge
V

formed the basic groundswell which carried the philosophes themselves

along together with countless literary societies, public libraries,

provincial academies, reading groups, masonic lodges and cafe cliques.

From 1765 onwards, these formal and informal discussion groups, since come

to be known by the term societes de pensee. flourished all over Ifrance.

With time, the topics they tackled became increasingly concrete and daring.
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But it was only in the last decade before the Revolution that the old

assumption that the affairs of State concern only the King was challenged

and actual political issues debated.

Political clubs began to appear in this final pre-revolutionary

period. In essence, however, they are indistinguishable from the

general movement of societe3 de pensee since they were not revolutionary

nor endowed with any other special characteristic. When the first

political club was created in 1782, it was authorised by a minister on

the condition that religion and politics were not to be discussed - and

no women admitted. (2) Given the scarcity of documentary material,

little may be said with certainty about these clubs of the pre-revolut-

ionary period. According to Mornet, they were numerous before 1789

but less important than political cafes and literary societies. (?)

Certainly, Augustin Cochin has been articulate enough on the subject; but

then his views are not backed up by evidence.

According to Cochin, a bitter critic of the societes de pensee and

a relatively influential one since he is one of the rare observers ever

to have discussed them at any length, they incarnated philosophical

abstraction divorced from all realityi * c'est la cite des nuees aux oiseaux

bavards, loins des choses existantes ou possibles.1 (4) In fact, the role

they played in helping to draw up the famous Cahiers de Doleances for the

first meeting of the Estates General points to the opposite conclusion:

namely that when given the opportunity to concern themselves with practical

i&erufts, the societies did so perfectly competently. (5) Moreover, to

call consistently as they did for the freedom of conscience and commerce,

religious toleration and the abolition of slavery was scarcely unrealistic

or Utopian. Admittedly, society and club activity before 1788-9 was

intellectual rather than praotical, but this does not amount to evidence

that they were necessarily dogmatic or doctrinaire as Cochin has intimated.
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It would have been surprising if they had been since the intellectual

trend after 1750 was not to create systems but, on the contrary, to

reject theia. (6)

The evidence suggests that the marked intellectuality that

eharacteristed the French style of political approach from the outset

was due less to any inherent tendency of the French mentality to see

politics in terms of disembodied theory than to historical circumstances.

There was the fact that political involvement began in a period of

intellectual awakening. Also - and this was even more determinant -

the clubs were systematically excluded from the formal political system

and, as far as possible, denied contact with practical social realities.

The passions spent on the hustings in the same period in England, in

France were confined to small circles that indulged principally in re¬

flexion and philosophical speculation simply because these happened to

be the only activities open to them.

One other point about the historical context might be made. The

critical spirit that eventually found an outlet in clubs and societies

was directed originally against the dogmatism of the Church. Only

after 1760 did the initial aspiration for freedom of conscience and

morality based on reason broaden into an altruistic, humanitarian

movement. The question is to what extent the societes de pensee

carried over the old religious quarrels into politics. Freemasonry,

which was a powerful force in eighteenth century France - there were

over 600 lodges and around 30,000 masons on the eve of 1789 (7) - most

certainly attracted Jansenists. Many known ones joined the lodges.(8)

This is scarcely surprising since the two movements over-lapped in time

and had quito a lot in common. A commentator of the 1740' s has

observed!
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II faut qu'il y ait toujours quelque objet qui
occupe. On ne parle plus des Jansenistes ni
des molinistesj les Frana-macons ont pris leur
place. (9)

The reigning spirit of egalitarianism in the lodges - however super¬

ficial - their moral tone and also, of course, their autonomy would

have appealed to Jansenist sympathisers. Moreover, Freemasonry was

not revolutionary. On the contrary, deeply moralistic and, to a

degree, mystical, it preached a kind of i' .. evangile humanitaire

plein d'une religieuse fraternite.1 (10) The strong moral flavour

and even religiosity of many of the societies and clubs - which con¬

tinued for the best part of the nineteenth century - is stressed here

because it is generally ignored. But a large number of monographs

would be needed before any valid conclusions could be drawn as to the

political implications of moral and religious principles and beliefs.

And, at present, these are virtually inexistent.

The role played by lodges, societies and clubs before 1789 was

primarily on the level of ideas and is, therefore, difficult to evaluate

in it3 effect with any precision. During the revolution itself, they

very soon turned to action, becoming a vital part of the revolutionary

mechanism. Even at this stage, it is scarcely easier to measure the

weight of their influence - did the revolutionary clubs dominate public

opinion or did it use the clubs? - but at least their activity can be

more clearly defined.

The creation alongside the Estates General of the Club Breton, the

original nucleus of the Jacobin Club, was no revolutionary act. It

was a pra^natic reaction of a kind which, in the British context, produced

certain vital features cf the parliamentary system. In England, for

instance, William III began to choose his ministers exclusively from one

parliamentary grouping since he found Whigs to be more compliant than

Tories in raising money. (H) In France, the Club Breton was formed

because, among the confused mass of almost a thousand deputies who
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ar -ived in Versailles in 1789 for the first time, some had clearer

expectations and felt a greater need for solidarity than others. The

Bretons, although still Royalists, were particularly interested in new

ideas and the club was the natural outgrowth of their early cafe'

meetings. Almost immediately, however, the club changed from a

regional to an ideological group. This transformation, which was to

have an important effect on the future course of the Revolution, occurred,

it has been suggested, because the deputies had acquired the habit of

discussing their ideas along philosophical lines during their long

apprenticeship in the provincial sooietes de pensee. (12)
When the Club moved to Paris in the wake of the Constituent Assembly

and took on the new name of Jacobin Club from the former Jansenist oonvent

that now served as its premises, its purpose continued to be practical. (13)

It included writers^who were not necessarily deputies^as of right - an

interesting indication of the political mentality that had developed in

the eighteenth century. But, in the beginning, it was above all a refuge

for provincial deputies who felt isolated in the capital or else handi¬

capped by their own lack of political experience. Here the new parliament¬

arians could talk without being caught in the bewildering cross-currents

of intimidation from the Assembly*s public galleries and contradiction

from its right wing. Soon the debates in the Club acquired greater

force and verve than those in the Assembly itself, and so increased the

Jacobins' attraction and influence. However, if 6lub members had adopted

the habit of discussing in advance the subject on the Assembly's agenda

and then casting a homogeneous vote on it when the Assembly met, the

Club itself had still no clear doctrine. Robespierre, its future leader,

was already on the Left. But a Centre and Right also existed. In

1790, with over a thousand members - the majority of whom were no longer

deputies - and with one hundred and fifty-two provincial branches, the
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Jacobin Club, also known as Amis cle la Constitution, broadly favoured

constitutional monarchy but was not yet democratic. (14-)

Other clubs, which cannot be discussed in any detail here, soon

appeared on the heels of the Jacobins: Club des Montagnards, Club des

Peuillants, Club des Cordeliers etc. From 1790-1 onwards, popular

and fraternal societies were formed in every ward in Paris. Sometimes

they were branches of the bigger clubs such as the Cordeliers, for

instance, where the entrance fee was minute in comparison to the more

exclusive and highly organised Jacobin Club. At other times ward

societies consisted merely of a handful of people who gathered to read

a news-sheet or to discuss new ideas such as the sovereignty of the

people - a notion which they understood in its literal sense. (15) The

Assembly for its part was not slow to recognise the potential challenge

of the clubs. Its last act in 1791 - futile as it turned out - was

to ban them for provoking unwarranted agitation against legitimate

authority. (16)

In any event, there was little place for parliament during the

period of the revolutionary clubs. Power became ever more tightly

concentrated. The dictatorship of the Convention was replaced by the

dictatorship of the Committee of Public Safety until, finally, Robespierre

reigned. The Jacobin Club, often assured x-rhere others hesitated,

backed by Parisian and provincial club activists and strengthened by

the war, had been forged from purge to purge into an instrument of

revolutionary purity. Beside it, other popular societies and watch

committees constituted the propaganda machine of a constantly evolving

devolution, themselves increasingly dragged along by the Terror they had

helped to provoke. Then, once totally in command, the Jacobins began

to destroy themselves. With the death of Robespierre in 1794, both

the Terror and the revolutionary clubs came to an end together. The
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Jacobin Club, together with its multitude of provincial tentacles, was

dissolved and the new regime spawned its own olubs. (1T)

By the end of the devolution, what exactly did the term club mean?

Broadly, a political club may be defined as a political association that

meets periodically and sometimes admits the public alongside its own

membership. It need not necessarily participate in electoral activity

and can, if it chooses, permit a greater measure of freedom of opinion,

expression and internal movement than are possible in an electoral

committee. Some of the revolutionary clubs, such as the Jacobin Club,

were highly organised and exclusive. Others, the local ward associations

in partioular, were merely ad _hoo bodies. But nothing predestines a

political club to become an intellectual power-house. And yet the two

terms - club and soclete de pensee - are habitually used interchangeably.

This practice is justifiable in so far as clubs generally had partial or

implicit intellectual preoccupations, both before the devolution, during it

and throughout the nineteenth century. But it also tends to gloss over

an important facts namely that already by the end of the devolution, clubs

and societies were no longer primarily intellectual circles as before 1709

but had performed many of the main functions of a political party. Besides

spreading revolutionary ideas and taking charge of popular education,

they had served as electoral committees, exerted pressure on behalf of

particular interests, recruited political leadership and, for a brief

period shaped government policy and mobilised opinion behind it. (13)

Further, they were operating in a historical situation where many of the

coEdition3 often accompanying the development of politioal parties were

presents a variety of social and socio-economic structures} popular

democratic or mass styles of conducting politics} a common political arena}

the need felt by political elites for structures enabling political

business to b© conducted in a reasonable, predictable manner. (19) There
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are, therefore, solid grounds for concurring with tiie viewi

In so far as the revolutionary groups that pressed for

the abolishment of royal authority in late eighteenth

century France assumed a popular character, we may speak

of the beginning of political parties in France. (20)

French political clubs, clearly, oame closer to constituting the

embryo of a political party than the factions, cliques and courthouse

juntas that carried out public buisness in the early American colonies.

Yet, by the 1840's, the general mould of the Amerioan party system was

already set. (21) In France, clubs did not develop into organised

political parties until over a century later. The question isi w^y
should the embryonio club state have oontinued to exist for so long?

And has this unique situation had any permanent political oonsequenoes?

When Republicanism re-emerged under the reactionary Restoration

regime, it was confined almost exclusively to secret societies. (22)

Even these were not unambiguously republican since they often included

a strong liberal element. They tended to focus their activity on two

fieldss on conspiratorial and insurrectional activity and on doctrinal

reflexion and propaganda.

One of the earliest secret societies was the Charbonnerie. This

was a mixed bag of conspirators - Republicans, Bonapartists and even a

few Orleanists - who could agree on nothing beyond the necessity to

overthrow the legitimate monarchy and subsequently consult the people by
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constitutional plebiscite. Another was the Loge des Amis de la Verite.

a society linked to Freemasonry which itself was now being used as a

cover by students. (23) The Loge undertook studies and discussions

on the best forms of government. It also founded a number of news¬

papers. But its plots, like those of the Oharbomierie, oame to nothing

as it was infiltrated by police agents.

The old pattern of popular revolutionary activity at ward level

was revived in Paris by the Munioipalites. These clubs were composed

mainly of students; their aim was to seize power in the event of the

fall of the Bourbons. Other revolutionary groups, harboured by newspapers,

constituted a new form of organisation even if their aims were scarcely

original. The purpose of the society within the bureau of the Tribune.

for example, was to promote a coup d'etat and prepare armed resistance.

It was the influence of these secret societies, together of course with

republican propaganda and the action of the parliamentary opposition,

that in 1330 brought Parisian workers out to man the barricades. (24)

But while the clubs - with the model of the 1789 Revolution in mind -

demanded a Constituent Assembly, the republican leaders supported Louis

Philippe. They assumed and hoped that the new regime would develop

into a constitutional monarchy.

The republican mentality had been lastingly marked by the revolution¬

ary model with its emotive dates, its violent language and extremist

solutions; but at the beginning of the Orleanist monarchy its influence,

in reality, was no more than symbolic and romantio. (25) The mainstream

of the Republican movement was predominantly moderate, either refusing to

contemplate revolution in any circumstances or else only as an ultimate

resource. (26) After the failure of the Charbonnerie in 1822, Republicans

had begun to place more emphasis on research and reflexion and at the

same time to switeh from conspiratorial to legal action. They gathered
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in philosophical groups such, as the Societe Diablement Philosophique

or in salons where they mt with older revolutionary personalities -

Lafayette among others. The main source of their libertarian

principles was, of course, the Revolution of 1789. But some looked

also to German spiritualism. (27)

A new development around 1830 was the concern with social reform.

Republicanism became gradually less theoretically and more practically

oriented: 'La philosophie... n'interessait les nouvelles generations

que par ses consequences pratiques et sociales..*(28) The most popular

themes, for instance, of the Tribune des Departements - one of the many

Republican papers beginning to appear in Paris and the provinces - were

decentralisation and economics. Saint-Simons writings were studied in

many of the clubs and won not a few disciples among Republicans. On

the whole, it can be safely said that under an external parade of revolut¬

ionary language and imagery, Republicanism of this period was libertarian

in spirit and broadly supported decentralisation. (29) Violent and

dictatorial elements continued inevitably to exist, and Republicans often

displayed a less than whole-hearted adherence to "the concept of represent¬

ative government but the over-all tendency within the movement was towards

legal action and democratic practice.

This is borne out by the kind of organisations that followed on

from the initial conspiratorial groups; these were: Aide - Toi. le Ciel

t'Aidera; Association y&r la Liberie de la Presse; Association pour

1' instruction libre et gratuite. The first was a perfectly straightforward

organisation for civic education without either social pretentions or

anarchist leanings - it merely advocated administrative decentralisation.

The leadership which included both liberals and moderate republicans

sought to enlighten opinion by publishing accounts of parliamentary

proceedings and, where possible, by backing candidates at local and
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national level. By 1833 Aide Toi had committees operating in 35

departments. The second association also aimed to educate the public,

in particular, workers and peasants. However, it took no part in

electoral activity; instead it acted as a kind of watchdog, keeping a

look-out for injustices of any kind, especially in the fiscal field.

The last organisation was the most exclusively educational. In 1833*

2,500 of its members were taking part in 54 conferences. At this point

it was banned by the government which had at first tolerated it. This

was a severe loss for the Republicans since the association had been the

only place where liberals and moderate Republicans could meet ordinary

people and work out together a common programme on the basis of differing

viewpoints. Thereafter workers did not stop trying to acquire knowledge!

they simply turned to secret societies.

The more exclusively Republican groups, it must be said, were less

scrupulously legalistic and often contained turbulent and revolutionary

elements that were not always easy to control. However, all "the evidence

indicates that until the law of 1834 dissolved the educational associat¬

ions already mentioned at the same time as the two main Republican organ¬

isations - the Amis du Peuple and the Droits de l1Homme - the moderates

consistently maintained the upper hand.

The Amis du Peuple liked, on occasion, to indulge in violent oratory

but its main interest was to further social reform. (30) Its proposals

included free education; the reorganisation of the magistracy; the payment

of deputies; the abolition of tax on alcohol; the reform of the penal

system.. Consequently, it started out by supporting the government

counting on it to carry out the reforms the Amis du Peuple would bring to

its attention. This phase did not last long. First of all because the

association was soon disappointed by the government's lack of reforming

zeal; and, secondly, because Casimir-Perier started to take legal measures
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against the group. This was the signal for a section of the Mis to

clamour for violent action. But the leadership still persisted on a

reformist path. Raspail one of its main leaders had some of the

extremists expelled, replaced the former public meetings (31) with an

underground organisation and aimed at creating a network of popular

educational courses for both adults and children in every ward in Paris.

Such prudent behaviour was of no avail in the face of the .government's

determination to crush the society. The Mia du Peuple was dissolved

and its membership transferred to the more powerful hoeiete dee Droits

de 1'Homme. (32)

The organisation of the Droits de 1'Homme waa destined essentially

to-protect its members from government interference and repression and

alao from possible informera. Each of its sections contained at least

ten and at moat twenty members. This was a precaution commonly taken

at this time against Article 291 of the Penal Code which made meetings

of over twenty persona liable to prosecution. The sections both in Paris

and the provinces - where the society had numerous affiliated groups -

were formed on th basis of the municipal ward to {guard against the in¬

trusion of spies. Leaders had to be elected with an absolute majority

and re-elected every three months. The aims of the club were to dis¬

seminate Republican propaganda by means of pamphlets and papers and to

adapt Republicanism - understood as the free development of the physical

and moral faculties of the individual - to progress. Its bent was con¬

structive and practical} ito main concern to build up a body of precise

doctrine and concrete reforms. (33)

The Droits de 1*Homme was, on the whole, indifferent to parliamentary

action. On the other hand, it favoured universal suffrage as calling to

power virtuous men. But these virtuous representatives were to be mere

'hommes de oonseil* and laws, to be legitimate, needed the sanction of
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primary assemblies. Although the society avoided alliances with other

groups for fear of doctrinal contamination, its political ideology was

never very clearly defined and it was always internally divided. Some

indication of the divergences of the Droits de 1*Homme may be gleaned

from the name3 of its sections, such as: Kort aux Tvrans: Washington:

Babeuf; Souveraind;^ du Peuple: Fratemite} Yengeur; Amis de la Yertu.

Despite the effort of the moderates themselves to manipulate violent

terminology so as to prevent schisms, a new organisation appeared within

the existing one. The Societe des Droits de Peuole. like its parent

association, was deeply imbued with moralism and religiosity and despite

all revolutionary undertones the first article of its programme stated

that the society recognised the existence of God and the immortality of

the soul. But once again it was the government and not the extremists

that mo3t harmed the cause of moderation and democracy. In 1834 it

passed a law enabling it to dissolve all associations - artistic and

cultural as well as political - and to impose on offenders not just fines

but prison sentences. (34)

The law of 1834 marked a turning-point. Thereafter, the Amis du

Peuple found the path of practical reform definitively blocked. The

Droits de 1*Homme could no longer pursue their initial aim of up-dating

doctrine and keeping abreast of new problems. In general, the moderates

now tended to lose their leadership to the more violent elements. Before

1834 Babeuf's dictatorial theories had been examined by Republicans, but

critically; afterwards Babouvism was accepted without reservation in some

circles,and especially by the least educated. Before 1834, emphasis had

been placed on the education of the masses; afterwards political education

was frequently replaced by the call to revolution and regicide. Everywhere

Republicans were faced with the alternative of either disbanding or forming

secret societies. This applied to trades union as well as political
«
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activity, Before the law the workers' mutual benefit societies had

nover been particularly effective in pressing for social reforms as they

were too closely observed by the authorities. Nevertheless a remarkable

variety of organisations had existed. Now workers were forced, if they

were looking for solidarity or education, to join secret societies from

which they emerged thoroughly politically indoctrinated. (35) The

energies that had previously been spent in forming associations were

dissipated in gunpowder plots. 'La loi sur les associations produisait

des societes secretes violentes et dangereuses.' (36)

The secret societies started to be created immediately after the

brutal suppression of the Droits de 1'Homme. The paper Humeri itaire

and the Legions evelat10unaires, both violent and Babouvian in sympathy,

illustrate two different forni3 of the revolutionary organisation that

now began to flourish. The staff of the paper, being debarred from

meeting elsewhere, used editorial assemblies as a oover. Since these

took place only once a month, small clubs of fifteen were formed so as

to allow people to come together more; frequently and in relative security.

IhrnianltQlre* S doctrine was materialist and favoured the abolition of the

family and towns « these being regarded as centres of corruption and social

authoritarianism. The Legions itevolutionnaires was a much larger organ¬

isation, grouping around 25,000 people - mainly workers, students and

military - but it too ims subdivided into very small sections. It was

led efficiently but dictatorially by an 4tat major drawn from among the

military members. While they conceded - and regretted - the society's

lack cf internal democracy, they insisted that the fault lay not with them

but with 'une gouvamement liberticide et une chambre prostituee.' (37)

However, quite often individuals and groups hatched plots ard manufactured

gunpowder without the backing of any kind of organisation. The attitudes

of Republicans both inside .and outside the societies had reached a new
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pitch of violence after the law. An agenda found by the police con¬

tained the advicei 'Peuplel .. point do pitie; meta nus tea bras, qu'ils

s'enfoncent dans lea entrailles de tes bourreauxl' (38)

Hot all the secret societies even now were entirely run by con¬

spirators and fanatics. In Lyon secret societies were often really

reading groups where people came to be instructed and even amused. And

some of the clubs, such as the Families and the Saisons. were fairly

moderate in spite of their now accentuated use of violent terminology.

The Families was about 1,200 strong and included mainly workers, students

and soldiers. Its twin aims were insurrection and the deliverance of

the human race........ Propaganda alone, consequently, was inadequate.

Arms must be gathered and revolution provoked. This meant daily con¬

frontation, as its members were warned, withi..les cachots, les b&gnes,
•w-%

la mitraille et l'echaufaud.1 And just to make sure that its violent

uncompromising nature should be understood, the society maintained that*

..la peine des traitres est la mort qui peut etre infligee
par tout membre de 1'association qui a rscu l'ordre de ses
chefs. ^

But in reality, the Families was still concerned with social reform,

education and the right of the citizen to participate in government.

It whs also profoundly moralistic and maintained that its members had

duties as well as rights; they must practise the Republican virtues of

sobriety, courage, devotion and fraternity.

The title Families denoted a kind of organisation - units of five

persons plus one chief who met once a month - and the same was true

for the Saisons. A smaller organisation including 600-700 wo ricers,

the structure of the Saisons was based on the calendar. There were 6

members and one leader called Sunday to each cell which was based on

the week. (39) The Saisons demanded the right to be educated, to
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religious freedom and to participate in government oinoe man* 'n'eet

pas eeulenent compose d© matter©» mats.# a une intelligence#*

These secret societies, often in relation with editors of news¬

papers who gave them orders, had a very real influence on tie people

until the last days of the Orleans Monarchy. (40) Their character

tended to v&zy depending on whether they were based in Paris or the

provinces. While the centralisation of the country led the Parisian

clubs to act on the assumption thet the government might at any moment

be overturned by some ludky stroke of fate, Hie provincial clubs were

less obsessed with insurrection and conspiracy and disillusioned finally

by the constantly failed coups in fee capital. 'Lea Patriot©® du Midi

semblent se degouter de Paris' stated a document of the period. (41)

Barbos, on® of the Republican leaders, even found himself unable to start

a newspaper at Montpellier because of the local activists' refusal to

collaborate with a Parisian editor. The lentral Committee of the Droits

de l'Hoaae. for instance, found that its orders were not easily accepted

by its departmental committees. (42) Broadly speaking, fee Republican

movement favoured decentralisation anyway, but the government greatly

accentuated this trend by its ferocious repression of the mildest forms

of agitation in Paris and relative leniency towards provincial clubs.

Government strategy, then, encouraged violence, insurrection and

oligarchy within societies and the decentralisation - to the point of

paralysis and ineffectiveness - of the movement as a whole. .mother

effect it h d^curiously,was to strengthen the Utopian strand in Republic¬
anism. All criticism of fee regime was severely punished. The very

word republic was banned. Yet Utopian doctrines were regarded as more

or less harmless. Jabot was left free to propagate his Ioarian theories -

defined as 'la realisation de la democratic et du Chris tianisne dans sa

purotfe primitive' - unmolested. ince all evil lay in atomistic
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individualism and social organisation, Cabot's solution was to found

a society based on the principles of liberty, equality and association

in which money and property would be abolished. At the same time,

realising that his ideal society must be preceded by preparatory

stages, Cabet allowed an initial dictatorship whose role it was to

prepare the way for universal suffrage and the abolition of force.

Such theorising, as Georges Sand, noted, scarcely worried the govern¬

ment}

Le pouvoir, du moment qu'elles ne revetent^ aucune
application d'actualite politique, s'inquiete peu
de theories et laisse chacun construire la cite future
au coin de son feu, dans le jardin de son imagination. (43)

It was the constant propaganda of the republican secret societies

and their influence over the people that brou^it about the revolution

of February 1848. The first steps of the new provisional Republican

government, besides the abolition of the death penalty and of slavery,

consisted in establishing universal male suffrage with its corollary,

the right of association. The revolution made by the people, it

observed, should be organised for the benefit of the people by fraternal

institutions. (44)

There followed a real flowering of clubs. Within the first month

after the revolt 250 appeared in Paris and another 200 soon joined

them. (45)

Sous le gouvernement provisoire, tous ceux qui pouvaient
disposer d'une salle quelconque, de trois tonneaux, d'une
planche, de quelque (sic) chaises et d'une sonnette,
improvisaient un club. (46)

The pendulum that after 1834 had swung away from philosophical, phil¬

anthropic and professional organisations to insurrectional societies

now swung back again. The conspirators went to the clubs to discuss
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universal suffrage and social theories still carrying their arms, until

requested by the uneasy government to leave them behind.

A persistent feature of French political life, so the theory goes,

consists of a general unwillingness to join organisations or to create

intermediary bodies. Yet the massive club movement of 1848 belies the

inherent nature of this tendency. Certainly some of the clubs were

less than serious. But, given the opportunity at last, republicans

showed themselves enthusiastic to create associations of every kind.

The clubs of 1848 served a tremendous variety of purposes. 'Club*, in

reality, was an umbrella term which covered not just para-militaiy,

ideological and educational groups but also friendly societies, unions

and professional pressure groups. The specialist clubs catered for evexy

social category imaginable, from artists, schoolmasters, caretakers and

women to political prisoners and domestic servants. The Club des Domest-

iques et Gen3 de Maison. for instance, was both a friendly society to which

its members paid one franc and a social pressure group with the aim of

achieving ©quality between servants and employers. The feminist clubs

agitated for female emancipation. The Club de la Demooratie Militante

expected each of its members to contribute arms for the barricades.

Two factors should be borne in mind with respect to the club ferment

of this 3hort period* the total lack of political experience of the repub¬

licans outside the limited realm of the secret societies and the long en¬

forced political silence that was now at an end. Republicans flocked

to the clubs to claim their sovereignty as if it were a tangible hand-outt
\

.. chacun se croyait appele a emettre un jugement, a proposer
un rem§de si la situation; et on allait au club pour
revendiquer sa part de souverainet^. (47)

The past had left its imprint both on the form of the club - they were

rarely larger than 400-500 - and on the atmosphere that reigned in them.
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The oratory was often of the most violent order, especially with regard

to religion and property. Societies such as the Club du Vieux Chene

preached real hatred of the government and the bourgeoisie. Everywhere

inflammatory speeches were made and subversive motions voted. Clubs

with only a handful of members assumed the most resonant titles: Club

Direoteur. Societe Centrale... Political tendencies of every kind

undoubtedly co-existed in the clubs but two, in particular, caused the

new government some disquiet. In the first place, there was the old

aspiration to direct or semi-direct democracy. It was believed at

the time, as a contemporary observer has written, that every citizen

should participate in the direction of public affairs and assume executive

power, that the least of citizens was on perfectly equal terms with the

government. (48) The activity of the clubs he described in the following

terms:

C'etaient autant de petits parlements, qui tous aspiraient a
devenir grands; chaque club avait la pretention de primer
les autres, de devenir une pepiniere de representants, de
ministres, de fonctionnaires publics, voire meme de
dictateurs... On se prenait au serieux, on se deleguait a
30i-m8me une part quelconque de 1" autorite', on somnait au
nom du peuple souverain le Couvernement provisoire d'executer
les arretes du club. (49)

Moreover, they were never content with -fere reforms. The clubs, so went

a police report on a particular group, refuse to confine themselves to

purely constitutional or political discussions but preach a doctrine of

total social renewal. (50)

An even clearer picture of the kind of political organisation that

clubs constituted at this time can be gained from precise examples taken

from Paris. Detailed accounts exist, for instance, of the clubs of

Blanqui and Barbes and offer an interesting insight to the political

mentality of the mid-nineteenth century Republicans.
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Blanqui and Barbes wore both in prison when the February Revolution

broke out. As soon as they were freed they rushed to Paris to offer

their services to the provisional government - only to find that the

government had no intention of using them. Consequently, Blanqui, the

arch-conspirator, ere;.ted the Sooiete Republicaine Centrale - 'Nous aurons

au moins le prestige de la force revolutionnaire* he observed with some

bitterness, Barbes, a ©publican of more moderate leanings, founded the

Club de la Revolution.

Blanqui, who dominated his club by the force of his personality and

his fierce oratory, had strong convictions of an anarchistic nature rather

than a precise political programme or doctrine. (51) Like Proudhon, who

belonged to Barb^s* club, he believed all power to he oppressive by nature

and distrusted all social dogmatism. His club had the self-appointed

task of limiting and supervising the government, stimulating it to action

by petitions and addresses and finally of declaring the will of the people.

Hoxrever, Blanqui was no pragmatist. On the contrary, the central element

of his social theory, such as it was, consisted of an uncompromising

absolutism in action. Blanqui could never bring himself to accept half-

measures. Nevertheless, as the records of the club prove and as Blanqui

himself has admitted, at least half of the members of his club were moderate

republicans and even legitimists. Its clientele was altogether very

mixed: it included journalists, doctors and administrators, the obscure

supporters - often workers - of the old secret societies, but also social

outcasts of every kind. The Club even invited and procured the membership

of writers and artists - Baudelaire, Leconte de Lisle, Sainte-Beuve,Wallon

among others - recalling the action of the Jacobin Club in 1789. But

there the resemblance ends, for Blanqui1s association was totally lacking

in the organisational acumen that the Jacobins had shown. Its daily

meetings were never prepared in advance. Should Blanqui himself happen
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to be absent, some citisens simply took over and started a discussion.

These weno always heated and punctuated with interruptions and noisy

scones. (52) La Voix des Hubs, a liaison paper between different
r **

clubs, has left an eloquent description of the proceedings in the Societe

Republicaine Ctentrale in the absence of an agenda:

II s'ensuit que chaque orateur exprime les idees qui
1*impressionnent le plus; leg travaux du club ne
prdoentent aucun ensemble, ne conduisent a auoun vote,
et 1*assembler toute entiere passe son temps a produire
et a ecouter de vaines declamations. (53)

The disorder and confusion, in other words, were extreme, especially

when one bears in mind that the attendance at meetings could vary between

500 and 1,500.

Barbes' club, which was composed largely of Republican notables,

was hardly any different. It had rules but these were never applied.

Nor did its committees operate effectively. (54) As for political

doctrine, Barbds had even less of it than Blanqui. Instead he had

philosophical and religious beliefs, in particular a deep faith in God

which he claimed to be derived from Rousseau. More moderate than Blanqui,

he believed that society could be changed by common effort and not nec¬

essarily, as the latter maintained, by violence and class antagonism.

Immediately after February, various attempts were made to unite

the clubs to fight the elections of April. (55) The attitudes and

behaviour of the two clubs here examined, help to explain why these

efforts were largely ineffective. Barbes thought of the idea in the

first place. Declaring that he had no intention of creating a dictatoiv

ship, he invited the Parisian clubs each to send a delegate to a central

club - le Hub des Clubs - from which intellectual centre, as he called

it, ideas would find their way back to each single one of its branches.

He was especially careful to point out that the Club de la Revolution:
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'.. n'entend et ne veut pas avoir sur lss autres alubs aucune suprematie

absorbante.' (56) Quite soon the Olub des Clubs had succeeded in

attracting 200 clubs, workers,corporations and even representatives of

the national guard and the army. Having obtained funds and official

approval from the government, it sent delegates to 86 departments.

However, only six of its 34 candidates were elected, which hardly amounted

to a success. It is true that elections were an unfamiliar activity.

But it must also be said that the Club members showed infinitely more

interest in the selection of the candidates than in the material organ¬

isation of the elections themselves.

V

Blanqui, on hearing of Barbes' plan, had immediately set up a rival

organisation. But it failed even more rapidly than the Club des Clubs.

Or rather it never got off the ground at all, since Blanqui found political

heterogeneity unbearable even in -the context of an electoral meeting.

Eventually, the Eociete ...iepublicaine .tentrale itself backed a large

number of candidates, but only four were successfully elected.

There is, thus, absolutely no justification for the claim made by

Weiner and La Palombara that in Prance ' the transformation of legislative

cliques or political clubs into mass-oriented organisations is associated

with the revolutionary year of 1848.' (57) First of all, the clubs

themselves showed a great deal of hesitation in abrogating their own

precious sovereignty and only limited interest in electioneering. Besides,

they were almost totally without experience in the electoral domain.

How the situation would have developed - that is, whether the clubs would

eventually have shown greater willingness to transform themselves into

electoral committees and have accepted the limitation of their independence

is impossible to say. For just as the monarchy had halted the evolution

of the 'Republican Party', as it is termed somewhat euphemistically by

the law of 1834, so now the newly elected Republican Assembly followed



faithfully in its footsteps by voting a new series of repressive

measures. Within just six months of the February Revolution, the clubs -

far from being given free rein to oreate a 'mass-oriented organisation'—

were legally prohibited from contacting each other.

After the invasion of the Assembly by the Parisian mob in mid-May,

some deputies were no doubt genuinely apprehensive. Others were only

too pleased to be given the opportunity to evoke the famous 'spectre

rouge', as is clear from the false rumour circulated by the Assembly

that Blanqui favoured the return of the guillotine. In reality, both

Barbes and Blanqui had tried to stop the demonstration and the assault

on the Assembly. (58) But the government believed, not without reason,

that clubs were encouraging the idea that the people, too, had a right

of control. Easily frightened by the normal activity of republican

institutions they now set out to curb the clubs. By an initial law

in July 1848, the government forbade all communication between clubs

or their representatives, outlawed secret societies directly, demanded

that one quarter of places in each club be reserved for outsiders, that

minutes be taken and signed, and that public authorities be admitted

for the purpose of supervising the proceedings. In addition, the law

also contained a particularly vicious article making liable to prosecution

any discussion contrary to public order or consisting of criticisms of

particular persons. (59) In June of the following year, the government

went even furtheri it voted a law giving it the power to outlaw club3

or any other meetings for a year. The pattern was the same as in 1834.

Even the more a-political self-help organisations were now banned, since

they all included republicans and were, in the eyes of the government,

potential centres of political agitation. The friendly societies that

tried to help unemployed or striking workers were treated as secret

societies and in 1050 were expressly legislated against. These laws,



it should be said, were not promulgated by way of symbolic warning.

They were applied in the harshest possible manner by an administration

which, in its loyalty to the old regime, had regarded the new policies

of the provisional government as heretical. Offenders were deported

either to Cayenne or to Africa. Police repression went so far as to

suspend choral societies since their moonlight sessions, in the eyes

of the public prosecutor, constituted an ideal opportunity for con¬

spiracy.

As the regime once again blocked all moderate solutions and the

•men of order* prepared their coup d'etat, the Republicans turned their

backs on both representative government and on Paris and began to

organise themselves in the provincial towns and the countryside. They

founded committees, reviews and philanthropic associations which appealed

to the free will and the enlightened spirit of the individual, (60)

Even literary circles and caf<£ groups on the eighteenth century model

reappeared! Cafe Sorges; Oercle litteraire etc. (61)
In Prades, near Monpellier, to take one provincial example, there

were' three recorded clubs in 1849; the Salle des Rosaires: the Union

Humanitaire; the Societe Fratemelle de Prades. The first club was

highly informal, consisting of daily meetings in an old chapel under

the presidency of an advocate and local municipal counsellor called

Bonnet. The principal activity was to read out aloud from the newspaper

La Reforme and comment on it. On Sundays, workers and country people

came in great numbers. The Union Humanitaire which included about 300

people was led by an ardent socialist who had been dismissed from his

administrative post for his 'exalted opinions'. It was organised on

the same lines as a secret society with sections containing only ten

members. Its aims, under the philanthropy it had assumed as a cover,

was to spread socialist tftopias, organise the forces of socialism and
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to maintain contact with workers. The Societe Fraternelle was smaller

with just 140-150 members. It included the leading citizens of Prades

and supported law and order. (62)
In general, the trend after the law of June 1849 was for clubs

either to transform into secret societies once again or else to disguise

themselves as non-political associations. But despite the restrictions

imposed on them, republican societies seem to have sprouted everywhere.

Fo less than sixty groups, all of them with political aims, were formed

by workers in Lille. Elsewhere, as in louen, secret societies in¬

filtrated the workshops. Republican propaganda flourished mainly in
s\

the towns. However, in some departments, as in Drome, it also acquired

considerable influence in the countryside. It would be interesting to

know the reasons for local variations J why, for example, Die in Drome

should have been a centre of revolutionary socialism, while Kontelimart

was much less radically hostile to all authority. But nineteenth

century political clubs are not, as yet, sufficiently well documented

to be able to enter fruitfully into such questions.

Jhat is apparent from the evidence offered by Tchernoff is that a

large part of Prance - in particular the east, the centre and the Midi-

was riddled with secret societies. (63) They were often directed from

Paris or Lyon or else from abroad, namely from London 0 Switzerland;

their aim vras principally to disseminate republican propaganda. At

the same time, many were prepared to use violent means to overthrow

society and establish direct government by the people. This much is

revealed by the very large number of arms seizures that were made and

the secret munitions factories discovered at the time. (64) Despite

all the obstacles in their way, the societies often succeeded in main¬

taining communication between one another from department to department.

In some places, around Orange and Avignon and in the general area of



Aix, Nimes and Grenoble wast networks of secret societies existed. (65)

Sometimes they hatched collective and sometimes independent plots. In

1850 a great conspiracy was discovered spreading over fifteen departments

in the south-east and with further ramifications to the east and south¬

west. As a result of this disclosure, the insurrection was foiled

but not before barricades had been erected and a running battle fought

between local inhabitants and government troops in a town in the Ard"bche.

Elsewhere, it was not uncommon for bands of men to take to the maquis

or for local people to rescue political prisoners with pitchforks and

pistols.

The Bonapartist coup d'etat of 1851 finally wiped out the societies.

But in the meantime, the Republican cause had suffered a grave setback.

Tens of thousands of Republicans, among them the most capable organisers,

were either deported or imprisoned. In the southern department of

Herault alone, 30,000 people were legally charged. (66) Tchernoff's

characterisation of the Second Republic as being a period of permanent

plotting is no exaggeration.

The constant oppression experienced by the Republicans had not so

far altered the character of their movement. After the dictatorial

first decade of Louis Napoleon's reign, during which the opposition

was either in hiding or in exile in England, the Republicans reappeared

cautiously and took up the same organisational line as in the past.

While the regime's liberalism was still tentative a d limited, they made

use of the clandestinity provided by the masonic lodges which they now

began to infiltrate. A literary society near the Opera also served

as a cover and many aspiring young Republicans made their debut here

by dropping carefully weighed liberal remarks on politics or religion.

Students and workers were more likely to use cafes and in 1866 forty-two

people were arrested at the Oafe de Renaissance and charged as members
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of a secret society.

In 1869, the regime authorised free elections. This was the

signal for the old ferment of clubs, leagues, electoral committees,

masonic lodges and fraternal societies - variously Proudhonist,

Blanquist, Communist or moderate :epublican - to reappear once more.

Napoleon won the elections as well as the plebiscite that followed.

But the plebiscite showed that the opponents of the regime were in a

majority of 50,000 in Paris. Whether at this point clubs and societies

would slowly have evolved into electoral committees, as they had so

little opportunity to do in 1848, is again impossible to say; for on

September Napoleon was defeated at Sedan.

As the formal institutions of society wavered, the Parisian mob

took the law into its own hands. Developing from a mass demonstration

outside the Assembly that won the support of the National Guard supposedly

protecting it, two rival factions of Republicans - one headed by Gambetta

and bearing the tricolored flag, the other brandishing the red flag and

the principles of 1793 - raced each other down the q.uay3 of the Seine to

the Hotel de Ville. Here, two days after Sedan, Gambetta's moderate

Republic was declared.

In the confusion that followed, the clubs and societies with their

clientele of workers, artisans and petite bourgeoisie (67), and the lodges

with their more educated membership at last succeed d in playing a practical

political role. Freemasonry provided the personnel for the municipal

authorities that now took over the larger towns. (68) 'The popular

societies helped to throw out the political cadres of the old regime in

the autumn cantonal elections.

In Paris too, the Republican movement threw itself into the various

elections that were held. Some attempts were made to form electoral

committees on a wider and more organised basis than the club or Fraternal
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society. Blanquists and radicals mingled with Marxists in the Comite

Central des Vingts Arrondissements de Paris. Nevertheless, the overall

pattern that emerges in the republican movement in th'is relatively short

span of time is not one of convergence towards unity but of uneasy co¬

existence between different groups combined with continuing deep diver¬

gences. (65) In the elections of February 1871, four candidates, supported

by different clubs, were elected to the Assembly. Clubs were further

divided in their attitude towards the Commune. Some were too moderate

to support it. Others disappeared after the insurrection of the 18th

of March. Still others took part in the Commune. A Federation of Eleven

Clubs, as it was called, was formed to transmit motions to the Commune

from revolutionary associations: the Club des Proletaires de Saint Ambroise.

for instance, submitted suggestions on workers wages. (70) Others were

less practical. The Club ■^volutionnaire de Notre-Dame des Champs.

housed in a church where the Marseillaise was played on the organ and a

statue of Christ draped in a red scarf presided over the proceedings,

denounced the members of the Commune for playing at being deputies. This

was the more ineffectual side of the club movement, theatrical and romantic.

The bloody week of vengeance inflicted on Paris by the Versailles troops

that brought the Commune and clubs to an end Illustrates another side of

the movement: a readiness to face deportation and even death for the sake

of Republican principles.

After the Commune, observers estimated that Socialism would not appear

again in France for another half century, such was the devastation that

had been wrou^it. The surviving Socialist groups, at least in Paris,

were able to do so only by functioning as secret societies.. (71) Un¬

fortunately, when it comes to examining the provincial situation, detailed

studies on the lines of those made on the earlier popular republican

societies by Tchernoff and Lucas are lacking. But provincial societies
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were apparently less ravaged by the holocaust of 1871 than their Parisian

counter-parts. Halevy records a conflict that developed in Lyon as late

as 1873 between the local authorities and the masonic lodges and clubs.

The latter, having recently turned away from their old religiosity, \rere

openly flouting the Churches. While before 1848 the Republicans had

been known to batter down the doors of Churches to obtain religious rites

for their dead, they now resorted to civil burials, brazenly waving the

banners of their societies - much to the shock and horror of the bourgeoisie

of Lyons (72)

In the last resort, however, the clubs did not die a natural death.

The new republican government, having secured its position by the electoral

victory of 1877, turned round and banned clubs in 1881. (73) As in 1791

and in 1848, clubs were still regarded as potential usurpers of legitimate

representative government. *Un club, par example effraie, et c'est tout

simple; o'est un mot que la masse traduit par un chiffre t 93', Victor

Hugo wrote in 1830. (74) This time, however, clubs did not reappear

again so soon. Although only seemingly dead-like a dormant volcano- as
14 yc'i

their brief reappearance in the thirties indicates, fully seventy years

were to pass before a revival of any significance occurred.

French party development remained in a fluid state for broadly a

century and a half if the earliest societies around 1765 are taken as

the beginning and the foundation of the Radical Party in 1901 as the

culmination of the process. Over this period, clubs did not evolve

slowly into an organised political machine with a mass membership or

gradually achieve full participation in the political system as did

the British and American political parties. From the Revolution onwards
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they existed in a state of virtually suspended development. The

repressive measures taken by successive regimes against republican

organisation were one reason for this* On the other hand, Prance was not

either a total autocracy; representative mechanisms operated partially

and even under Louis Philippe the Republicans had a toe-hold in parliament.

So what were the other forces that contributed to holding up party de¬

velopment?

As the earliest political parties are often associated with a crisis

of participation (75) and as the French political system experienced such

a crisis in a protracted form, this is clearly a factor of some importance.

The devolution of 1739 had given rise to a wide demand for political par¬

ticipation which, from the start of the nineteenth century, was constantly

exacerbated by republican propaganda. But as the extension of suffrage

was slow and partial, it failed to provide the necessary impetus to trans¬

form the semi-clandestine clubs into political parties: before 1848 only

a fraction of the population was enfranchised; and after the coup of 1851,

elections were suspended until the final phase of the Empire's existence.(76)

In addition, two other critical variables in the extension of parties -

the importance of parliament and the role of ideology - further obstructed

evolution.

The pre- 1Q70 parliamentary system inspired little respect or loyalty

in the mass of French people. After its total subservience under Charles X,

who always maintained that he would rather chop wood than rule constitution¬

ally like the English king, it was further discredited by Louis Philippe's

ministers, Guizot and Thiers. Guizot's action was consistent with his

proclaimed liberal beliefs only in so far as he faithfully served the new

middle class's financial interests. Thiers, unlike Guizot, acknowledged

popular sovereignty, but his own temperament was authoritarian and he was

not disposed to allow muoh rein to parliament. (77) When, finally, Louis
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Napoleon extended its powers in the last years of the Empire, he also

took back with one hand what he had given with the other by holding a

referendum which by-passed parliament. Parliamentary 'parties' , con¬

sequently, were loose and undisciplined groupings without real contact

with the mass of the people.

She few Republicans who succeeded in winning parliamentary seats

under the Orleans Monarohy in spite of the electoral laws being weighted

against them (78), tended to be conservatives who looked to the bourgeoi¬

sie for support and did not hesitate to contract alliances with dynastic

groups. One section of the Republican Party in the legislature, rep¬

resented by Ledru-Rollin and Arago, had some influence on grass-roots

opinion and the popular clubs, but the organic link that grew up in

England between the parliamentary party and the electorate as a result

of the nineteenth century suffrage acts failed to develop in France.

Then, besides the main factors already mentioned, there were also several

other important subsidiary elements: the most radical Republican leaders

were often in exile; the press was consistently muzzled; deputies tended

to believe that popular sovereignty was vested in them alone and that,

therefore, all outside pressure was illegitimate. As for the societies

themselves, after the law of 1834 they could no longer hold public meetings

and were forced to conoeal their activities and their leaders. The

club - easy to mobilise and to disband - was much more suited to their

purposes than the cumbersome structure of an organised mass party.

Then there were also ideological grounds that led many Republicans

to regard representative democracy either as immoral, irrelevant or, at

best, incomplete. Anarchism was a sufficiently important current within

pre-Ooramune Republicanism to act as a brake on party development. Proudhon,

whose influence was immense (79), was quite scathing on parliamentary

democracy and its trappings until the last years of his life. Republican
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societies, such as the Droits de 1'Homme, often favoured suffrage merely

as a means of electing virtuous men to power or of furthering social

reform while their final aim remained self-government. Prom the Jacobin

Hub to Blanqui's Societe lepublicaine Centrale. clubs continued to

believe they had a right to share in popular sovereignty and showered

governments with motions, proposals and declarations. In the absence

of actual social and economic democracy, the club - which was usually

small enough to allow everyone to express their opinion - was an admirable

substitute for anarchism. This is not to say, of course, that clubs

were an exclusively libertarian form of expression. As Lucas had pointed

out in his description of the 1848 club movement, among the mass of self-

appointed people's representatives and ministers there were not a few

self-appointed dictators.

It seems likely, on the whole, that the anarchist strand in Republic¬

anism slowed down the pace of its organising drive. But to what extent

it is impossible to measure in the absence of monographs. (SO) Despite

all the obstacles in their way, the clubs of the 1848-51 did try to forge

links between themselves. Had they had more opportunity to participate

in elections, they may well have modified their radical demands for self-

government and ended, as Proudhon did, by settling for a high degree of

decentralisation. In 1865 when leading Republicans gave their blessing

to the Programme Desentralisateur de Hancy (which even contemplated

resuscitating the old provinces), the decentralising current had a powerful

influence within Republicanism^. (81)

In sum, it may be said that the failure of political clubs to develop

into political parties in the nineteenth century was due to government

repression, to the prolonged crisis of participation caused by the inadequacy

of suffrage extension, to the infrequency of electoral activity and to the

reduced status of parliament. Ideology, doubtless, played a significant
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role, but its effects remain imponderable.

The club structure, at the outset, was a reflexion of the society

that produced them. It expressed both the desire to participate in
o

5 .

politics and the need to take precautions against oppressive regime.

Droits de 1'Homme limited its sections to less than twenty people

so as to escape Article 291 of the penal code. While the paper

Humanitaire and other secret societies was subdivided into numerous veiy

small clubs so as to avoid detection altogether. There is, however, a

case to be made that the club structure not only reflected but, in time,

also shaped political development and attitudes.

The iepublican movement in the beginning of the nineteenth century

contained a number of different tendencies. lertain of these were

potentially inhibiting to the organisation of a mass political partyt

> intellectual sectarianism and a tendenoy to devisiveness} a fanaticism

that dismissed moderation as a fatal weakness; a streak of authoritarian¬

ism that betrayed dictatorial leanings. But these were never the dominant

features of the movement. The mainstream of Republicanism was notable

for the imaginative richness of the ideas and organisation forms it gen¬

erated. Par from being excessively intellectual and dogmatic, Republicans

attached great importance to practical endeavours and to keeping abreast

of change. They strove constantly and courageously - in view of the odds

against them - to organise an effective political machine and to promote

democratic practices within it. So there is every reason to suppose that

their weaknesses resulted from their lack of political expe rience and
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could have been overcome in time had the movement been allowed to evolve

vented any such development. By keeping clubs in isolation, they pre¬

vented the republicans from organising an effective political machine

and from acquiring a sense of political responsibility. By forcing

the clubs underground, they promoted internal oligarchy over democracy,

insurrection over education, intellectual rigidity over imagination.

By tolerating l(topianism and suppressing self-help, they encouraged

theorising and discouraged practical initiative. It was government

action that assured the ascendancy of extremism over moderation.

All this is to say that if nineteenth century clubs became identi¬

fied with a particular style of political behaviour - ideological,

theoretical, sectarian, anarchistic or authoritarian - this was due only

to a limited extent to the inherent tendencies in .epublioanism or to

the club form. It is possible that anarchists would have found their

way to creating clubs even if French regimes had been more democratic.

And it is probable that the club structure accentuated some aspects of

Republicanism, but it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the main

responsibility for the Republicans* divisions lay with government action;

that it was largely the external action of governments that shaped the

character of clubs - isolating them from each other and cutting them off

from contact with the most vital currents in the country - and then

virtually forced Republicanism in their mould. Since access to the

formal institutions of society was barred to them and even the most



harmless, non-political organisations outlawed, the .epublicans were

driven into clubs and secret societies.

In many respects the long club experience had a determining effect

on the political system that finally emerged in France in the late nine¬

teenth and early twentieth century. To take the example of the par¬

liamentary regime: what has been called the siege mentality of the French

deputies, causing them to lay total claim to national sovereignty and to

concentrate all power in parliament, was the result not only of the

theories of Montesquieu but of the experience of the nineteenth century

when, time and again, the Parisian mob invaded parliament ; nd demanded to

share in the sovereignty of the government. (82) But it is not within

the scope of this study to examine all the side-effects of clubs. Having

stressed that clubs initially reflected more than they shaped particular

forces in society, the hypothesis will be examined that the club structure -

as determined by the nineteenth century environment - ultimately also

influenced political attitudes and people's perception of political parties

and that this provides a vital explanatory dimension in the appearance of

the modem political clubs.

To start with, it is worth looking at the Radical Party. It has

some unusual features that offer a valuable insight into the French per¬

ception of political parties. Moreover, as Thibaudet has observed, the

Radical Party's inheritance from the 1789 Revolution came to it through

the societes de libre pensee as he calls clubs. (83)

The Radical Party was created in 1901 by 78 senators, 201 deputies,

476 local committees, 155 masonic lodges and 215 newspapers to fight the

elections of the following year on the vital issue of anti-clericalism. (84)

It is clear from this composition that the Radical rather than the Socialist
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Party - which was closely modelled on the German Social Democratic Party -

inherited the traditions and form of nineteenth century French popular

politics. But while the old clubs had had a considerable clientele of

artisans and workers, the Radical committees - which pre-existed the

Party itself - were mainly made up of notables and minor looal dignitaries.

Newspapers, it will be noted, were among the original founders of the

Radical Party. And an unusual feature of its statutes was the opportunity

accorded to papers supporting party doctrine to join it directly and to

be represented at congresses by their editors. (85) This, doubtless,

was a throw-back to the vital role played by newspapers in the Republican

movement in the nineteenth century. Perhaps it also signified a pre¬

occupation to give ideology and intellectuals a place in the Party. Another

probable hang-over from club days was the right accorded to any party

member to attend congresses by buying a special card. Such people could

not vote but they might create a kind of artificial public opinion and

so influence the atmosphere of the congress. It seems hardly too fanciful

to see here an echo of the old aspiration to self-government. Finally,

the two types of radicalism that Thibaudet distinguishes within the Party

correspond to the two patterns of behaviour - authoritarian and anarchistic -

that predominated in the clubs. First, there was the centralising,

authoritarian temperament of proconsular radicalism, legalistic, patriotic

and napoleonic; second, there was the radicalism of the eomites signifying

the representation of the citizen against the state - citizen control, in

other words. (86) The habit of the Radical committees under the Third

Republic of ensuring the voters' loyalty to political power at the same

time as attacking that power (87), gives some indication of the persistence

of traditional attitudes and behavioural patterns within a new form of

political organisation.

Against the hypothesis that clubs permanently marked the French
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political outlook, it may be objected that after about 1880 Marxism

began to dominate the French Left and that Marxism with its materialist

doctrine and its disciplined, organised and highly authoritarian party

structure had little in common with the club movement. This would be

to overlook an important pointj namely that Marxism gained its ascendancy

within the French Left in the form of Guesdism. The principal character¬

istics of Guesdism may be defined as follows: an uncompromising all or

nothing attitude; doctrinal intransigence; the negation of mere reforms;

collectivism; the class struggle; the subjugation of unions to the pol¬

itical party. Since the radical, extremist aspect of the club movement

included all of these features - with the exception of the last - it is

arguable that French Marxism was more directly the result of the Repub¬

licans' experience in clubs and secret societies, capped by the brutal

destruction of the Oommune, than of the actual political theory of Karl

Marx.

In conclusion, atv, attempt will be made to construct a model of pol¬

itical behaviour based on the nineteenth century political clubs, their

structure, the functions they did or did not perform and the attitudes

they fostered. Later this tentative model will be tested against the

aspirations and perceptions current in the post-war clubs.

Broadly speaking, the political party - -which is not always easily

distinguishable from other political organisations - may be defined by

its stability, inclusiveness and electoral role. (88) Normally, its

aim is to occupy and hold political power. The French political club,

on the other hand, was generally unstable and exclusive in form and

rarely participated in elections. (These distinctions, of course, are

ones of accent and nuances and not of nature.)

Few, if any, clubs were allowed to lead a calm, continuous existence.

They appeared and disappeared, merged into each other or were dissolved



within very short spaces of time. Politics, in these circumstances,

was either a joyful verbal free-for-all, spontaneous and disorganised;

or else it was conspiratorial or insurrectional and might imply member¬

ship of some tightly organised revolutionary group like Blanqui* s Central

Revolutionary Committee. Victor Hugo has described the theatrical side

of a Parisian rising in 18.59, involving mainly schoolboys with guns too

large for them to carry. (89) At the same time, of course, many thousands

of Republicans died on the barricades or were deported to colonial prisons.

The club, in short, was either highly integrative, or an outlet for a

fleeting spasm of political discontent or interest. The long haul,

tedious and banal, of day to day political organisation was not a part

of club life. Politics was always a heroic combat.

Secondly, clubs were always small ranging from a handful of people

to a maximum of around fifteen hundred. As such tney tended to be ex¬

clusive and homogeneous, for in the case of disaccord it was very easy to

go off and found another club. Moreover, they would frequently put the

accent on doctrinal purity to make up for their external weakness. And

since their decisions mattered so little anyway, there was veiy little

pressure on clubmen to reach a compromise. Lack of political respons¬

ibility and realism were the logical outcome of the clubs' failure to

gain access to the centres of political power. They could afford the

luxury of cnampioning what Weber calls the ethics of conviction over the

ethics of responsibility sinoe they never had to face the problem of

reconciling means and ends in politics. (90) As there was never any

danger that they might be called on to act on their own proposals, they

could advocate means and ends of the utmost purity without ever question¬

ing whether 'good' ends must necessarily be attained politically by

ethically good means.

Beyond sporadic revolutionary periods, clubmen did not expect to
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occupy political power. Consequently, while the club performed some

party functions - such as political education and leader recruitment -

it neglected those associated with the electoral process and holding

power. Interest aggregation, conflict resolution and the task of

mobolising segments of opinion behind government policy were outside

of the province of political clubs. The club's aim was not so much

to occupy power or to promote immediate reforms as to convince people

of the rightness of the Republican ideali 'Nous aurons un jour una

Republique, et, quand elle viendra d'elle-meme, elle sera bonne' (91)

wrote Victor Hugo. The elected representative, therefore, wa3 accorded

scant respect. Clubs, by the nature of their environment, were naturally

populist. And it is significant that one of the earliest French socialist

•parties', the Possibilists, soon found themselves with a break-away

group, the Allemanists, who demanded that all elected officials be

brought under the authority of parly federations and donate half their

salary to the party. (92)

From the Jacobins to Blsnqui, clubs believed that intellectuals

should have a place as of right in politics and literary societies con¬

tinued to be used as a cover for political activity throughout most of the

nineteenth century. This intellectual bias, it seems likely, coloured

the way politics were perceived. It would explain why Mauras should
rs.

want to place a monarchist conviction in people's intelligence or why

some early socialists like Herve used to insist that it was more important

to increase the influence of socialist ideas than to win elections. (93)

This type of approach was reflected also in the way that electors saw

elections, at least in the early phase of the Third Republic. Elections

enabled voters* opinions to be represented in Parliament - they were a

demonstration of conviction and sentiment before they were a practical

act. (94) At the same time, it should be borne in mind that clubs were

never exclusively intellectual, never purely scaletes de pensee. They
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were also friendly societies, professional groupings etc. Despite

the identification of the two words, club and societe de pensee. the

dominant trait of nineteenth century clubs was their limited size and

informal structure rather than their intellectual bias.

One problem about distinguishing between the influence of these

historical factors and that of anarchist doctrine, is that the two tend

to reinforce each other: the clubs were prevented from sharing in power

and, at the same time, at least part of them had an anti-power philosophy.

The informal and heirarchical structure of the club, when it was not a

secret society, might be ascribed to the action of the State in pre¬

venting the clubs from acquiring stability. On the other hand, the club

structure might also have been determined by anarchist ideas. Pelloutier,

creator of the famous syndicates, always insisted that officers must be

temporary and members free to leave:

What is a syndicate? An association you are free to enter or

leave, without a president, having as its only officials a

secretary and treasurer who are instantly dismissible. (95)

The same is true about the intellectual bias of the clubs. This might

have been the result of their origins in a period of great intellectual

ferment and their development separate from the realities of power, or

else it might have stemmed from the fact that politics aocording to

anarchist doctrine is primarily a matter of will and knowledge. It was

on the basis of this belief that Proudhon for most of his life shunned

elections, maintaining that issues should be decided by study rather

than by voting. Then again the fact that clubs performed only the

functions of leader recruitment and political education and never such

integrative roles as conflict resolution and interest aggregation is

explicable in terras of historical circumstances - and also in terms of

the non-conformist ethics of anarchism. The notion that it is man*s
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duty to resist reality with values would undoubtedly have acted as an

obstacle to social integration. Also tee populism teat grew out of

the division between tee politicians and tee people imposed by tee

regime was heavily underscored by the anarchist belief in corruption

of the former and the purity of tee latter. Clubs, finally, were

virtually tee only available political outlet for ordinary Frenchmen;

but they could also represent the uncompromising demand for social and

economic as opposed to merely representative democracy.

In sum, tee perception that some proportion of French people might

be expected to have of a political party, whether as a result of histor¬

ical experience or of anarchist doctrine, would be broadly as follows.

A party would be an organisation small enough for each person to express

his own opinion unhindered by the censure of party line of leadership,

and likely to be relatively homogeneous. Participation would be on an

informal and sporadic basis. Formal organisational matters would

probably receive scant attention and electoral activity arouse little

interest. There would exist a general tendency to regard politics as

being about ideas and winning over people intellectually alongside a more

pragmatic preparedness to tackle concrete issues and problems in a non-

aggregative manner. But the main tasks of tee political party would be

considered to be political education and secondly, leader recruitment.

Also elected representatives would be strictly subordinate to the people.

Finally, if tee model was secret societies rather than clubs, participation

would be dedicated and total and discipline more authoritarian.

As will become apparent in later chapters, many of these perceptions

were in fact current in the post-war clubs and the smaller of the political

parties.
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PART II.

Chapter 3,.

Intellectual and Religious Change.

The 1930*s marked a significant watershed in French history, for

during this period three separate but inter-related developments began

to change many of the assumptions on which French thinking about pol¬

itics was based. One of these developments was the revival of Proud-

honist anarchism. Concurrently, both as cause and effect, there was

the re-emergence of the whole philosophico-intellectual tradition -

libertarian, moralist and anti-Cartesian - that was linked inseparably

with it. Anarchism could scarcely have flourished in an intellectual

atmosphere entirely dominated by the materialism and dessicated ration¬

alism of the nineteenth century Positivists. Finally, because French

Catholicism was itself in the throes of change - becoming gradually

less dogmatic and more modern - the path was cleared for an eventual

political reconciliation between Catholics and non-Catholics. From

the 1930*s onwards, the secular and religious worlds continued to have

different practices and beliefs, but they no longer constituted divergent

and hostile mental universes.

The political opposition between Catholics and non-Catholics had

never simply revolved around the alternatives of social conservatism

and social progressivism. At the outset of the French Republic, Church

and State confronted each other with a hostility that was all the more

implacable, absolute and uncompromising because political barriers were

reinforced by religious and intellectual quarrels: each side was doubly

and even triply insulated from the other. Faith was opposed to reason,

revealed authority to individual judgment, morality to materialism.

Non-believers often felt bound to deny the validity of any moral values

while Catholics would oppose all aspects of rationalism. A significant

case is that of Jean Barois, a Catholic who, at the time of the Dreyfus
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Affair, felt obliged to renounce religion altogether since it seemed

incompatible with reason and individual judgment, (l) But even then

the opposition between faith and reason was already breaking down. By

the I930*s it had been totally undermined: rationalist Republicans had

reinstated metaphysics and the Church had made concessions to reason.

On one level, this development obviously contributed to reducing

the tension between Catholicism and Republicanism, More important in

the long-term, however, vrere the separate currents released within each.

The retreat from strict rationalism and materialism and the increased

preoccupation with morali4$$f and even mysticism in Republican circles

led to the rebirth of traditional forms of French socialism, libert¬

arian, moralist and anti-materialist. The retreat from dogmatic author

ity in the Church, partial as it was in the religious domain itself,

permitted the resurgence of an equally traditional form of religious

dissent. These two libertarian currents - the one political, the other

religious - had been intimately linked in the past and their renewed

inter-action in the 1930*s helps to explain how it was that a small but

influential minority of young Catholics rejected Christian Democracy and

slipped with ease from an authoritarian religion to an anarchist -

orientated political doctrine.

In sum, the religious and intellectual changes that preceded and

aoted on the political renaissance examined in the next couple of chapters

had three main aspects. French Catholicism had received an infusion

of new ideas from traditional sources - i.e. medieval and seventeenth

century theology - that greatly affected the way Catholics perceived

democracy and the Republic to which they were now moving closer. Secondly,

secular intellectual circles, in their renewed concern with moral and

spiritual problems, were no longer fundamentally cut off from Catholics

or from important strands of their own tradition such as the libertarian
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and moralist socialism of Proudhon. And finally, linked to this

general metaphysical revival, there was a parallel intellectual revolt,

international and not merely French, against rationalism and science;

a movement that exalted the heart and the body over the mind and aspired

to greater freedom and spontaneity - personal freedom from authority

and intellectual freedom from dogmatism. If one word had to be chosen

to cover the religious and intellectual climate that gave rise to -the

new approach to politics in this period, it would be liberty.

France, of course, had a powerful indigenous libertarian tradition

on which to draw: in religion and philosophy, there was Pascal; in

politics, Proudhon. Consequently, the watershed of the 1930*8 was at

once a new political start for France and a return to the past. And

it was for this reason, no doubt, that the body of political ideas that

emerged then should have put down such strong and tenacious roots in

spite of the short duration and the numerical weakness of the reform

movement itself. In this chapter the religious and secondly, the in¬

tellectual aspects of the political renaissance that occurred in the

1930's will be examined in turn.

During most of the nineteenth oentury, the Roman Catholic Church

opposed both scientific progress and the new ideas stemming from the

French Revolution and from industrial development. In France the in¬

fluence of the Church waned continuously after about 1848: the bourgeoisie

remained fairly faithful, but the mass of French people became dechrist-

ianised. (2) It was to counter this decline and to oome to terms with

the modern world more generally that at its synod in 1870 the Church

turned to Saint Thomas Aquinas and medieval theology. Aquinas, both

philosophically and politically, was admirably suited to Rome's purposes.
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His distinction between theology and philosophy provided the Churoh with

an instrument to overturn the domination of theology and thus make a

place for science in religion. This distinction also permitted the re¬

cognition of political pluralism: that is to say the collaboration of

Catholics and non-Catholics for immediate social purposes irrespective

of ultimate religious ends. Then Saint Thomas' concept that man has

material as well as spiritual needs furnished a theoretical justificat¬

ion for the Catholic Church's new social doctrine, embodied in the en¬

cyclical Rerum Novarum of 1891. In an earlier encyclical, Aeterni

Patris of 1879, iome had displayed its determination to reconcile faith

and reason by demanding that Aquinas be recognised as the only valid

Christian philosopher.

The religious renewal begun in Rome had little direct effect in

Prance before the turn of the century. French bishops who had shown

hesitancy over accepting Thomism were gradually replaced under the

Papacy of Leon XIII. (?) But, on the whole, Thomism remained confined

to seminaries. While the mass of Catholics, despite being pressed by

Leon to rally to the Republic, showed little inclination to do so at

away from the rigid dogmatism that had characterised it throughout the

nineteenth century. The way was open for change.

Change, in the French context, meant above all the re-emergence of

old traditions. Practically, the paternalist, social Catholicism

formerly associated with the name of Lammennais began to make a come¬

back. And, intellectually, Catholics were once more drawn towards a

humanist and anti-authoritarian form of Christianity. At this time

its most persuasive advocate was the "atholic philosopher, Blondel,

Non-Catholics of the rationalist and positivist schools had always

reproached Catholicism for founding faith on the dogmatism of revealed

this The essential point, however, was that ;ome had moved
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authority and for this reason rejected not merely Catholicism but re¬

ligion altogether. Blondel's contribution to the intellectual revival

in Catholicism - and the religious revival in secular circles - was to

approach the problem of faith from the opposite end: his apologia

treated faith as the free and conscious recognition of the inadequacy

of man and nature. It was an act of human liberty because it signified

the choice of being constantly prepared internally to receive grace.

Religion was thus no longer a ritual imposed on Man from outside, a kind

of spiritual conformismj it became instead a freely-willed personal

commitment. (4)

Blondel, whose aim it was to re-establish contact with non-Christ¬

ians, was at once attacked by traditionalists for allowing independent

thought to by-pass the teachings of the Church and accepting the triumph

of personal will over reason. For all his disapproval of the irrational

aspects of Pascal, Blondel was too Pascalian for the comfort of convent¬

ional Catholicism. To justify faith by human needs was regarded as a

highly unorthodox procedure and one, moreover, that endangered the

authority of the infallible Church. If, in the end, Blondel escaped

official censure, this was doubtless because the creed of integral Christ¬

ianity he developed from religious libertarianism presented no threat

to nme. For the other noted Pascalian of the period, the priest and

theologian, Laberthonniere, who demanded effective liberty of expression

and not merely internal liberty of thought, was placed on the index in

1907. (5) Laberthonniere published nothing after the First World War

since he had been forbidden to do so, but he wrote in their entirety

the sermons of the Pere Sanson, like himself a member of the Congregat¬

ion of the Oratoire, a seminary where the traditions of the seventeenth

century were still kept alive. And Sanson, in the years around 1930,

preached at Notre Dame, apparently with considerable effect on young

Catholics.
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Interest in Pasoal revived, in Catholic circles - as also in secular

ones - around the turn of the century. The modernist movement in the

Church, for instance, was partially influenced by Pascalian ideas.

Although their aim was essentially to integrate modern criticism into

faith without ending up in Protestantism, many modernists, in their

rejection of dogma, their demand for a religion of the heart, felt

spontaneously close to Pascal and frequently invoked him. (6) At the

same time, modernism was never a homogeneous movement and its influence

was short-lived and restricted. (7) It was not until later - broadly

from 1920 until the Oecond World War - that sympathy for Pascal was at

its peak. (8) And even then the great mass of Catholics were scarcely

affected. On the other hand, a considerable number of educated

Catholics, more generally the young and notably the seminarists felt

the sway of Pascalian ideas. For some, this sympathy was a source of

anguish since it placed them in an uneasy and ambiguous position vis a

vis the Church.

At the other end of the scale were the Thomists who preached the

revival of a New Kiddle Ages in the period after the First World War.

Their Catholicism, integral, inward-looking and intolerant, tainted

the strongly revivalist movement that had gripped the French Church with

profoundly reactionary under-tones. (9) Jews, Freemasons and democrats,

according to the integral Thomists of the 1920's, were responsible for

the decline of religion and the political decadence of France. Con¬

sequently, many Catholics of this period sympathised with the extreme

right-wing group, Action Fran9aise, as spontaneously as the modernists

had sympathised with Pascal. (10) They had the same enemies and re¬

jected critical individualism equally fiercely. It was the Thomists,

of course, and not the Pascalians who represented the mainstream of

thinking within the Church,
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Yet overall, despite integralism and the condemnation of Labert-

honniere, Catholicism by the 1920's had broken out of its mental ghetto

and acquired new verve, confidence and intellectual cachet. The re¬

ligious revival among Catholics gave the French Church a dynamism that

it had not known in a very long time. It even held an attraction for

non-Catholics now. This was partly on account of its own evolution,

partly on account of the spiritual revival in secular circles} the

first decades of the twentieth century, in particular, were an era of

conversions to Catholicism. All this had an important influence on the

ideological baggage of Catholics. It set the mood and the tone of

approach to politics when, from the First World War onwards, a Catholic

avant-garde began to move cautiously towards acceptance of the Republic

and of democracy.

The dissociation of Catholicism from the political Sight had, in

fact, already begun before 1918 under the stimulus, limited bjit real,

that the War gave to the idea of religious and political reconciliation.

But the Sillon, as Marc Sagnier's embryonic Christian Democratic Party

was called, had been nipped in the bud by the Church for being too

independent. Later, it re-emerged as the Jeune Republique Party. (11)

Another development of this period that, in time, helped to end

the political identification of Catholics with the Right was the separ¬

ation of Church and State in 1905. At first this move angered the

Church and damaged its short-term interests. But the break was bene¬

ficial in the long-term since it blunted the political ambitions of the

ecclesiastics and brought the Church closer to the people. Democracy,

as Thibaudet observes cynically: •.. est le nom qu'on donne au peuple quand

on a besoin de lui. 3t separee de l'Etat, l'Eglise a moralement grantL
besoin du peuple.* (12) By "the post-War elections of 1926 anti-cler-

icaliam in its most virulent form was virtually dead. (13) And in the
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same year, the Church cut an important bridge with its pasts Pius XI

condemned Action Francaise. The effect of the Pope's action is

difficult to over-estimate since it forced a whole generation of young

Catholics, and notably the priests many of whom had tacitly supported

the extreme Right, to look for some new form of political commitment. (14)

Integral Catholicism took a new direction. From being inward-looking,

it became out-going and humanists Catholics began to see their Christ¬

ianity as affecting their whole lives from a new more socially orient¬

ated angle. By discrediting political reaction and by preaching moral

rejuvenation and social concern, the new Pope gave his support to the

small but active minority concerned to redefine the relationship between

Catholics and politios.

French Catholicism of the inter-war years was well equipped for this

task both intellectually and morally. Its new-found humanism was buoyed

by the mood of confidence resulting from the religious revival of the

preceding decades. While it was fortified against the tendency to

vague spiritual sentimentalism by the social realism of medieval theology,

ever mindful of the needs of the body as well as the soul, and by the

rigorous moral i!%_ of 3uch noted Catholic personalities as Peguy and

Bemanos. Peguy, in particular, had always been violently hostile to

the theorising of intellectuals and to the rather abstract fraternity

preached by the Church: thought must be indissolubly linked to action.
y

What Peguy stood for above all else was the necessity for commitment/

and this, in turn, entailed a rigorously non-oonformist attitude towards

society. His influence was strong now in the 1930's, perhaps stronger

than at any other time, on the young generation of Catholics who took to

heart the Church's espousal of humanist ideas. They mocked mercilessly

those who remained uncommitted!

... ces jeunes catholiques d'aujourd'hui qui sont des jeunes
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gens bien nourris, bien laves pratiques - des bourgeois
dechus - qui pensent que l'Bglise^doit leur procurer une
paix temporelle, un bion etr© materiel. (15)

Here once again internal puritanism was acting as a stimulus to

social awareness and even revolutionary thought. Because they

identified it with the status quo and with intellectual and social

conforraiam, many young Catholics felt bound to oppose the bourgeoisie.

It was in this sense that they referred to the 'revolution chretienne*

and to a 'prise de conscience revolutionnaire'. (16)
The new dynamism in the Catholic world was linked also with the

rise of professional and youth organisations. Previously the Church's

influence in the working class, for instance, had been negligible.

Now there existed a new Catholic workers* organisation, the Jeunease

Ouvriere Catholique, whose insignia road; 'Piers, purs, joyeux et

oonquerants.' (17) With equally bold assurance, a vast meeting held

in the Mutualite in Paris was entitled; 'Les Catholiques sont presents.'

(18) Coupled with this expansive mood of confidence was the notion

that Christianity held the solution to the problems besetting the modern

world. Catholics had the faith and the political word. A new Domin¬

ican paper - this was also an era of tremendous growth for the Catholic
/

press - even announced its ambition to be the weekly 'du Temps Present.'

(19)

However, the Catholic currents moving in the direction of democracy

and social progresalvias before the Second World War were really of

qualitative rather than quantative importance. Although fairly

numerous, the members of the new Catholic organisations - among workers,

students, sailors, peasants etc. (20) - did not become seriously pol¬

itically conscious until during and after the War. And then they turned

for their inspiration to ideas dating mainly from the pre-War period.

Moral and religious fervour apart, the hallmark of the progressive
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Catholicism of the 1930's was a remarkable burst of intellectual and

political creativity,, But it was not so much muscular and aggressive

as heroic, messianic and intellectually and morally high-minded. Young

Catholics thought of themselves not just as political activists but

also as revolutionaries in quest of a spiritual revolution that would

transform the world. Catholicism, in short, was no longer dragging

its feet historically: for the first time it felt itself to be in the

vanguard of progress.

But there was also a reverse side, darker and more doubting, to

the bright mood of optimism and certitude. It was of political import¬

ance in that it steeled both spirits and doctrine. First in line was

the bad conscience of numerous Catholics over the Church's fole in the

past, an uneasiness on account^particularly^ of its alliance with the

decadent bourgeoisie. This led to the desire to break the alliance

and, in general, to make amends for the past by action in the present.(21)

Secondly, among a minority within the minority, there was the internal

puritanism previously discussed. These people vigorously denounced all

humanist ideals they judged to be insufficiently backed by active

personal commitment. They tended also to by-pass Christian Democracy,

which they criticised for sentimentalism and complacent idealism, and

landed 'themselves)on the anarchist Left. (22) In fact, the different

concepts of humanism which were a source of division among the Catholic

Left in the 1930's corresponded exactly with the different notions of

morality held by Jansenists and Jesuits. Jesuits oonceived of morality

as the external obedience to dogma, Jansenists saw it as the internal

commitment to personal truth. In the same way, the humanism of the

Christian Democrats was more formal and less internalised than that of

the Proudhonist Catholics.

Whatever the personal interpretation of each group of their religion,
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broadly speaking one oan say that the principal characteristic of the

new political thinking of the 1930's was its penetration by a spirit

of conquering Catholicism. IStienne Borne, himself part of the gen¬

eration of Catholic reformers has/well) described the politico-religious
/z

euphoria of the epochs

Nous imaginions que nous nous trouVions a la veille d'une
grande epreuve, que nos chemins allaient se r^serrant de
plus en plus jusqu'fi, cette rencontre dramatique qui allait
decider de tout Les Chretiens qui toujours avaient ete
a la remorque de l'histoire, souvent essouffles ou tentant
vainement de contredire 1*inevitable, allaient cette fois
rejoindre et constituer peut-dtre le pelaton de tete. Tout
alors serait possible et aveo une solution humaine des grands
problemes, avec une justice enfin rendue aux petits, aux
opprimes, aux ecrases, avec la deroute des grands mythes
paiens du totalitarisme apparaitraient enfin les chances de
ce que nous appelions, avec Jacques Maritain, une nouvelle
ehr6tiente. (23)

The spate of conversions of non-Catholics to Catholicism at the

end of the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth, was

the result, it has already been observed, part of the Church's own

evolution and part of a transformation within secular circles. The

main impulse behind this transformation was a revolt, among young gen¬

erations, against the arid combination of philosophical rationalism

and scientific materialism that had begun to dominate French intellect¬

ual and academic life after the Enlightenment, By the 1870's, even

the spiritualist tradition in Free-ma&onxy had disappeared leaving

Compte's Positivism and Taine's Naturalism as the reigning intellectual

orthodoxies.

Positivism was progressive and humanitarian in that it replaced God

with Kan as an object of worship," at the same time, duties and self-

sacrifice subordinated Kan firmly to humanity. Taine's Naturalism,
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on the other hand, was mechanistic and evolutionist: Man is an object

in nature like any other, only slightly more complicated, and, in time,

the laws governing his conduct will be known in the same way as scien¬

tific laws. Neither theory took any interest in God or metaphysics -

both subjects^dismissed as irremediably redundant - and neither took
into account human liberty. (24) What was real could be expressed

clearly and what was expressed clearly was real - such was the assumpt¬

ion of the time, as the historian Augustin Thierry has put it:

The French insistence upon clearness and discretion, which
sometimes, it must be confessed, restrains one from saying
more than a part of what one thinks, from doing justice to
the depth of one's thought, seemed to me a tyranny at the
time, (25)

It was in reaction against strict materialism and the prevailing form

of dessicated intellectual rationalism that there gradually emerged -

broadly from the 1890's - a metaphysical and mystical revival. (26)

Besides reason and determinism, the revolt also encompassed the cock¬

sure optimism and priggish intellectualism that held life, with its

confusions, at bay. Paradoxically, while young Catholics were looking

for liberty at least part in the increased application of reason to

human affairs, non-Catholics were hoping to find it by curbing- ration¬
alism.

The Catholic conversions of this period seem to have been inspired

as much by romanticism and intellectual and emotional resignation in

the face of the world's contradictions as by the actual belief in a God,

Pe'guy, apparently, was converted by Joan of Arc, while Paul Claudel,

one of the earliest of the Church's prestigious new converts, dis¬

covered faith through Rimbaud. He was relieved, as he said, to escape

the clutches of: '.. ce monde hideux de Taine, de Aenan et des autres

Molochs du XIX siecle.' (27) Intellectual circles, scientific as
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well as literary, became increasingly receptive to Catholicism. Accord¬

ing to a contemporary witness, laissa Maritain, there were forty Catholics

at the Ecole Normale in 1912, one third of the college compared to only

three or four persons in 1905. (28) And this evangelical blossoming,

notably in the Grandes Ecoles which were more frequented anyway by pupils

of bourgeois Catholic origin than the university, continued unabated

throughout the 1920's.

Not all of those affected by the new spiritual mood turned to

Catholicism, of course. Eome joined theosophist groups. Many were

morally looking for undogmatic moral guidance and unable or ■unwilling

to skim faith from the institutional Church like cream from milk as Peguy

did. But the essential point was that metaphysics and morali$$t, even

when they did not lead back to religious faith, had again become in¬

tellectually respectable. This development received official academic

sanction when a highly esteemed professor wrote in an eminent review in

1913 that it was no longer possible to maintain that religious thought

constituted a hopelessly outdated phase of human evolution. Meta¬

physical speculation, the professor went on, was even an essential human

concern. (29)

For a generation or so after the First World War, Peguy was a symbol

of freedom. For the generation around the turn of the century, as for

Peguy himself, it was Bergson who represented the reconquest of liberty.

'Bergson a brise nos fers*, Pe'guy once commented. (30) The philosophy

of Henri Bergson exactly suited the anti-rational and anti-intellectual

mood of the young, for, it exalted intuition and feeling over reason

and intelligence, spontaneity over mechanism and materialism, the concrete

over the ideal and conscience over authority. Knowledge, in Bergson*s

theory, was the product of experience rather than of intellectual con¬

ceptualisation. Matter was static and only memory or spirit was
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dynamic; evolution thus became a permanently fresh creation, a heroic

personal confrontation with the refractory forces of nature. (31)

Philosophically, Bergson was in every sense close to Pascal - he even

proclaimed the superiority of religions based on conscience over those

founded on authority. A£ both were influential concurrently, without

it being possible to ascertain whose influence came first at the time.

However, the effect of their doctrines was to knock science and ration¬

alism off their pedestal and to give free rein to personal experience.

This intellectual exercise sparked off a heady liberation amongst

young Frenchmen who had been trained to see Man in the world in terms

of perfectly tapered shrubs in geometrically ordered gardens such as

those at Versailles. Henri Maesis has described the intellectual im¬

pact of Pascal, in particular, on his own generation in the following

terms:

/ /

Aversion de la clarte, primat donne aux arguments de
coeur, culte de la chose qui s' eprouve, mepris de celle
qui se demontre, exaltation du trouble, d6u"5ontradiction,
du pathetique, voilA ce qu'au debut de notre siecle eprisi
de bergsonisme, une generation decouvrit en Pascal. Elle
en fit le symbole de la scission entre les manieres de
penser qu'avait suivies le XIX siecle, tyrannise' par 16-
dogmatisme des scientifiques et les aspirations qui etaient
les siennes. Pascal a vaincu Descartes, tel etait, d'aprfes
Georges Sorel le grand fait de notre histoire morale. (32)

The impact of Pascal on secular circles had begun towards the end

of the nineteenth century when the Sorbonne no longer insisted on the

separation of philosophy and metaphysics - hitherto metaphysical theses

had been unacceptable in French universities. (33) New courses on

Pascal treated the two together. And in 1900, a lay professor named

Leon Brunschvieg published a new, annotated edition of Pascal's work.

Henceforth Pascal exerted a powerful, if by no means undisputed in¬

fluence on philosophy as on religion.

Pascal's religious thinking matched the mood of modern religious
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disquiet and his philosophy was equally in line with new trends. His

philosophical approach, inductive, concrete, based on observation, re¬

jecting alike idealism and empiricism, accorded with the new exist¬

ential and phenomenological studies that were challenging the academio

dominance of rationalism from the 1930's on. For all the differences

among the dissidents who were carrying further the anti-Oartesian

revolt of the turn of the century, they all rejected abstract thou^it

and essences and sought to grasp by reflexion experiences as they are

lived rather than as they are known by pure reason. This meant the

end of any kind of certainty about Man or Nature} it meant also that

society could no longer be regarded as a community of reasonable minds.

Rationalism had tapered and smoothed all the untidy butts and ends of

human existence: contradictions, coincidences, ambiguities, absurd¬

ities, the fundamental problems of Man's liberty and significance - all

the opaque aspects of life that had preoccupied and fascinated Pascal.

Marxism had followed in the footsteps of Rationalism, resolving contra¬

dictions with equal ease. Now all the old questions were back, as un¬

resolved as ever, and with them, inevitably, Pascal whom Voltaire had already

considered as his most powerful adversary.

The solutions arrived at by the new generation were not particularly

innovatory in relation to the Pascalian moral-philosophical tradition.

Jean-Paul Sartre eventually opted for the existentialism that Pascal had

avoided through faith. And his conclusion 'Si Dieu existe, l'homme est

neant' concurred fully with that of Proudhon and Alain. Nerleau-Ponty,

rejecting subjectivity or individualism, arrived at a relativist humanism.

While Gabriel Marcel was converted to Catholicism on the eminently

Pascalian principle of the insufficiency of Man and Nature - i.e. life

is always greater than can be thought, reality is inexhaustible. (34)

The revival of this tradition did not of course prove Sorel's view that
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Pascal had won over Descartes, but it did mean that a cycle of French

thou^it had come full circle. Politically, the 1930's turned back to

the period before the Commune; philosophically, the inspiration of the

period was pre-Snlightenment. This meant a return to original sources

all round, since the early nineteenth century Proudhonist tradition

was derived from the seventeenth century.

In any country other than France, such intellectual developments

might be of little political significance. However, the particular

prestige and audience enjoyed by French intellectuals, the intellectual

conformism of universities and the frequently minimal distinction between

morals, philosophy and politics in the French mind ensured that these

changes had social and political importance, although in what exact

measure the philosophers directly or indirectly influenced politics it

is hard to say. On the one hand the revival of Proudhonism was a fairly

self-contained phenomenon; at the same time, it was also supported and

accelerated by the revolt against philosophical idealism which gave the

French intellectual scene an infusion of realism and relativism.

French intellectuals, in their approach to politics, are habitually

more interested in the sources and moral value of ideas than in their

applicability to a specific situation. But the 1930's generation of

young philosophers, when they turned to politics, generally considered

that translating values into social and political realities depended on

the conditions of existence. Simone Weil, for instance, was represent¬

ative of the new political spirit in her criticism of words beginning

with capital letters and ending in isms.

Our political universe is exclusively peopled with myths
and monsters; we know only entities, only absolutes...
Nation, Security, Capitalism, Communism..• But to what
capacity do they refer? (35)

As for her own political choice, it was directly in the Pascalian-
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honian tradition. It steered a oourBe between the absolute and reality

in advocating a cross between Utopianism and functionalists. In the

view that principles must be guides to action and not absolutes, she

was supported by Merleau-Ponty, de Jouvenal and Albert CamtiLs. Sartre,

on the other hand, performed a strange about-turn from his own exist¬

entialist position and ended up as an absolutist moralist, represent¬

ative of the old tradition of French intellectuals in his membership

of the Communist Party and of the new tradition in his support of the

anarchist and revolutionary young Left after the students' revolt of

May 1968.

The immediate impact of this prudent generation of thinkers was,

of course, smalls Camus and, to a lesser extent, Kerleau-Ponty provided

an intellectual and moral justification for the intellectual youth of

the 1950's not to join the Communist Party and instead to accept the

unsatisfying compromises of political life. But their main importance

lay in the part they played in renewing a tradition that extended outside

their own restricted circle, a minority tradition certainly, but one that

contributed in time to changing the intellectual and political atmosphere

of Prance.

Thus by the 1930's, rationalist humanists had lost much of their

self-confidence, while Catholics were beginning to lose their social

pessimism and their inferiority complex over their rear-guard role in

history. The works of Freud and Nietzsche, the First World War followed

by the rise of totalitarian regimes severely shook humanist optimism.

Reason seemed suddenly not so much invincible as impotent. Science and

technology, far from leading inevitably to material and moral progress,

were now seen as harbouring unsuspected dangers as well as being per-
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petually open to abuse. Sin, evil, imperfection, uncertainty - all

had been relegated to the ash-heap of history by Prenoh rationalist

humanism during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Now in the

twentieth century, they were thoughtfully disinterred. (36)

The political theorising of the non-conformist intellectuals of

the 1930*s was varied and far from being uniformly libertarian. But

if it had a leitmotif, a kind of inner core, it was the preoccupation

with liberty: personal, religious, intellectual, social and political.

The ground had been prepared for this development in so far as the

limited freedom accorded by the Church gave new lee-way to the libert¬

arians within it; while the secular intellectual world, in breaking

with Cartesian rationalism, materialism, idealism and optimism, separ¬

ated the fate of the individual from that of the human species -

without, of course, neglecting his social needs. The urgent necessity,

as one of the young reformers put it, was to reassert a philosophy of

Man against the excesses created by philosophies of ideas and things. (37)

By this he simply meant that all idealist and materialist philosophies

had failed and the time had come to create a society to suit Man's

needs rather than constantly to try to adapt human nature to some

abstract system. That was the core.

The context was that of the 1930's: a context of moral and meta¬

physical sceptioism and disarray, of humanist pessimism and of irr-

ationalism; a time of social and economic disintegration and crisis.

Capitalism and liberalism seemed to have failed irremediably. Both

in the western world as a whole and within Franoe itself, all hitherto

accepted values were being oalled into question. In this situation,

the young French intellectuals who were also in the grip of the anti-
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rationalist current might easily have jumped on to the bandwaggon of

fascism or else lapsed into nihilism, personal anarchy or passivity.

Why was it, then, that instead, and alone in Europe, they produced a

body of political ideas that was both libertarian and original in re¬

lation to all existing western political systems?

The answer is to be found in the unique combination of circum¬

stances that existed in Prance at the time. Above all, the French

had time to think. Partly due to their sense of national decline

and partly because of their a priori anti-capitalist bias, the non¬

conformists realised very early on - as early as 1928-30, in fact (38) -

that what was really afoot was a crisis of civilisation. At the

same time, the economic crisis began to make a serious impact on Fraace

only gradually from 1932-33 onwards; even then it affected the middle

classes, from which most of the intellectuals stemmed, much less

traumatically than in other industrial countries. In contrast to the

Germans for example, French intellectuals were deeply conscious of the

moral and political drama without, initially, experiencing the same

material desperation. Significantly, from about 1934 on, as the crisis

deepened and events gathered momentum, the reviews began to decline

and disappear.

Moreover, in ihe prevailing atmosphere of despair and void, the

French intellectual non-conformists had two solid, if antithetical,

supports: the „oman Catholic Church and the political doctrines of

Proudhon. The bottom had not entirely fallen out of their world.

Besides reassuring Catholics that, despite Nietzsche, God was still

safely in Heaven, the Church condemned Communism, Fascism and Capitalism,

thereby stimulating French Catholics to seek an alternative. At the

same time, the Republican tradition had ready to hand an anarchist

theory that satisfied all the major criteria of the epoch in that it
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was moral, libertarian and opposed to Cartesian rationalist system -

without, however, totally discarding reason. A major characteristic

of Proudhonism was the way it balanoed reason and free, individual

oreativity. And one of the most striking and most vital aspects of

the political thinking of the non-conformists was that for all their

rejection of rationalism as a system, they never lost their grip on

reason.

French intellectuals had one other advantage - and it was con¬

siderable. This was the social and economic 'backwardness* of France.

Since in France science, technology, industry, capitalism and mass-

organised society in general were far less advanced than in other

developed nations such as Britain, the United States or Germany, it

was easier to denounce their evils and to demand their control. Their

very lack of development gave the French the mental freedom to question

the whole basis of modern society while other countries were preoccupied

simply in papering over the gaps.

Still, it would be a mistake to conclude that the political thought

of the non-conformists was in the last resort simply a reversion to

humanist optimism in the tradition of the Enlightenment. It was a

return rather to the austere humanism of Pascal and was indelibly marked

by the moral and material atmosphere of the 1930's: nihilism and economic

collapse were -the punching bags against which the young intellectuals

tested their political muscle. Intellectuals they were and intellectuals

they remained, their achievements on a direct political level being

negligible. But their doctrine contained two important, practical

notions that were particularly novel within the intellectual context of

France with its idealised schemes. One was "that in the modern world,

where the material and moral conditions of individual existence are

increasingly inter-dependent, theories on liberty or morally must be
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fiiroly anchored in concrete reality, if they are to be meaningful. The

second notion was that the absolute is not realisable on earth and that

politics is the realm of the relative. This is all the non-conformists

meant when they maintained, in their own idiosyncratic terminology, that

the spiritual must be inseparable from the carnal, that to save oneself

is to save the world and that the goal of society must lie between the

absolute and the real.

The spirit of the non-conformists intellectuals of the 1930*8 was

a strange combination of old and new. In a sense, they began the

modern youth culture in the degree to which they were conscious that

their values differed from those of preceding generations in very many

spheres: only youth, they decided, would solve the problems posed by

modern civilisation. They even held a Youth Assembly at one point,

but this turned out to be chaotic and inconclusive. At the same time,

they were also permeated by a humanist notion peculiarly French: that

Han may humanise - but not perfect - a valueless world through the

values that are in him alone. How far this ideal was linked to the

religious and philosophical revival of Pascal in preceding years is

difficult to say. Perhaps it had become an unconscious reflex after

centuries. At any event, its austerity and anti-determinist moraliSy"^

acted as a powerful antidote against the negativism of many current

philosophies - particularly combined with the heroic and optimistic

idea of the universalist mission of France:

.. l'espoir, presque mystique chez certains, que la France
eonsideree parfois comme un vieux pays retrograde... etait
seule capable de trouver une solution humaine aux angoisses
du present, que la 'grande nation* a vocation universelle
possedait la derniere chance de reussir la revolution que
les ideologies etrangeres avaient manque'. (39)
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PART II

Chapter 4>

Personalista and Personalism: the revival of Proudhonian

Rnarohism.

••• s'il est de nouveau dans les preoccupations des
hommes, question de I'individu, de ses droits et d©
la liberte.# alors, ne nous y trompions pas non plus,
ce n' est pas avec un vocabulaire de vacuum cleaners,
de frigidaires et de machines a calculer que 1'on
soulevera le monde: 1*ideologie francais^ dont le
dynamisms est intact, retrouvera toute sa puissance# (D

The creative political ferment of the 1930* s in Prance resulted

essentially from the confrontation of two contradictory moral and

intellectual tendencies, the one pessimistic, the other prudently

optimistic. On the negative side, the acute concern and unease

that gripped the non-conformist intellectuals from about 1928 had

three sources: there was the sense of French national decadence and

decline; the painful recognition that the Catholic Church had betrayed

its mission in allying itself with the Right; and, finally, the con¬

sciousness that behind the growing economic crisis a deeper crisis of

civilisation, similar in scope and impact to the Renaissance, was

building up. (2) The idea of the crisis of cilrilisation, which had

a wide currency at the time even outside the non-conformist group,

rested on two assumptions: capitalism had faileu; fascism and communism

were symptoms of this failure without, in themselves, offering a

solution.

La crise materifille revele sa veritable cause: elle est
d'abord une crise morale, line meprise sur la notion d'homme.
L'ordre meme du monde est en jeu et cet ordre est spiritual.#.
Ce qui d'abord menace l'Europe, c'est le m^pris ou elle tient
les puissances de l'ame, En face du materialisms de Moscou
et l'affairisme de Hew York, c'est dans un effort convergent
pour sauvegarder 1'esprit de l'homme et la tradition de sa
culture que l'Europe trouvera le salut. (3)
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A generation with a thirst for liberty and in revolt against the

abstraction and intellectualism of rationalism - on which they blamed

all the ills of France (4) - was hardly likely to turn to totalitarian

or materialist systems. The problem, then, was to create something

quite new. The prospect of such an undertaking did not daunt the young

intellectuals. On the contrary, their most striking characteristic

was the belief not only that the enterprise was possible but that they,

in particular, were perfectly well equipped to carry it through. In

this optimism, never facile, but rather of a serious, self-sacrificial

and heroic caste, they were supported by their youth, their Christian

fervour and by French humanism at its most self-consciously messianic.

Because of the fundamental nature of the crisis and because of

their own spiritual inclinations, the non-conformists approached the

problem of social and political reconstruction not at the level of

structures but from the very basic angle of personal ethics and social

values. The only way to begin to create a new order within present

chaos was to return to the first principles what is Man and what does he

want? In a book that appeared in 1932, La Crise est dans l'Homme.

Thierry Maulnier formulated the task confronting his generation in the

following terms:

Si la civilisation tout entiere peut etre aujourd'hui remise
en jeu, c'est parce qu'elle a ignore et blesse aveuglement
f-'etre humain dans ce qu'on pourrait appeler son exigence
eternelle. Avant de dresser qui que oe soit eontre une
society inhumaine, il faudrait peut-etre trouver ou retrouver
ce qu'est l'homme et ce qu'il veut. (5)

The starting point of the non-conformists was identical to that of the

Marxists: Kan is alienated in modern society. But their approach was

different in that, without denying the relevance of actual social and

economic conditions, they placed the moral aspect of the problem first:

they believed that no real political renaissance could be envisaged
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without a change in values.

In this view, as in other respects, they diverged sharply from the

Marxist and materialist mainstream of the French Left. Consequently,

they claimed to be neither left nor right-wing politically. In fact,

many of them cautiously supported the Popular Front. However, illus¬

trative of their reservations about the Left was the remark made by

Emmanuel Kounier in 1938: 'Abundance, peace, leisure, pay inoreases,

that is all perfectly legitimate, but is it all one can find to say

to a civilisation which is dying?* (6)

This chapter does not aim to deal exhaustively either with the

non^-conformists themselves nor with the Personalist creed they created.

The origins and sociological composition of the young intellectuals and

the general significance of the term Personalism will be dealt with only

briefly. The principal purpose of the chapter is to show how Personalism

was related to the revival of Proudhonian anarchism and to give a broad

outline of the principal practical solutions proposed on the basis mainly

of this political doctrine.

One of the earliest centres of the nonr-conformist3 was the Club du

Moulin Vert. This was less of a formal organisation than an oeucumenical

discussion group where young Catholic, Protestant and Jewish intellectuals

met to reflect on the possibilities of finding a spiritual solution in

the contemporary global crisis. The original impetus behind the Club

came from a young Jewish Russian emigre, Alexandre Marc, who had studied

both at Iena in the explosive atmosphere of the Weimar Republic and at

the Institute of Political Science in Paris. Although Marc became a

Catholic convert only in 1933» he was already by 1929-30 much preoccupied

by the question of faith and he later claimed that he and the group came

to see the relevance of politics throu^i discussing religious problems. (7)
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Initially, the Olub was not especially sanguine about the possibility

of saving European civilisation and, after the manner of the early

Socialists, it discussed "the merits of founding a small colony in

Canada. Then the arrival of two new members decided the issue:

half the Club went off to meditate on purely spiritual matters, while

the other half set about preparing -the political review Ordre Houveau

which appeared, after a period of doctrinal maturation, in 1933.

The new arrivals, Robert Aron and Arnaud Dandieu, had been working

together on the same questions as interested the Club from 1927 - i.e.

well before the onset of the economic slump. Aron was Jewish, Dandieu

an aethist until converted to Catholicism on the eve of his early death

in 1933. In general, the nasoent review, like the old club, consisted

of a remarkable religious and political combination, mixing Catholics

and Protestants, Trotskyists and sympathisers of Action Frangaise.

However, since all were agreed that modern materialist civilisation was

in a state of decadence and all adhered broadly to the moral and political

principles covered by the term of Personalism, the review was able to

hold together for the relatively short period of its existence. Although

Dandieu's cool aethism was not appreciated and the review had, as its

motto, 'Spirituel d'abord, economique ensuit®, politique a leur service'

(8), Ordre Houveau*3 humanism remained, in principle, a-religious.

Hot all of the reviews matched Ordre Nouveau in religious and

political diversity. Yet underneath a broad agreement on a few essential

principles, there was about the movement as a whole a political unpredict¬

ability that fully justified its claim to be neither on the Left nor Right.

Thierry Maulnier, one of the most gifted of the young intellectuals,

illustrates the difficulty of pinning conventional political labels on

them. Maulnier was an agnostic and a sympathiser of the extreme right-

wing organisation, Action Francaise. But his motives were not at all

orthodox. What Maulnier derived from Maurras was essentially the courage
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not to conform, the readiness to support a minority view, intellectual

dynamism and political realism, (9) It should be said that neither

of the latter two qualities were particularly common in the existing

left-wing political parties at this time. Otherwise Maulnier was

influenced by Marx in the major role he accorded social and economic

questions and by Nietzsche on the crisis of humanism in a world without

God.

In general, the presence of extreme ri^it-wing ideas and sympath¬

isers within the non-conformist movement was not a sign of fascism.

Some eventually turned fascist but the majority did not. It should

be understood rather within the framework of a political tendency perhaps

peculiarly French: the unexpected combination of extreme radicalism and

conservative traditionalism. This trend, strongly evident in Jansenism,

appears also in Proudhon who was radical enough on liberty and property

but still puritan and traditional with respect to life-style. And it

would explain how a particular brand of the extreme xlight - individualist,

austerely moralist, romantic, anti-capitalist and communalist after a

medieval fashion - could consider itself Proudhonist. The numerous

efforts made by anarcho-syndicalist and extreme right-wing groups to

get together before and after the First ,/orld Jar are incomprehensible

unless this background is borne in mind. (10)

In sum, the essential characteristics of the political movement

created by the intellectuals of the 1930's were intellectual anarchism

and eclecticism: while they shied away from all formal systems and dogmas -

and this was the point of their Personalism - they were cheerfully prepared

to annex ideas from stey and all for their own purposes. Nevertheless,

and if only in the interests of simplification, a break-down of the

tendencies, groups and reviews will be made. (11)

There was the neo-traditionalist school which ranged from the extreme
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Right through Action Frangaise renegades to the Christian Democratic

orientated Personalis® of Jacques Maritain. It included numerous

ephemeral reviews such as Combat. Reaction. Cahiers. La Revue du Siecle

etc. (12) The neo-traditionalists were, in the main, Catholics who

before the Pope's condemnation of 1926 had frequently sympathised with

Action Francaise. At the same time, it should be said that many young

Catholics had already been evolving away from Maurras before 1926. The

general intellectual ferment within Catholicism, the new social teachings of

the Church, its insistence on the dominance of Christian values over

the notion of State supremacy and its broad support of internationalist

principles - all of this contributed to separating young French

Catholics from fascism. (15) Jean de Fabregues, Maurras1 secretary,

went over to Thomism out of concern with social and economic problems

and not just on account of the Pope's action. From then until the war,

this former right-wing extremist proclaimed himself for the preservation

of civilisation and the liberty of the spirit against all totalitarian

doctrines and regimes. However, if many former Action Franoa3.se young

Catholic intellectuals followed Fabregues, not all did and the political

positions taken up by Combat were often indistinguishable from those of

the fascist Right.

More significant in the present context were the reviews that were

all, in their different ways, Proudhonist. Of these, Ordre Houveau

was the most practically inventive? it was also readier than the others

to take the political bit between its teeth in the sense of tackling

such concrete and practical problems as [structures and the relationship

of means to ends. (14) For this reason it was labelled as 'technocratic*

by Esprit which remained, for its own part, resolutely intellectual,

moralist and Christian in its political approach. Plans and L'Homme

Re'el both had syndicalist leanings and were close to Sorel as well as

to Proudhon. Plans - to give some idea of the eclecticism of the epoch -
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started out with a slight weakness for fascism but then became in¬

creasingly hostile towards it and ended up in sympathy with the Soviet

Union® L' Ilomme Nouveau. while inspired partly by Proudhon, was the

most ambiguous politically? the only theme that emerged clearly was its

anti-capitalism. (15)

What exactly did Personalism signify in the 1930's? In one sense,

Personalism was as diffuse and ambiguous as the assorted collection of

people who preached it; it was a convenient label and rallying cry rather

than a coherent political theory. 'Rien ne serait plus faux que de

parler du 'personnalisme' comme d'une ^cole ou d'une doctrine', as one

of its original instigators, Jacques Maritain, has written.

C'est un phenomene de reaction contre deux erreurs oppos^es
et c'est tin phenomene in^vitablement tres melange. II n'y
a pas de doctrine personnaliste mais des aspirations
personnalistes et une bonne douzaine de doctrines personnal-
istes qui n'ont parfois de commun que le mot de la personne.
II y a des personnalismes a tendance proudhoni&n*ea, des
personnalismes qui penchent vers la dictature et des
personnalismes qui penchent vers l'anarchie. (16)

Nonetheless, for all the woolly sentimentalism it sometimes tried to

pass off as political theory and the reams of vague spiritual terms -

lumiere, clartfe, rayonnement, eclair, joie, mystere (17) - it poured

out with abandon over the political arena^ Personalism had a very real

political significance. This may be fully grasped only if the doctrine

is approached at different levels. In its most basic and unstructured

sense, Personalism implied a particular mode of thinking about politics

and society that was based on Catholicism, and especially on French

Catholicism in all its ambiguity. At a more concrete politioal level,

it also described two particular processes: the transition of a section

of French Catholics from the Right to the Christian Democratic Left;

and secondly, the reconversion of part of the French Teft, both Catholic
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and non-Catholic, to Proudhonist anarchism. Personalism was a con¬

venient label, especially for Catholics: under cover of the ideological

fog it created, they could make their way comfortably to the centre

Left and even to the extreme Left without feeling too hampered by the

heavy hand of the French Church hierarchy, frequently less liberal than

Pius XI.

The central concept of Personalism, considered as a set of political

principles governing political thought and action, was the dualism of

individual and society: the individual must oonsider the community since

he can have no existence outside it, but tiie community, equally, must

respect -the rights of the individual. In this Personalism was a reaction,

as Maritain observed, against the contrazy errors of individualism and

totalitarianism, whether fascist or communist. Individualism, generally

qualified as 'selfish* was held to be derived from Protestantism. The

dualistic concern for the person (this term was used to avoid individual)

and for the community, the non-conformists claimed to find in the original

inspiration of Christianity or, more specifically, in Catholicism. The

other Protestant practice which they condemned was the separation of the

spiritual from the temporal domain. Politics, like economics, should be

governed by moral values. This was what was meant by the phrase, the

'primacy of the spiritual*, next only in popularity to the 'crisis of

civilisation' in the political jargon of the 1930's intellectuals. At

the same time, the spiritual had to be inseparable from the carnal - to

use again the tezminology of the period. This idea had a double meaning.

The practical aspect signified that Man has physical as well as moral needs

and the purpose of political life is to enable them to be harmonised - a

concept stemming from the medieval political theory of Saint Thomas Aquinas.

The intellectual aspect consisted in the belief that humanism must be a

set of operative principles rather than an abstract idea: thought and
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action must remain iadissolubly linked. This doctrine was contained

once again in medieval theology and political theory but also, and

more forcefully, in the French Jansenist tradition. Both ideas were,

of course, part of the contemporary reaction against rationalist

abstractions and against liberal democratic systems whose roots were

SB tightly curled around die Protestant belief in the freedom of the

disincarnated soul,

Personalism did not always lead to specific solutions. But, at

the very least, the political and moral assumptions on which it rested

served as a critique of all existing systems. Fascism and communism

were rejected as not accommodating the person, Capitalism was condemned

for gross materialism and inhumanity. Liberal democracy was criticised

for ignoring the concrete needs of the individual and the community

aspects of society. Whereas the person should be the pivot of the

political system, the Soviet Union exalted the State and the United

States the economy. Ho existing system could satisfy a Personalist.

At the same time, there were considerable nuances in the definition

Personalists gave to the concept of the person. Those whose origins lay

on the Right tended to think in terms of the eternal truths of human

nature independent of will; their vision of society, consequently, was

more static and conservative than that of Esprit and Ordre liouveau.

Esprit, for its part, accused Ordre Nouveau of seeing the spiritual too

exclusively in terms of the self-assertive liberty of Man, and so neglecting

the puritan internal struggle of Man against himself, (20) But, in

essence, what Personalism meant for them all, whether in the name of a

Christian idea of personal responsibility or of a Hietzschian will to

power, was the domination of the material world by Man: •Nous appelons

personnaliste toute civilisation affirmant le primat de la personne humaine

sur les necessites materielles et sur les appareils oollectifs qui soutiennent

son development* • (21)

Although essentially Catholic in origin, the principles of Personalism
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were perfectly acceptable to non-Catholics since they also constituted

part of French political culture. Until 1905, Church and State were

linked in France, while capitalism was relatively undeveloped. Con¬

sequently, the notion that politics and economics should be closely

supervised by moral values was not alien to Frenchmen. Moreover, the

historical development which led to individualism was missing in France.

Calvinism itself, as Tawney has pointed out, was far from in¬

dividualistic at the outset; it became so largely through its inter¬

action with the early stages of capitalism. (22) In France, the

stimulus of capitalism was missing both in the seventeenth century,

when royal bureaucratic agents were appointed to take over economic

functions that would otherwise have been handled by the nascent middle

class, and again in the nineteenth century when instead of launching

into commerce, the bourgeoisie gravitated instead towards the admin¬

istration. (23) Thus Franco never experienced the pressure that built

up in Protestant countries to free temporal interests from the constraints

of religious values, as it avoided the development of religious dissent

into strict economic and political individualism. Its position, in

faot, was unique: unlike the Catholic south, France had an important

libertarian tradition in Jansenism; and unlike in the Protestant north,

the values of medieval communalism were virtually intact and capitalism

weak.

Finance in France has been traditionally dominated by Protestants

and Jews. French industry, as late as the 1930's, still consisted of

a large number of family concerns, often not excessively inspired by

motives of profit but instead paternalistic in on almost medieval manner,

exercising a heavy-handed moral surveillance over the lives of their

wo risers but at the same time concerned to protect them against age and

unemployment. (24) Even the most celebrated textbook used in Republican



schools before the end. of the nineteenth century subscribed to the

Catholic economic ethic: namely that one should make only a minimum

profit and one's moral duty is to share with others. (25)
Practically, of course, by the twentieth century individualism

and capitalism had become part of social and economic reality in France

as elsewhere. But in France they lacked both the deep roots and the

aura of moral virtue that they had acquired in Protestant countries.

In the light of French values, capitalism, for example, was not a

virtue but a vice. That the riches of the country could be exploited

by a few, flew in the face of the concept of society as a community.

Also because France has traditionally been a country of artisans and

small peasant proprietors the separation of work from capital in the

interests of profit was never fully accepted. But in the last resort,

the condemnation of capitalism was really total because metaphysical:

a society that values the accumulation of material wealth while permitting

poverty is a society degrading to the human soul.

Liberal parliamentary democracy was regarded with no more favourable

an eye. It was merely the instrument employed by a minority to protect

its material interests. Moreover, it frustrated the real role of Man

in society which should be at the level of 'natural communities* - the

family, work, the region etc. Here again religion was mingled with

social reality, for the idea of natural communities was not only derived

from medieval Christianity but also corresponded to the mentality of a

still predominantly rural and artisanal country. (26)

Personalist principles, then, despite the aethereal terminology

they were sometimes couched in, were profoundly subversive. They were

subversive both of the country's institutional structures as of all the

values of the modern, materialist and industrial society into which it
I

was belatedly evolving. Nevertheless, had this return to original French
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sources remained only a matter of attitudes, its impact would probably

have been extremely limited. As it was, Personalist principles were

incorporated in two coherent doctrines which became influential in

particular after the Second World War.

The more moderate of the two doctrines was the Personalism

associated with the name of Jacques Maritain. Maritain had been a

Protestant and anarchist Socialist before the spiritual revival of

the turn of the century swept him, along with many others of his

generation, into the arms of the Catholic Church, Once converted,

he recovered rapidly from the anti-rationalist impulses that had at

least partially inspired his conversion, quarrelled with his more

mystically-minded and non-conforming friends like Peguy, and became

a leading exponent of Thomism.

In 1926, Maritain was once more cau^it up in the new currents

that were slowly changing the face of French Catholicism. The Pope's

condemnation of action Franpaise, to which he himself belonged, forced

him to think seriously about politics for the first time. Hitherto,

his own preoccupations had been principally religious and philosophical

and if he sympathised with Maurras' organisation this was on account

of the strong moral distaste he felt for the political life of the

Third lepublic, coupled with the patriotio attachment he felt for

France and not because he was in any sense fascist. (27) Now in 1927,

realising the fundamental amoralism of Action Franqaise (in the tradition

of nineteenth century Positivism, it rejected all normative morals), he

published La Prlmaute du Spiritual, both an explicit repudiation of

Maurras' doctrines and an assertion that morals must be the dominant

force in politics. Henceforth, Maritain was to be the mouthpiece and

interpreter of Pius XI in France, integrating papal encyclicals with

Thomism and all the while moving steadily in the direction of Christian

Democracy.
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Maritain's Personalism was principally a philosophical operation.

Its purpose was to change the assumptions of Catholics in their approach

to politics and thereby shift them gradually from the Right to centre

Left. But, in so far as it also entailed a broadly coherent concept

of the State and the relationship of the individual to it, this brand

of Personalism had three main aspects: the justification of pluralism

and also of political action per se; anti-capitalism; a liberal theory

of the State.

In Humanisme Integral, published in 1936, Maritain advanced an

idea that appeared highly innovatory at the time: namely that religious

differences should not divide people politically and that Catholics

must work together with non-Catholics for the common good of all.

Moreover, while politics remain subordinate to morals, Catholics must

also realise that politics is a domain with its own techniques: politics

and morals must be distinguished but not separated and the techniques of

politics must be learned like others. 'II ne suffit pas d'etre pieux,

juste et saint pour etre un bon politique. II faut encore la connaiss-

ance des techniques utiles au service du bien comrnun..' (28) Having

thus brought Catholics to understand their political duties as Christians,

Maritain set about changing their view of the economy as well as of the

State. Capitalism signified the exploitation of Man by Man; and

Karitain, without going so far as to demand its abolition, insisted

instead on its close control. On the basis of the medieval notion of

the just wage and the encyclicals Quadragissimo Anno and Carite Compolisi

of 1931 and 1932, he demanded the right to work and to a minimum wage and

even accepted public ownership, if on a limited scale. In general, he

condemned capitalism as materialistic, contraiy to Christian values

and harmful to fraternity among men. In addition^to taking a more

responsible view of society and the economy, Catholics must also par¬

ticipate more actively in the State. Inspired again by medieval

Catholicism and by Quadragissimo Anno, Maritain maintained that the
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power of the State must he limited by a variety of groups and

associations and that Catholics must initiate and support these.

Finally, by the late 1930*8, Maritain even went the length of approv¬

ing parliamentary democracy, although he later claimed that his first

experience of democracy as a living reality rather than an abstract

set of slogans was in the United States.

Maritain's Personalism, clearly, was not the new political solution

for the western world that the non-conformists were seeking. Certainly,

it hoped to modify both capitalism and parliamentary democracy - mainly

by participation, popular control and a large dose of Christian morality -

but it did not direct against them the full subversive force of its

first principles. It was, for France, a rare political phenomenon! a

theoretical compromise. Sometimes, after the War, it contributed to

creating a sense of unease with the system even among moderate Catholics

who seemed often to be vaguely searching for 'autre chose' - something

else. (29) But the radical values of the non-conformists were most

fully and faithfully incorporated in and carried forward by "the Person¬

alism derived from Proudhon.

The revival of Proudhonist anarchism under the label of Personalism

was a development common to Catholic and non-Catholic groups. Proudhon,

then by Sorel and Peguy, were the main references of all the philosophic-

ally-minded non-conformists. (30) The use of the term Personalism -

as opposed to Proudhonism - appears to have had a mixture of motives.

First there was the original spiritual inspiration of most of the reviews

and the diverse religious beliefs they represented,so that some common

neutral term was needed. Then there was -the fact that they discovered

Proudhon en route rather than starting out with his doctrines. Finally

the short duration of the reviews meant there was insufficient time for
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either a full-scale exploration of Proudhon or for the word Person-

alism to be supplanted by the term Proudhonism. (31) Ordre Kouveau.

for instance, explained its attachment to Proudhonism in the following
V

terms: 'Sans nous rattacher le moins du monde a Proudhon, nous nous

sentons spontanement proche de lui, de meme que nous sommes proche de

Sorel et de Peguy sans etre de leur5disciples.• (32) It is true

that the review was never slavishly admiring of Proudhon's doctrines:

it approved only the anarchism of the Prinoip, Federatif and combined

it with an economic system different - albeit only in emphasis - from

his mutualism. But neither Ordre Nouveau itself nor any of the other

reviews such as Plans diverged from or developed Proudhon's basic

theory of the State, Even his approach to politics and to political

parties, which might profitably have been modified, remained intact.

The oreative role of the non-conformists was mainly restricted to

integrating modern developments - technological, industrial, economic

and social - with anarchism, a process 1iiat Proudhon would have been

the first to approve in view of his insistence on the importance of

contemporary conditions.

Besides the fact that Proudhonism was in line with the libertarian

aspirations of the time, its resuscitation is not hard to explain

historically. In the 1930's Marxism was just beginning to be taught

in French universities, while the anoient and indigenous tradition of

anarchism was dormant rather than dead. At the turn of the century

anarcho-syndicalism - Proudhonism allied with revolution - had been the

dominant ideology among French workers. (33) This sympathy was far

from confined to the working class: Leon Blum maintained that the whole

literary tradition of which he was a part at this time was permeated

with anarchist thought. (34)

While the violent strand of anarchism declined with the failure of
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the great strikes prior to the First World War, interest in Proudhon

was rekindled. Just before and after the War various attempts were

made, especially by tiie CGT, to creat Proudhonist circles and a general

climate of interest in his woik. Leon Jouhaux, who dominated the CGT

for nearly fifty years, remained Proudhonist in sympathy although, in

practice, he was obliged to renounce the anarchist aspect of his syn¬

dicalism. Anarchism by the 1930's was indisputably in decline, but

it still constituted a fundamental strand of French cultures Arnaud

Dandieu*s family, for instance, possessed the entire works of Proudhon

and that is how he came to discover anarchism. (35)

The anarchist attachment of the non Catholic non-conformists then

is readily understandable. But the fact that Catholics should have

sympathised with Proudhon, while cold-shouldering Christian Democracy,

is more surprising. Logically, the link between a rigidly authoritarian

religion such as Catholicism still was in the 1930's, and a specifically

anti-authoritarian moral and political doctrine like anarchism is not

self-evident.

There were Catholic members in all of the groups, but Bsprit, which

carried Proudhonist Personalism over into the post-War era, was overwhelm¬

ingly Catholic and it was led, moreover, by a man whose faith in his

religion was unshakeable: Emmanuel Mounier. At a word from .tome, Mounier,

whose whole life was his review, would have suppressed it. (36) Esprit

was not, of course, a mass circulation paper in the Catholic world - its

circulation was around 6,000 - but it carried considerable weight in avant-

garde intellectual circles and was, in addition, particularly popular

among young seminarists who read it regularly - and in secret. (37) The

question, therefore, is: was the anarchist attachment of Esprit accidental,

the somewhat perverse but not particularly significant political penchant

of a tiny minority. And if not - if it was somehow tied up with or
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contained within their Catholicism - does it offer an insight into

the complex interaction of religious and political attitudes in France?

Neither Kounier during his life-time nor Esprit after his death

were particularly explicit with respect to the Proudhonist inspiration

of Personalism. In memorial number on Mounier in 1950, after his death,

the review treated Personalism as if it were a unique, but unsystematic

form of philosophy: copious references were made to Ihomism and to

existentialism, but no one mentioned that Mounier's Personalism was

Proudhonism. Today the term Personalism has dropped out of sight at

Esprit altogether. Attitudes towards it tend to fall into one of two

categories: there are those who consider Personalism with the kind of

absent-minded veneration they might accord the relics of some minor saint

and who still refer to it, if at all, with a pious but fleeting intellect¬

ual genuflexion} then there are those who maintain cynically and in

private that Personalism, while full of Christian sound and fury,

signified nothing.

Yet, even if Mounier's own declarations on ifee subject were rarely

unambiguous, he himself admitted on at least one occasion that the

inspiration of Personalism and Proudhonism were identical. And he quite

frequently referred to the link between Personalism and the humanist

traditions of French socialism#

As early as 1937-38, Mounier wrote a long article which, for all

its reservations, was extremely sympathetic to anarchist ideas. In

the course of it he observed that current research should be directed

towards defining a non-authoritarian State such as Proudhon had already

outlined: 'Je ne vois guere de difference pratique entre les fomules

du Principe Fe'deratif et celles de l'Etat d'inspiration pluraliste dont

le personnalisme a plus d'une fois esquisse 1'inspiration.' (38) His

reservations about anarchism were on three scores: its antiJ-theism,

its optimism and its legalism. Now, so far as Proudhon is concerned -
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as opposed to Bakunin or Kropotkin - the reproaches of optimism and

Positivism were singularly misplaced and indicate that Mounier, at

the time, had not fully grasped Proudhon's doctrines. This, moreover,

is borne out by his assertion that oat of the three, Kropotkin's

anarchism was backed by the most complete philosophy. On the other

hand, anarchist anti-theism could hardly be expected to recommend

itself to a Christian like Mounier and his criticisms of Proudhon's

and Saint-Simon's anti-political tendencies were certainly justified,

if contradicted by his own anti-political remarks. (39) It seems

reasonable to oonclude that before the War, Mounier. felt separated from

Proudhon by his own incomplete understanding of Proudhon and by Proudhon's

attitude towards God. That he should, in the circumstances, have stuck

to the term Personalism at this time is thus perfectly understandable.

It is evident from the footnotes to the anarchist article that

Mounier was already acquainted with a good many of Proudhon*s work prior

to 1939, but it was during the Occupation that he really studied Proud-

honism intensively. (40) He also taught at the predominantly Catholic

Resistance centre, Uriage, where Proudhon and Peguy were openly acclaimed

as the two great 'French socialists'. (41) And just after the War, in

1945, he cited Proudhon and Jaures as being the sources of the French

humanist socialist tradition to which he attached Personalism.

Nous avons toujours affirme a Esprit que la revolution doit
etre a la fois personnaliste et communitaire, ou, si l'on
veut, personnaliste et socialiste, les deux termes etant
a peu pres synonymes dans la grande tradition francaise. (42)

Moreover, the book he published on Personalism just before his death

was no less than a summary - and a somewhat bald one - of the philosoph¬

ical and moral concepts of -the Pascalian-Proudhonian tradition. Man

shapes his own destiny and humanises the world by his 'liberte

responsable'. (43) The dialectical relationship of Man to nature is
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the mainspring of progress; and progress itself is a never-ending

struggle against the resistant forces of nature: la voie propre de

l'homme est cet optimisme tragique ou il trouve sa juste mesure dans un

climat de grandeur et de lutte'. (44) Institutions impoverish inten-

personal relations but are nevertheless necessary, although preferably

on a small-scale. Education is better than violence as a way of changing

the world:

... le porsonn&lisme donnera toujours le primat aux
techniques d'education et de pers^uasion sur les techniques
de pression, de ruse ou de mensonge: car l'homme ne va bien
que la ou il va avec tout lui-metoe. LfUnite d'un monde de
personnes ne peut s'obtenir que dans la divorsite des
vocations et l'authenticite' des adhesions, C'est une voie
plus diffioile et plus longue que les brutalites du pouvoir,*(45)

In sum, then, one can safely say that by the post-war years Mounier

had acquired a thorough knowledge of Proudhon's thou^it and was perfectly

well aware of the link between it and his own brand of Personalism. Yet

why, in that case, did he patent the concept? Although Esprit was

earnestly engaged in preaching the creed of Personalism to the Catholic

world - and with no small success - Mounier in the main refrained from

drawing attention to the umbilical cord that connected Personalism to

Proudhonian anarchism. On the other hand, he was quite prepared to

invoke the great French Socialist traditions in general terms. Again,

his book, Le Personnalisme, dropped philosophical names with considerable

abandon - Nietzsche, Heidigger, Kant, Marx - but ignored Proudhon. It

is a strange document altogether. It presented the bare bones of the

Pascalian-Proudhonian tradition without the flesh, omitting both the

metaphysical context of Pascalian morality and most of Proudhon's political

doctrine. It is scarcely surprising, in the circumstances, that Person¬

alism has since been relegated to oblivion, for, without an understanding

of its sources, the book is largely incomprehensible. Why, then, did

Mounier write it? And why was he so reticent regarding Protldhon? But
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before attempting to answer those questions, it is necessary to examine

why Kounier should have opted for Proudhonian anarchism in the first

place.

Proudhon was a moralist who sought to create a society to suit Kan

rather than to tailor human beings to fit the pattern of some ideal

society. He thus began by considering Kan in society in total terms,

suppressing all barriers between the moral, physical and social aspects

of his existence: alienation occurs when any facet of Kan is hurt, Man

regarded as a being of infinite complexity but who aspires fundamentally

to internal liberty within himself as well as to equality with other

men. However, given the imperfection of humanity, the total end of

alienation was not envisaged by Proudhon's final schema. For him the

best society possible in an imperfect world was one which allowed for

the maximum possible freedom while making a realistic assessment of

material possibilities: the society outlined in the princintFederatif.

in fact.

Mounier approached society in exactly the same way: as a libertarian

moralist concerned to create a situation of minimum human alienation.

The first theoretical step in this direction, as he saw it, was to separate

the original and genuine values of the Left from ihe ideologies and

systems that enclosed them. (46) These values consisted essentially of

two component parts: the people and, secondly, what Mounier described as

l'habitus democratique. II est lie' ni a la democratie
individualiste, ni au parliamentarisms, ni a la loi du
nombre, ni au progres des lumieres; il unit le sentiment
de l'egalite spirituelle des hommes au souci de proteger
leur vie personelle contre les abus de tous les pouvoirs,
et k la sollicitude des corps publics pour chacun d'eux,
sans exception prejugee.(47J

It is clear from this passage, as from everything Mounier ever wrote on

the subject, that he saw personal morality as being very directly the

foundation of all society. It is up to each individual and not to
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society to shape his own destiny, he once observed. (48) The community

aspects of political life must never be forgotten, of course, but

authority must never interfere with Kan's internal liberty: 'Ce que le

pouvoir ne peut se subordonner, c'est ma personne et sa liberie
profonde.' (49) As for the State, it must be kept at a distance:

'Surtout il ne faut pas se substituer aux personnes pour les decisions

dont depend leur destin meme.' (50) This is where problems started

for Mounier. Like all libertarian political theorists he inevitably

came up against the question: where does the frontier lie between private

life and sooiety with its necessaiy constraints?

It appears evident tittat the anarchist direction taken by Mounier

at this point had as its origin a violent revulsion from the idea of

political power. His article on anarchism makes some revealing dis¬

tinctions in thi3 respect. 'Autorite' is purely moral and 'puissance*

denoted physical force. But between the two is 'force*, the visible

instrument of authority: '... non exclusif d'une certaine contrainte

quoique tendant, par destination spirituelle, a s'en expurger toujours

plus completement.' (51) This recalls, quite irresistibly, Alain's

dictum: 'La vrai Pouvoir Spiritual ... est seulement spirituelf il agit

en eclairant l'opinion, c'est a dire par la parole et l'ecriture seulement.'

It was also in line with Proudhon's belief that progress in morali^ and
knowledge would lead, in time, to the progressive diminuation of power

in society.

Mounier's assumption, following Proudhon and Alain, was quite clearly

that power is immoral and that society, therefore, only becomes moral as

power is transformed into authority - an authority, moreover, vested in

the entire social body and defined as a living tissue of persons to

stress the individual identity of each within it. (52) Like Proudhon

and Alain, Mounier had no patience with the idea of an abstract general will.

He saw the moralising factor in society, the element that decreased power,
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in liberty - in the free, creative faculty of each individual:

L'Etat retrouve par elle un contenu spirituel....
avec, par excellence, pour attribut 'd'instituer,
de creer, d'inaugurer, d1installer* et le moins
possible, contrairement a la fonnule ambigue et
dangereuse d' 'executer*. (53)

It was because he saw the duty of society to enable the maximum moral

as well as material fulfilment of the individual that Mounier condemned

formal democracy. Liberal, parliamentary democracy with its trappings

of parties and elections he dismissed disdainfully as the rule of the

anonymous number. Only a political system that permitted the living

responsibility of each person, to use one of his favourite phrases (54)»

could be regarded as genuinely free.

Because Mounier habitually blurred the frontiers between morals and

politics, his whole outlook on society was directly shaped by the moral

qualities he attributed to humanity. His first optimistic theoretical

assumption - that Kan aspires to liberty and equality - he qualified by

the more pessimistic after-thought that Man never lives up to his dreams

and desires. On this basis, like Proudhon, he opted for a weak, highly

decentralised State rather than for absolute anarchism. He justified

his choice, characteristically, not on practical grounds of social

organisation but because of the way he interpreted Man's nature: 'L'Etat
/ > /

personnaliste est un etat faible, au sens£ ou l'humanite est faible devant

la violence, ou la loyaute est faible devant le cynisme, ou la verite,

parfois, est faible devant le mensonge'.(55) This analysis of Mounier's

anarchism still leaves one vital question unanswered: as a loyal member

of a heirarchical and authoritarian Church, where did Kounier find the

inspiration for his ideas on spiritual liberty and equality, to say

nothing of his feeling for the tragedy of human affairs?

To understand Mounier's politics, it is neoessary first to grasp

the type of man and the kind of Christian he was. Mounier was brought
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up in a modest family at Grenoble in the Dauphine. (56) His deepest

desire was to become a musician. However, he began by studying med¬

icine only to switch soon to philosophy. His professor at Grenoble,

Jean-Jacques Chevalier, was an admirer of Pascal and published a book

on him in 1926; otherwise Ohevalier was a strong and even oppressive

personality so that Mounier, who was nobody's disciple, was glad to

be able to escape to Paris. Here he followed up his earlier academic

successes and was highly placed in the final examinations at the Ecole

Noraiale. But the academic conformism and the fastidious hierarchies

of the Sorbonne held no attraction for him; rejecting the professional

and material security of an academic career, he launched himself,

despite his lack of financial means, into the highly risky enterprise

of founding the review Esprit. By this time, Mounier was in his late

twenties. The formative influences on his life until then had been

the death of his only friend and the discovery of Peguy. Mounier was

only 20 when his friend died and the event plunged him into a deep

spiritual crisis which deepened his own sense of the tragedy of life.
y

The influence of Peguy, on whom he wrote a book, was at once religious

and political. It instilled his Christianity with a vigorous activism

and brought him into contact with the humanist traditions of the French

Left. Mounier himself later wrote 1

Je puis temoigner personnellement que la decouverte de
Peguy autour de nos vingt ans fut pour beaucoup dans la
decision qui nous amena a chercher, autour de la revue
Esprit, le lien entre les grandes traditions revolutionn-
aires franjaises et ses grandes traditions spirituelles. (57)

The similarities between Mounier and Peguy were very striking.

Both came from modest, provincial circumstances. Both edited a review

and chose to live a life of poverty and hardship. Both abhorred

intellectualism and the dogmatic orthodoxy of the left-wing political

parties. No doubt Mounter's non-conformism was less aggressive and
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intolerant on the surface than Peguy's but its spirit was no less pure

and absolutist. He can scarcely have been very much easier to work

with. (58) Most significant of all, however, was the similarity be¬

tween their religious attitudes. For, like Peguy, Mounier was in the

direct line of Jansenist puritanism.

The Catholicism of Mounier was libertarian, quasi-mystical, internal

and absolutist. As in the case of Peguy, this internal puritanism led

to a revulsion from the familiar satanio duo of the Jansenists: the clergy

and the bourgeoisie. (59) The clergy !4ounier dismissed out of disdain

for human hierarchies. The bourgeoisie he regarded as embodying all

that was comfortable and conformist, therefore sinful. Non-conformism

was one of the first articles of his creed: 'L'homme peut vivre a la

maniere d'une chose. Mais comme il n'est pas une chose, une telle vie

lui apparait sous l'aspect d'une demission: c'est le 'divertissement'

de Pascal.. '(60) He would have applauded warmly Alain's cynical

observation that no bourgeois has ever been known to sacrifice his career

in the interest of truth. In common with the Jansenists and Peguy,

Kounier saw the people as somehow endowed with semi-mystical qualities

of virtue. (61)

His commitment was neither to theology nor to dogma but to the

practice of self transcendence and purification. He was an absolutist,

but one who recognised the hopelessness of his own deepest inclinations:

•La croyance en un Absolu ne donne aucun droit de simplifier la complexite

du relatif et de traiter peremptoirement les problemes humains, en sautant

les difficultes.* (62) In fact, Mounier's metaphysical and philosophical

approach was squarely in the tradition of Pascal. He had the same

dialectical caste of mind (63); the same impatience with rationalism and

concern with the real; the same mystical tendency - the Spanish mystic,

Jean des Anges, was one of Kounier*s life-long interests; the same belief

in the tragic grandeur of humanity. There was also a similar existential
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flavour to his religion, althou^i he seems not to have shared the deep
/

spiritual anguish that Pascal and Peguy experienced at various periods

of their lives. If faith for Kounier was closer to a bet than a

tranquil assurance, he did not, in the last resort, ever doubt til the

existence of God.

At the same time, Mounier always maintained that personalism and

existentialism had in common a particular approach:

C'esi.. le sens dramatique de 1*existence humaine et de ses

perspectives: la fragilite de son etre, l'aveuglement et le
risque de ses croyances, les limitations de son savoir, la
precarite de ses institutions, les silences du^onde, la
solitude deo etres, le gout de la mort et de neant qui
accompagne toute experience profonde: disons le son pascalien
de l'existentialisme. (64)

In existentialism, Mounier rejected mainly despair and resignation. A

sense of tragedy was permissible for a Christian - pessimism and the

acceptance of the absurdity of the world were not. *11 est absurde que

tout soit absurde. Ou, en termes pascaliens, incomprehensible que

tout soit incomprehensible', wrote Kounier. (65) On the other hand,

many of his most basic ideas were bred by his existential outlook: the

critique of spiritual alientation - of living like an object, un¬

consciously; the insistence on the impotence of reason and the para¬

doxical nature of all truth; the consciousness of the drama of the human

oondition, the limits imposed on humanity by time and space; and perhaps

also the preoccupation not to lose contact with non-believers. Like

Pascal, Mounier remained determined to keep his lines of communication

open to people of other denominations and even to atheists.

Mounier was always insistent on the modernity of Pascal. And in

his early twenties, at least, he was certainly powerfully attracted by

his thinking: 'Toujours plus encore je m'enfonce dans Pascal.' (66)

Consequently it is rather odd how little 3erious discussion on Jansenism

occurs in all the vast body of his works. One is tempted to conclude
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that, like Peguy, he avoided contact with heresy by prudently claiming

to find his inspiration in Saint Augustin and the early Christians. (67)

In so far as Mounter's religious attitudes are important in the

understanding of his political ideas, it is necessary to examine one

further problem: namely his relationship with the Catholic Church.

Peguy was relatively consistent in that he was never fully reconciled

with the Church as an institution even after his reconversion to

Catholicism. Mounier, on the contrary, was an obedient Catholic. It

has already been observed that if Rome had insisted, he would have

abandoned Esprit. Yet Mounter's religious libertarianism was indisputable.

He even declared his support for the banned Pascalian, Laberthonniere,

openly. (68) So how was it that he could bow to the will of Rome with

such apparent ease?

The answer lies, no doubt, in the profoundly Pascalian attitude of

Mounier towards the Church and the Pope. This was a singular combinat¬

ion of cynical radicalism and mystical traditionalism. Mounier felt a

profound disdain both for the institutions of the Church and the person

of the Pope that stemmed essentially from his absolutist puritan attitude

that all human institutions are worthless. At the same time, he had a

regard for the tradition that the Church represented - its mission, in

his eyes, was derived directly from Christ - and the role that the Pope

played within this tradition. Consequently, on mystical grounds that

constituted a conscious abdication of reason he was prepared to obey

what he considered as no more than the passing caprices of the hierarchy.

(69) Besides, Mounier thought of the dignity of Man as being included

within the principle of Catholicism and since it ,was his habit to think

in terms of principle rather than practice, perhaps the authoritarian

structure of the Church really did not worry him unduly. All the same,

the hypothesis that Mounter's anarchism was in part a compensation for

his Catholicism is difficult to dismiss entirely. Would he really have
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found it quite so necessary to substitute moral authority for power on

the political plane within the context of a libertarian Church?

Beyond all the unanswerable aspects of Mounier's religious tend¬

encies, one point emerges clearly and that is the link between his re¬

ligion and his politics. Spiritual libertarianism and egalitarianism;

an absolute disdain for money, power and institutions; the striving for

internal purity - all these political characteristics of Mounier's

anarchism were intimately linked to his religious puritanism. Even

Mounier's approach to Christian Democracy - a practical problem of pol¬

itics on the surface - was dictated by his metaphysics.

Mounier founded Esprit on an anti-bourgeois and oecumenical basis;

he intended to keep in contact with the people and with non-Catholics.

With this position an all-Catholic, middle-class political party was

obviously in contradiction. Then the clericalism and sentimental opt¬

imism, as he saw it, of Christian Democracy was fundamentally at odds

with his own austere and anxious puritanism. Finally, to tie Christian¬

ity to a party was equivalent, in the eyes, to abandoning David to the

lion's den. Political action per se was *une terrible mangeuse d'hommes'

(70) to quote one of his more restrained comments on the subject. All

Mounier's central political assumptions - the virtue of the people; the

inseparable link between internal, puritan values and political humanism;

the necessity for Christianity to dissociate itself from impure political

institutions - were in reality derived from the fundamental principles

of his religion. True to the Pascalian humanist tradition, Mounier

saw the political problem not in terms of the individual giving moral

value to institutions but rather in terms of Man humanising the world

with the values inherent in him.

Given, then, that Mognier was essentially a Proudhonist anarchist,

why was he so reticent about the real sources of his Personalism after

the War? And why, in his final book on Personalism did he shear the
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doctrine of most of its main political conclusions and leave it as a

rather bald moral code, suspended like a kite over the political arena

without visible attachment to practical realities? If not answers,

then at least clues are probably to be found in these factors: the

Catholic Church, Communism and Kounier's own character.

First of all, an open admission of the Proudhonist influence on

his Personalism would have created difficulties for Mounier with the

Church. In the early post-war days, the Catholic Church still had

not come to terms with socialism. Moreover, Proudhon, who had spent

his life hurling abuse at Catholicism was obviously particularly un¬

popular with the Catholic ecclesiastical hierarchy. But just as de¬

cisive, and perhaps more so, were the difficulties Proudhon would have

created for Mounier vis-a-vis Communism. This problem is of particular

interest since it raises as many questions as to the real nature of

French Communism as it answers with respect to Hounier's political

attitudes.

After the Second v/orld War, one of the constants in Mounier*s

thinking on politics was the determination not to be cut off from the

Communist Party. In part, this was because of the partial reconcil¬

iation that had taken place between Communists and Catholics through

working together in the Resistance. But beyond this, Mounier felt a

deep ideological bond with the Communists for two reasons: he had a

semi-mystical attachment to the people as opposed to the bourgeoisie,

and he sensed in the Communists the same absolutist quality of faith

as his own. His observations on the working class, from which he

refused to be separated, frequently bordered on the lyrical:

tout action qui n*integrerait pas sa maturity politique,
son experience fraternelle, son audace de vues, sa capacite
de sacrifice, est aujourd'hui vouee a l'echeo, voire a la
sterilisation progressive. (71)
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And sincejthe Communist Party represents the people, reasoned Mounier,
it must not be shut away in a political ghetto. His attitude towards

the Socialist Party, on the other hand, was at once singular and un¬

fair: despite the fact that the Socialists had modified their Marxism -

in principle* at least, in the interests of liberty - Mounier dismissed

them as shoddy compromisers. On French Socialism he wrote:

Impuissance, vagabondage ideologique et politique,
flottement entre l'etroitesse primaire et la
nkiserie sentimentale, voila ce qu'offre aujourdhui
le socialisms francais..(72)

W1lat attracted him to Communism was the absolutism and purity of the

faith it represented.

At the same time, of course, Mounier could never fundamentally

come to terms with the materialism and authoritarianism of the French

Communist Party. He was caught in the impasse that it was impossible

to act without the people, and impossible to act with the Communists,

Anarchism did not offer a solution to the situation since it would mean

breaking with the working class - injuring the faith of simple folk, as

Mounier put it. Consequently, the only way out was to abandon all

thoughts of mass action and simply link up with old traditions. (73)

This, at least, was his opinion before the War. After the War, he was

more doubtful about the political possibilities of anarchism (74)» while

no more prepared to opt for the Communists. Hence, very likely, the

odd, virtually depolitised version of Personalism that Mounier produced

before his death. But, curiously, the very development Mounier en¬

visaged before the War - thei revival of anarchist traditions as a

challenge to Communism - actually occurred within two decades of his

death. And in this revival, which will be examined in a later chapter,

Mounier*s Personalism played a distinctive part.

In Mounier's attitude towards the Communists - notably in his ob-
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servation that their faith resembled that of the early Christians -

there was a considerable element of romanticism and lack of political

realism. His thinking was coloured, even saturated, by religion.

It was possible, he thought, for the Communists to escape the bureau-

cratisation that constituted their own brand of clericalism - • ce

parasite du christianisme de l'Sglise ' (75) - by internal resources.

This was obviously a direct parallel with his own attitude towards

the Church and it over-looked a fundamental political factor: namely

that, unlike the Church, the Communist Party may control the entire

State in which case'internal resources' are not always helpful.

Nonetheless, Mounier's belief that the Communists had much faith but

little genuine Marxist theology may well offer a valuable insight into

the thinking of French Communist voters, particularly in view of the

coincidence of communist and anarchist themes - the virtue of the people,

the corruption of the bourgeoisie and the wickedness of money, power

and political institutions.

Finally, the confusion about Personalism that Mounier left behind

him was also a product of his own character. Mounier saw perfectly

clearly that there was a distinction to be made between values and their

practical form, between moral attitudes and political action. But h®

never confronted this problem squarely. (76) "the tradition he inherited

was characterised by ambiguity on the relations between personal moraliSyt

and politics; this was neither clarified nor further confused by Kounier,

merely perpetuated. The reason he reacted in this way, in spite of

perceiving the problem, was probably determined by the fact that Mounier's

deepest inclinations were mystical. Political commitment he saw as a

duty, but his heart was never really in it. He said as much himself: 'La

pente essentielle de mon coeur est une pente mystique et je fais le reste

qu'a mon coeur defendant .. Mais je suis de mon cote hante'' par une vue des

trahisons des fils de l'Absolu depuis cent ans'.(77) His woik in the
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world he saw as impure - but necessary:

Moi qui a» eu toute ma vocation inte'rieure tournee vers
la vie eremitique, meditation, flamme inte'rieure, vie
prive^ amitiee, me voila jete' en pleine rue, condamne
au travail impur et bruyant, a la corvee du quartier.
Que Dieu prenne hommage de cette impurete' et en lave
mon coeur...(78)

In this sense, in the preponderance of mysticism over reason in his

make-up and his consequent temptation to retreat from politics, he

was closer to I^eguy than to Proudhon. A member of the Esprit team,

Jean Lacroix, has even suggested that Mounier, in fact, created the

review against himself.(79) This mystical and pietist inclination

probably prevented Mounier from accomplishing a task he was hist-

orically well placed to carry out, namely^/reconcile the anarchist
tradition with organised political activity# However, Mounter's

world-retreating spirit should not be exaggerated either for he undei^

stood ani welcomed (under certain conditions) the advent of the modern

world. And in this sense he was different to Peguy who remained

fundamentally backward-looking.

Mounier has been studied in some detail in this chapter both

because he was a personality of considerable influence in the Catholic

world before and after the Second World War and because of the signif¬

icant relationship between his concept of Christianity and his political

ideas. However, Mounier was an unusual and genuinely non-conforming

personality and it cannot be deduced from his particular case that other

Catholics who discovered Proudhonian anarchism found it by the same path.

Since his generation of young Catholics, especially the intellectuals

among them, generally had strongly libertarian religious leanings, it

is quite possible that they too came to anarchism through religion.

But an enquiry into the Esprit team, for instance, is unfortunately

beyond the scope of this study. By all accounts, Mounier's intellectual
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influence appears to have been considerable, particularly in the sense

of relativising the (ttopianism of some of the others:

Nul plus que lui n*a contribue aux environs de 1935» a
nous sauver des testations utopiques, a nous inoculer,
avant que le mot soit a la mode, ce qu'il fallait
d'existentialisme pour nous ^carter des bavardes abstraits.
Ses remarques sur 1'action, ses reflexions, sur l'engagement
marquent des dates crucial de notre histoire, Combien de
ses formules courent aujourd'hui les rues, qui ne seront
jamais... rattach&B a son nom. (80)

In their quest for a creative political solution to the crisis

of modern industrial society, the nonr-conformists were guided by the

principles that society is to be transformed by changing the values

of the individuals within it, while also taking into account prevail¬

ing material conditions. The values they brought to the task were

the values of rural, Christian Prance. But the conditions they were

applied to were those of an urbanised, technological and industrial

society.

So far, the intellectual influenoe of Proudhon has been con¬

centrated on because it dominated the theoretical approach of the non¬

conformists and determined their theory of the State. But the doctrines

of Saint-Simon had their place in the 1 930's too. Rene Remond has

distinguished between two strands of early French socialist thou^it:

the agrarian, emphasising the role of the producer over the consumer,

tending to Utopianism; and secondly, the industrial strand, scientific

rather than Utopian, and more concerned with the consumer. (81) What

one mi^it call a cross-fertilisation of these two traditions took place

in the 1930's. To a basic Proudhonist doctrinal foundation there was

added an enthusiasm for industiy, science and technology. Mutualism,

corresponding to the agrarian model, was replaced by economic planning
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and in this framework the consumer took precedence over the producer.

The doctrines of Saint-Simon, a combination of rationalist humanism

and Catholic social ethics, had integrated the nascent industrialism

of the early nineteenth century into the French context which was

one of State control rather than capitalist initiative. The result

was a rather authoritarian and technocratic brand of socialism: the

wealth of the community was to be exploited in the interests of all,

and especially of the poorest class, but in a highly organised fashion

and under the direction of a specialised class of industrialists who

cut out the politicians. (82) From this tradition, the non-conformists

dropped the authoritarianism and statism but retained the principle of

rational organisation, the interest in modernisation and, of course,

the anti-political bent.

Plans, for instance, was an extremely avant-garde review, interested

in innovations in every field from interior decoration and architecture -

Corbusier was a contributor - to medicine. It was representative of

the contemporary mood in the belief that society should - and could -

dominate technical advances: *11 s'agit d'ordonner la vie sociale;

organiser l'activite de l'homme; faire de la machine une commodite at

non une tyrannie; se donner un corps dans une cite" logique*.(83) No

doubt the astonishing confidence with which the young intellectuals

confronted aspects of modem society which had as yet made very little

serious impact on France - large-scale industry, for example - was due

partly to the fact that, here again, they were linking up with an old

tradition.

In the last resort, it must be admitted that the effort of the non¬

conformists to create a society to suit Kan - freer and more humane -

did not live up in practice to their honourable intentions. The proposed

solutions, as a rule, were highly abstract although it should be said

in their defence that they simply did not have the time to work out their
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plans in any greater detail. But what really mattered was that they

cleared the intellectual ground around the idea of the crisis of civil¬

isation. Then on the basis of their analysis of the nature of the

soil of modern society, they selected the seed to be sown. These seeds

might be of only passing intellectual interest and of no political sig¬

nificance but for the fact that they were sown by a new French generation

after the Second World War. Consequently, they are worth examining,

briefly, under the following four headings: the individual and the State;

economics; political action; style.

The individual and the State.

The total abolition of the State was never envisaged. Theories

of decentralisation ranged from Proudhon's Princip Federatif to the

strong but limited State, often tinged with corporatism, of the neo-

traditional Right. Frequently, the non-conformists were federalist in

so far as they thought in terms of Europe and not just of France. Plans.

for instance, had a number of European affiliates. This European

approach was supported both by the internationalist principles of the

Catholic Church and also by the federalist doctrines of Proudhon. (84)

The under-lying principle behind decentralisation was not only to

create greater liberty - by balancing local and regional authorities

against the state - but also to humanise society. Consequently, many

intermediary bodies were envisaged between the individual and society:

'
•• cet etat en pretendant se substituer a la societe, a la richesse

vivante des groupes, des communautes, de3 regions, opprime l'homme et

sterilise toute initlave ereatrice*. (85) The idea was that Man needed

not just freedom from authority but, more positively, freedom to act

creatively and responsibly: only this would allow him to control the

complexity and giant-scale of modern society. It was this desire for

control and the horror of gigantism that inspired Ordre Nouveau's
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practical work groups on urbanism and the overall interest shown in

this subject in all the reviews. Although, in theory, the non¬

conformists conceived of decentralisation on the basis of both woik

and geography, in practice they did not go far along the former path.

Workers' control, which will be examined below, was seriously envisaged.

And Mounier thought that the civil service should be instilled with

readiness to take risks and responsibility, but he tfas vague about how

this was to be achieved. In the political, as well as in the economic

propositions of the young Right there was habitually a strain of

corporatism.
r**

V * • ■ - ■'
Economics.

( \

Money together with materialist attitudes were regarded as evil.(86)

One of the worst features of capitalism, in Hounier'o view, was the

kind of people it bred. On the other hand, there was no question for

him or for the others of going back to a handicraft system or to a

peasant economy. (87) Affluence was approved because, in the right

circumstances, it was seen to free people from woik. In general, the

aim of the no&-oonformists was to humanise the economy by controlling it.

The lowest common denominator of the various groups consisted in

seeking guarantees against the vagaries of capitalism} a minimum wage,

the right to work. Also there was general agreement on the principle

of economic planning. And finally and most audaciously, there was the

demand for workers' control and profit sharing.

In fact, the concept of planning never went beyond the stage of being

a convenient slogan, since the intellectuals knew next to nothing about

economics. Because of the Russian experience, the idea of planning

was in the air. However, the Soviet system itself was resolutely opposed

on the grounds that it was too authoritarian. In the last resort, the

concept the non-conformists had of economic planning was not far removed
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from Proudhon's mutualism: it was built on the principle of fulfilment

of basic needs, while its form was matched to modern large scale

industry (88),"lhe ideas of woricers* control and profit sharing were

partly based on unwillingness to contemplate the separation of labour

and capital, partly on the notion of personal responsibility for one's

environment. They were warmly supported by fisprit. in particular.

The young Right was more corporatist and had a plan for the represent¬

ation of capital and labour within every profession.

Political Activity.

At first Personalists of all brands condemned parliamentary

democracy and political parties. Maritain only slowly worked his

way to the acceptance of politics and political institutions. For the

Proudhonists, however, the act of voting was morally unclean:

II est defendu de voter comme il est defendu de cracher

par terre. Ges defenses ne se justifient pas par
l'etalage de milled bonnes raisons d'hygiene ou de morale.
On s'y conforme par un sentiment personnel de ce qui est
propre et de ce qui est sale. (89)

They also believed that it was pointless trying to reform parties from

within:

Pretendre entrer dans un parti - le moins mauvaisi - pour
essayer de le reformer ou 1'influencer de l'interieur,
c'est aussi malin que de pre'tendre entrer dans le Conseil
d'Administration des Forges pour essayer de rendre les
canons inoffensifs: c'est 1'institution meme du parti qui
est meurtrier. (90)

There was no question that political parties, like the state, might also

be considered as a necessary evil. As for parliament, the impression

conveyed by the non-conformists was that it was soarcely serious. Aron

and Dandieu defined their own political position in the following terms:

... s'il faut absolument nous situer en termes parltfimentaires,
nous repetons, que nous sorames a mi-chemin entre 1*extreme
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A V

droite et l1 extreme gauche, par derriere lit President,
tournant le dos a l'Assemble'v (91)

Since the reviews tended, on -the whole, to disappear before they could

be confronted with the problem of putting their ideas into practice,

this is where the matter rested for most of them. Had they lasted,

they would4lave opted"(probably) for unions, aotion groups or model

communities of various kinds.

Esprit itself fully concurred with the general diagnosis - 'la

politique a trahi 1*esprit' - but it could not so easily avoid the

problem of political commitment, since it outlived the others. Orig¬

inally, the review had advised abstention from participation in pol¬

itical parties. Then slowly between 1934—39* as events overtook its

political prudence and prudery, Esprit edged closer to politics. (92)

An attempt to found a political movement, 'la Troisieme Force', on its

periphery foundered. But it was decided to accept 'human links' with

the Popular Front. The movement of opinion behind the Popular Front

Esprit welcomed, but it continued to watch mistrustfully in case it

should be betrayed by the 'old parties', as it never failed to label them.

Finally, for a short period just before the War, Kounier did actually

consider turning Esprit into a political movements

Si nous he voulons pas ni deserter 1'action politique, ni
nous satisfaire de quelques collaborations isolles avec
les grands partis de'cadents* il ne nous reste qu'une issue:
sans exclure systematiquement ces collaborations, mener
notre action politique propre avec les moyens appropries. (93)

However, Mounier never returned to the idea of creating a 'movement' as

he would doubtlessly have called it to avoid the compromising term party.

Then with the creation of the Christian ijemooratic parly, the MRP, and

the problem of the Communists, this path was blocked after the War anyway.

Mounier saw Esprit principally as a laboratory of new political



solutions and he considered himself as a philosopher and Christian

rather than as a political thinker or activist. But he was too

insistent on the need for political realism and the practical appli¬

cation of values to be able to avoid entirely the problem of political

commitment. When he did face up to it, he did so in a way that was

usually ambiguous and frequently exasperating, but, at the same time,

somehow significant. Mounier's attidudes illuminate an approach to

politics that was widely current among left-wing Catholic groups and

political clubs after the War; they help to explain why and at what

points Catholics baulked in the face of political parties and also the

kind of substitutes they sought.

Basically, Mounier was haunted by Peguy*s distinction between

mystique and politique. (94) This largely explains the souses and

nature of his hesitations. As a moralist and absolutist, what he found

most difficult to contemplate in joining a political party was the fact

of being unable to react constantly against the danger of moral and

intellectual inertia: 'Une action qui ne se nourrit pas continuellement

dans la substance de cette meditation, qui est une vie interieure, perd

son ame et celle des autres.' (95) Consequently, he would talk sagely

about the necessity for the double process of commitment and withdrawal,

presence and purity, or else give his blessing to participation within

a political party where sufficient liberty could be guaranteed, although

how he envisaged these possibilities in practice remains a mystery. (96)

No doubt his ideal party would have been one into which he could clock

in and out of hourly. In its absence, he chose for himself the thorough¬

ly ambiguous solution of what Touchard has called •availability1:

Les problemes politiques se posaient pour lui, soit sous la
forme d^analyse de la situation politique, hie et nunc, soit
comme des problemes essentiellement spirituals, jamais, ou
pratiquement jamais, sous leur forme proprement politique,
e'est a dire sous la forme d'une action en vue d'un pouvoir
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a conquerir ... Du moment qu'il etait moralement
•disponible*, Emmanuel se sentait libre. (97)

This is not to say, of course, that Mounier did not perceive a real

problem in the conservatism and conformism of political institutions,

but in remaining concerned to preserve his personal purity above all

he scarcely helped to solve it. Had he drawn up a hierarchy of moral

merit he would have put the saint at the top of the list and the man

of action at the bottom, like Renan, on the grounds that moral excellence

always loses something as soon as it comes into contact with the im¬

perfection of the world - a concept that Michelet referred to as: 'the

disastrous doctrine, which our friend Renan has too much commended,

that passive internal freedom, preoccupied with its own salvation, which

delivers the world to evil*. (98) This, obviously, was the last thing

that Mounier wanted to do - to deliver the world to evil - but it is

arguable that his kind of attitude made politics less rather than more

moral.

On such rare occasions as he conceived of political action more

positively, Kounier envisaged what he called : *des structures Nouvelles

d*education et d'action politique.' (99) The term Ww' indicated that

the 'old*, degenerate parties were to be by-passed. The educational

role of these structures was to act as an antidote to their political

role - knowledge would moralise political commitment. The presumption

was also that they would be small so as to enable inter-personal contact

and to counter habit and conformism, (1CX3) Such were the maximum con¬

cessions that anarchism was prepared to make to conventional, institut¬

ional politics. And later, in "the 1950's and 1960*8, these same ideas

were to crop up constantly as the criteria and condition of political

action among the inheritors of the tradition of Mounier and his generation.
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Style*

As important as their politioal themes was the new style of action

the non-conformists introduced into political life. They were in re¬

action first of all against the dogmatism of intellectual rationalism

and of Marxism, At the same time, they were also wary of the strain

of out-and-out Utopianism in their own tradition of moralist socialism.

On the whole, they were practical, down to earth and anti-doctrinaire

while remaining concerned with values as an instrument of change in

society,

A new factor was the preoccupation with facts as opposed to a

doctrinaire or purely moral approach:

,, le seule affirmation des valeurs spirituelles risque
d'etre mystificatrice partout ou elle ne seitmpas
aocompagnee d'une assignation rigoureuse de leurs
conditions d'action et de leurs moyens, (101)

tfc-c. 5 «.^
lie*i wsyMounier would often say: 'La Revolution economique sera 'morale' ou

ne sera rien.• (102)

Since it was not now considered that some ultimate social end could

be attained, it was the journey rather than the destination that came to

matter. Immediate, practical political activity (acquired new prestige

and importance. Ordre Houveau. for instance, advocated a civil as

opposed to a military service and when the Popular Front granted paid

holidays, it was on the point of organising replacements for workers with

the help of scouts. Beyond stimulating practical political activity -

closely linked in concept to the model communities of the early nineteenth

century - the notion that no absolute truth could be attained in society

had two other by-products. It led to the acceptance of political plural¬

ism and social dialogue. And it created an awareness, more pronounced at

Ordre Nouveau than at Esprit. it should be said, of the relationship between

means and ends: a new political relativism. What reappeared in France
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in the 1930's was the political style - a mixture of practical gifts

and moral enthusiasm - that had characterised both the Saint-Simonists

and anarchists from Proudhon to Felloutiero

What, finally, was the impact of the non-conformists? At first

sight, their influence appears meagre. Some of the books they pub¬

lished had a fairly wide circulations Elements de notre Pestin sold

35 ,000 copies, (103) But, on the whole, the reviews were largely

isolated from the mainstreams of French political life and had in

all no more than 12,000 readers, (104-) In time, however, this modest

side-stream widened into a sizeable river since both the Vichy regime

and the Resistance movements derived their ideas primarily from the

non-conformis ts «

L'Esprit des annexes 1930 n'est pas mort sans laisser de
traces; lea themes et le vocabulaire des mouvements de
resistance sont ceux des annees 1930, bien plus que ceux
de 1936: meme antica|italisme, meine aversion pour les
partis politiques, meme culte de 1*esprit, de la personne
et de l'humain, meme volont^ revolutionnaire, O'est
exactement le meme univers intellectuel qui reparait dix
ans apres 1930, et c'est le meme e'chec. (105)

Leaving aside the question of success or failure, how, in the first

instance, did the ideas of the non-conformists spread beyond their

own narrow circle?

One primary factor was the receptive mood of the Catholic world

to new political ideas in the 1930*s and the close link of many of

the non-conformists with it. A considerable number of Catholics were

still attached to the Ri^ht or even anti-Republican, of course. But

alongside the traditionalists, a new generation of young Catholics were

in the grips of a political ferment that was nonetheless genuine and

significant for remaining largely at a moral and intellectual level.
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A few joined anti-fascist committees or the Jeune Hepublique Party.

But,their idea at this time was mainly to influence the mass of

Catholics rather than to engage them in action. They operated

primarily through reviews which multiplied at an astonishing rate.(106)
As Remond has commented: 'L* histo ire du catholicisme franpais off re a

/ / / /
la verite peu de decennies ou les esprits aient autant progress® das

la reflexion sur les consequences de leur foi.'(107) It took the

Resistance to give a more concrete shape and specific direction to

this movement. But, ideologically, it was already formed in the pre-

iar decade.

The Semaine Sociale of 1937, the yearly meeting of moderate re¬

formist Catholics, had as its subject: 'La personne humaine en peril'.

Personalism which covered both the Christian Democratic vision of

Maritain and the Proudhonism of the extreme Left, was a term that, in

all its ambiguity, was widely employed at this time among reformist

Catholics. No doubt, the hi^i circulation papers like l'Aube or
%

La Vie Catholique were in the straight-forward path of Christian

Democracy. However, besides Hsprit itself, there were a handful of
* ' '

avant-garde and influential Catholic papers - Sept: Temps Present:

La Vie Intellectuelle - whose humanism was strongly tinged with a

Personalism of the Proudhonist brand. Their circulation varied between

6-10,000, although special numbers of ^ept. for instance, sometimes

reached a peak of 100,000.

Sept. it should be said, ignored Maritain's stricture that politics

is a domain with its own rules and techniques. It was consistently

disdainful of political parties per se, maintaining that the only account

it was required to render was to truth:

A/omS
L'Heure est venue pour eux, maintenant sourtout que 1* aspect
moral de la crise politique apparait h l'evidence, de parler
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v /
net et d'agir vigogeusement pour refaire la moralite
publique. Au-d.essua des partis, our - mais indifferent
a la chose publique? Certes, non, nous n*en avons pas
le droit. (108)

Also the view of the State presented by Sept was often closer to the

anti-authoritarian pluralist State of Proudhon than it was to the

Christian Democratic version of Maritain. (109)

One of the channels through which Proudhonism filtered through

to the wider Catholic press was the journalism of the non-conformists,

many of whom contributed regularly to the more intellectual reviews

such as Temps Present. Sept or La Vie Intellectuelle. Names that

cropped up frequently were Emmanuel Mounier, Pierre—Henri Simon, Jean

Laeroix from Esprit and Alexandre Marc, Daniel-Rops, Robert Aron from

Ordre Nouveau. (110) These people - among others, of course - then carried

the same ideas into the Resistance movements and further into the post¬

war era. (111) After 1945 a sudden growth of literature on Proudhon

appeared, much of it written by left-wing Catholics. (112)

Paradoxically, the ideas of the 1930's made their way after the war

on account both of their traditional and their innovatory aspects. On

the one hand, their anti-capitalist, anti-political and anti-authoritarian

bias was in line with a very ancient reflex. At the same time, those

among the new post-war generations who were obsessed from the Resistance

on by the idea that Prance must make a new political start also saw the

value of the seam of political ideas that had been exposed in the pre-war

decade and worked them further. A first generation of miscellaneous

reformers and modernists, in their prudent and technocratic fashion,

applied what had been the main inspiration of the non-conformists: namely

that modern industrial society may be rationalised and humanised by a close

attention to values and by a realistic assessment of technical possibilities.
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Perhaps they were too cautious; they itere certainly too anti-

political as well as insufficiently numerous to achieve very much on

their own outwith the orthodox political structures. Consequently,

while opinion became radicalised - or at least a sector of it - and

economic modernisation proceeded apace, very few fundamental reforms

were carried out. It was perhaps partly as a result of this that

the next generation - the generation of the 1960's - dumped all

moderation and awareness of technical limitations overboard: the

anti-materialism and anti-rationalism of May 1968, for instance, were

unclouded by puritan pessimism on the human condition and unhampered

by any kind of realistic assessment of the actual possibilities for

change. (113)

Thus, at the outset of the 1970*s, France, whose formal structures

and institutions remained traditional and authoritarian to a very

considerable extent, found itself with a political avant-garde whose

ideas were not only geared to post-industrial society but laced with

the heady brew of Utopianism that the non-conformists had been determined

to water down.

^**************

\

I
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PART II

Chapter 5.

Miscellaneous Dissidents.

Nous voulons agir, nous voulons transformer le monde
dans lequel nous vivons. (l)

If the non-conformist intellectuals of the 1930's were mainly

isolated, they were not entirely on their own# Both inside the

political parties and outside there were minority groups and

individuals, often civil servants or engineers, who had arrived

by different routes at the same conclusion: namely that society

was seriously out of gear and needed to be adjusted to modern

developments in industry, science, finance and technology# In

contrast to the non-conformists, this category of dissidents was

less universalist-minded and more specifically concerned with

Prance; less philosophically inclined and more preoccupied by

precise problems of economic or State reform. Also it was even

less homogeneous being neither exclusively intellectual nor pre¬

dominantly left-wing and not sharing a common ideology such as

Personalism. Those who participated in it were usually stimulated

to thought or action either directly by the depression or else by

what they considered to be the degeneracy of Prance. However,

these groups also tended to decline after the demonstration of the

6th of February 1934 and especially with the creation of the Popular

Front.

On the whole, the similarities between the intellectuals and

the technically-minded reformers were really more decisive than the

differences. Once again, the heart of the movement was a youth

revolt against traditionalism and immobilism: beyond being either
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left or right-wing it was, above all, modernist. And althou^i more

interested in the techniques of modernisation than in moral justifi¬

cation of it, the reformers upheld many of the same values as the

non-conformist intellectuals. Most tended to be implicitly, if less

virulently and uncompromisingly, anti-capitalist and anti-individual¬

ist. Anti-rationalism was less in evidence but the revolt against

dogma - especially against the reigning orthodoxy of Marxism - was

no less strong. The dominant impulse was to control and to organise

society on the basis of ascertainable fact rather than a priori doct¬

rine or static legalism and it was not infrequently accompanied by a

spirituality or moralism which, like that of Ordre Nouveau. might be

but was not necessarily Christian. In some areas the two movements

arrived at different conclusions, notably on the question of State

reform. But, in general, they followed parallel paths and to some

extent complemented each other, for if the intellectuals had a more

complete and more generous vision of society, the proposals of the

technically oriented groups were often more ooncrete.

Illustrative of the spirit of the epoch - although by no means

representative of all the groups - was the thinking of Henri de Man.

De Kan, a Belgian former Marxist who stressed the need to recast the

ideology of the Left as early as the 1920's was introduced to Prance

by the Socialist, Andre Philip.(2) The Belgian criticised Marxist

parties on two scores: their doctrinaire left wing had lost touch with

modern realities, while the right wing was too preoccupied with tactics.

Doctrine was divorced from practice and practice from doctrine. De

Man's own approach was to turn back to the original inspiration of

the early nineteenth century socialists according to which Socialism

was primarily an ethical and not a scientific system. He admired

especially Proudhon and was close to him both in his belief that modern

society should allow more self-government and measure social happiness
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in qualitative rather than in quantitative terms. The workers had

themselves become corrupted by the materialist values of the bourge¬

oisie. As for Oapit&lism, in the period that De Kan was writing, it

seemed to be succeeding. Consequently, he defined the socialist

economic system essentially in terms of rationalisation and control -

by means of minimum wages, security against unemployment, price reg¬

ulation etc - in the interest of the oossnmity as a whole. Kor©

generally, he saw locialias as an immediate and practical possibility,

strongly opposing the Marxist tendency to postpone it to some future

data when Capitalism was to be vanquished! •Pour settre fin au capit¬

alisms, il est moins important d'etre en etat de ^stbattre que de le
remplaoer.'(3)

In De Kan are to be found at their most coherent the two main

elements in the approach of the reformers! to make the Dtate and the

economy function sore efficiently and to regenerate society morally,

lose, of course were concerned exclusively with the first question.

They wanted a strong tote, were interested in economics and tended

to think that economic planning held the key to the future) not & few

of this category, especially the Poly technicians, ended up in Vichy. (4)
Yet in spite of French statist traditions, the discredit of liberalism

and the exasperated reflex of a section of the technical elite against

what they considered to b® the ineptitude of the politicians, one of

the striking aspects of the modernising reformers was teat their pre¬

occupation with an effective State, far from being narrowly authoritar¬

ian and technocratic, was quite frequently accompanied by a broad

humanitarian concern.

The huxaenitarianism of the reformer®, like that of the non—con¬

formists, had its roots deep in French tradition. One of these tradit¬

ional sources was Salnt-Simonism. This, it has already been said,

signified a theory of rational organisation - backed by moral enthusiasm -
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in the hands of a technical elite: a compound of the human!tarianian

of the Enlightenment, latholic social ethics and the economic tradit¬

ions of enli$iten@d despotism.

In the early nineteenth century, illuainism had been particularly

strong - no doubt because of its organisational mystique - in the

great engineering schools like the Polytechnique.(5) After the First

World War, it began to flourish again. Thibaudet has described one

of the modern disciples of laint-Simon in the following terms: *La

vortu de Fontaine, c'etait, dans la lucidite paisible d'un technic!en

et 1*intellectualisme msthodique d'un cartesian, un souci moral, une

idee, une pratique du bien, et une sort© de religion sans do^se...'(6)

Why exactly there should have occurred a resurgence of Kaint-Simonism

at this time is not entirely clear, but it is probably to be explained

by the combination of several factor®: the growth of industry after

World War I| the fact that it tended to recruit among the Intelliger-

sia, fro® the dcole Normals in particular (7); the increase of social

consciousness as a result of the economic crisis. Possibly the

atmosphere of religious revivalism within the Srandes ilcoles since

the turn of the century might also have been an element.(S) At any

event, there was at least on© would-be Saint-Simon among the reformers -

Jean Coutrot of the Polytechnician group X-lrlse (9) - and a broad

current of spirituality which helped to generate a consciousness of

what the non-conformists called the crisis of civilisation.

But what, more specifically, were the elements of the French

crisis itself as seen by the reformers of the 1930's? In the first

place, there was the problem of the itate. It was both excessively

centralised, cutting out intermediary groups (10), and at the same

time paralytic, for it was directed in the interests of the little

man - wine-growers, distillers, ex-servicemen - by an administration

that was legalistic, passive and liberal. In addition, the attitude
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towards the State of the Radical Party, pivot of the parliamentary

regime under the Third Republic, was highly ambiguous. On the one

hand, Radicals constantly solicited the States 'L'Etat devrait...'

And on the other hand, they regarded it with the darkest suspicion:

taxation was excessive, the administration wasteful etc.

Against this immobilism, the counter-balancing force that might

have existed in an independent and dynamic capitalist sector was

missing. The employers' class was Catholic and conservative and

wielded very little political influence since the victory of the

Republicans had placed them in the defeated camp. Moreover, they

often recruited their managers from among civil servants who were

indifferent, if not downri^it hostile to the profit motivel(ll) As

for liie Radical Party, beyond favouring balanced budgets, it held

few views and had very little interest in the economic sphere: 'Tout

le programme ^conomique du radicalisms consists a majorer, sous une

aureole mystique, une epithete, 1* epithete petit.'(12) It was, con¬

sequently, easy for pressure groups to insist on the State's respons¬

ibility to protect the little man and they played on the belief that

parliamentary democracy meant the protection of a traditional way of

life and the avoidance of the inhuman consequences of Capitalism.

Little wonder, then, that buisness - when it had not compromised

itself by clinging to out-moded economic liberalism - was thoroughly

disillusioned with the way the economy was being run: in its eyes all

government since the First World War, with the exception ot Poincare,
0

had damaged the interests of the country and were guilty of demagogery
A-

and incompetence.(13)

Prance, in 1he 1930*s, was a country in which the idea of ex¬

pansion was still profoundly alien. Governments undertook few positive

measures and when they did act, it tended to be within a framework at

once legalistic and authoritarian: the habit in the industrial sector,
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for instance, was to impose settlements rather than to negotiate

contracts. Yet, this closed, protectionist and rigidly stratified

society was beginning to be shaken up almost in spite of itself.

Prom 1920-9, the French economy boomed: there was a dramatic rise both

in exports and investments and the growth rate of 4.&/0 was remaricable.

(14) Moreover, the German seizures of plant and property taken over

by the State after the War allowed it tc play a more active role.(15)

Obviously, the model of a weak, centralised State that suppressed

initiative at a grass-roots level but also hamstrung purposeful

action at the summit was ill-adapted to 1he modern industrial society

contained embryonically in these new developments. Industrial

society in all its complexity, so thought the reformers, demanded

some measure of rational organisation at the top and a high degree

of initiative lower down.

It has been said that the core of the non-conformist movement

was the aspiration for a freer and more humane society. The core

of the reformist movement - in so far as it was of significance for

the future - was a groping in the direction of reversing the French

model of the State. Feeble and centralised in reality, it should be

made strong and decentralised. In fact, this thinking marked a

change in emphasis rather than a total rejection of the former status

quo. That power should be closely controlled has traditionally had

strong appeal for the French; but this control as it was exercised

in the 1930's was negative - it signified essentially resistance to

power. How the idea that was gradually beginning to make its way

was that instead of being negatively opposed, power should be organised

and controlled positively for creative ends.

Practically, this new approach meant opting for an expansionist

economy and giving the State its head. But in each of these domains,

counter-balancing forces were often introduced in -the interest of
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rationalisation or humanisation, or "both. Given French statist and

anti-capitalist traditions, it was unthinkable to many of the reformers

that big moneyed interests could be allowed to gain hold of the state

or to exploit the wealth of society without control and to their own

selfish ends. The idea of economic planning was thus favoured as an

antidote both to the potentially anarchic and anti-social elements in

an expansionist economy. But, contrary to the Soviet example, it

was never conceived in France as a doctrinaire system. And in the

long-term the most practical and perhaps also the most valuable aspect

of the preoccupation with economic planning in the 1930's lay in the

least ambitious and global of the ideas it generated, such as those of

Jean Soutrot on collective bargaining and incomes policy. (16) Their

appeal both in the pre-¥ar era and for later generations lay in the

fact that they appeared to provide instruments for organising the economy

more efficiently and more rationally without falling into the opposite

error from laisser-faire - that of rigid, authoritarian regulation.

Thinking on State reform was underscored by similar distrust for un¬

bridled power: support for a strong executive was frequently accompanied

by decentralising schemes. Detoeuf, a member of X-Grise. advocated

corporatism on the grounds that if an interventionist State were to be

permitted, then it must also be strictly limited. (17) This desire

for control not only for rationalist but also for humanitarian reasons

was not common, it has been observed, to all the minority groups. (18)

But it was sufficiently prevalent to merit notice - particularly as

the same combination of rationalism and moralism, together with many of

the ideas of the 1930's, were to reappear among the reformers of the

1950's and 1960's, many of whom were again civil servants or engineers.

What kind of people participated in the groups examined here?
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First, there were the political party minority movements: the neo-

Socialists of the SFIO and the Young Turks of Radicalism. Both

were in revolt against the established order within their own party.

The 'Neos', as they were called, were reacting against the doctrinaire

Marxism of French Socialism, while the Young Turks criticised the

complacency of and the bankruptcy of new ideas within the Radical

Party. Both groups opposed the negative attitudes towards power

current in their own organisation and called for a more positive

attitude towards the State.

The Club de Fevrier was a kind of half-way house between the

non-conformists and the reformers since it reflected in sweeping

globalist terms, while attacking specific problems in a concrete

fashion. Its membership was very mixed. X-Crise reoruited princ¬

ipally among the engineers of the Polytechnique and became the refuge

of a technical elite aware of its own economic ignorance and disdain¬

ful of the weak Republic. Finally, the Plan du 9 Juillet was a blue¬

print for a new State structure. Among? its signitaries were a large

number of top civil servants. Each of these groups will be dealt with

briefly in turn.

The Meo-Socialists.

Against the intransigent Marxism of the Socialist Party, the Neos

advanced the following argument: property was now less important than

other forces; the State was not inherently evil and should be used by

Socialists; Socialism could no longer be regarded as exclusively pro¬

letarian but must ally itself with the middle olasses. (19) The

thinking behind this was in the line of Henri de Man - although Andre

Philip never actually joined the Neos. Instead of ignoring the robust

constitution of Capitalism and waiting around passively for its imminent

collapse, Socialists would be better employed to adapt their doctrine
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to modern reality. The Neos, consequently, opposed the orthodox

State communalism of their party with a doctrine of State control

rather than ownership. Socialism could best be reached, they thought,

by means of planning and taxation within a mixed economy. Like De

Man, they wanted, above all, action in the present. At the same time,

there was in their enthusiasm for efficiency, horror of contemporary

chaos and the slogan 'Order, Authority, Nation' a faint fascist inter¬

current totally absent in De Man.

But it was not just the ■whiff of fascism that disturbed the Social¬

ist Party about the Neos. Their theory of a strong State was heresy

of a high order in a political party that fcas engaged at the time in

violent controversy as to whether it should participate at all in

bourgeois governments. The mainstream of thinking among Socialists

was that the State was evil, as was all compromise with bourgeois

parties, and that Capitalism would shortly disappear.

The issue that eventually provoked a schism in the SFIO was

Daladier's budget which the Neos decided to vote. A group of 30 left

the party and, after joining up with other Republicans, formed the

third largest party in the Chamber of 1932. However, there was neither

sufficient common ground among its members, nor sufficient will, to

found a new political party. In addition the growing economic crisis

seemed to vindicate the Marxist thesis of capitalist collapse. And

so the movement fizzled out with some returning to the SFIO fold, others

remaining independent and a few, such as Deat, one of its principal

leaders, turning finally to fascism. (20)

The Young Turks of the Radical Party.

Like the Neo-Socialists, the Young Turks were moved by a mood

before they were advocates of a firm or coherent doctrine. This mood,

above all, was modernist and in reaction against the stuffiness and
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immobilism of a party in which to be under 35 years of age was regarded

as a serious handicap. Although it was never homogeneous and partly

linked to the wider ferment among young French intellectuals, the Young

Turk movement remained, in the last resort, fairly independent and

self-contained.

The first wave of Radical reformers - people like Bergeiy and De

Jouvenal - were primarily concerned with the problem of State authority.

(21) Beyond that they were strongly anti-capitalist and did not much

favour parliament. The next wave, including Pierre Mendks-France,

Pierre Cot, Jacques Kayser, Emile Roche, Jean Zay, thought more in

terms of regenerating the iepublio than simply of using the State.

Their brief hour of glory came at the Party Congress of Toulouse in

1932. Here Mende3-France made a speech that was totally devoid of the

orthodox economic fetishism usual on such occasions. Althou^i not yet

Keynesian, he spoke out forcefully against classical deflationary

measures and absolutely balanced budgets. It was received with great

enthusiasm but this was more on account of the technical brilliance it

displayed than because it had convinced the Radical grey-beards. (22)

In addition, Mendes called also for a more organised, stronger State

and a more just society by means of economic planning, better paid

public officials and a drive against the inequalities of the French

fiscal system.

The apogee of the Young Turk movement occurred between 1928-32.

Thereafter, attention within the party was concentrated on the economic

crisis and then on the Popular Front.

The Glub de Fevrler.

The Glub was founded to bring together people who had been present,

on whatever side, at the giant anti-parliamentary demonstration on the

6th of February, 1934. It comprised principally: the review Houvelles
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Equipes. edited by Christian Pineau and including also several prominent

freemasons like Jean Val and Charles Riandey; there was Ordre Houveaus

and finally various unattached individuals like Jacques Arthuys, one of

the civil servants who was calling for a strong State combined with

decentralisation. Like the non-conformists who anyway formed part of

it, the Club subscribed to the view that western civilisation was under¬

going a major crisis and was much preoccupied by general themes of

morals and feminism. Otherwise, it was interested mainly in the unions,

State reform and economic planning. Later, in 1936-8, the Club*s

founder Christian Pineau-at the time a Socialist of anarcho-syndicalist

tendencies - was to become one of the main drafters of the COT's economic

plan. This plan was limited to ideas on long term budget investment

and a more rationalised approach to the different parts of the public

sector, so it was not really a direct forerunner of post-war French

economic plans except in the very general sense that it helped to spread

the idea that the egonomy ought to be regulated. (23)

X-Crise.

The Centre Polyteohnique d'Etudes Eoonomiques, or X-Crise. was a

centre for economic discussion. It was founded in 1933 by that tiny

sector of the ruling olass who were disturbed by the fact that while the

world was being transformed, the French were still thinking in terms of

Adam Smith. The members were in majority Polytechnicians, in other

words top engineers with first-rate minds. The rest tended to be

industrialists or else highly placed civil servants, since these had no

economic training at the time. (24) X-Crise was never veiy large -

conferences attracted up to 400 and there were about a dozen work groups

of between 20-30 people in operation continuously (25) - but it was

exceedingly select.
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Membership of the group could have a wide range of motivation.

Jean Coutrot, who belonged to the Rose Croiz sect, had a clearly

messianic caste of mind: he thought of himself as a new Saint-Simon.

John Nicole tis, a half-Greek Englishman who taught the Polytechnicians/

Keynes from the Times, was concerned mainly by the social situation.

(26) Some, like Jean Ullmo, had patriotic motives: they were afraid

that in its weakened state the country would not be able to resist
Cv KCh-f C

Hitler. Others were simply shocked by the fearful^/failure that led

to the depression. All felt that the politicians had no answers and

opposed, to a greater or lesser extent, the malthusianism of the French

employers' class. (27) In this situation of void, X-Crise believed -

to some extent at least, althou^i it should probably not be exaggerated -

that as a technical elite it had a special vocation to further progress.

The immediate aims of the members of the group ranged from educat¬

ing themselves economically to finding immediate solutions to the de¬

pression that went beyond the best answer the ruling class appeared to

be able to find - namely to lower wages. Rationalisation and economic

planning were much to the fore - although discussion on the latter theme

never really went beyond the point of asking whether or not it was

possible. (28) There was some awareness of social problems - since

civil servants were now beginning to realise that these could no longer

be avoided - but no real discussion on State reform. Also Jean Coutrot's

ideas on an incomes policy and collective bargaining were really very

much his own and not representative of the thinking of X-Crise. This

really remained, despite contacts with Ordre Nouveau and the presence

of Paul Valery at conferences, fairly narrowly economic.

X=GxiSfl had no impact at all on the public at large. Its achieve¬

ment was limited but clear: it converted a very small, if strategically

placed, part of the French ruling class to the idea of expansion.
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Beyond that it was also to some extent the training ground for a

number of leading figures within the economic sphere of post-war
/

Prance. Alfred Sauvy, Pierre Masse, Georges Boris, Claude Gruzon

all belonged to X-Crlae. (29)

Plan du 9 Juillet.

On the basis of two assumptions - the decadence of liberalism

and the danger of totalitarian ideologies - this blueprint proposed:

the reinforcement of the executive and the streamlining of the admin¬

istration, regional decentralisation, anti-capitalist corporatism

and devaluation. It was signed by people from the entire range of

the dissident groups - by neo-3ocialists, members of the Jeune

Republique party, also by a section of X-Crise, notably Jean Coutrot

and Louis Vallon (who contributed also to Homme Nouveau). After

the signatures came the following declaration: 'Un certain nombre de

fonctionnaires appartenant notamment a 1*Inspection des Finances, au

V 4 / \
Conseil d'Etat et a la Cour des Comptes, qu$ ont collabore a la

redaction de ce document, se sont abstenus de le signer pour les

raisons de discipline.*(30) The Plan was warmly reoeived by press

and public and supported, among others, by Pierre Mendes-France.

Like the non-confoimists, the technical reformers had very little

immediate impact on the mainstream of economic and constitutional

thinking. In the economic sphere, there was a drastic halt to ex¬

pansion in the 1930* s that was due largely to the stubborn conservatism

of mental attitudes. Until 1936 governments and elites clung to the

irrational hope that the previous state of balance and, in particular,

the stability of the currency might be preserved. Thereafter 1936,
the Communists were as hostile to devaluation as the conservatives.

The result was that the country moved straight from depression to

inflation and did not emerge from this vicious circle until 1952—3»(31)



In the constitutional domain, parliamentarism reigned supreme. And,

until after 1945, the administration remained totally devoid of

dynamism.

The interest of the groups studied here lies not in their direct

influence but rather in the explanatory dimension they provide for a

number of important post-war developments. They illustrate, in other

words, how a certain body of ideas emerged, its philosophical and

practical sources, and why particular categories of people or pro¬

fessions supported it. In the 1930*s civil servants and engineers,

for instanae, took on a leading reformist role not just because of

the abdication of the political parties in the face of the problems

of modernisation or because of their own central responsibility for

national development, but partly also because their perception of

their position in society was marked by a sense of noblesse oblige

and their rationalism, traditionally, was combined with a strong dose

of moral fervour. In the light of this background, certain aspects of

the post-1945 situation are the more readily understandable: namely why

engineers and civil servants had humanist attitudes or formed the avant-

garde of the modernising movement and why, in turn, this movement re¬

mained largely detached from the political parties.

On the whole, the themes and interests of the philosophical non¬

conformists and the more technically-minded groups were surprisingly

similar. Beyond a general aspiration for change and a modernist tone,

they shared the 3ame anti-dogmatism, a taste for facts and practical

inventiveness; they also adhered to the same set of values, anti-capitalist

and anti-individualist. On the question of State reform, a central pre¬

occupation on both sides, they differed without diverging fundamentally.

The neo-anarchist State of the non-conformists over-lapped with the

strong but decentralised structure supported by many of the other groups.
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Finally, and most important, the two movements supported each other:

the ideas of the non-conformists took root that much more easily

because material conditions favoured them and because the practical

researches of the technocratic reformers supported them. The

return to the French anarchist tradition in the 1930*s - mingled as

it was with other elements - was not merely accidental or sentimental,

it accorded with the praotical realities of a new world.
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Chapter 6.

The Emergence of the Jacobin Olub.

O'est un bien grand malheur, on l'avouera, pour un
homme que de ne plus se reconnaitre dans son propre
pays, et de ne pouvoir exposer son desarroi a ses
oompatriotes. Impossible de se detacher, impossible
d'accepter, impossible de se faire entendre, voila
les trois portes qui, une fois fermees, vous laissent
hors les murs. (l)

The Resistance, it has been justly said, was a potentially

revolutionary movement. (2) For many of those who gravitated towards

it, whether isolated individuals or members of organised groups, the

struggle against the invader was only a first step beyond which lay a

more exacting challenge; that of reconstructing France politically.

Consciousness of what the reformers of the 1930ls had referred to as

French decadence - the internal and external weakness of the State}

the lack of dynamism of the economy and the malthusian attitudes

current in industry; demographic stagnation; political scandals - had

by now filtered through to far wider circles. But with it there was

very little awareness of the intractability and political complexity of

many of these problems. The war-time atmosphere of drama and the

rather simplistic view it fostered of right and wrong^combined with the

introspection bred by exile and prolonged inactive periods in hiding,

together helped to oreate a very particular kind of climate at the

Liberation. Its dominant element was a mixture of self-critical realism

and wildly unrealistic messianism. There existed at this time a wide¬

spread expectation that a state of harmony and the Brotherhood of all

Frenchmen was imminent;

•••• 1945 appartient a la meme periods que 1936, ou le
peuple intervient encore dans le deroulement de son propre
destin comme une force autonome et coherente; ou la politique
designs un petit nombre de grandes options, a la fois simple^
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et dramatique£ ou peu de gens parmi lea partia ou lea
adversaires a' imaginent que le contenu meme du mot
socialism© puisse faire l'objet de discussions et
d'interrogations; ou la categorie de 1'economic n'a
pas encore aoquis dans la conscience collective la
dignite qui lui permet de jouer le role essential,
raisonable, et parfois mystificateur, qu'on lui
connait aujourd'hui. (3)

The catchword coined by Marcel Pivert in 1936 - 'Tout est possible et a

toute Vitesse* - was equally applicable at the Liberation#

In fact, veiy little of all tfcdks happened# The hopes of a pol¬

itical renaissance petered out because they had been grounded not in

a movement but in a state of mind. One reason for this failure to

develop a movement was the heterogeneity of the parties and groups

which participated in the Resistance# Another lay in the strongly

anti-political bias of the Christian groups in particular. For them

the 'revolution' was social, economic - and moral. Their road to

Damascus had been the Resistance and the political conversion it produced

retained a large measure of religious feeling: 'C'est en ehaeun la

revolution s'etait faite, une revolution sans complaisance envers soi-

meme, sans esprit de reeul...*(4) With this religious element went

the familiar repugnance towards politics. Dansette writes on the word

'revolution* as understood by many centre and centre-left Catholics at

the time: 'Ce mot etait pris dans un sens depourvu de tout contenu

politique vulgaire*. (5)

However, the fact that the Resistance groups were not sufficiently

assimilated into the political parties was not only due to their own

political pietism. The parties themselves were less than welcoming.

The national congress of its federations held by the Socialist Party as

soon as the country had been cleared of the invader in 1944 is very

revealing in this respect.

Members of the Resistance,the SFIO declared stiffly, were welcome,
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of course, to join the party but must not expect privileged treatment;

moreover, they must be prepared to accept rules and orders and to fit

into the party mould. The old socialists were obviously afraid that

men accustomed to acting on their own initiative, who had never been

cut down to party size, would try to interfere with their time-honoured

habits and generally prevent them from carrying on comfortably as in

pre-war days. What is more surprising is that known collaborators

who were also faithful party men were given preference over Resistance

members. Admittedly, some Resistance groups had been infiltrated by

communists, but this scarcely excused the SFIO's behaviour. (6) The
✓

Communist Party was no betters before very long some former 'Resistants' -

Leooeur, Servin, Herve, Tillon among others - were excluded.

This is not to say that the Fourth Republic had no new political

blooktin its veins. The MRP gave it a considerable infusion while

some Resistants, such as Mitterrand and other members of the UDSR, did

manage to break through into politics. Then the virtual annihilation

of the small conservative formations of the Third Republic and the in¬

eligibility of many former deputies cleared the way for new men. But

none of this prevented the old guard of politicians from filtering bade.

They did so, in fact, with quite remarkable rapidity. None of the first

three prime ministers of the Fourth Republic had held office before the

war; four out of the next five had done so. (7)

Without an effective challenge from outside their own olosed ranks,

the parties went back to their old ways. General de Gaulle's sudden

resignation on the 20th of January 1946 was provoked mainly by the parties'

constant bickering but indioated above all their revived vitality and

growing strength. Then the vote on the Constitution in October was

another step back towards the pasts it was approved by a majority of

only nine million to eight million with a third of the electorate - ei^it
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and a half million - abstaining or simply not bothering to vote. The

Constitution was accepted, as Philip Williams ha3 observed, not on ita

merits but as an escape from provisional government, (8) It opened

the door to a political process which, rather than the departure of the

General himself, was regarded with despair by those who had hoped for

a new political start:

Le depart du General de Gaulle avait ete interprets par
nos aines comme une espece de retour d la normals: crises
ministerielies, dosages savantda, querelle la'ique et orise
economique. (9)

Back to normal in Third Republic terms meant essentially back to

chronic governmental instability# And it needed only the Communists1

abandonment of government to complete the cycle# Thereafter, quite

apart from the fact that there was not a majority in the country for

any one party, there was no longer even a majority in parliament for

a lasting coalition. Partners changed according to ihe dominant

issues# The KRP, for instance, defended the regime in alliance with

socialists, radicals and conservatives against communists and G&ullists;

in sooial and economic matters affecting the working class it often

joined with communists and socialists; on the question of church schools

it allied itself with conservatives and Gaullists# In the circumstances,

governments became weak and unstable centrist coalitions, harried by

pressure groups they were either powerless or insufficiently motivated

to resist.leing weak they were inevitably tempted to postpone or to

avoid making unpopular decisions. An added complication for governments

was the country's still backward economy: in one form or another the

economic problem destroyed most governments in the first seven years of

the Fourth Republic. (10) And finally, to complete the confusion, the

colonial conflicts that were to dominate the life of the Fourth Republio

and eventually to bring it down, started almost at once# The key-note



of the Fourth Republic was frustration.

Criticism of the French political system, especially as it was

during this period, has been so systematic and so virulent that some

commentators have reacted by tzying to propagate a less violently

censorious view. France, they have suggested, was not much, if at

all, worse off than any other Western country. Philip Williams

for instance, while underlining the disadvantages resulting from the

multitude of parties and the looseness of coalitions, argues that the

instability of the Fourth Republic was actually much less dramatic

than is generally made out. (11) Similarly, Pierre Avril maintains

that government through crises - 'par seoousses* - is simply the way

French political mechanisms work and should not be worried about

unduly. (12)

Admittedly, the over-rationalistic and pragmatic approach to

politics current among many of the reformers of the 1950's and 1960's -

particularly among the civil servants and, to some extent, the

Kendesists - has invited this kind of defence. But the thesis has

one important flaw. Leaving aside the doubts cast upon it by the

events of 1958 and 1968 (which surely leave a large question mark: over

the argument that French political institutions function quite well in

their own ideosyncratic way), to imagine that the French could ever

accept a ramshackle and undignified machine of State on the pragmatic

grounds that, after all, it works, is to ignore the moralist core of

French republicanism and to under-estimate the patriotic pride that

is so intimately linked with it. The vision of France, as the pilot-

vessel of humanity, and the reality of the leaky old barge of the

Fourth Republic were strictly incompatible. Republicanism, if it

means anything, means not a compromise between various interests but

the dominance of morality over interests, the triumph of liberty and
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equality against all forces standing in their way through the exercise

of the personal will of each individual citizen# (13) Prance can

never really be herself in the eyes of Frenchmen when she is just

muddling throu^i from day to day*

/ \

#•# lea differents gouvemements Irangsis iipposent a la
Prance un visage que je ne reconnais pas# Jes gouvemoments
sont dee gouvernements Tegaux# appuyds par la nation.
...La seule riposte serait de prendre les armes et de faire
ce qu'en d'autres temps on appelait une revolution# Nous
n'en avons pas les moyens, ni 1® courage: nous ne sonaaes
que quelques homaes, perdus dans une maree d'imprecations a
laquelle ils ne comprennent pas grand chose; nous avons
obacurenent 1' impression de n*etre plus tt-ot a. fait chez nous..,

Even the sober civil servants of the Club Jean Moulin grew quite

lyrical in their belief that in seeking the answer to her own immediate
O cl liCct'As 3 "-f SitCm. Pi crv-T AdOAf (m Pt

problemsje? modern industrialised society - and this in the thick of
the murderous Algerian War# This curious cross-fertilisation of

patriotism and humanism was not just confined to wordy old radicals,

the mentality of the modernising young was equally affected. It is

important to bear this in mind because both fee style and form of pol¬

itical commitment of the reformers of fee 1950'a and early 1960'a was

deeply marked by their particular perception of their country.

However, the frustrations of fee Fourth {©public did not in fee

main lead to an upsurge of reformist opinion. By fee early fifties

living standards were rapidly improving, so feat many voters, relieved

of immediate economic pressures, sank into political apathy or cynicism.

Only & minority - generally the most active and imaginative section of

young people - felt impelled to take on some form of political commitment.

Some of these sought refuge in fee Jomaunist Party, for it still retained

the heroic aura of fee Assistance. Others, repelled by the Oonsauniet

Party's theoretical approach to all problems, its dogmatism and finally

its inaction, looked elsewhere. Pragmatic and activists like the non-
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oonfomists of the 1930's, they were vividly aware of the extent to

which the world around them was changing and they were anxious to

meet its challenge so as to restore Prance to IjttL true role in the worid«

At the same time, they realised that resistance to change, both in the

traditional parties of the Left and among the public at large, was strong.

If reformist ideas were in the air, they were nonetheless confined to

veiy narrow circles:

Nous savions aussi que tous les changements ne'cessiteraient
des obligations, des choix, des options, des sacrifices. Or,
il etait evident que la crainte du changeaent paralysait
tout le monde, L*instability gouveraementaAT frangaisfi
dissimulait une tres grande stabilite dans le refus,

Ces idees cependant commen$aient a se fairs Jour, dans les
cercles assez limites, il est vrai, (15)

One of these limited circles and probably the first group to

represent the protest of youth against the Fourth Republic was the Club

des Jacobins, The soaiety was founded in 1951 and within one month it

had sufficient support and was well enough organised to send out invitations

for its first meeting. It took this encouraging start as a sign that

people had been waiting for Just this kind of move, (16) It drew its

inspiration from the principles of the Revolution of 1789:

G*est courant novembre 1951 que quelques hommes de bonne
volonte', anime's des plus purs sentiments republicains,
eurent la pensee que, dans ce monde quelque peu incoherent
il devait y avoir quelque chose a faire et qu'il fallait
faire quelque chose ... faire revivre les principes, 1*esprit
et 1*ideal du plus pur republicanisms, ce lui de la Revolution
de 1789, celui des Jacobins. (17)

By this time, the regime had clearly betrayed the hopes of the Liberation.

In addition, Prance was deeply involved in the Indochinese War. Those

who Joined the Club - they had come together casually through discussion

and in meetings, the paper explained (18) - were of mixed political origin
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and outlook. But they shared & feeling of revolt against the system

and the optimistic belief that a remedy only had to be sincerely sought

for if to b© found. host were young - the average age in the Hub was

33 - and a number had been in the Resistance. (19)

That the early member's of the Jacobin Club had come together

♦ casually* was true only up to & point. The membership of the Club

was, in fact, drawn predominantly, but not exclusively, from two over¬

lapping circles: Radicalism and Freemasonry. Another current represented,

if only marginally, was left-wing Catholicism. This point deserves

notice both because of its importance in the background of Charles Hernu,

founder and moving spirit of the Club, and because of the li^it it throws

on the general theme of the relation between certain religious and pol¬

itical ideas treated here.

Charles Harou was raised as- and remained - a Catholic of a very

particular kind. His family, although devoutly and even austerely

Catholic, never set foot inside a church. The environment in which he

grew up was both piously Catholic and passionately anti-clerical. In

Lyon) in pie-war days this apparently paradoxical combination, it seems,

was by no means uncommon. Hernu*a father, a tram driver, would mockingly

observe the Lyoansis bourgeoisie as they trooped to church on hunday

mornings} in his opinion they went to church purely to be seen and to

show off their finery and he despised them. The main reason behind

his own refusal to go near a church was that institutions are human and

therefore worthless. The link between this form of religion - morally

austere, absolutist and anti-institutional - and his attachment to the

Radios! Party is apparent: the one was a facet of the other. (19) And

yet, after he was dead, Hernu was astounded to find in his father's

wallet Catholic sacred objects.

For all this anti-clerical upbringing, Hernu, as a youth, wanted
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to become a priest (his family was tolerant and did not object). His

mind was changed partly on account of a personal crisis, but partly also

because of the influence of a young priest whoa he met when he was a

member of the Jeunesse Ltudiante Chretienne. The priest secretly read

Proudhon to the young people - this was during the occupation - thereby

leading them to criticise not only society but also the Church itself.

These anarchist ideas made their impact and Hernu, having turned his

back on the Church - although he never lost his religious faith - became

Vice-President of the Young ladicals of the Rhone area,

Hernu* s Catholic background was known in the Club des Jacobins and

never worried or surprised anyone. Besides, he was not alone. There

were other Radicals in the Club who were also religious and even loyal

Catholics - Paul-Andre Palcoz, for example. Catholicism influenced

Hem's political attitudes only to a minor extent. Although he favoured

secular schools, he was involved in Mendas Prance's plan to come to an

agreement with the Pope on the difficult problem of church schools.

By the early 1950's the Catholic Churoh was having difficulty in recruit¬

ing priests. Hendes* idea, therefor®, was to agree to allow Catholic

clerics to operate in State schools in return for the suppression of

Church schools. Overtures were made to the Pope and the plan might well

have worked if Kendes* ministry had not been defeated in February 1955.

Hernu'a own Catholic affiliation also helped the Jacobin Club to become,

to a limited extent, a kind of half-way house for Catholics who were

either anxious to bear witness on the Left but were alarmed at the prospect

of actually joining a left-wing party, or else were only prepared to

make the long journey to the Left by slow stages. Guy Penne, a Vice-

President of UNLF, and Jean-Pierre Prevost, one-time Secretary-General

of the MRP, both spent some time in the Club before their final conversion
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to socialism. And during the period of Hendes* ascendancy in the

Radical Party, some Catholics -who could not quite bring themselves to

go the length of joining the Radicals became members of the Jacobin

Club instead. Georges Suffert was one of these. Hernu was quite

justified in claiming that the Club: ' a su.. etre un trait d'union

aveo un certain nombre de oourants Chretiens'•

In the main, however, believing Catholics were the exception

rather than the rule in the Club. The source of its strongly moralist

tone was not Catholicism but left-wing Radicalism. Although not

exactly the successors to and certainly not the disciples of the Jeunes

Turcs of the 1930's, the Jacobins were closely linked to them in both

thought and practice.

Politically, the Young Turks of the 1930's had been a mixed bag.

But they did have one common denominator and that was the aspiration

to restore the vitality of the Republic and of the Radical Party.

Their impact was small because the Popular Front and then the war

diverted attention from their aims. Some of the Young Turks, mainly
*

the left-wing faction, joined the Resistance and found themselves co¬

operating for the first time with Communists. This experience was

emotionally and politically decisive and the left-wing radicals - Cot,

Kayser, Bayet, Meunier and others - emerged from the Resistance with

the slogan : no enemies on the Left. (20) Those who were members of

the Union Progressists were actually affiliated to the Communist Party.

Otherwise, they preached neutralism abroad and demanded wide-ranging

social and economic reforms at home. As in the 1930's, they continued

to harangue the party on the need for change and on the importance of

productivity and modernisation. At the 1945 Radical Congress, Cot

ironically informed his audience that the prospect for Franoe 4s$ becoming
the foremost national park in the world was hopeful. But the Radical

Party, captured now by a clique favouring classical economic liberalism,
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was less responsive to its left-wing than ever. When Cot, speaking on

the necessity for adaptation, cried out: 'Are v/e going to orient our¬

selves to the left or the right?', a voice pronounced: 'Let us simply

remain ourselves!' (21)

In 194-6 the left-wing Radicals were evicted from the party. Although

the Radical Party recovered its grip on power because of its central

position within the parliamentary system, it never thereafter regained its

sense of purpose and identity. (22) The Jacobin Club, on the other hand,

had both. It was far more guarded towards the Communist Party than the

post-war branch of the Young Turics but in other essential respects their

ideas converged. And when the Young Turics had disintegrated, the Jacobins

looked upon themselves as the true representatives of left republicanism:

•Les Jacobins sont conscients de former l'aile marchante du radioalisme

de gauche'. (23) In fact, they inherited from the left-wing Radicals

who were expelled from the party, not only an attitude and a tradition

but the Club itself. The Young Turks had formed a Jacobin Club in 1936,

then the title was taken again by a group linked to the Union Progressists.

Hernu inherited the Club from Jacques Mitterand, a left-wing radical and

mason who became Master of the Grand Orient de France.

Prom the beginning, the Jacobin Club was intimately allied with

freemasonry. It has always been coy about openly admitting this, although

give-away phrases have sometimes appeared in Le Jacobin: 'Pendant 13 ans,

qu'a fait la Gauche, la Ligue des Droits de l'Homme, la Franc-Maconnerie?'

(24) To be a mason was, in fact, an indispensable qualification for all

members of the Club's directing committee. (25) Whether freemasonry had

any influence on the Club's operations is more difficult to gauge. Cer¬

tainly, wealthy masons like Charles Briandet and Jacques Kisen kept the

Club on its feet financially. But French freemasonry had been hard hit

in the war and its files destroyed so that it was hardly in a position to
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exert any kind of pressure in the 1950*b. The most one can say about

the relationship between freemasonry and the Jacobin Hub is that each

helped to build up the other. In 1963 in a letter to Jacques Mitierand,

Hernu claimed:

The Club, in turn, was able to obtain masonic reinforcement when the

need arose. (27)

The Jacobins, then, were not quite, such a random grouping as they

sometimes made out: about 8C> of members over the period of its duration

have been masons and between 50-60ya iadicals. At the same time, the

Club was never a closed circle. And when they were accused once of

being sectarian, the Jacobins indignantly produced a quotation from

Pascal on tolerance which thereafter prefaced every copy of Le Jacobin:

•Je ne suis pas du tout d'accord avec vous, rnais je suis pi«t a me faire

tuer pour que vous gardies le droit d'exprlmer votre avis.* Indeed

sectarianism would have defeated the Club's principal aim which has

always been the reunification of the Left. The twenty-four deputies

who, at the start, were in regular contact with the Club were not Just

iadicals but drawn from a number of different parties. The following

list of members of the Executive Committee with their professions and

political allegiances provides a representative range of party attachment

in the Club. (28)

... depuis douse ans le Coraite' Directeur du club a fait
entrer dans nos loges plus de 300 profanes. Le club a
done ete tres discreteaent une excellent® anti-chambre
do la 7nno-aaoom»rl.. (26)

MS. MBS.
50+ Briandet

Profession Ess*y
aadioal

30- Carsac Public administration R

Palcoz Company Director R
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Name Profession Party

Hernu Public relations Radical

Jouvent Engineer Gaullist

Lescure Writer none

Mattel Public administration R

Remy Journalist none

Atger Journalist UD3R

Bramaud Private management none

Fusillier Private management SPIO

Gourdon Public administration R

Taugnat Journalist R

Texier Student R

Professionally, the Jacobins were:

20/i businessmen and industrialists

20^ civil servants

liberal professions

employees

Gfc. elected representatives of various kinds, including deputies

6}o engaged in artistic activities

4?o engineers

Qfi students

3$ property owners, retired or without profession

2,5/£ woricers

\fc active army officers.

Political sympathy and party attachment, particularly in Prance, do

not necessarily go together. Probably no more than half the Club were

ever aotually members of any party and even then they rarely held positions

of any importance. There were a few exceptions, Gaston Maurice, one
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of the founder members, was a member of the Comite National des

-iadloaux et Re'sistants de Gauche and served on the Executive Committee

of the Union Progressists. Georges Maury, a former president of the

Jeunesse ladicale-Socialiste. was also on the Executive Committee of the

iadioal Party. Jacques Gambier was chef de cabinet to Guy Mollet.

Pierre Barrucaud was on the National Committee of the SFIO. Roger

Charny was on the Executive Committee of the Radical Party. (29)

Finally, no picture of the Jacobin Club would be complete without

giving some account of the personality of Charles Hernu. Every club

here examined was dominated by one man, yet each of these men exercised

his authority in a different manner. Reran's ascendancy over the

Jacobin Club was owing- partly to his dynamism and drive but partly also

to the fact that he embodied in his person a certain type of republican

temperament and mentality. Good-natured, gregarious, optimistic and

tolerant in a deep almost instinctive wgy, savouring the good life, as

much at ease in the language and lore of the republican Left as a fish

in water, he led the Club first of all by leading a certain way of life.

His faults - a tendency to indiscretion, a fondness for gossip - were

part of the same whole. In addition, a sense of theatre and a taste

for conspiracy made him a natural mason. His approach to politics

resembled that of a country priest to religion! it was morally earnest,

realistic and uncomplicated. Unlike a good many politicians of the

Left, who were more expert by far than he was at manipulating the moral¬

istic formulas of republicanism, Hernu never in the course of his pol¬

itical activity feathered his own nest. If he was not an intellectual

with a particular or original vision of society, he was never merely a

short-term tactician. Very early on, he came to a number of conclusions

about French political life - notably the necessity for the reunification,

internal reform and modernisation of the Left - and to these he stuck
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with courage and tenacity, often in the face of considerable odds.

Loyalty on a personal level was also one of his most fundamental

characteristics: he served first Mendes Prance and then Francois Mitterand

as their political aide de camp. On the French Left, where politicians,

like the condottieri of the Renaissance, are given to manoeuvring in the

first instance for personal position, loyalty and the readiness to take

a back seat are qualities as valuable as they are rare. Another notable

characteristic of Hernu's, his liking for publicity, stood the Club in

good stead. Seldom have a small band of lonely wanderers in the pol¬

itical wilderness received such full and continuous press coverage as

Hernu was able to secure for his Jacobins. Yet he never manipulated

the Club or imposed himself or his views on it. Of course, there were

crises between himself and it in the course of two decades. But in

the last resort the Club held together because between Hernu and the

Jacobins there existed deep bonds of affection, mutual understanding

and complicity.



Chapter 7.

The Life and Ideology of the Club.

Notre exigence c'est la Republique. (l)

To be fully understood, the Jacobin Club must be treated on two

levels. On the surface, it was a group of reform-minded young people,

most but not all of them left-wing radicals, whose primary preoccupation

was to promote the unity of the Left. This, they judged to be the

essential precondition of republican regeneration. In domestic policy

Jacobins supported working-class interests and favoured extensive social

and economic reforms; in foreign affairs they leaned towards a tempered

form of neutralism; and in colonial matters they were liberal progressives.

Towards the Communist Party their attitude was always cordial but carefult

while ready to negotiate with it, they were nonetheless on their guard

against its illiberal tendencies and mistrustful of its contacts with

the Soviet Union. On one level, then, the Jacobins were simply a group

of patriotic Activists whose energies were absorbed by the crises and daily

problems of the Fourth Republic.

But beyond this pragmatic Leftism, the Club also had a sense of

identity and a distinct political ethos - an approach, perhaps, rather

than an ideology. The Jacobins themselves claimed that their particular

characteristic was *a state of mind and a method* without which there was

no hope of revitalising France. (2) Through this moral and intellectual

framework or filter, whose source was the republican tradition associated

with Proudhon and Alain, the Jacobins - or part of them, at least - saw

and judged the political world. And the vision they thereby acquired

inspired them, in turn, with their sense of purpose and feeling of identity.

The republican tradition as interpreted by the Jacobin Club merits

attention for a variety of reasons. In the first place, the type of
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approach towards political change to which it gave rise constituted a

break with most of the thinking on the subject under the Third and Fourth

Republics; to this extent, the Jacobins were linked to the reformers and

non-conformists of the 1930*s for the latter had previously made the same

break themselves. Seoond, since the Radical Party had lost contact with

its ideological roots, the ideas of the Club become, if not exactly re¬

presentative, at least indicative of how the younger and more modern-

minded sectors of radical opinion were thinking. The Jacobin Club con¬

stituted the opposite pole to Poujadism. And third, the Jacobins*

particular concept of republicanism offers a number of important insights

into the club form itself.

It has already been suggested that the raison d'etre, by and large,

for political clubs was that their members' perception of political

commitment did not square with the necessities of mass political organis¬

ation. One problem about justifying this kind of assertion is that there

were so many rational reasons for steering clear of the traditional parties

at this time, that membership of a club is not in itself sufficient ground

for concluding that the motivation behind it was anti-party feeling.

Besides, the Jacobins, in particular, were steadfast in their insistence

on the need for a -united party of the Left. It is not easy, therefore,

to pin down their anti-party bias - however much one might suspect that

the French Labour Party they envisaged was mainly for other people to join.

Nothing is provable exactly, but the weight of evidence - drawn from

the Club's writings, from its internal organisation and from its co¬

operation with Mendes France in reforming the Radical Party (3) - supports

the view that the Jacobins were in fact reticent, although never absolutely

hostile, towards party politics. This bias, it will be shown, was inherent

in their brand of republicanism.

This chapter will give only a brief outline of the Jacobins' programme
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and. policies, for these were neither remarkable nor original. Then

their overall political approach will be dealt with in more detail#

Finally, the day-to-day functioning of the Club will be described.

The Jacobin Club, in the first instance, was a reaction against

the Fourth Republic, against its weak, indecisive coalition governments

and their shabby style of political wheeling and dealing. The Jacobins

regarded stability as a primary necessity, for they believed only stable

governments were in a position to take strong action, to make unpopular

decisions if need be and form and to uphold a political programme.

Political programmes were the Jacobins* great hobby-horse:

II n*y a pas de grande reforms sans un programme minimum
precis, au service duquel se mettront des cadres politiques
r^solus sous une direction ooherente. (4)

For them the first condition both of stability and of a coherent programme

was, of course, the unity of the Left. Besides, the multiplicity of

left-wing parties was also a severe hindrance to the Left's accession to

power for it discouraged voters. And since men of worth were not con¬

fined to any one party but were to be found among all sections of republican

opinion, why maintain divisions? To bring all republican reformers

together was the Jacobins' self-appointed mission: *.. il faudra oontinuer

a rechercher le grand denominateur commun des republicains. C'est la

mission essentielle du Jacobinisms.• (5)

Having raised the question of left-wing unity, the Jacobins could not

ignore the problem of the Communists. In the early 1950*s the Communists

were cold-shouldered by the Radical and Socialist Parties but sometimes

slavishly admired - partly on aocount of their Resistance role - by some
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of the smaller left-wing groups part of what later became known as the

New Left* The Club rejected both positions. To isolate the Communists

in a country where they commanded a steady quarter of the votes oast was

simply political nonsense. (6) The fact that, in the meantime, the

social gulf between classes was constantly widening further underlined

the sterility of such a policy. (7) Not only was it possible to neg^

otiate a limited contract with them but this kind of dialogue, in the

long run, was the only hope for the Left. At the same time, the Club

found the sentimentalism of the New Left towards the Communists profound¬

ly irritating and it excluded all close contact with the Communist Party

so long as it remained dependent on its 'Home rouge' and accepted the

violation of the liberty of expression. (8) But this kind of middle

path was not so easy to follow, as the Club soon discovered by the re¬

action of both the Radical Party and the Communist Party itself. The

Radicals, for a time, forbade double membership of the Party and the Club

until Charny had the ban lifted in 1953. As for the Communists, when

Hernu protested against the trial of the Jewish doctors in Moscow shortly

before Stalin's death in 1953, they attaoked the Club for what they called

its 'systematic anti-communism'• (9)

One other major point of conflict between the Club and the Radical

Party was social and economic policy. The Radical Party had turned to

economic liberalism; the Jacobin Club saw itself not just as the inheritor

of the tradition of 1789 but also of 1870 and the Communards. (10) The

Social Republic was to be the next conquest of the people. In the main,

the Club's social and economio analyses consisted of a combination of

traditional left republican prejudices and a modern concern with product¬

ivity. Employers exploit workers for their own profit, supported by a

government that breaks strikes. A first task, therefore, is to break

the domination of the State by capital and finance. This could be done,
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in the Jacobins' view, by means of a large-scale redistribution of

income and through fiscal policy. In addition, contractual wage

negotiations and a measure of workers control would put power back

where it should be-in the hands of the people rather than in those

of private interests and the State. Like the Young Turks, the Jacobins

insisted that to secure higher wages for the workers was in itself an

insufficient policy for the Lefti to reform economic infra-structures

was equally important. But along this particular line of thought the

Club never advanced very far. While they saw the importance of

economics and productivity, the Jacobins were never roused to much en¬

thusiasm on these subjects and remained, on the whole, content to follow

the lines set down by Kendes Franoe. (11)

In foreign affairs, the Club pursued a policy of left-wing national¬

ism. It supported NATO only as a defence organisation and wanted to

see this minimum commitment balanced by an opening to the East, including

more commercial exchanges. Equally, it did not want to see a 'europe

vaticane', a Western Europe dominated by Christian Democrats, cut off

from the communist countries and it constantly advocated the entry of

Britain and Scandinavia into the EEC both to prevent such a development

and to help control the newly rearmed Germans. The Jacobins passionately

opposed German rearmament. (12)

In Indochina, then in Morocco and Tunisia and later in Algeria, the

Jacobins always advocated the same liberal line of action: negotiation

and progressive reforms. However, they were also realists and when it

became apparent that the colonies wanted no less than their independence,

they were quite prepared to accept it. Besides, they saw colonialism

as at odds with their own principles, being founded: '.. sur les inte'rets

privds, systeme incompatible avec le sentiment de la Justice.' (13)
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The theme of French deoadence, it has already been observed, ha#L

been growing steadily sinoe the days of the Franco-Prussian war. It

probably reached its highest pitch during and just after the Second

World War, but it was far from dead under the Fourth Republic. Crit¬

icism of the political system came from many different quarters: from

the Gaullists j from ihe young who had been disappointed by the failure

of the Liberation} from the Communists; from liberals alienated by the

regime's embroilment in successive colonial conflicts. But this crit¬

icism was usually levelled at some external force. At the turn of the

century, the blame for all that was wrong had most often been placed on

the shoulders of Jews, Freemasons and sometimes Protestants.

The Fourth Republic had its own, more sophisticated array of scape¬

goats. An old favourite still riding high was the French national

character:

Si le Frangais ... est cet etre a la fois leger et inconstant,
individualists a tout pris mais aussi homme de gout et de
raison, sage et combien mesure' quoiqu'avec des acces impre-
visiblei'de violence ou de raison, et il est tout cela de
naissance, de ge'ne'ration en gelilration depuis le temps des
Ga&ois, alors aucun problems franpais n'est soluble ... Par
example, on n'arrivera jamais a lui faire payer ses impots. (14)

Two themes that commanded steady popularity were the iniquity of the

capitalist system and the flaws in constitutional mechanisms. Another

version blamed the short-comings of political life on the failure to

see and make correct choices. Either there was a guilty party who

needed only to be unmasked, or else everything was the result of a

misunderstanding. All that was needed was for people to grasp their

true interests and for politicians to face up to the real facts:

... il suffirait que l'on se decidat une bonne fois pour
toutes pour le bien... Le system© c'est encore le mal,
II est commode de la charger de tous nos peohes. (15)

These various approaches had one common denominator and this was
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resignation: long-term resignation on account of the national character:

medium-term resignation with regard to the capitalist system since any

real change must be preceded by its abolition; short-term resignation

about constitutional rulings which would simply have to be tolerated

until the time was ripe to amend them again. There never seemed much

that could be done immediately. According to the anti-capitalist

analysis, for example, the French crisis was just part and parcel of the

general crisis of western capitalism. Some would even insist that

France was in the avant-garde of decadence «Sd which was reassuring to

the extent that it meant that change was on the way but was still not

necessarily relevant to the life of anyone living.

As for the individual Frenchman, either he was most fortunate in

belonging to such a unique quixotic people, too rich perhaps in political

ideas but still pace-setters for the rest of the world in this domain;

or else he was most unfortunate in being born into a country that, owing

to a particular heritage - its hexagonal shape or the influence of the

Romans - was forever doomed to political instability. Either way, he

was not himself responsible.

Both the reformers and the non-conformists of the 1930's disagreed

sharply with this type of outlook. If they had a common denominator

it was an impatience with the political passivity of their countrymen.

For their own part, they were determined to influence events. The

Christians, in particular, regarded the political system as shaped by

the moral will and intellectual understanding of each individual; con¬

sequently, they preached political responsibility and a pragmatic

approach to new developments.

The Jacobins1 thinking was on these same lines. They were irri¬

tated, of course, by the constant merxy-go-round of ministries. But,

in the last resort, they were less perturbed that the show was bad than
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by the fact that the floor-boards were rotten. Their main pre¬

occupations were neither constitutional nor institutional but sociol¬

ogical. The real core of the French problem was that social and

economic structures were ill-adapted to the new facts of life and tec

this, in turn, was lihkedj the stubborn refusal to change mental
attitudes. (16) To change structures without changing men or at

least their minds was simply self-defeating. (17) This was one of the

most recurrent themes of the Club and determined its highly moralistic

tone:

C'est le refus de 1'effort reel qui est a la base de
notre absence de reflexe devant les dvenements actuels,
qui est a la base de 1'absence de la France dans le
monde. (18)

The Jacobins were not, of course, alone in pointing out to the

French that they had a personal responsibility for the way the political

system functioned. A book that made an impact in the 1950's was La

France Jechiree : in it the author blamed the malfunctioning of political

society on the excessive intellectualism, conservatism and irrealism of

the French. (19) Kendes too belonged to this school, but with him the

emphasis was on rationalism rather than on morali$f£ his object was a

smoothly running and efficient State and this, he wanted to show, was

unobtainable without a measure of social justice.

Left-wing Catholics also upheld the theory of responsibility against

the idea that the system was the source of all evil:

.. j'ai cru pendant des mois et des annees a une espece
d'image d'epinal qui mettait face a face de vilains
gouvernements et un bon peuple, somme toute innocent des
betises et des pe'ches qu'on lui faisait commettre. Quand
j'ai commence a entrevoir qu'il existait entre eux deux
vine seorete complicite", j'ai pense' que la faute en e'tait
aux journaux et a la radio qui ne faisaient pas leur travail
d'information. Puis j'en suis arrive a penser que les
peuples ont la presse qu'ils meritent.

C'est done les Franpais qu'll fallait observer; e'etait
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eux les response.bles de la decadence. (20)

They differed from the Jacobins mainly in emphasis. Anxious to atone

for the past and to come to terms with the modern world, they were far

more obsessed with economic and technological developments. This

obsession was also a kind of compensation for their strong anti-party

bias. The Jacobins were never particularly enthusiastic about the

parties of the Left, but being linked to one by tradition - which the

Catholics were not - they tended to have a much more balanced attitude

towards them. The Catholics focussed their rationalism on economics

and technology but in the domain of politics they turned very frequently

into pure moralists-

Jacobins - and one that helped to conceal the anti-political sentiments

of the latter - lay in their attitude towards the historical mythology

of republicanism. Modernist Catholics found it maddening when Mendes

brought out such phrases as 'Nous sommes en 1788*. ¥hat was the point

of that sort of thing, they would ask peevishly; what had 1953 and 1788

in common, anyway? (21) The Jacobins thrived on such references.

They were never shy of giving the sacred cows of the Left a decisive

shove when it came to such ooncrete matters as policies and programmes,

but the traditional language and lore of republicanism was an indispens¬

able part of their political activism. One of Le Jacobin's most striking

characteristics was a taste for resounding republican rhetorici

One other difference between the left Christian groups and the

II y a encore des bastilles a prendre. Le 14 Juillet est a
refaire tous les jours; II y a encore des febdalites a

abattre; ..la Republique reprendra aussitot la tradition que
nos pdres ont cr6e et pour laquelle ils ont tant de fois
verse leur sang. (22)



Often quoted were Robespierre, Saint Just and Alain. The general

sense of the quotations was that the people must control the polit¬

icians: 'Le peuple est mepris des qu'il ne se fait pas craindre'. (23)

The term 'oitoyen* was frequently employed. And the Club boasted of

having; *le citoyen Isnard, descendant direct du depute' Isnard, President
de la Convention'. It was proud also of another of its members,

Jaoques Gambier, an expert on Robespierre. (24)

Beneath their often extravagant political terminology, however,

the Jacobins harboured a distrust for politics that, for all its greater
<v

moderation, was no less persistent than that of the Catholics. They

referred quite openly to: les bas politicians'. (25) Or they would

address politicians in a tone of great moral outrage: 'Professionals de

la politique, vous avez pu nou3 voler le grand espoir qu'avait fait naitre

en nous la Resistance et la Liberation".(26) Unlike Peguy and the

Catholic Club Citoyens 60, they never drew the distinction between

•mystique' and 'politique', but they referred to 1he great betrayal of

the Resistance ideals as 'le passage du lyricisms au politique'. (27)

To the category of traitors belonged also the technocrats: '.. les

traitres, les seceesionistes, les technocrates, les affairistes, les

petits ambitieux*. (28)

With the corruption of politics and politicians, the Jacobins

contrasted the purity and disinterestedness of those not holding power;

'.. les purs, les n&ifs, ceux qui ne seront Jamais ministres ni secret¬

aires d'etat..'. (29) This purity was always associated with 'the

people*, and in the context of the 1950's it was identified with youth,

for, true to republican tradition, the Jacobins considered it the duty

of sons to be to the left of their fathers; '.. la purote des intentions
/ / /

de la generation des hommes de trente ans s'acoomode mal des preoccup¬

ations affairistes de nos aines.' (30) Moral purity was an obsession
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in the Jacobin Club and the pivot of its political thinking. Le

Jacobin was described as: *Le Journal propre dirige par les hommes

propres'. (31) While the definition of what a Jacobin should be was

no less moralistic:

Le Jacobin est un homme qui se veut libre et de bonnes
moeurs. G'est un homme qui est pret a sacrifier son
bonheur particulier pour defendre le bonheur de la societe.
Le Jacobin veut une Republique dure et pure.

*V/-

Le Jacobin n*a pas peur des batailles disproportioness car
il a l'elan, la conviction et le mepris des contingences.
Le Jacobin se defend de toute flatterie a l'egard du Peuple;
il dit la verite, aussi impopulaire soit-elle, car il a
finalement confiance dans le Jugement des citoyens, mais il
sait que si la Verite est Une, elle a toute fois plusieurs
visages et c'est pourquoi il est tolerant. (32)

Behind this kind of thinking, which seemed to come perfectly

naturally to the Jacobins - for, even if they quoted Alain, most seem

not to have read him - was a simple concept: the opposition between

morality and interests. This opposition was never specifically stated

or analysed or in any way explained, but it was implicit in the whole

Jacobin approach. Politics, for the Jacobins, was not the conciliation

of conflicting interests: the purity of the Jacobin lay in his dis¬

interestedness. Unlike Poujade they never explicitly denounced

• l'ecrasement de l'humain par la matiere' (33) yet they subscribed

equally to the old opposition of spirit and matter. Liberty and

equality are spiritual forces that must be constantly asserted against

material obstacles. The moral purity of the citizen is the instrument

with which he fights privileged interests and in dominating them secures

the Republic. Good government is politics purged of all its immoral

elements: it presupposes a morally good citizenry who, because of their

goodness, promote honesty in publio life and truth in government affairs.

This explains why the Jacobins always placed the whole weight of their

emphasis on the need for stern and active citizenship, for once this
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ooaid bo assured all the rest, according to their intellectual schema,

would follow. Obviously, this approach made them exceedingly intolerant

of the failings of the Fourth Republic).

./hat conclusion may be drawn from all this about the Jacobins'

perception of political commitment? The same moral assumptions when

manipulated by Feguy and Inunler led to tee idea teat political activism

means tee humanisation of society by means of moral values rather than

through the reform of institutions. And it is arguable that, despite

the occasional kind word they threw to tee political parties, the Jacobins

also followed this interpretation. Significant in this respect are

three terms they often used! 'elan; disponibilite; sens critique'.

At the turn of tee century» there existed a widespread belief teat

only a kind of moral upsurge or an outburst of revolutionary violence

could bring about the regeneration of the country. This belief, or a

tempered form of It, the Jacobins sharedj * le pouvoir appartiendra

domain a oeux qui radonneront un sureaut d'energie morale au pays.* (36)

Usually this restoration of moral energy was referred to by the word

•elan'. Besides the idea of morality, the two other ideas contained

in this word ware the linked ones of will and action. The following

passage on da Gaulle and Kendes France brings out tee sense of the word

very we.llt

... toua deux ont dit que la politique e'est d'abord
1* action; tous deux ont souhalte' un regime at treyant qui,
dans un grand elan de volonte nationals imposerait les
interSts gendraux contra les intdrsta particulars; tons
deux ont denounce les meequini combinaisons politiques
auxquelles nous somes habitues.* (37)

Politics, teen, is tee will to action. But what kind of notion?

First it must be moral. Then it must allow the exercise of

critical judgement! * .. le Jacobinism© soul redonnera. aux Citoyens

oe qui leur manque le pluai 1# sens critique et la vertu. * (38) This,
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in turn, denonda on two conditions: information on t?hich to baa© a

judgment and independence in arriving at it# (39) Although the

Hub's strength never lay in it© intellectual attaindents, it always

insisted forcefully on its role as a centre of civic education and

believed that one of its sain functions must be to have ideas.

According to on© survey, 915- of its members considered that the Hub

existed to promote new ideas, 7® thou#t that its mission was to

interest in politics those who did not mat to join a party, and only

52 saw it ac preparing the path for a new party, (40) This will to

action and to moral and intellectual independence at tee sane time

are beet expressed by tho word •disponlbiltte* - meaning •prepared¬

ness* or ♦availability1, And by this the Jacobins meant the moral

readiness to stand by end defend republican principles, with their

lives if mod be, rather than tho practical readiness to undertake the

mundane day-to-day business involved in running a large political party.

In the Jacobin Hub, as in the others, there were always few takers for

the minimal paper-work involved in. its running administration. The

following description of how the Jacobins saw their battle conveys the

force of the word •diaponibilit^* very well:

L© combat dec Jacobins n*est pas abetrait. Loin d*etr©
doe speotateurs, nous eomsss, dopuio dix ans, on contact
quotidian des realite'a nationalsa, tant politique©,
eoonosiques que sooiales, lioua nou© engageons parfoic,
sans jamais fair® d^pendre nan choix d'autre chose que nos
propres analyses mais, nous restons uno force disponible. (41)

Had tho dadioal Party been more left-wing, the Jacobins would probably

have joined it quite happily and never felt the need for a club. But

teiis was because the iadical Party with its looseness of structure and

tiie wide ©cope it allowed to individual personalities within it was

never a mass, organised party in the accepted sense. In these respects,

the Jacobin Hub was tho ladieal Party writ small.
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But before going on to examine how the Club actually worked in

practice, there is one further point to be made about its ideology.

For, over the two decades of its existence, an interesting development

occurred in its thinking on the role of the State.

In the nineteenth century, before the foundation of the Republic,

two currents co-existed in republicanism: the one centralising, the

other decentralising. Leon Bourgeois, for instance, was a decentral-

iser; but as soon as the principle of secular schools was questioned,

he became authoritarian and centralist. The Jacobin Club in the

1950's, while quoting Alain on the corruptibility of all power, supported

Mendes France in his advocacy of a strong State, for this was in line

with their own aspiration for snore decisive government. But the old

distrust of government and power was not dead but only dormant. And,

ultimately, the idea that the power of State and government must be

limited by popular control led the Jacobins to support decentralisation

and workers participation, in management, so as to counter the growth

of State influence. (42) Like some of the reformers of the 1930's they

had turned their backs definitively on -the negative combination characters-

istic of the Third and, to a lesser degree, the Fourth tepublio: central¬

isation and weak government. More generally, this development constituted

a break with radical negativism and perhaps marked the end of a long

phase of republican thinking:

Journalist: "Etre de gauche, o'est etre oontre les pouvoirs,

a dit Alain.M

Hernu: "C'est exact, maio aujourd'hui la gauche doit

cesser de se definir par ses seules negations."(43)

V
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The legalism of the American political clubs described by J. Q.

Wilson was absolutely alien to the spirit of the French clubs - and

in particular to the spirit of the Jacobin Club. Ho detailed account

of its statutes need be given for they are of no importance. The

National Executive Committee, as the small band of friends who formed

it rather grandly called themselves, sometimes had the prescribed

seven members and sometimes twice as many. The General .assembly did

not meet twice a year as advertised, but once every two years at the

very most. Members of the NEC were co-opted rather than elected:

the hard core of NEC members has not budged in twenty years. The

President is, of course, still Charles Hernu and although it is true -

as the statutes point out - that he has no special voting privileges,

this is because he needs none. The Jacobin Club is and always has

been in his hands. (44)

The Club was thus not exactly democraticj at the same time it

did offer a kind of substitute form of democracy. For the members

of the NEC exercised a kind of collective leadership derived from

Freemasonry, while ordinaiy members retained the freedom to come and

go as they liked and to say what they pleased.

The team spirit and sense of solidarity that allowed the NEC to

function were partly natural to it and partly consciously fostered.

The original team were all masons and this helped to create a close

bond between them. But although it remained a basic rule of the Club

that all members of the NEC should be masons, like all its rules this

one was sometimes bent. If someone was considered sufficiently valuable

from 1he Club's point of view, he would be co-opted on to its managing

committee without complications. Thereafter, there would probably be

some attempt to enrol him as a mason. Another rule of the NEC that

strengthened its solidarity was that any one of its members could veto
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a new member.

The general meetings of the Club were free, informal and. orientated

to open debate rather than prepared speeches. One important and

fundamental law of tbe Club was that no one was ever prevented from

talking, however unpopular his views. This suited its members who

have always tended to see democracy as the right of everyone to express

his opinion rather than as the passing of majority resolutions. In

fact, members would often secure far-reaching amendments to motions

proposed by the NSC. But to ask what would happen if the majority

of the Club opposed one of the proposals tbe NSC put forward would be

to misunderstand the nature of the Jacobin Club. It went throu^i

great internal turmoil on a number of issuesi on the principle of

Presidential elections, on the referendum in 1962, on what attitude to

adopt towards the PSA Parti Socialiste Autonome etc. But neither

this turmoil nor the majority that might eventually emerge mattered

much. What mattered to the members was the right to uphold their own

views on all separate issues, while sharing the same basic principles.

In contrast with a political party, there was never any question in the

Club of toeing the party line, even temporarily, and in this lay its

fundamental attraction.

The style of the Club's meetings, like that of the paper, were

lively, informative, combative but not intellectual. Unlike many of

the post 1958 clubs, the Jacobin Club never published books, built up

vast files or offered its members evening classes in economics. Never¬

theless it was always profoundly convinced of -the need for ideas in a

Club and for this reason made sure it had a few intellectual members to

consult, much as a tribal chief might keep soothsayers both for their

possible practical value and as an indispensible adjunct to his prestige.

Two such ideas men of long standing were Roger Charay, a journalist and
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top administrator of the bociete Generale de Presse. and Alain Gourdon,

a member of the Cour des Comptea. In lie late 1950*s these were joined

by Marc Paillet, a former Trotskyist and deputy editor of the Agence

France Presse, and Guy Penne, a dentist and former Vice-President of

the Union Rational des Studiants Franoais.

Membership of the Club had only a very loose meaning, since members

might be very assiduous in attending meetings at one time and then drop

off when other interests or activities claimed them. Actual card-

holding, in the circumstances, had very little meaning. The general

monthly meetings, during the Club's hey-day under the Fourth Republic,

regularly attracted 2-300 people, sometimes twice as many if some partic¬

ularly burning topic was under discussion or a special session was
<rrv7

organised. A meeting at Morocco held in tile Salle Wagram in June 1955

when the Moroccan situation was deteriorating rapidly was attended by a

thousand people. But it is very hard to judge how many hard-core

Jacobins there were or even broadly to estimate the extent of the public

audience the Club reached over the years. If the circulation of Le

Jacobin paper is taken as an indication, then one could say that the Club

had a minimum circle of 1-1,500 faithful followers during the 1950's.

However, this basic number was itself subject to enormous fluctuations.

In the mid-fifties, when Le Jacobin together with the Express constituted

the main press supports for Mendes France, about 15,000 copies of the

paper were printed, 6-8,000 sold and the rest sent out free as propaganda.

Then in the early 1960's, after it had lain dormant for a period, Le

Jacobin again, but only briefly, reached a circulation of 7,000. (45)

The Club took its role as an open forum very seriously. Both at

its meetings and in its paper it consciously fostered an atmosphere of

tolerance and restraint. A very wide range of people - from Gaullists

like Jacques Chaban-Delmas and Michel Debr4 to Francois Mitterand, Leo
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Hamon, Edgar Faure, Eduard Depreux, Robert Buron - either wrote in Le

Jacobin1s 'tribune libre' or else attended meetings. The programme

announced in the first number of the paper gives a fairly representative

list of the kind of topics that were discussedj

- The Defence and Development of Laicity.

- The Situation and Future of the French Union.

- How should German .earmament be regarded?

- Technical Progress and Fiscal Reform.

- The Crisis of Justice and the Republican Order.

- Robespierre.

- The European Defence Community.

Whether the inter-party contacts and conferences that took place had

any real effect is very hard to say. In 1953 a Committee for the

Reconstruction of "the Left was set up after a study session sponsored

by the Jacobins and attended in a personal capacity by over 50 politicians

and trade unionists of the Left. In its support Le Jacobin 9 sent out

an appeal for subscriptions and for the creation of loaal action groups

and departmental and national assemblies. But nothing came of this

movement, for at this time the Club also became deeply involved in

Kendds France's effort to renovate the Radical Party.

One other subject that should be mentioned briefly tAM the Jacobins*

provincial branches. At one time or another in the 1950's about 15 or

so of these blanches were recognised by the Parisian parent Club, albeit

always- after considerable hesitation. For the Jacobins were always

concerned not to appear to be or to be mistaken for a political party.

Second, there was a problem of finance. Since the Parisian Jaoobins

existed on a shoe-string budget, they were in no position to subsidise

other groups. And, third, they saw that the supervision of provincial

branches would be a difficult task, given the informal structure of the
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Club, whileto leave them free would, be to incur the risk of their views

or activities compromising ihe parent organisation. One of the few

provincial branches that succeeded was the Jacobin Club at Marseilles

and this was only because it was run by a relative of Charay, a member

of the NEC.

After May 1955 when the Jacobins began actively to participate in

the reform of the Radical Party, provincial centres were more than ever

disoouraged. Prospective Jacobins - and there were very many at this

time - were advised to Join their local Radical federation. Retrospect¬

ively, this has appeared as a mistaken strategy, as many young people

were definitively discouraged by -their reception in the Parly, still

controlled in the provinces by the old guard and local notables. In

the circumstances, local sections of the Jacobin club might have served

a useful purpose in maintaining the interest and involvement of many

young Mendesists. But this happened only in North Africa and^there
o»4y to a limited extent. At the end of 1955 Palcoz wrote to Bonnet,

a local leader, outlining a strategy of creating clubs to infiltrate "the

powerful rightist orientated Radical federations in North Africa and so

reverse their majorities. (46) In the following year five clubs did

actually hold a meeting. But, in the end, they succeeded only in

making themselves unpopular with Jacques Soustelle then Minister in

charge of Algeria, without achieving anything.

Being the first on the scene and lacking in experience, the Jacobin

Club at first, saw only the difficulties involved in creating other groups

and none of the opportunities. It was not until political clubs began

to mushroom after 1958 that it began to explore the prospects in this

direction with real interest.
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Chapter 8.

The Jaoobins and Kendesism.

Nous proclamons que le Radieal-Socialisme da la
IV Republique sans doctrines, sans methodes, sans
enthousiasme est k bout de souffle, (l)

Two men held out the hope that a break oould be made with the

stagnation, confusion and shabbiness of the Fourth Republic and that

France could be restored to the high place in the world that was her

due: General de Gaulle and Pierre Mendes France. Both men owed their

popularity to a style that set them apart in the public mind from the

run-of-the-mill politicians of the Third and Fourth Republics. These

styles, althou^i different, were both rooted in French tradition. De

Gaulle, autocratic and a loner, represented an ancient remedy - the

recourse to a political saviour. Mendes France, for all his modern¬

ising enthusiasm, was a traditional republican in his firm faith in

the capacity of the people to improve themselves by the sole means of

their own reason and virtue. The instrument he chose to carry out

this regeneration was, symbolically enough, the oldest party in the

Republic and the repository of republican traditions: the Radical Party.

Kendds differed from most other French politicians, in the first

place, because he was interested in and understood economics. As a

member of the Young Turic group before the war, he had been feeling his

way gradually towards a liberal Keynesianism. Then, after the war,

he was de Gaulle's Finance Minister. He resigned from this post in

1945 because his austerity programme was rejected as likely to prove too

unpopular; inflation promptly followed. Thereafter, Mendes spent a

number of years in New Yozk as France's permanent representative at the

UN's Economic and Social Council. At the Assembly in France he rarely

spoke more than once a year and when he did it was to point out that
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the economic modernisation of Prance and the continuation of the

Indochina War were incompatible} the French must choose which they

wanted. Economic expansion was certainly his own priority and one

of his most constant themes. At the same time, Mendes was never

just a clever economist, he was also an old-style republican with a

particular concept of the relationship between citizen and State.

And this made him aware of the growing alienation of ordinary people

from the political regime, especially young people and Communist

voters. The crisis, as he saw it, was one of communication and so

the solutions he himself offered were primarily aimed to restore

public confidence. Hence also his choice of a political vooabulary

which seemed, often enough, to have been lifted directly from the

Sunday sermon of some non-conformist chapelt honesty, truth, sacri¬

fices, choices, the keeping of promises and the acceptance of moral

obligations*.•

In June 1953, the situation in both Indo-CJhina and Tunisia was

becoming increasingly alarming and Mendes was finally called upon to

form a government. He took this opportunity to put his own strict

code into practice: he would choose his ministers without regard to

party claims and make them promise not to join the next cabinet. This

highly moralistic approach struck a deep chord in "the public imaginat¬

ion and, given the general apathy and cynicism of the period, the

response he aroused was remarkable. However, it was the politicians

who had the last word and, with 202 abstaining, Hendes' first attempt

to form a government was defeated.

In 1953 Mendes failed to be invested because of his recommend¬

ations for Tunisia and Indochina, yet he became Premier in June of the

following year precisely on account of these same proposals. Ey that

time, the situation in those countries, especially in Indochina, had

become so desperate that the deputies had very little room for manoeuvre.
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Moreover, after the failed investiture of 1953, those politicians who

had blocked Kend^s' path began to feel the pressure of disapproval

from the left-wing electorate in their constituencies. (2)

Young people, in particular, flocked to Kendesism, To them it

offered an escape from -the eternal exercises in Marxist orthodoxy of
r ) >J

the French LeftY instead it stood for a scientific and pragmatic
)

approach to modern problems, political activism and a moral attitude

towards government. As one young Mendesist put it:

Kendes-Franee, un instant, nous aura permis de croire
qu'on pouvait a la fois 'faire de la politique' et
garder les mains propres, etre President du Conseil et
dire la verite. (3)

With their combative spirit, the Jacobins were among the first to

heed Mendes' call to arms. On the occasion of his celebrated first

investiture speech, ihe entire editorial committee of Le Jacobin signed

an enthusiastic article supporting him. This speech, they wrote, was

a quarrel between generations: all that was young in France, metaphor¬

ically rather than literally speaking, supported the deputy of the Eure.

Yet, the Olub's baoking of Mendes Prance was never unconditional. To

the Jacobins Mendes wa3 more a lighthouse in -the dark, a point of ref¬

erence and reassurance, than a chosen path. Socially and economically,

in colonial matters and in relations with 1he Communists, Eendes stood

to the Right of them. (4) He had also accepted German Rearmament which

they still bitterly opposed. Besides, the Club prided itself on its

independence and for all its insistence on programmes and on unity of

party policy, it was no more prepared to surrender this independence

than were the clubs of 1848. It is up to us, it would maintain, to

study problems and solve them ourselves. (5)

Although one Jacobin Club sometimes accused Mendes of conservatism -

was Mendes not oloser to Tardieu than to Blum, to Churchill than to Bevanj
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one article asked1 (6) - It broadly supported him because his efforts

seemed to be directed towards the same ends as its own. There is no

point in allowing ourselves to be paralysed over a case of conscience,

observed Le Jacobin on the issue of German rearmament, when the decisive

issue at stake is the future political and eoonomic health of the

country. And Jsithout Xendea France the Left's chances of achieving

this would be greatly lessened. (7)

From 1954 onwards, the immediate task for Mendes was to harness

tho popular support he had built up in th© country. However, the

failure of de Gaulle's HPF had illustrated some of the difficulties of

forming a new political party. hendes, consequently, chose to renovate

the oldest party in the republic, the on© also to which he himself was

attached - the Radioel Farty.

This was a formidable undertaking. By the early 1950's 6% of

the Radical party's electorate was aged over 50 and only 10j; was working-

class. (8) Its influence in the larger towns had declined since the

war and over half its electorate was localised in the south-west where

the Radical federation's rivalry with the Socialist Farty tended to out

them off from the rest of the Left. This rightist orientation was even

further accentuated by the pressure of the wealthy North African federat¬

ions and of banking circles. The 1949 Party Congress had gone so far

as to condemn nationalisation and to oriticis© social security.

Nonetheless, there was some support for the Kendes experiment within

the party itself. In 1953, at the Party Congress at Aix lea Bains. Kendes

won a large measure of support for his social and economic policy. Then

at the following Congress, Eerriot himself symbolically handed the torch
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of leadership to Kendes. Broadly, those who were favourably disposed

towards Mendes tended to be either the very young or else the old who

remembered the Popular Front. The big feudal barons of Radicalism,

Baylet in the south-east, Karoselli in the east, maintained a benevolent

neutrality so long as their own fiefs were left undisturbed. For as

long as Mendes did not upset party routines too drastically, they, in

common with many other notables, were quite flattered to have him as

leader. (9) The real problem at the outset was that the administrative

machinery was firmly in the hands of the anti-Mendesist faction.

Here the co-operation of the Jaoobins was of real importance. As

soon as Kendes had resolved to take over the party, they were at his side:

II faut que le President du Conseil ne soit pas seul, qu* il
ait derriere lui un parti moderne, capable d*affronter les
e'lections de 1956 non seulement avee une aine, mais aussi
avec une technique. II faut que nous puissions lutter aux
armes egales avec les grandes machines politiques qui se
sont constitutes ou renovees apres la Liberation. (10)

Their first contribution was to help win over enough local federation

presidents and secretary-generals for the executive committee of the

Radical Party to be able to call a special congress. They did this by

travelling all over France, convincing local leaders and aotivists of

the need for change within the party.

But it was at the Extraordinary Congress itself held on the 4-th of

May 1955 - after Mendes had been defeated in the Assembly - that the

Jacobins' unaided efforts proved decisive. A favourite ruse in the

iadical party was the unscrupulous use of party membership cards by a

small clique who thereby maintained their control of the party. And

the Jaoobins feared that in the coming party election, Martinaud-Deplat,

who was in charge of the administrative machinery, would swamp the vote

of those members present by using the proxy votes of absent or non-¬

existent members. On the 4th May, D^plat lived up to expectation by



booking the congress hall for only a few hours - hoping thus to cut

down the debate to a minimum. As the members present were quite clearly

and enthusiastically for Mendes Prance it would have looked odd to them,

once they had realised their strength, if Mendes had nevertheless

failed to gain control of the party machinery.

At this point, there burst into the congress hall about 150 Jacobins

equipped with whistles and even armed with other weightier instruments

in case the Right had brought along its own supporting team of strong-

arm men. The whistling and shouting - intended to prevent Martlnaud-

D6plat from speaking - reached such a pitch that he was forced to leave

the congress hall altogether. The Jacobins, who had had the foresi^it

to hire another hall nearby, transferred the Radicals to it. Toting

there was by a show of hands and Mendes won a clear majority. (11)

As th® majority of the 2,000 party activists present were actually

in favour of Kendes, it might be maintained that he would have won even

without the Jacobin intervention. Yet he lost in 1954 when Herriot came

out in support of him and the majority were behind him. And he lost

again at the Strasbourg Congress in November 1957 although the party

workers had not then turned against him. There is certainly reason

to believe that if he had then let loose the Jacobins again - all crammed

into cars outside and rearing to go - he would have won. As it was, he

strictly forbade them to interfere. In fact, one of the unanswered

questions posed by Mendes1 failure to renovate the party is why he never

forced his opponents to defend themselves before this congress^for it

might well have disowned them.

In ihe process of consolidation following the Ihctraordinary Congress

of May 1955, the Jacobins were directed by Mendes to take over the

administrative machinery. The party headquarters at the Place de

Valois had been cleared of all documents and files by Deplat and his
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colleagues, but the party was acquiring new members every day. (12)

Quite soon the Administrative Presidency was replaced by a 7-member

Action Committee. Of these seven only three were permanently at the

party headquarters in Paris and all of them were attached to the

Jacobin Club. (13) Paul Anxionnaz was Secretary-General; Georges

Scali his lieutenant. Claude Panier had the important task of approving

party investitures. Harris Pusais, another Jacobin, was in charge of

party propaganda. And, filially, Falcoz was head of the newly-created Ecole de

Cadres whose role was the rapid training of loyal Kendesist party activists,

as well as to provide the concept of man and history which it was felt

that political parties ought to have. (14)

The party machinery had been captured in May# Almost immediately

a project for the revision of the party statutes, giving increased

influence to the party activists, was approved by the Executive Committee.

But in June people were already beginning to leave for the long French

summer vacation. Consequently, the confrontation between Mendesist and

conservative Radicals at local level had to be postponed until late September.

Then, in November, Edgar Faure brought about a dissolution of the Assembly.

This meant that the Party would have to present itself to the electorate

before the new broom had had time to sweep the rightists out of the cob-

webbed corners of the party where they were lying low. The elections of

1956 were a bitter blow for the Mendesists.

The Republican Front that stood for election on the 2nd January 1956

was not what the Jacobins had envisaged by the reunification of the Left.

Without any real agreement on social or economic, far less colonial affairs,

it was no more than an old-style electoral alliance containing the SFIO,

the Radicals, the ULSR and the Social Republicans. Still, it presented

a ohanoe for the Left and as 3uch was backed by the Jacobin3, some of whom

stood to be elected under the banner of Uendes Prance. The Glub itself,
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Le Jacobin was at pains to point out, was standing above the melee.

Despite the entry of 52 Poujadists into the Chamber, the Republican

Front won a modest victory. Outside his own constituency, the Paris

area was the one most favourable to Kendes France. As radicalism

traditionally had little influence there, the Kendesists had less to

contend with than in strong party fiefs. The radical federations of

the Seine area acquired around 13,000 new members and this was the work

of young and devoted new-comers rather than the old party cadres.

Ces nouveaux militants qui payaient leurs cotisations,
venaient aux comites, allaient coller des affiches en
scooter, etaient un type inconnu au parti radical: des
§ctivistes. (15)

Foremost among these activists were, of course, the Jacobins. Quite a

few of them were elected and the Club itself was temporarily turned

into a campaign committee for Charles Hernu. Kendes himself attached

some value to their effort and wrote to Hernu that he was well aware

that a large part of the credit for the satisfactory result of the

elections must go to the Jacobins, both in Paris and in the provinces. (16)

Although the elections themselves had been moderately successful,

neither Kendes France nor the Jacobins were particularly satisfied.

For the Socialist Guy Mollet, as leader of the largest coalition party,

had been nominated Premier and Mendes had even been denied the post of

Foreign Minister he wanted, on account of MRP objections. (17) In

addition, the Mollet Government, despite its electoral promises that new

and conciliatory methods would be used in Algeria to regain the confidence

of the local population, soon began moving in the opposite direction and

became even more repressive. This deteriorating situation in Algeria

formed the sombre backdrop both to Kendes* own personal decline and to

his failure to reconstruct the Radical Party.

Thirty to forty more loyal deputies would have made all the difference



to Mend.es' premiership in 1954. (18) Now, in 1956, he was scarcely

better off, for the hard core of deputies he could rely on numbered

no more than a dozen. These called themselves the 'elus protest-

ataires'. They were mainly young, mostly Jacobins from the Seine

area and in revolt both against Mollet's accession to the Premiership

instead of Mendes and against the new regime's Algerian policy. (19)

On Algeria they opposed each vote of confidence thus over-turning

successively Mollet, Bourges-Manoury and Gaillard.

With the administrative machinery under control, it was the party's

parliamentary group that caused trouble. All the Radical Party's

traditions - the independent personalities of Radical parliamentarians?

the autonomy of local federations; preoccupation with political office

at the expense both of principles and programmes - worked against Mendes

Prance's efforts to transform the party into a disciplined unit. Although

the 'elus protestataires' also threw all their weight in the balance to
V

this end - sometimes actually embarrassing Mendes by their high-principled

stands - there were not, in the last resort, enough of them to force the

pace. When Mollet became Prime Minister, they declared that Kendes ought

not to participate in the new government. It took all Mendes' powers of

persuasion to bring them to accept that it was against the national interest

to provoke a ministerial crisis so soon after the elections. They were

relieved when he finally resigned of his own accord on the 23rd of May,

but they wanted him to take the Radical ministers with him. He could

not have dons this, even if he had tried, but the Jacobins, in particular,

almost split on this issue. Only Mendes' personal appeal for compromise

saved the situation. Hernu had already oaee- threatened to resign when,

just after the elections, Radical parliamentarians stopped coming to parly-

meetings. But this threat had no more effect than his proposal, advanced

a little later, that the party should define a coherent long-term policy
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with the general objective of improving the standard of living. Felix

Gaillard remarked that it would raise too many problems...(20)

Liberation was only too accurate in its comment at the beginning of

April that, beyond a small group of Jacobins, faithful - more than

faithful - to Kendosism, the majority of the Radical Party remained

what it had been before its renovation. (21)

With Queuille and Morice condemning the Party's 'defeatism' in

Algeria (i.e. Hendes' policy) and the growth of an anti-blendesist

movement calling for group leadership, a show-down was becoming in¬

evitable. It came at the Party Congress in Lyon in October 1956.

Mendes France won a vote of confidence by 1,006 to 426 and Andre Morioe

and his friends went off to form another party. To this so-called

party they attached a Club - the Club des Kontagnards - which represented

the right wing of Freemasonry while the Jacobins, of course, represented

its left wing. (22) Ostensibly the Club was intended to prove to the

public that the secessionists were not just staid elderly gentlemen -

clubs being connected in the popular mind with radical activism. But

the loose club structure no doubt appealed to the Morioe faction for

much the same reasons as it did to the Jacobins.

However, if Kendes France envisaged that the departure of Morice

and his friends would open a glorious new era, such hopes were disappointed.

The parliamentarians behind him had never been very numerous but now even

some of them were falling away: Leclerq voted for the government, while

Hugues and Holland abstained. In a letter to Hernu on the subject, Mendes

expressed his disappointment: 'Nous ne pouvons pas, de ce cote, affirmer

un front homogeine et cela est vraiment tres gehant.' (23) Moreover, as

hysteria over Algeria continued to mount, he was losing support even more

rapidly in the Party and in the country. When the powerful south-west

federation turned against him it was an unmistakable signal that his star
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was on the wane. Then, finally, his attempt to impose voting discipline

failed when put to 'the test shortly after it had "been accepted at a party

meeting in March 1957 at Ohartres. The Bureau refused to expel two

deputies who would not appear before it. Mendes concluded that he

could no longer make his will prevail as party leader and he resigned

on the 23rd cf May 1957. (24)

Why did Mendes fail to keep his grip on the Party? And what

conclusions about the Club may be drawn from the Jacobins* involvement

in the revival of Radicalism?

There were two fundamental and inter-related reasons for Mendes'

failures Algeria and the Socialist Party. A genuine alliance between

Socialists and Mendesists might have strengthened Mendes* hand against

the Radical parliamentarians . But with Mollet as premier and Lacoste

operating in Algeria, such an alliance was ruled out. Another reason,

hit one which would probably have been less decisive in other circum¬

stances, was the long period of time needed to overhaul the party machine.

Local deputies would brook no interference in their own particular fiefs,

while to build up new federations was a slow process. In some areas -

notably in the Bas-Rhin - the new team had some notable successes in

building new federations, but without a deputy even these were not

immediately useful. About ten years of painstaking effort would probably

have been necessary for the Mendesists to gain the upper hand in the

Radical Party. (25)

Then there were other factors, less important in themselves, but
S

which loomed far larger once Mendes was already on the down-grade and

hastened his fall. These were mainly connected with the faction that

gravitated around Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber and his paper L'Express.

These people who, unlike Hernu and his Jacobins, were foreign bodies in
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the Radical Party, sometimes acted with considerable lack of circum¬

spection. Non-radicals like Brigitte Gros, Servan-Schreiber's sister,

were simply parachuted into the Party's Bureau. And, although tighter

organisation was obviously necessary, the way that it was carried out was

often insensitive. For instance, the veteran ex-premier Queullle was

once stopped on his way into a congress and asked to show his party card ...

Altogether, the iadicals did not appreciate being expected to take orders

from the Express contingent and their resentment grew constantly more

bitter. There was another less excusable source of -Cfiiction: Servan-

Schreiber himself ana many of his group were Jewish and in the Radical

Party there had always existed a strand of anti-semitism. Mend^s France,
/

who was prudent enough to ensure that Rene Mayer, also Jewish, would not

stand for present election near his own constituency in Normandy but in

North Africa, could perhaps have made more effort to forestall the growth

of anti-Jewish feeling in the party. Then, another point, Mendes tended

to forget that the activists sometimes liked to win, too, and was unwisely

negligent of such matters as cantonal elections. Finally - and probably

unknown to Kendes himself - there developed inside the party an atmosphere

of intrigue and dishonesty that made the ordinary member uneasy and

suspicious. In 1955 the Mendesists had won control of the party leader¬

ship by a show of hands; thereafter, their victories were not always so

open. Even if their ends were justified, their means were counter¬

productive, for they thereby greatly hampered the development of that solid

morale as a group which would have enabled them to lie low for a number of

years if necessary and slowly improve their position inside the party. (26)

If the Jacobins had no part in suoh underhand activities - their own

methods being infinitely more extrovert - it can scarcely be said that

they achieved great wonders in the administrative domain. Anxionnaz,

who, as Secretary-General, should have been taking the party machine in
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hand, was rarely at the Farty Headquarters, having been appointed

Secretary of state for the Navy. Soali, his assistant, was not espec¬

ially out out to be an administrator. Charles Hernu was direating all

his dynamism into his duties as deputy. The Jacobins had been the only
/to

team available to look after the party machinery but theyit turned out,

were not espeoially interested in the task. Prom the start they had

insisted that the Club maintain its independence and all their energies

they expended either in being deputies or in helping others to become

deputies. Hemu has explained this as the natural outcome of the Club's

general philosophy, according to which democracy means essentially the

intimate connection between electorate and deputy rather than the organ¬

isation of some mass party. (27)

The point should not be over-stated, but it is difficult to avoid

the conclusion that at the core of the Jacobins' involvement in the renewal

of the Radical Party there was a contradiction, only partly concealed.

On the one hand, the Club preached a united effort; on the other hand, it

insisted on its own independence. On the one hand, it demanded discipline;

on the other hand, it took pride in reaching its own conclusions and making

its own choices independently. It saw the importance of the Radical

Party's administrative structure and worked hard to gain hold of it, yet

it failed to follow through this initial effort. If the Radical Party

had actually become transformed into the kind of monolithic Labour Party

which the Jacobins, in principle, wanted, might they not then themselves

have been the first to abandon ship to take to that all-purpose raft, the

Jacobin Club? It cannot, of course, be said with certainty but the

suspicion remains...

****************

At the beginning of the summer of 1958, Mendes Prance wrote to Hernut

II faut indiquer de la maniere la plus e'nergetique que
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1'adhesion a l'UFD n'implique aucunement une rapture
avec le Parti .Radical puisqu'il ne s'agit pas d'un
parti nouveau. (28)

The TJFB - Union des Forces Demooratique^- had been rapidly set up after

ds Gaulle's accession to power by Daniel Meyer, President of the League

of the lights of Ran. Like many of the groups that sprouted at this

time it was intended primarily as a kind of watchdog in case the Gaullist

regime should turn fascist 5 beyond that it was meant to be the basis for

a general coalition of the left-centre, non-communist spectrum of

opinion that opposed de Gaulle. (29) But so far as Kendes and the

Jacobins were concerned membership of this new structure was not orig*-

inally intended to supplant their commitment to the Radical Party.

This change occurred only under the pressure of events. The first of

these was the massive defeat of the left and centre-left parties at the

elections in the autumn. Many Radicals, in particular, rallied to

Gaullism and so there seemed to the Mendesists to be very little point

in lying low within the Party in the hopes of a future seizure. But

the Jacobins themselves did not formally leave the Radical Party until

it forbade double membership with the Club in February 1959. (30)

The first phase of the Club's attehment to Kendes France had ended —

and ended in failure. The next phase was, if anything, even less

successful and never involved more than a quarter of its members.

Nevertheless, this period deserves to be dealt with, if only briefly,

because of the general insight it offers into the club movement that

now started to develop.

The UFD was composed of a number of groups and individuals who were

referred to in the 1950's a3 the New Left. Like the Jacobins themselves,

this New Left had its intellectual origins in the 1930's and it carried

forward not just the themes and preoccupations of the earlier movement

but also the heterogeneity that had been one of its essential character¬

istics.
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The most critical event in the development of thi3 New Left was

the Socialist Party Congress of 1946. After the Resistance there was

a new political vocabulary in the air - words like 1 travaillisme' and

'humanisme'. In the circumstances the Socialist Party had three choicest

1) to remain itself and thereby probably to forego all possibilities of

growth} 2) to ally itself with the new humanist and spiritualist groups

on its Right} 3) to come to some kind of agreement with the Communist

Party. (31) Leon Blum, the thinker of the Socialist Party, inclined

towards the second solutions the moment had come, he believed, for the

Party to open itself out and adapt to changing conditions. Its

materialist philosophy should be attenuated, its concept of the class

struggle transformed. But Guy Mollet, doctrinaire and intransigent,

won the day and the Marxist orthodoxy of the Social Democratic tradition

was not challenged.

C'est un moment important de l'histoire du socialisms
franpais. La SFIO a peut-etre laisse echapper une
occasion unique de se renouveler. (32)

This decision meant that anarchist Personalists, humanist Socialists

and the more left-oriented among the modernist reformers from the 1930's

were left without a home in a political party beyond the minute Jeune

Republique party. There were also other politically homeless or isolated

groups and individuals who were either Marxist or had Marxist leanings:

Communists who had been excluded or resigned from the Party, Trotyskists

and the Union Progressists, a short-lived post-Resistance group who

advocated the unity of the Communists and the Socialists. Then there

were personalities who had left or had been excluded from a variety of

different parties:^6oth Vallon and Capitant were ex-RPF} Claude Bourdet,

Andre Denis and Leo Hamon had been excluded from the MRP; Sartre and

Camus were ex-RDR; David Rousset was ex-SFIO. The range of political

opinion was very wide. Almost all that the New Left groups had in
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common - beyond left-wing political tendencies, of course - was their

rejection of all the main existing political parties. The Communist

Party was too authoritarian or insufficiently revolutionary or not

modern-minded enough. The Miff was too exclusively Catholic and was

soon compromised by its colonial adventures. The Radical Party, always

suspect to revolutionaries, socialists and modernists alike, was finally
V

eliminated as a possible haven when 1 endes withdrew from it.

Tk® New heft, therefore, had to organist itself as best it could:

around reviews or personalities, in small parties, in loose or ad hoc

groupings. These groupings were often veiy mixed, but sometimes there

existed a dominant tendency within them. Besides the Union Progressists,

the Marxists were often to be found in Centre d'Action des Gauches

Independents, a mainly electoral structure that never sucoeeded in having

any candidates elected, or sometimes in the Houvement da^Liberation du

Peuple. predominantly working-class and Catholic. Otherwise the left-

wing Catholics collected around such reviews as Esprit. Temolinage Chretien.

Reconstruction (33)» in the Jeune Republique party or in the groups Vie

Nouvelle and the Kouvement de Liberation Ouvrier - the first middle-class

and the second mainly working-class in membership. The Express collected

the modernising reformers and Combat, then later France-Observateur the

humanist socialists. (34)

The first attempt at co-ordinated action made by the New Left was

on the occasion of the municipal elections of 1353. But this was short¬

lived and not very far-reaching for the issue of German rearmament split

the movement down the middle. It was really Mendes Frsmce's failure to

become Premier and then his resignation from the government in 1956 that

brought home to the New Left the harmfulness of its own divisions. The

Algerian War stimulated the search for something beyond, the habitual

loose and shifting attachments and it also, for the time being, papered
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over the very substantial political differences between the groups.

These various factors together created a dynamic drive towards unity

and, after a long gestation period, the New Left finally brought

forth two political partiess the Union de la Gauche Sooialiste in

1957 and the Parti Socialists Autonome one year after. (35) Later,

in 1961, the two united to form the Parti Socialiste Unifie,

In 1958 the die was not yet cast for the PSA and the UGSj they

might have developed in a number of different directions. And as

they were both much concerned that the sooialism of the future should

be democratic and were both interested in attracting the young and

what they termed the new social classes, the prospects were hopeful

enough. (36) But the Jacobin Club, from its own experiences in the

past, was suspicious of the New Left, considering it to be too in¬

tellectual, too Parisian and disproportionately anti-political. (37)

It therefore created the GAB - Centre d*Action Democratique - at the

beginning of 1959 so as to give Hendesists a meeting point and base

separate from the UFB and to create a reception centre for those who

felt that they oould no longer stay in the Radical Party. (38) But

the GAD also had another aim: to serve Mendesists and Jacobins as a

launching pad into the PSA. The idea of a small, structured party

was supplnting the wider coalition the UFD represented and Hendes

France, who joined the PSA later on in the year, was already urging

his supporters to do likexiise. The Jacobins judged that if they

entered the new party on bloc rather than individually they would

obtain better terms - hence the GAD. (39)

Kendes* calculation behind this move seems to have been as follows:

'the Radical Party represents traditional social classes, while it is

the new ones that must be sought and they are more likely to be

attracted by a totally new organisation. Next, there was a widespread
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belief in the political circles of the Left that a revulsion against

Gaullism was bound to come at some point quite soon and that some

substitute for it must be created in advance. Also Kendes - and many-

others - thought that his personal membership of the PSA would attract

thousands of his supporters of earlier years - which turned out to be a

miscalculation. Another miscalculation was that a large number of

Socialist deputies were behind the SPIO secessionists and would follow

them into the PSA. (40)

The ex - CADists - for Kendes had insisted that the OAD be dissolved

-and that its members join the PSA individually - were not happy at the

prospect. Hernu, who followed Kendes mainly out of loyalty, wrote to

him: 'Si yous devez adherer au PSA, j'avoue que o'est avec une grande

inquie'tude que vous suivrai.' (41) Falcoz, like the majority of
\

Kendesists and Jacobins, refused to join and informed Mendes of his

objections to the PSA. First, he believed it would turn out to be more

interested in tactical combat against the SFIO than in the search for

new paths to Socialism. This would involve Kendes in exhausting internal

party battles to prevent provocative initiatives and unrealistic declar¬

ations intended only to make the PSA seem more to the Left than the SFIO.

And secondly, he thought the PSA did not really correspond to what young

people wanted because it was not modern enough. (42)

The lack of understanding between the Mendesists and Jacobins on the

one hand and the PSA on the other was really fundamental, for the growing

sectarianism and doctrinaire socialism of the PSA was quite unpalatable

to their new partners. While the PSA had set itself the task of steering

a path between Stalinism and bourgeois reformism, the Jacobins and their

friends were in fact perfectly at ease with bourgeois reformism and did

not in the least appreciate the lessons in Socialism read to them by the

Party.
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Evan Mendes himself had to clarify his view on the olass struggle.

But his supporters were much more harshly treated. The PSA showed

great unwillingness to admit Charles Hernu on the grounds that as a

bourgeois element he endangered its doctrinal purity. After being

subjected to an examination on Socialism, he was finally foroed on the

Federation of Noisy-le-Seo in December 1959 as a member after it had

refused to accept him. (43) This pattern was repeated in countless

other cases. Hernu complained to Mendes:

...Je orains que I'enthousiasme de nos amis du CAD ne se
transforme vite en amertume; plusieurs seoteurs du PSA
de la Seine font en effet passer des examens probatoires sur
le socialisme a nos amis et envisagent meme de refuser de
leur accorder le droit de voter et de prendre la parole
pendant six mois. (44)

Even Mendes himself was driven to remaric sourly on the generosity of

the PSA in according two out of twenty-five leading party posts to his

supporters after they had brought it half its members. (45) By 1960

the new party had finally betrayed its early promise: it had become as

sectarian as the Jacobins had predicted, one more minor faction without

any real hope of rallying the Left or of serious electoral potential.

The results achieved by ex-CAD members were negligible and even those

small successes they had been able to score were due to a masonic

influence rattier than to the sympathy of the PSA. (46)

A year later, all attempts to conceal the animosity of the two

young groups were abandoned and their relations grew worse. Only about

a quarter of the Jacobins - and about 2,000 Kendesists - had joined the

Party in the first place and many of these had dropped out already. (47)

Now the Club's retreat was completed as Hemu, who had been divided in

his loyalties for some time between Kendes and his Jacobins, resigned

from the PSA. Hovnanian, who left before him, accused the PSA of being

too narrow, too doctrinaire, too rigid. Hernu reproached it for
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equivocation towards the traditional parties. In his letter of

resignation to Depreux, leader of the PSA, he wrote:

D'une part on y condamne les partis traditionels inais,
d'autre part, on veut negooier d tout prix avec le
SFIO, en matiere electoralnotamment. (43)

Mendes France, while admitting the PSA's tendency to be divided into

numerous warring factions (49), nevertheless tried to persuade Hernu

to stay. But this time in vain. Quite apart from his indignation

at what he considered to be a systematic attempt on the part of the

PSA to orush his friends, Hernu had also had enough of the ungrateful

task of acting as Kendes' spokesman in the party. (50) In October

1962, the Jacobins were back full circle, very much in the same

position they had been in before 1955, for the unity of the Left was

as distant as ever.

While still in the PSA, the Jacobin Club had collaborated with

R*W,Thorp, a liberal lawyer, in organising a series of conferences

termed the 'Colloques Juridiques'. The themes of these conferences

were Algeria and civil liberties, but their principal objective was

to hammer out a programme around which the Left would be able to rally.

When the Club was thrown back on its own resources again, it followed

throu^i this initiative. And in March 1963 the Centre d*Action

Institutionelle was formed. Apart from the Jacobins themselves, it

included Thorp, Francois Kitterand and his supports from the Ligue -pour

le vprabat Republicain. a new group formed after de Gaulle's rise to

power in 1953.

In the 1950's Mitterrand had written several times for Le Jacobin's
Aw

open forum but his relationship with the Club had never been close.
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Moreover, he had been one of the ministers who did not resign with

Mendes over Algeria and he had been sharply criticised by the Jaoobins

at that time. Then, after May 1958 and at the elections in the

autumn of that year, Mitterand and the Jacobins found themselves on
A

the same side, equally opposed to de Gaulle for his violation of the

republican Constitution. But a close association only began in 1962

when, after a meeting on Algeria at the Mutualite, both Hernu and

Mitterand were chased and maltreated by the police. (51) This was

the start of a new phase for Hernu and the Jacobin Club, but one

that in all essential respects was a repeat of the pattern of the

past seven years. Only now Hernu became the right-hand man of

Mitterand instead of Mend&s France, while the instrument chosen to
A

renovate and unite the Left was no longer an old party but a new

mouvement of political clubs especially created for the purpose by the

Jacobin Club and Kitterand. (52)
/



Chapter 9.
CLUB JEM MOULIN i

Motivation and Membership

... entre le 10 mai et le 17 juin 1940, ies Franeais
eurent le pressentiment qu'un evenement redoutable venait
de les atteindre: ils songerent que peut-etre la France
etait morte. Tout leur effort intellectuel dans les

vingt$ ans qui suivirent consista en une formidable
volonte d'oublier ces jours d'agonie. Aujourd'hui, dans
les clameurs algeriennes, 1*inquietude d'alors remonte a
la surface. Et pour la premiere fois chacun se pose a
voix basse la question: la France existe-t-elle encore? (1)

In May 1959 the worsening crisis in Algeria dealt a final blow to

the French Republic. General he Gaulle emerged from political retire¬

ment and was named President du Conseil by President Coty before being

granted full constitutional powers by Parliament. But both he Gaulle's

intentions with regard to Algeria and, initially at least, his constitut¬

ional plans were shrouded in obscurity and ambiguity. For the first

few weeks after May many people feared that the General was merely a

convenient democratic screen behind which an army coup was being prepared.

And even when they no longer feared this, they lived for a period in

the daily dread that parachutists were about to descend from the skies

on Paris. Yet public opinion on the whole remained about as indiffer¬

ent now to the collapse of the Fourth Republic as it had been passive

previously when the Third had disappeared. In the uncertainty and

menace of the political climate in 1958, as after 1940, only a minority

was activated by a traditional reflex to defend the Republic - and,

once again, the minority was often made up of isolated individuals and

groups without political affiliation rather than of the official,

organised bodies of society.

The motivations of most of those who had joined the French war-time

Resistance, outside the Communists perhaps, had been instinctive rather

than intellectual. The spirit of the Resistance was, as Georges Bidault

once described it, *un etat d'esprit double d'un acte de foi.' (2) By
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this he meant a proud refusal to accept humiliation or to allow tiie

State to be taken over; a stubborn reassertion in the face of crisis,

disaster or overwhelming odds of patriotic republican convictions and

the democratic values they impliedj and, finally, faith that the pol¬

itical regime could be salvaged and a fresh start be made. It was

this essentially moralistic impulse to bear witness - 'porter

temoignage' - rather than any hope of inflicting serious military

damage on the occupying German forces that moved the French Resistance:

'L'intransigeance morale fut le point de depart de toute action

resistante*. (3)

The first steps in the creation of the Club Jean Moulin were of

the same moral order. The Glub was a symbol of republican refusal

before it was an organisation with a set purpose or a specific function.

It was created by its founders because, being determined to defend the

Republio, they supposed vaguely that to establish contacts with like-

minded people and colleot information would at least be a start in that

direction rather than because they had a master-plan with which to con¬

front the situation. But besides outraged national pride and idle

smarting sense of humiliation that France could be brought down to the

level 'd'une quelconque republique sud-ame'ricaine', as the Club later

put it, there was an additional poignancy about the situation in 1958

in that the country was on the verge of civil war. At the turn of the

century 'decadence* had been variously blamed on Jews, freemasons or

Protestants. The defeat of 1940 could be ascribed to German treachery.

But 1958 was a different matter. There was no scapegoat to hand.

Moreover the process of demoralisation that had taken place under the

Fourth Republio ruled out any such facile explanations for the collapse

of the Republic as had been current in the past. If Frenchmen were

ready to fi^it Frenchmen and the State was once more on the point of
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disintegration, the conclusion was inescapable in 1958 that only the

French were responsible.

There were other important differences between the tesistance

situation and 1958. Outside the Communist Party - and later the

Socialist Party - the Resistance had recruited people with little or

no political experience. If many felt drawn eventually by force of

circumstances to concern themselves with politics, their main pre¬

occupation continued to be active combat. Ideas inherited mainly
tqyc'i

from the non-conformists of the thirties were put together hastily in

hiding ana sometimes more carefully prepared by commissions in Algiers.

But nothing approaching a coherent or precise programme emerged or,

for that matter, could emerge given the circumstances of the time and

the wide differences among the various Resistance groups. While often

acutely conscious of the ill-adaption of French political structures,

the Resistance was a kind of baptism of fire and fraternity - especially

between Catholics and non-Catholias - before it was a practical pol¬

itical movement.

In 1958, on the other hand, the danger of fascism soon receded, if

only provisionally, and it became clear fairly rapidly that de Gaulle

intended to uphold the Constitution. Consequently, the energies of

those who found themselves in clubs such as Jean Moulin were freed almost

immediately from para-military activity for the more intellectual task

of political reconstruction. Moreover, the membership of the Club Jean

Moulin was relatively homogeneous, a fact which greatly contributed to

its sense of purpose and efficacity. And finally, the body of new

political ideas that had accumulated within French society over a decade

was both more precise and coherent than it had been at the Liberation.

The motor that set these various forces into motion was an acute

sense of unease as to the relevance of French values and institutions.
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In 1940 the same unease had been widely current, but only for a brief

period. Then France took her place among the victors having decided,

with relief, that she was still a great nation. The doubt, however,

did not really disappear. And by 1958 it had both deepened and reached

a wider public. For some, and they were often of the generation who

had been in late adolescence at the time of the Liberation, doubt had

even hardened into certaintyj the pace of the modem world being in¬

creasingly rapid, unless France made an immediate and urgent attempt to

pull herself up by her political bootstraps, she mi^it never again be

able to catch up. (4)

The Club des Jacobins, formed in 1951, was mainly a traditional

reassertion of republican and democratic principles in -the face of what

its members considered to be the decline of the State. The Club Jean

Koulin, set up seven years later in response to a crisis of the State

and a colonial war, was also this. But it was something more: it marked

the realisation that traditional republican values needed to be inserted

into a new type of society - industrial, urbanised society - which re¬

quired new political forms and attitudes. The Fourth Republic, despite

all its political short-comings, had been a period of sustained, vigorous

economic expansion; in 1954 the growth rate had reached 5.5$ and averaged

over 5% thereafter. (5)
Consciousness of the importance of modernisation and the need for

an urgent, total overhaul of the French State and society was not, of

course, new. When on a visit to New York just after the Liberation,

General de Gaulle made a grandiose speech on the glory and grandeur of

France, the response of Jean Monnet, first head of the French Planning

Commissariat, had been characteristically dry; 'Las Fran^ais sont grands
et la France est grande, mais sa production est faible, ses methodes

antiques. La France, il faudrait la moderniser.' (6) His warning,
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even then, had been that there was no time to be lost: 'II n'y a pas

de choix pour la Prance sinon entre une decadence graduelle et 1*action

immediate.' (7) The gauntlet thrown down by Konnet had been taken up

individually by a generation of new men, mainly administrators, holding

new ideas who restaffed the French economy after the War and had con¬

tributed as much, if not more, to expansion than technology and economic

structures. (8) In the Club Jean Moulin it was taken up at a more

conscious and directly political level: it was the ambition of the Club

to make the French realise that there was an alternative to General de

Gaulle's hi^ily personal vision of French grandeur, that a new industrial

phase of French national existence was starting and that it only had to

be understood, defined and willed to exist.

The first of the series of telephone calls which started the Club

Jean Moulin were made by Daniel Cordier, secretary to the Resistance hero

Jean Moulin and himself a former war-time Resister. (9) Cordier's political

evolution between 1940 and 1958 is interesting, since his personal change

in outlook is symbolic of a much wider change in attitude in certain

sections of French public opinion and goes a long way to explaining why

people should have felt the desire or need to join a club in 1958.

Cordier's image of France as a great power and a force to be reckoned

with in the world had been formed when, as a child, he had been deeply

impressed by the parts of the famous Ankgov Watt temples from Cambodia

on display at the 1931 Colonial Exhibition at Versailles. Yet^in 1940,
France fell in only a few weeks. Cordier, who was then very young,

joined the Resistance out of defiant republicanism rather than for any
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well-defined intellectual reasons. *Le nazisme, c'est trop fort!'

summed up his attitude at the time.

By 1958 Cordier had become a well-known international art dealer

with no political links whatever. Like many others he had been dis¬

appointed in his hopes of seeing a political renaissance in Prance after

the Liberation and had withdrawn totally from public life without ever

having joined a political party. (10) Then in May 1958 he was deeply

shocked to see the French State crumble practically without resistance

for the second time in his own life-span. The French State, so it

seemed to him, could practically be taken over by anyone who chose.

This time his reaotion went beyond republican activism. Althou^i

neither an intellectual nor a doctrinaire socialist, Cordier felt that

the time had come for the Left to revise its social, economic and pol¬

itical analyses fundamentally, since neither the Third nor the Fourth

Republic had been able to inspire sufficient loyalty to save themselves.

The first person Cordier telephoned, Stephane Hessel, was decisive

for the future orientation of the club. Hessel had been a former

Resistance friend of Cordier's, but he was also a brilliant intellectual

and high-placed liberal civil servant dealing with French overseas

territories at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Before the War, Hessel,

a Geiman-Jewish expatriate, had been placed first in the entrance ex¬

aminations to the literary elite school, the Ecole Hormale Superieure.

Disqualified as a foreigner, he re-sat the examinations as a naturalised

French citizen and came first again. His war record was equally dis¬

tinguished. But the war marked him permanently, leaving him with a deep

and lasting horror of torture and the trappings of dictatorial regimes.

The third Resistance member in the original team which founded the

Club Jean Moulin was Marcel Degliame, a massive, colourful character who

had been Chief Saboteur of the southern region of France during the war.

y
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He was a fellow-traveller of the Communists but no intellectual.

Another notable Resistance personality, Philippe Vianney, joined a

little later on after the Club had been set up. As a student,during

the war,he had edited a paper with a very personalist flavour Oahiera

de Defense de la Prance. He was bitterly disappointed by the kind of

Republic established by de Gaulle after the Liberation for he was

among those who had hoped to see the total transformation and re¬

juvenation of French political structures. (11)

The other four members of the original team illustrated various

political side-effects of the lesistance. Aged around twenty at the

Liberation, they had been too young to fight but old enough to be

romantically affected by the idealism and mystique of the period.

They were: Jean Aptaekman, Francis Dumont, Jean-Pierre Vivet and

Claude Mahias. For them, as for many of the first members, the

improvisation of the Club's early days, the hunt for roneo machines,

the paraphernalia of secret printing presses, radio stations and

watch words was a belated but none the less exciting occasion to

exercise the regret at not haviner taken part in the Resistance.

Romanticism played it3 nart in moving a section of the Liberation

generation to look for some kind of political commitment in 1958, but

they were also influenced by more serious considerations. Claude

Mahias is a case in point. In the immediate post-Liberation period

he had been part of the Left intellectual circles around Albert Camus

at the Resistance newspaper Combat. After a time he had drifted away

from political involvement, partly out of disillusionment with the
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Fourth Republic, partly because of personal and professional reasons.

But now that the Fourth republic was collapsing, he felt haunted by

the forgotten challenge of the Liberation and by the uneasy suspicion

that the neglect on the part of people like himself was at least

partially responsible for its disintegration. (12)

In May 1958 this small group of friends and acquaintances met in

an elegant mansion in the Avenue Henri Martin belonging to Aptaekman,

a wealthy businessman of Left-wing sympathies. The atmosphere was

not reassuring. The loyalty of the army, the police and even the

administration was openly in doubt. And the comings and goings next

door where Jacques Soustelle lived were an ominous indication of the

activities of supporters of French Algeria. The situation, all

agreed, was profoundly disquieting. But it was difficult to decide

what exactly should be done. Collect weapons, go underground ...?

The other debate was around the name the group should adopt. Assoc¬

iation for the tepublic, Human Rights, Liberty, Freedom ...? The

second point was settled by Hessel who, inspired by Cordier's contact

with Jean Moulin and, perhaps, his own link with the administration,

selected the name: Club Jean Moulin. The term 'Club' was chosen

primarily because Hessel intended the group to be a 'think-tank'.

Jean Moulin was useful also because it showed that the Club's oppo¬

sition to General de Gaulle was not on account of the General's role

in the war. (13)

Jean Moulin himself personified +he particular brand of heroic

liberal humanism that was the original hallmark of the Club. Before

the war Moulin had been a civil servant in Pierre Cot's Air Ministry

in the Popular Front Government. When the Germans invaded France he

was a prefect at Chartres. It was an initial brutal encounter here

with occupation forces that decided him to take a political stand.
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A republican by sympathy and background, he had previously been linked

with the Radical Party without apparently playing an active political

role within it. Now he went underground and eventually joined the

Free French in London. From there he returned secretly to France

an General de Gaulle's envoy to form the National Council of the Re¬

sistance. Eventually, in 1943 he was betrayed to the Gestapo, ton-

tured and killed. (14)

Some of Moulin*s activities and ambitions were to be closely

echoed in the thinking of the Clubt notably his attempts to persuade

the Left-wing parties within the National Council of the iesistance to

unite and his founding of the study group, the Comite Ge'neral d'Etudes,

to draw up a blueprint for the political renewal of post-wan France.

But if he became the patron of the Club it was less on account of his

official positions and activities than because he symbolized a French
republican model: that of the readiness of the ordinary French citizen

to rise heroically to the occasion and defend the Republic in moments

of danger and crisis. At the Club's second premises in the rue

Geoffroy Saint Eilaire, a small flame burned continuously next to Jean

Moulin*s photograph, underlining his image of patriotic saint.

The Club itself was not plunged into Resistance-type activities

for long, although sub-groups continued to operate in secret against

the OAS until 1961-2. When it became evident that de Gaulle did not

mean to overturn the Constitution, the emphasis in the Club switched to

study and research. At this point some of the romantics among the

original nucleus, observing that civil servants were beginning to

flock in and noting th^replacement of whisky by orange juice, decided it

was time to fade out. Danier Cordier stayed on as Honorary President

and continued to take an interest in the Club's activities, but Hessel

now became the key figure.
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Hessel, a diplomat in his early forties, had neither the habitual

hawkish profile nor the sharp, birdlike brilliance of many French in¬

tellectuals, With his rounded features, his kindly, restrained manner,

his abhorrence of conflict and air of moral authority he seemed more

like a judge or a priest, or half-way between them, than a diplomat.

And, in fact, he fulfilled something like the functions of both in the

Club, For, while he remained in France, before being posted to Algeria

in 1962, he was Jean Moulin*s last court of appeal, its final resort

when no solution could be found. When tempers ran high, which they

sometimes did on account of the imaginative and often highly personal

initiatives of Georges Suffert, the Secretary General, it was left to

Hessel to reduce the tension. And even after he had left, he maintained,

in a way, the Club's moral conscience and reference: what Hessel would

have thought or would have done was to a certain extent the Club's yard¬

stick. Above all, Hessel transmitted his personal style to Jean Moulin,

whioh, as it so happened, was the embodiment of the model of anglo-saxon

civic behaviour that the clubs in general were so anxious to import into

France; a style characterised by moderation, compromise, fair-play and a

gentlemanly agreement to differ amicably.

As a friend and former adviser of Mendes France, Hessel brou^it

part of the Mendesist inner circle with him to the Club: Georges Boris,

Jean Saint-Geours, Simon Nora, Pierre Avril, Boris never played a great

role in Jean Moulin and died not long after its creation. But it is

somehow fitting that he should have been a member for he was himself the

very type of intellectual 'eminence grise'-having served in turn Blum,

de Gaulle and Mendds France - that the Club aspired to become, Only^
Boris was not so fastidious about party political commitment as many

members of Jean Moulin and did not conceal that he was a life-long member

of the Socialist Party, (15)
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Jean Saint-Geours a leading and influential civil servant was head

of Budget Planning at the Ministry of Finance, Pierre Avril, was law
is

f

professor and journalist. He edited the Jahiers de la Republfque, a

Mendesist review advocating the brand of Swedish socialism that had

captured the imagination of part of the modernising new Left in the

late fifties and early sixties in France. Simon Nora, an Inspecteur

de Finance and commonly acknowledged to be the most brilliant civil

servant of his generation, had newly returned from an EEC post in

Brussels. Owing to his past association with Kendes, the top admin¬

istrative posts he felt to be his due were now being withheld from

him. So, for a period, he became the Club's intellectual prima donna.

Unlike Boris, however, actual party commitment was unthinkable for him:
fe-

the only political position he considered acceptable was -ar privileged

one of holding power behind the throne. Nora circled the political

arena rather like a cat, arch in his attitude towards political parties,

anxious to remain independent but also to wield some kind of influence.

However, not only the stars of Mendesism joined the Club. At the

beginning there were even a few elderly Radicals who had no political home

once the Radical Party had turned its back on Mendfes France.

Initially, then, the Club had a strong Kendesist flavour. Had

Mendils accepted to stand for the Presidency of the republic the Club

would have settled down comfortably in the role of his brains-trust. (16)

And for a long time - until about 1962 - Hessel and others hoped that

Mend^s, being a politician, was only playing hard to get, and would in

the end accept to stand. But Mendes refused to give way, on the grounds

that the presidential election was contrary to French republican princ¬

iples of legislative domination.

In its call for a 'new republican civic consciousness' and in the

general principles it outlined, the Club's Charter was indistinguishable
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11V*'s .

from Mendesism of the fifties. These principles were: 1; Respect for

individual liberties, (against torture, censorship and the racialism

that had grown up during the Algerian War) 2) Self-determination for

colonial countries, 3) Peace, collective security and the ending of

colonial wars; 4) Social justice and international solidarity (the

Plan and foreign aid); 5) Political participation; 6) National and

international democracy (civic education, information, Europe). The

themes and even the language of Jean Moulin in the beginning were

strongly reminiscent of the Jacobin Club: 'C'est a l'interieur de

cheque citoyen qu'a 1*extreme limite la democratic meurt ou renait.' (17)

Even the stern moral exhortations to revive republican 'virtue1 re¬

appeared:

L'exemple de Jean Moulin peut inspirer aujourd'hui eeux
qui, prenant conscience de leurs resgonsabilites dans
la crise actuelle, se donnent pour tache de rendre a la
'epublique sa vertu. (18)

The plummy republican prose of the Club's Charter and its first

broadsheets soon gave way to a more sober style as the civils ervice

element began to dominate the Club. This domination, however, was

primarily intellectual because, contrary to general belief, the

technocrats never formed the majority of Jean Moulin's membership. The

socio-professional and age break-down was as follows: (19)

Civil Servants 171

Liberal Professions 111
(journalists, doctors, lawyers, etc.)
Academics and teachers 80

Private business sector 126

Students 22
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Age;

20 - 29

30 - 39

40-49

50 - 59

over 60

42

215

184

53

16

What these figures do not indicate is that almost all the serious

work of the Club - the work that was the foundation and justification

of its reputation - was done by the civil servants. But why should

technocrats have felt motivated to join a political club in 1958 and

after? Broadly, there were two types of cause: particular causes

relating to the circumstances in which the Club was founded and general

causes linked to developments within the French civil service itself.

In the first place Hessel naturally tended to recruit members for

the Club from among his own friends, who, like himself, frequently

came from top administrative circles. It was Hessel, for instance,

who brought Jean lipert, the deputy Commissioner of the Plan to Jean

Moulin. Ripert, in turn, brought Etienne Hirsch, the Commissioner

himself. Had it not been for the early adhesion of such starJT of

the French administration, the Club's quasi-opposition to Gaullism

might have deterred more civil servants from joining. As it was,

their attachment gave the all-clear for lesser firmaments of safety-

minded administrators to follow suit, since victimisation was made

difficult for the regime by the high proportion of its top personnel

that eventually found their way to the Club. At the same time, there

was some attempt to conceal the identity of top members. And when

the complete list of members was raided during the Algerian War, there

was considerable alarm in the Club, particularly in case it had been

taken by the OAS. But, such was the confusion of the time, that it

eventually turned up in the Ministry of the Interior - in the hands of

a member of Jean Moulin. (20)
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Moreover, it should, be stressed that Jean Moulin*s early strategy -

that of keeping a finger on the pulse of events - and its continuing

preoccupation with spreading its own ideas and influence led it to

take a special interest in the civil service. If the Club had no

power itself, its strength was in knowing where power lay. Club

members in Ministries were approached to supply lists of potential

sympathisers. (21) Georges Suffert, the Club's first Secretary-

General, followed a careful policy of attracting the right people and

not infrequently approached top officials in the name of the Club.

On the other hand, he also tended to consider anyone with influence

a worthwhile catch. 'Ton President de Laennec m'interesse fort: ces

bougres ont une sacr^e influence...' he wrote to a friend regarding the

President of a powerful medical association. (22)

One of the influential administrators whom Suffert attempted to

recruit was Francois Bloch-Laine. Blooh-Laine' had been Head of the

Treasury under iobert Schuman when he was only 35 but was dismissed by

Pinay. Thereafter, and until 1967 he ran the Oaisse des Depots at

Consignations, an important State financial institution acting as a

bank for the public sector, which under him became transformed into an

influential instrument of State intervention for social ends. This

kind of achievement explains Bloch-Laine*s particular prestige in the

Club. For the type of civil servants in Jean Moulin he was a proto¬

type representing, in the words of Philippe Bauchard: 'la reussite d'un

haut fonotionnaire qui n'a pas quitte' la. stade de technique, une certaine

ethique administration, un moralisme Chretien.' (23) Bloch-Laine

was a kind of corsair: that is to say he was able to combine loyalty to

the State with a considerable degree of personal independence and the

implementation of progressive policies. He communicated a sense of

purpose and initiative to administrators in that he demonstrated to them
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that they could, if they chose, bring off bold initiatives. His style -

the epitomy of clarity, openness and courtesy - gave them a thrill of

intellectual pleasure.

Broadly speaking, there was in Bloch-Laine's general attitude

towards the political and industrial Establishment - in his concern to

subject the exercise of power to the scrutiny of a particular brand of

Christian moralism and in his readiness to criticise French business -

an aristocratic impertinence that in a sense both defined and set the

limits to the Club's radicalism. But Bloch-Laine was never himself a

member of Club Jean Moulin, although he remained closely associated

with it, both attending meetings and organising study groups at his

own home. As a prudent civil servant, he feared that the intricate

operations conducted by Georges Suffert would end by compromising

him. (24)

For other civil servants the Club Jean Moulin was an important

and necessary outlet. The Algerian War, coming on top of the demoral¬

isation they had suffered under the Fourth Republic made many technocrats

feel the need for some specific political commitment. (25) And they

were all the more ready to join the Club in preference to a political

party since it had set itself the task of up-dating political thinking.

Another important explanation of the hi$i proportion of civil

servants both in Jean Moulin and in other clubs lies in the fact that

the technocrats were almost the only modernising force under the Fourth

Republic. The political parties were insensitive to modernising themes

and when, in addition, General de Gaulle assigned them to the ash-heap

of histoiy, their potential usefulness to the modernisers as a platform

from which to influence public opinion was even further diminished. On

the other hand, the blockages in French society, particularly on the

level of attitudes and behaviour, led the modernising technocrats to
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look for some new kind of expression. And in the late fifties and

early sixties a club had infinitely more chance to act as a laboratory

of new ideas and as a former of opinion than any political party.

The roots of modernising technocracy in France go back to Vichy,
'j

and beyond Vichy to the thirties. But it developed fully as a national
nJLy.

forced/in the fifties. It was largely the civil service that directed
the big investment effort that gave France modern and competitive

industries; through its control of a large public sector and with the

help of techniques provided by the Plan, it contributed directly to

■the economic expansion under "the Fourth Republic. And if an important

section of French elites, including those in industry, were won over

to economic development between 1945-66 the credit, as Pierre Avril

points out, was due in no small measure to the technicians. (26) This

impact of the administration on industry was direct as well as indirect

through the notable tendency of the senior officials of the prestigious

and innovatory Inspection de Finance to indulge in 'pantouflage' i.e.

to transfer their service from the public to the private sector. (27)

Two new factors that made themselves felt in the fifties help to

explain the transformation of the civil service - and, to a lesser

extent, business management - in this period. In the first place,

the generation who were aged under 45-50 underwent the influence of

Keynes. (28) While this did not lead to agreement on economic theory,

it did mean the appearance of a new common approach far removed from

the old protectionism and fear of economic expansion. A second factor

was the transition from a legalist to a socio-economic approach within

the civil service, an approach that was encouraged at the Planning

Commissariat and taught at the new administrative school, the Ecole

Nationale d'Administration.
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The considerations of form and accountancy which preoccupied
their predecessor have given way to an almost obsessive
attachment to the ideas of growth and modernisation which has
profoundly changed the climate of the upper reaches of the
public service by introducing a more positive, concrete
attitude. (29)

A leading commentator on the French administration, Bernard Gouraay,

has identified the 'passion du concret' as a principal characteristic

of the new generation who entered the administrative service after the

Liberation:

Soif du concret, desir d'action, volonte' d'efficacite;
tels semblent les maitres-mots des nouvelles gene'rations.
Refus d'un certain verbalisms, de 1'eloquence creuse qui
se complait dans I'etalage des grands sentiments et la
repetition des formules toutes faites. (30)

This new administrative ethos with its emphasis on content rather than

fozm, its concern with the solid and tangible rather than with doctrine

and ideology, was the mould which shaped the thinking of the Club from

the very beginning and which further contributed to its attraction for

other modernising groups.

Not surprisingly the Planning Commissariat, the most important

modernising group of them all, was a fertile recruiting ground for the

Club. From early post-war days the Commissariat had been the spear¬

head of the new anti-formalist, socio-economic drive against legalism

and hierarchy in French society. Monnet himself always insisted that

the Plan was as much an instrument to increase receptivity to change

and to break down sociological barriers to development as it was a

means of organising material growth. Modernisation, he would always

say: 'N'est pas un etat de choses, c'est un etat d'esprit.' (31)

But there were also other, additional grounds for the close links

that were to develop between the planning personnel and the Club Jean

Moulin. For a combination of different reasons - the low average age

of the planners and the Vide range of activities they represented, the
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Commissariat's relative independence from the Government and from

budgetary pressures - the Plan had become a centre of ideas. Secondly,

by the late fifties the Plan had reached the end of the first phase
/V

of its development. New ideas needed to be worked through. Plagfers
would undoubtedly have met outside office hours to discuss the larger

problems that were now emerging even if the Club Jean Moulin had never

existed. But since it did exist, and since Etienne Hirsch and Jean

ftipert were members, debates were carried over from the Commissariat

to the Club. (32)

Etienne Hirsch, Monnet's successor at the Plan, was respected in

the Club essentially for his technical knowledge, and, later, for his

resistance to Gaullist nuclear policy when he became head of Euratom.

His European federalist views apart, he was a Leftist of a classical

social-democrat kind and his importance for the Club Jean Moulin lay

more in the prestige he lent it than for any personal political in¬

fluence he exerted on it.

Jean Ripert, on the other hand, was a key figure. As a young

man after the Second World War he had been deeply disturbed by French

claims to victory. France, he knew, was in reality a defeated country.

(33) As the Planning Commission seemed to be one of the rare places

where France's weakness was fully realised and dealt with, Ripert

joined it in spite of that the fact that, as a newly graduated economist^
he had only the haziest idea of what economic planning actually meant

in practice. Economic and social problems apart, Ripert's other main

interest was decolonisation. As a left-wing Catholic he was influenced

by the Church's teaching on the subject and joined the review Esprit

with a view to learning more about it.

In 1958 Ripert had joined the Club partly because he was afraid

that General de Gaulle's return was only a cover for the preparation
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of an army coup. But he also felt that although the Fourth Republic

had been an economic success, it had been a political failure and the

need to provide the Left with new ideas was urgent. Esprit, in

Ripert's view, was too doctrinaire and unrealistic to undertake such

a task, so he went to Jean Moulin. Since he had in "the meantime

become an important figure at the Plan - less because he himself was

an innovator than because of the open-minded atmosphere he fostered -

his membership was important. Among younger civil servants especially,

he had acquired considerable personal authority, and in the Club his

support was frequently necessaiy to rally a section of the members

behind a project. This was to create all sorts of difficulties as

Ripert - a complex, torn character - tended to reflect the Club's

contradictions, especially with respect to political parties which

he regarded with great suspicion, in his own person.

Ripert and -the parallel activities and interest of the Club and

the Plan together attracted a high-powered contingent from the Comm¬

issariat. Many of the leading personalities at the Plan, or in

services linked with it, were among the most active members of Jean

Moulin: Pierre Uri; Paul Lemerle; Bernard CaZ^s; Pierre Viot; Jean-
f

Paul Reynard; Michel Astorg; Yves Ullmo; Claude Gruzon. Pierre Masse,

a former member of X—Crise who succeeded Hirsch in 1959 often came to

the Club and addressed it, but he never became a member. Another

former member of X-Crise who did join was Alfred Sauvy, an eminent

demographer and the director of INED. (34) Sauvy had been drawing

attention to France's demographic decline and insisting on ihe urgent
rl~yt \

need for economic expansion from the thirties.

Lastly, for certain left-wing elements in the administration the

Club Jean Moulin constituted an intellectual refuge. Once it became

obvious that Gaullism was more than a temporary parenthesis and was



likely to last, a number of civil s ervants whose sympathies were on

the Left found themselves out on a limb. Rather than give their ideas

to the regime whioh they feared would claim credit for them while at

the same time emptying them of their vital content, they preferred to

work on them in the Club. Although it was habitually stifled under

layers of responsibility and respeotability, there was nevertheless a

certain devil-may-care element in Jean Moulin whioh derived considerable

satisfaction from obstructing and frustrating the Establishment.

Representative of this current and at the same time of the Club's

most dynamic and hard-woiking core was Sylvian Lourie, a young civil

servant at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs introduced to Jean Moulin

by Hessel. Trained as an economist in the United States, Lourie had

spent a lot of time out of France and so was more aware than most how

ill-adapted many French political and social structures were to the

conditions of the second half of the twentieth century. He was also

of the generation permanently marked by the vision of the Resistance.

His nationalism, consequently, was not narrow and chauvinistic but

modernistj France must be more open to the outside world and more ready

to accept change. Uith this went a profound impatience with tradit¬

ional political attitudes, and particularly with the parties of the Left

which, as he saw it, were less concerned with ihe genuine problems of

the moment and concrete achievements than with ideological posturing.

On the other hand, he was no (Jaullist either. And so, having no other

outlet, he joined the Club. But although it satisfied him intellect¬

ually, Jean Moulin never really gave him the opportunity to participate

actively in matters to do with everyday life. Lourie yearned for what

he called 'dustbin' politics but he was to find that while the Club

discussed anglo-saxon civism at great length it was never able - or

perhaps ultimately, willing - to come to grips with it concretely. (35)



As for the anti-Gaullism of the Club, this needs careful

qualification. No personal attack was ever made by the Club on

de Gaulle, nor was there ever any clear agreement on what Gaullism

represented socially or historically. (36) Some administrators,

such as Lourie for example, were quite unambiguously anti-Gaullist.

Others joined the Club solely on account of the Algerian War and

were not really anti-Gaullist at all, except in so far as the General seemed

to be delaying unnecessarily in ending the Jar. When, after 1962,

they found themselves in quasi-opposition to the regime but no longer

sustained in this difficult position by moral fervour against an

unjust war, many left. Thereafter - and especially as it soon became

involved in drawing up a political programme for the opposition

Presidential candidate, Gaston Defferre - the Club's political position

on the Left became more clearly defined.

If the gap between the late fifties and the non-conformist in-

tellectuals of the thirties was bridged by tiie presence of former

members of X-Crise in Jean fcoulin, another link with the thirties appears

with the arrival in the Club of a group from the review Esprit.

After the War Esprit was still steering its left-wing course between

Communism and 'bourgeois capitalism'. However, as the prevailing winds

on the Left after the Resistance and Liberation were blowing strongly

in the direction of Communism, it was partially carried with them.

Mounier, who ran the review until his death in 1950, like many others

who had been closely associated with the Resistance, refused to envisage

political action that would cut him off from the masses or to allow the

Communist Party to be shut away in its ghetto after its ministers had



withdrawn from the government in 1947. Otherwise the effect of Comra-

unism on Esprit was to give the word •revolution' in its pages a much

more orthodox content than it had had in the thirties.

The period 1956-57 marked a turning-point for the review and also

to a certain extent for the non-communist Left. At the review Jean-

Marie Domenach took over and brought with him a team to direct it that

was both younger than the previous one and included less academics and

intellectuals and more civil servants. (37) For this new generation
/ /

that replaced the one formed by the Resistance and Liberation, Communism

had lost its bright halo and magnetic pull: it had come to represent

Stalinism and the invasion of Hungary and Poland. Nor was the economic

performance of the Eastern countries considered impressive. France,

under planned capitalism, had achieved more spectacular economic progress.

The new generation, feeling the failure of the old, decided on a return

to Personalist sources and to a less doctrinaire approach: 'Nous avons

choisi de penser, de penser davantage; ... il faut en finir avec les

syntheses faciles.' (38) Why had the review not foreseen the revolts

of Budapest and Warsaw?

Parce que notre sociologie se referait plus volontiezfc a
des concepts globalement seduisants qu'a la situation de
la piersonne, sa situation spirituelle, aussi bien que
mat§rielte-(39)

Many of those who had been young and affected by the idealism of the

Liberation had now ceased to believe in the 'Revolution'. (40)

This new outlook affected Esprit in two different ways. On the

one hand there was a return to the old notion of "the supremacy of the
<x nu

spirit and a greater concern with values; on the other. handVa practical-

minded reformism that stressed the importance of economic laws and the

limited margin of manoeuvre open to governments. Neither concern ex¬

cluded the other necessarily. But most of the intellectuals of Esprit
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were totally ignorant of economic problems and lipert, who was forever

pointing out that one per cent growth in national income is equally

important as and ultimately more effective than just to redistribute

present riches, soon found himself fatally labelled a •technocrat*•

Ee, in turn, interpreted their failure to turn up at Jean Moulin as

being due to squeamishness in facing concrete problems. (41) It wah as

if history were repeating itself with Jean Moulin accusing Esprit of
WWj

the same failings as Ordre Kouveau had reproached it with in the eip^ties,

while Esprit in turn once again responded by returning the scathing

epithet of * technocratic*•

Ripert * s practical line of approach was reinforced and developed

by the sociologist Michel Jrozier, Research Director at the CNRS.

Crozier had written a doctoral thesis on American unions in the United

States and had become convinced there that ideologies simply blocked

political processes. Returning to the Tocquevillian critique of French

society, he saw the solution to the French situation in the replacement

of the class struggle by practical political activism at a community

level as the motor of change. Hot only was the Soviet Union not a model

for Jestern industrial societies, but it had nothing to teach them. A

subtly, secretive personality with great personal charm and a very

evasive manner, Grozier operated on the Hub Jean Moulin by permeation

rather than confrontation so that although he was a key intellectual

influence on it from the outself - and the book L'Etat et le Citoyen bears his

indelible mark - this influence was not immediately apparent. It was not

until -the last phase of its existence - after 1965 - that the Glub became,

very clearly, the philosopher, Grozier, surrounded by his group of dis¬

ciples, most of whom were civil servants. (42)

Grozier himself had broken with Catholicism, but the other four

members of the Esprit team who joined Jean Moulin - Olivier Ghevriilon;
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Georges Lavauj Jean Ripertj Georges Suffert - were all practising

Catholics. Olivier Chevrillon, a brilliant and indefatigable writer

of reports was a member of the elite Conseil d' tat. Somewhat in¬

congruously, this aristocratic and rather fastiduous-mannered in-
\

telloctual joined the PSA in the hop© that Sondes would transform it

into a modern party - only to land in a crypto-Ghinese cell. (43)

Georges Lavau was a law professor and former member of the Jeune

Hepublique party.

Georges Suffert, a gifted journalist and popularizer, who in

1958 became the Club's first Secretary-General at the age of 31»

straddled practically the whole political spectrum from which the
/ /

Club was drawn. He had been President of the Federation ?ranoaise

dos "tudiants Catholicjues; worked one year at the Plan; written for

both Esprit and the Gahiers of the Republiquet edited Temolgtlage

Ghretien: briefly joined the (adical Party and the Jacobinjt presented
himself at the elections of 1950 as a Mendesist candidate. In 1958-59

he was currently involved in the PSA-PSU Party and a member of the

GFTC union.

If Georges Suffert was everywhere he was everywhere as a Catholic.

D'auosi loin que je me souviena, j'ai toujours vecu imosrge
au eein du aonde catholique. A huit ans je courais dans
les jambes du cure'; a douse ans j'arpentais les provinces,
un enorme sac sur le dos, derriere les pretres aur traits
bourines qui nous parlaient. le soir autour du feuj a vingt
ans je contemplaie, fascine', du heat de la tefrasse.. lei—
cathedrale de Chartres, l'ahuriseant defile des etudianto
qui moataient vers la Basiliqu*. j jur.qu* o-1' horizon toutes
les routes 6taient noires.... (44)

But in the late fifties left-wing Catholics still tended to be regarded

with a combination of distrust and disbelief by the traditional Left:

•Cote' lalque Vhesitation reste grande: ces nouvelles recrues sont-

elles sOlides?1 (45) Suffert, a warm and ebullient southerner who
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made contacts easily in whatever circles he moved, found himself both

the envoy and alibi of left Catholicism. Alibi, because he was a

warrior and it was clear, at this point, that his battle was on the

Left. When invited to become Secretary-General of the Club, Suffert

was virtually unemployed, having just been dismissed from his post as

editor of Temoignage Chretien on account of his radical views 6n

Algeria. (46) He also reassured the Left in that his appetite for

politics was both large and relatively undiscriminating when compared

to the habitual tendency of left-wing Catholics to pick at politics and

concentrate on the dainty moral morsels. In fact, his appointment at
s s

Temoignage Chretien had originally been held up for this very reasons

•Plusieurs responsables ... redoutftaient son temperament polemiste et

sa passion de la politique1, as one of his former associates at the paper

has written. (47) In a curious way Suffert personified in his own

character the Catholic and Republican tradition that Gilbert Dru had

hoped to see reconciled before the Christian-Democratic MRP was formed.

(43) In Suffert there was the sentimental hand on the heart moralism

of many Catholics at the same time as a characteristic radical taste

for political manoeuvring, for personal coups and for a strategic

position at the centre of political action.

With Suffert at the helm and Hessel absent after 1962, the Club

Jean Moulin shifted away from its original atheism towards a more Catholic

orientation. However, this evolution is subject to qualification.

Although Catholics came to be heavily represented in the active minority

that ran the Club, they were never in Ihe majority. Ever since the MRP

had turned its back on Kendes Prance, if not before, young Catholics had

been looking for something new. They came to Jean Moulin because its

themes and style attracted them rather than to meet other Catholics or

to form a Catholic clique. And when on one occasion Suffert tried to
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push through a clause on religious education in schools, he -ground him¬

self with a revolt on his hands. (49) The bourgeois and fashionable

side of -the Club always dominated its Catholic aspect. Besides, in¬

tellectually, the rational moralism of the Catholics was in perfect

accord with the moral rationalism of the Mendesists.

But, in the last resort, Jean Moulin did acquire a kind of Catholic

colouration that made it difficult for strongly laic groups to join. (50)

Its books were all printed by the Catholic publishing company, Editions du

Seuil, which had its premises next door to and was closely linked with

Esprit. (51) Paul Plamand, Seuil's director, and a friend of Emmaneul

Mounier, was for some years a member of the Club's executive committee.

Also on the executive committee were unofficial but hi^ily placed rep¬

resentatives of three major Catholic unions: Marcel Gonin, from the Con¬

federation Francai3e des Travailleurs Chretiens: Alain Grzybowski and

later Jose Bidegain from the Centre de Jeunes Patrons? Lucien Douroux

from the Centre National de Jeunes Agriculteurs. Moreover, the rep¬

resentatives of the students' union, Union I-Iationale des Etudiants

Francais, who were recruited to the Club to provide young blood frequently

came from a strongly Catholic background; they were five - Gabriel Mignot,

Claude Keuschwander, Pierre Gaudez, Jacques Delpy and Michel Praderie. (52)

However, Jacques Pomonti, the student leader who followed on after

Suffert as Secretary-General was not himself a practising Catholic,

although his own union, Etudiants Socialistes. was most anxious to link

up with left-wing Catholic groups around the time when Pomonti was active
IV'3

within it during the late fifties. (53)

The presence of these centre-left and left Catholic circles in Jean

Moulin attested neither to a Catholic plot nor to the intention of

creating a new Catholic dominated realignment of centre-left political

forces. Catholics were in the Club quite often for reasons of personal
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friendship, principally with Suffert, and quite simply because - like

the other members of the Glub - they were looking for a new form of

political expression outside the existing parties# But, in the end,

this Gatholic orientation was not without political consequence for

Jean Moulin#

Politically and professionally, then, the Olub was both rather

mixed in its membership and at the same time had a number of dominant,

underlying traits# While including both engineers and such academic

personalities as Georges Vedel and Maurice Duverger (54), it was the

civil service element, emboldened and provided with an intellectual
tjJc

framework by Michel Grozier,£gave the Olub both its seriousness and
style.Politically, about half the Club's members were in the PSA-PSU

at the outset; the other half were mainly uncommitted, although there

was a sprinkling of Socialists, some former members of MRP ministerial

Cabinets and a few Communists who had left the 'Parti' such as Claude

Alephand-% , Robert Possaert, Claude Winter. It was the same type of

clientele, by and large, as had composed the Nouvelle Gauche of the

fiftiest Mendesists, left non-KRP Catholics, humanitarian socialists

plus modern-minded administrators and managers from both the public and

private sectors.

The PSA-PSU attracted these people in so far as it advocated a

democratic socialism - as opposed to social democracy - and the up¬

dating of the social and economic analyses of the Left, But because
this democratic socialism became also revolutionary, militant and sect¬

arian, few members of the Club remained in the party# For some time

and largely because of the Algerian war, the overlap of membership



between the Club and the party continued. But after 1961-62, the

tendency was for Jean Moulin members to leave the PSU while most of the

PSU members left the Club with Michel Rocard. (55)

Thus a whole hew sector of opinion that had developed in the fifties

was left without a party expression: the Nendesist technocrats, the less

virulent democratic socialists and humanitarian leftists - all those in

short, of the Hew Left who no longer believed after 1956 that socialism,

or simply a more modern and more just society, would be brought in by

a revolution. Some were quite happy, and these were mostly the techno¬

crats, to be in a Club that thou^it out new solutions for the Left.

They were never very enthusiastic about being the nucleus of some great

new Labour party. (56) Others, and these were frequently left Catholics,

were relieved at being able to discharge their civic duties in clubs

without being confronted with the necessity of choosing a party political

commitment. But, finally, there were also those whose temperaments

were less moral or intellectual than political, who felt the necessity

to produce new ideas for the Left but also the need to act. Their

presence In the Club is fundamental to the understanding of the dilemma

between thought and action that was to dog almost all the original Clubs,

and perhaps especially the Club Jean Moulin.



Ohapter 1Q .

The Club Jean Moulin and the Algerian War

II ne faut pas oublier les cireonstances romantiques
de la naissance du Club, ni les espoirs vites de^us
que beaucoup avaient mis dans la fin de la guerre
d'Algerie. (1)

In spite of the tragic circumstances of the Algerian War, the

years 1954-62 mariced the happiest, and perhaps also the most effect¬

ive phase of the Club Jean Moulin. The political values and con¬

victions that motivated the great majority of its membership seemed

both more relevant and more vital in the situation created by the War

than at any later time; the assistance-inspired romantic activism;

the staunch belief in and agitation for democratic liberties and honest

dealings on the part of the Sovemment; the optimistic faith in progress

through examination, elucidation and explanation. (2) The Club's studies

helped to bring the war nearer a political solution, and it expected,

once the Algerian imbroglio could be resolved, to be able with similar

methods to usher in the new, modern, industrial and anti-traditional

society that it was convinced lurked just off the political stage waiting

for its cue. During this period, too, the Club appears in its most

attractive light. The seriousness had not yet given way to sententious-

ness; the fashionable, bourgeois and worldly side was less dominant in

the prevailing atmofiphere of crisis and tension than it was later to

become. A cohesion and discipline were imposed by the war which proved

difficult to maintain once it was over. In short, everyone was more

or less in agreement for the first four years of the Club's existence

because its aims and action were limited by and subordinated to the war.

A high proportion of the civil servants who entered the Club in

this initial phase were motivated primarily, and sometimes solely, by

opposition to the colonial conflict. Liberal-minded administrators



tended to react to the crisis situation in Kay 1958 and for some months

thereafter by banding together and Jean Moulin, in this first period,

was apparently only one of a number of small, informal resistance group¬

ings. (3) That civil servants in particular should have felt impelled

to react in some way is understandable. Of all social bodies, the army

apart, they were probably most immediately and closely concerned by

what in the spring and early summer of De Gaulle's return to power seemed

to many Frenchmen an imminent possibility: the collapse of the democratic

State. Even once it became obvious that the General did not intend to

overthrow the Republic, administrators remained acutely aware of how

dangerously the War was affecting the rest of the political system -

blocking reforms, threatening fundamental liberties, breeding civil dis¬

obedience and holding up the process of economic modernisation. (4)

Their traditional sense of responsibility was heightened by the critical

situation and many were prepared and even anxious to take on some form of

political commitment. One member of Jean Moulin has described the re¬

action of fellow civil servants who joined the Club in 1958 and 1959 in

the following terms:

/ / / / N
La guerre d'Algerie, la decolonisation ... etait un defi a
notre systeme socio-politique, un probl^me liminaire dont le
pourrissement risquait de gangrener 1'ensemble de nos
institutions ... Pour beaucoup d'entre nous - je parle en
particulier des fonctionnaires - elle fut 1'occasion ...
d'une premiere prise de conscience du problems politique: le
matin du 13 mai, le technocrats s'est reveille' republicain. (5)

The Club Jean Moulin was both a comfortable and a sensible choice for

administrators: they could count on being among their own kind, profit

from its work groups and discussions and at the same time break out of

their isolation without incurring the professional inconveniences that

a political party might entail. (6)

The Club became an outlet especially for administrators who were
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or had been closely concerned with Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, Club

members like Vaez-Oliviera, Scafabero and Karraoul, for instance, had

had wide experience of Uorth Africa and were leading figures on the

liberal wing of the Moroccan administrative corps. Having been forced

for years to conceal their profound disagreement with the Fourth Republic's

decolonisation methods behind a professional mask of imperturbability,

the Club for colonial civil servants was a glorious occasion to say

what had been left unsaid for so long, (7) Besides, many feared at

first that the Fifth Republic would be even worse than the Fourth on de¬

colonisation, Jean Moulin also included many younger civil servants

who had had direct experience of the aggressive mood of European settlers

during the courses they had followed in Algeria as part of their admin¬

istrative training. Of the sixty odd students of the Eoole Rationale

d'Administration who graduated in 1959, one-third jointed the Club. (8)

If civil servants - among others - came to the Club looking for an

active outlet after so much agonised looking-on, they were not disappointed.

Depending on their interests, aptitudes or temperaments, the members of

Jean Moulin could participate in three types of action: 1) direct Resist¬

ance-type activities^which involved personal danger; 2) the preparation

of documentation on Algerian problems; 5) general action designed to affect

public opinion or the Government.

Directly inspired by the Resistance was the Centre d'Etudes d*Inform-

ation pour l'Afrique du Mord et la Communaute. The Centre consisted of

a small group of seven or eight friends - including Olivier Chevrillon,

Michel Rooard, Alain de Vulpian and Alain Jacob (9) - who published a

fortnightly news-sheet which they sent to about 4,000 serving officers

in Algeria. The purpose was to detach the officers from the virulent

•French Algeria' current by providing them with an informed and liberal
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view of current events. It was also hoped thereby to dispel their

illusions as to the state of opinion in Prance. Many officers, esp¬

ecially those who had come almost directly to North Africa from Indo¬

china, had been out of Pranoe for years and had lost touch with French

public opinion; some sincerely believed it to be totally in accord with

their own line of thinking. At the same time the paper put over the

Club's general theory on the basic soimdness of the French economy and

modernisation process: France, to be great, did not need Algeria. (10)

Surprisingly enough the Centre* s news-sheet was never seized.

This may have been because the secret police thought that it was inspired

by Jacques Foocart and the Elysee, a possibility - so far as they were

concerned - in view of the fact that Georges Suffert saw Bernard Tricot,

the General's A.D.C., on a number of occasions at this time. (11) The

news-sheet which ran to 19 copies lasted from May 1960 to July 1962 when

it ran into financial difficulties. Besides, by this time the attempted

army coup of April 1961 had already cast doubt on the usefulness of the

operation.

Although financed by Jean Moulin, the Centre was run independently

and very secretively. A liberal lawyer by the name of Fauchon was

borrowed from another Club, Rencontres, (12) to act as a screen andcon-

ceal the involvement of the civil servants in the Centre which was itself

never openly recognized by the Club Jean Moulin. (13) While the secrecy

surrounding it at the time was a necessary protection against the pro-

Algerian terrorist organization, the OAS, continued reticence is explained

by the necessity for protecting civil servants. Some of the young

administrators who were sent to Algeria by the Government to research

into the state of opinion in the army undoubtedly handed over their highly

confidential information to the Centre, while the lists of officers nec¬

essary to the whole operation were obtained from within the administration.
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Even the less potentially hazardous Club Bis was not revealed to

the general members of Jean Moulin until 1962 when it was transformed

into a public opinion research centre. Its task was to consider

practical ways of combatting fascism and the OAS, in cooperation with

other political groups such as the P.S.U. The collection of an aims

depot being more in the line of the PSU, Jean Moulin"s contingent -

about 40 strong - undertook the communications side. This consisted

of:

1) contacting groups with similar preoccupations: trade unions,

Gaullists, PSU etc.

2) preparing a weekly documentation which included an analysis of the

right-wing press and of the climate of opinion within certain groups.

This was then sent to about 200 people who were considered to be in

key positions as defenders of the Republic.

3) collecting OAS and anti-OAS material.

4) making contact with the provinces and laying a network of information

which could be used if resistance became necessary. (14)

The Club Bis also hatched a number of odd plots involving secret radio

stations outside Paris, schemes to block the Paris underground and

mobilise all the taxi-cabs. If it was fortunate for Prance that the

parachutists never appeared, it was probably doubly fortunate for the

Club Jean Moulin.

More directly useful and more suited to the aptitudes of admin¬

istrators was the work of the Algeria Commission. This Commission was

formed soon after the creation of the Club and included about 40 members,

mainly drawn from the Ministry of the Interior and the Quai d"0rsay. (15)

It was directed by Olivier Chevrillon, himself a member of the Consell

d"Etat, and met in his flat. Before long it became an acknowledged

authority on Algerian problems.
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Initially majority opinion in the Commission and the Club favoured

self-determination for Algeria - at the very least. In 1958 independ¬

ence was seen as a solution only in so far as no other could be found.

The carefully qualified position taken in the Club's bulletins was

based, in true technocratic style, on the examination of each and every

alternative. However, all the members of the Commission had in common

a horror of military power, force and torture and they all believed in

the necessity to negotiate. But between the belief in negotiation

and outright acceptance of Algerian independence lay the difficult

problem of the European settlers and what to do with them. A study

made under Vaez-Oliviera, a Finance Ministry official, finally had a

decisive effect in leading the Club to envisage independence. He

showed that, in practice, Moslem emancipation in terms of employment

and otherwise meant that large numbers of Europeans would have to leave

Algeria whatever the political settlement. Preparation to receive

them in France was vital since the settlers might be less inclined to

fi^ht to the last ditch if a future in France was guaranteed to them.

This argument was put forward in a book published in 1962: Deux pieces

du Dossier Algerie. (16)

The impact of the book on informed public opinion in general is

difficult to estimate. Yet the work of the Commission certainly

influenced the Evian Agreements - the latter reproduced whole paragraphs

from its proposals unchanged - and it may even have speeded up the

conclusion of peace. (17) Here, for once, the line of influence between

the Club's work and the Government's action is clear. As early as 1959

the Secretary-General of the Conseil d'Etat, Gazier, was instructed to

start preparing the ground in the event of eventual negotiations with

the FLIT. As it happened, three of the most active members of Jean

Moulin's Algeria Commission - Bacquet, Cressel, Salusse - belonged to
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the Conseil. Gazier, who was perfectly aware of their affiliation to

the Club, included them in his work party. And later, Salusse was

secretary to the French delegation who went to Evian. (18)

'Phis influence on the Evian Agreements led the Club to be con¬

sidered in some circles as an instrument of the Government. (19) It

is certainly true that after initially accusing him of practising the

same policy of immobilism in Algeria as his predecessors, the Club Jean

Moulin came round towards the end of 1959 to believing that de Gaulle

was irresistibly drawn towards granting total independence to Algeria

and that only he could make the French accept it. (20) All the same,

its commentary on tire General*s tactics hardly amounted to a vote of

unconditional confidence:

La politique algerienne du General De Gaulle a pour elle
l'ecrasante majorite des franpaisj quelle que soit la
duplioite du chef de l*Etat, il lui est difficile de
revenir en arriere, face & 1*opinion internationale... (21)

It also took part in peace demonstrations with students and workers'

unions and in the national press as well as in its own bulletins,

constantly harried the Government to speed up the pace of progress

towards a final settlement and condemned its irresolute attitude towards

Algerian extremists in highly placed positions or the behaviour of the

police. (22) Jean Moulin was too critical of authoritarian tendencies

in French society, too traditionally republican, to be an instrument of

General De Gaulle.

Until the Government agreed to open negotiations with the Algerian

FLN in the spring of 1961 it had the Olub's full support on only two

occasions: at the time of the barricades in January of 1960 and during

the attempted putsch of the General's in April of 1961. (23) This

support had its picturesque moments. V/hen the barricades went up in

Algiers in January I960 and a fascist coup seemed imminent, Jean Moulin



organised thousands of postcards to flood in on and totally disrupt

the life of the Elysee. The point of this republican publicity stunt

was to draw attention to the fact that there were still thou«ands of

loyal citizens in Prance who remained attached to legal authority.

A year later the Army Putsch in Algeria and the news that Paris was

again in danger of invasion once more mobilised the Club: very early

one morning a (disputed) number of civil servants clad in anything

that had come to hand looking passably military collected with other

potential resistors in the courtyard of the Ministry of the Interior.

Hemmed in on every side by heavily armed police, this solid phalanx of

about a hundred highly placed civil servants in their not very martial

mackintoshes bravely waited to repulse an invasion that never came. (24)

At first sight this para-military activism seems strangely out of

character with such a respectable and sober set of civil servants and,

in the li^it of twentieth century weaponry, even rather comic. Yet

this kind of behaviour, together with the basic structure of the Club -

which consisted of cells of ten members so as to enable rapid mobilis¬

ation in emergency - was in the purest tradition of nineteenth century

Republicanism. And had the members of the Club Jean Moulin followed

the example of the Club des Democrates Fraternels of 1848, they would

have rounded up the sleeping citizenry in the houses around the Ministry

of the Interior and fraternally forced them to "the barricades. At any

event, it is probable that Jean Moulin and groups like it contributed

to the resurgence of the revolutionary tradition that occurred directly

on the heels of the Algerian War.

Georges Suffert wrote when it was over:

Realiser la paix par une negotiation oonduisant a
1*independence. II y avait la une ligne g^nerale
qui nous permettait de fonctionner au mieux et.. de
rencontrer, peu de chose pr&s, lfopinion de la presque

o
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unanimite des membres. Mais depuis Evian, la situation
est diffe'rente.. (25)

The War had greatly increased the influence of the Club, especially

among administrators. And this was not just because of the high

position of many of its members, but also on account of the expertise

it had acquired on Algerian problems. Wot surprisingly, therefore,

those who believed that the Glub could become an instrument to reform

French politics and, in particular, the non-Communist Left, hoped to

build on this initial achievement. The Club Jean Moulin, they intended

to prove, was not just a by-product of the Algerian War.

Nor was it, entirely. let once the War was over, the civil

service element became increasingly unhappy at finding itself in quasi-

opposition to the regime, for they were now partly or even totally

reconciled with it. Used to obeying, civil servants felt impelled to

act faced with the events of May 1958. The existence of the Club in

these circumstances undoubtedly prevented a number of them from resign¬

ing from their posts. (26) But after Evian many - although by no means

all - began to drift away. And with them went the political activists

of the PSU. Thereafter, even when it was supporting Gaston Defferre

as Presidential candidate, the Club never regained the cohesion and

sense of purpose it had had during the Algerian conflict.

Finally, this period of Jean Moulin's existence i3 interesting

because of the practical insight it provides into the spirit - a

combination of slightly self-conscious theatricality and genuine bravery -

and inner workings of the Republican tradition. While this tradition,

in turn, offers the best general explanation into the resurgence of

political clubs in 1958 and after.
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Chapter 11

JEAN MOULIN.

The Internal Working of the Club.

Vu de 1'exterieur il apparut oomme un groupe distingue,
au vocabulaire soaiologique, consentant des confrontations,
ohtenant de brillanti concours, utilisant 1*arme seorfete
de la bourgeoisie liberale: un snobisme de bon ton. (l)

Quite soon after its foundation in 1958 Jean Moulin began to steer

an intellectual course. The Club deliberately set out to be a think-

tank and saw in this role its major 'raison d'etre't .. notre reflexion

est le seul fondement de l'audience dont nous be'neficions.' (2) It

also felt itself to be making up for the sins of omission of the pol¬

itical parties, particularly those of the Left, in this domain and con¬

sequently justified in adopting a patronising attitude towards them.

However, Jean Moulin was never intended as just a French version of the

Fabian Society. It was to become, accessorily, a living model of how

democracy should work. Hessel's idea was that the Club should attract

able people, place them in committees and make use of their ideas. It

was to become a forum for open discussion, a centre of free participation.

This, it was estimated, would challenge in the most effective possible

manner the corrupt internal practices and the stultifying intellectual

atmosphere of the political parties. 'L'apport du club' noted Jean

Moulin 'peut etre considerable pour combattre le sectarisme des organ¬

isations' .(3)

Initially, the unity of the Left was only a long-term and indirect

objective for the Club. First ths Left must have a solid foundation -

in terms of new ideas and new men - on which to build. Jean Moulin

was quite confident of being able to provide both. Yet if the motivat¬

ion behind most of the studies undertaken by it was to revitalise and
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update the tired formulae of the Left, its leaders were cautious about

admitting as much openly - especially in 1he early days when many of

the civil servants were far from being unambiguously left-wing. Suffert

wrote to a friend, privately:

Ce que nous cherchons discretement a faire, c'est de
preparer des equipes techniquement valables qui pourrent
un beau jour se mettre a la disposition d'un gouvernement
de gauche. (4)

The Club, then, fulfilled many of the functions of a political

party - except, of course, the main ones of standing for election and

holding power. But it was most insistent that it was not a political

party and almost obsessively anxious - until 1963-4, at least - to keep

politics at arms length. The Jacobins watched over their clutch of

deputies with pride and in between reading them moral lessons they mixed

perfectly happily with politicians. The attitude of the Club Jean Moulin

was altogether more complex. On the one hand, it boasted of the lack

of political personalities in the Club; when members acceded to important

party functions they could count on being asked to withdraw. (5) And

when the possibility was raised that the Club's patron, Jean Moulin,

might have been a member of the tadical party, the question was not treated

objectively as interesting if some1.,-hat unanswerable, but rejected with

horror. Party politics were described significantly, as ' jeux politiques

perim^s'. (6)

However, later in 1963-4, when the Club became intimately involved

in launching the presidential candidature of Gaston Defferre, it was

quite thrilled by the importance of its own political role. At the same

time, if the subject was discussed at any length at the weekly lunches

of the executive committee, someone would be sure to steer the conversation

along more intellectual tracks. (7) The Club took its intellectual

duties immensely seriously and never rid itself of the deep-seated belief
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that too much intercourse vrith politics and politicians would tarnish

its own principles and ideals. (8) All in all, one might say ihat

the Club's feeling about politics contained most of the repugnance

and not a little of the fascination of a monk's attitude to vice.
/

So far as its own functioning was concerned, there was some re¬

alisation in idle Club that given the variety of political opinion

present, an agreement would have to be reached on how to represent

them all. In contrast to the practices current in the parties, there

was to be no wheedling and dealingi

II faut que la composition du Comite Directeur reflete,
aussi exactement que possible, les sensibilites politiques
et les origines professionnelles des membres. II ne
s'agit pas de tendance - Dieu nous en preserve I - mais
de fair play. (9)

Jean Moulin always had a firm faith in the efficacity of civism - by

which it generally meant middle-class good manners - as an antidote to

political malpractices. The Club's own gentlemanly habit of agreeing

to differ amicably was intended to shame the warring party political

factions. Equally, its loyalty to its principles would show up their

opportunism; the authenticity and vivacity of its participational life

would set them an example.

Given this purist approach to politics, it came as something of a

surprise to its members that a club might engender its own conflicts.

And when these conflicts inevitably arose, it perished almost as much

from the shock that this could happen as from their direct results.
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In teres of its o^m inner organisational structure, the Club Jean

Moulin had two sources of inspirations the republican clubs of the

nineteenth century and the post-war Economic Plans. Prom the first

was derived the habit of dividing the club into subsections of ten or

eleven people. In the early days when a military coup was still feared,

small groups facilitated rapid mobilisation; later, they enabled a high

degree of participation while still containing sufficient people to be

intellectually productive. (10)

From the Economic Plans, the Club copied the principle of horizontal

and vertical - that is to say general and specialist - committees. It

also adopted the custom, peculiar to the Planning Commissariat, of mixing

people of very different professional backgrounds—S4 often drew attention

to this feature as being one of its own most original and remarkable

attributes. Duverger wrote of the Club's seminal work:

Cette collaboration d'elements si divers, aux origines
si varies est l'une des sources de 1'originalite de
l'Stat et le Citoyen. (11)

It is certainly true -that Jean Moulin's Committees were very mixed. The

committee on French overseas territories, for instance, contained 36 civil

servants (6 of them members of the Conseil d'Etat), 6 teachers, 9 admin¬

istrative executives in the private sector, 7 engineers, 5 social scientists,

2 journalists and 12 students (9 of them from the Polytechnique). (12)

It is also true that the top echelons of the French civil service are

particularly caste-ridden and not normally given to collaborating pro¬

fessionally with outsiders. But it does not necessarily folloi<r from its

mixed composition that the Club Jean Moulin was a radical departure from

a very old rule. (13) Certainly, some civil servants were specifically

attracted because of the opportunity the Club afforded to mingle and woik

with people from varying backgrounds. In reality, however, civil servants
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formed a kind of inner circle, polite and sometimes even attentive in

its dealings with non-professionals, but never truly open to them.

Moreover, the aura of professional connivance and complicity that

surrounded it pervaded the whole atmosphere of the Hub, often irritat¬

ing and anta,ionising not just the other clubs that worked with it but

also many of its own members. (14)

Formally, the Club Jean Moulin was composed of an executive

committee, of general committees of ten members christened reading

groups and of specialist committees. The executive committee had the

responsibility of applying the Club's statutes, deciding its policy,

organising its Internal Letter and Bulletin, naming the specialist

committees and providing them with topics. (15) It was not authorised

to take important policy decisions unless the whole club, at a General

Assembly meeting, had previously approved the question in principle.

General Assemblies were generally held once a year. There were also

yearly study sessions at the old abbey of Boyaumont near Paris on major

topics like Europe or the Presidential regime etc. One, then later two

sponsors within the Club were needed before an application for entry

could be made. Professional standing was another necessary pre¬

condition. The General Assembly of 1959 decidedt

que le recrutement du club doit se limiter aux cadres,
tant fonctionnaires qu'industriels, iatellectuels ou
syndicaliste3. Tous sont decides h. donner une part de
leur temps disponible a condition que nos travaux soient
serieu*. (16)

In theory, the Club was supposed to be supported entirely by membership

fees. In practice other means had to be resorted to as members were

slow in paying up and it was chronically short of money. (1?) Subsidiary

clubs were discouraged on the whole, less for financial reasons than

because some of the more important people in Jean Moulin greatly feared

being compromised by what some branch might say or do. (18) There

was a branch for EEC administrators in Brussels and others in Mice
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and Mulhouse, but very many more might have been created. The works

of the Club, it was originally decided, were to be collectively written

and anonymous.y

(How Jean Moulin actually operated in practice, at least for the
first couple of years of its existence, is illustrated by the way that

l'Stat et le Citoyen was written. The General Assembly appointed a

committee to organise and .supervise fifteen groups in which specialist

and non-specialists were set to work together, each group charged, in

theory, with producing a chapter. In practice, some people wrote

chapters more or less independently, others joined the Club simply to

help with the book and occasionally even collective chapters would emerge.

These initial drafts were then circulated to the reading groups, critic¬

ised and sometimes re-started from scratch. At the final stage, the

main chapters were debated for two day3 in the General Assembly. The

result of over a years effort was a pile of 15,000 pages of foolscap...

But Georges Suffert -undertook to rewrite the entire book in his summer

vacation and succeeded in reducing it to 400 pages. (19)

Many of the arguments put forward for participational democracy in

l'Stat et le Gitoyen may be traced to one mani Michel Crozier, the socio¬

logist. In the main, however, the ideas in the hook reflected the

opinion of the whole Club. This was not always the case, for sometimes

one personality impressed a book with his stamp and at other times the

collective principle broke down. Pn Parti pour la Gauche was written

by Georges Lavau; Pour une Politique etrangere de 1*Europe by Simon Mora.

The first was commissioned by the executive committee, but neither it nor

the second necessarily represented the views of all of the members.

Another book Le Socialisme et 1*Europe was so hotly disputed in General

Assembly that it was not published anonymously in the name of the Glub,
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but carried a pseudonym chosen by the authors. Jean Moulin1 s most

notable failure in this domain was its book on education which was never

published. When the non-specialists on ihe committee proposed radical

reforms, the academics barred hie way, insisting the bright new ideas of

the others were invalid because they had no personal experience of schools

and universities. As a result the book that finally appeared was so

insipid and confused that it was vetoed by the General Assembly. (20) At

other times, compromises between differing opinions were hammered out with

more success. The Club had no firm policy on an independent French

nuclear force and so the executive committee deliberately chose a commiss¬

ion that included the whole gamut of opinions on hie subject. In view

of this background, the book, La Force de Frappe, caused relatively little

friction and appeared in hie name of the Club.

In obtaining the information it needed, the reputation of the Olub

and the leading positions of many of its members were a great boon. For

the outsiders who were invited to appear before its committees, whether

politicians, unionists or administrators, generally came. Sometimes, the

purpose of the committees was to influence its visitors as much as to

benefit from their knowledge. This was clearly the case of the committee

on institutions. It included the two leading French experts on and ex¬

ponents cf a Presidential regime, Professors Duverger and Yedel. Firstj

they set about persuading the rest of the members of the Club of the

advantages of this system; then they turned their attention to the political

class. Guy Mollet, Edgar Faure, Jean Locanuet, Paul Coste^loret were
invited at different times and all appeared, without realising probably

that Jean Moulin, besides wanting to understand the positions of the

different parties, also hoped to contribute: 1... a degeler les cranes qui

ont ete saisis par le conservatisme institutionel aux alentours de 1910.*(21)

The Club took it3 self-appointed role as shaper of the intelligent and
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informed sectors of public opinion very seriously and would issue

instractions to its members on how they should behave towards outside

personalities who were not intimately attached to its visitors must be

treated with great courtesy go as to make them say more than they in¬

tended; the hall must remain full so as to give them the impression

that Jean Moulin was a force to he reckoned with and to encourage them

to speak of it externally. (22)

In spite of the Club Jean Moulin's much more formal and organised

nature, to ask whether it was democratic in a legalistic sense would

he as irrelevant as in the case of the Jacobin Club. There converged

around it a network of friends of long standing, at the beginning mainly

those of Hessel, who took the work of the Club seriously but who also

saw it as another expression of their friendships discussion of personal

problems and family dramas blended quite naturally in these early days

with political and academic debate. Nor, at the outset, did the intimacy

of some set them apart from others. For the enthusiasm generated by

the Club's first collective venture, the writing of l'htat et le Cito.ven.

combined with the cohesion wrought by the Algerian War, precluded the

growth of a narrow, cliquish atmosphere. Morale was high and the level

of dedication of members often astounding. It was not unusual, partic¬

ularly during the period of writing its first book, for people to turn

up to work three and even four evenings a week. (23)

The Jacobin Club, it has been said, had its own peculiar form of

democracy! masonio collegiality combined with freedom of speeoh and

movement. The Club Jean Moulin also had an individual style of internal

regulation. This was a blend of social and intellectual elements!

courtesy and restraint in debate combined with a realistic approach to

problems whereby the possibility of conflict might be reduced to a minimum.

The first time a vote was taken in the Club was over the referendum in



1962» (24) This gentlemanly consensus - made possible mainly by the

common bourgeois origin of most of the members - was one of the features

that attracted civil servants to it. Sometimes this style interested

them for its own sake and they joined the Club without necessarily

feeling any sympathy for its aims. At other times it stimulated left-

wing administrators—who hesitated to join the parties because they found
4

their behaviour and approach so unsympathetic--to take on a more active

political commitment. (25)

Within its own limits, the Club Jean Moulin could be considered a

successful, smoothly running enterprise until about 1962. Thereafter

a slow decline set in from which it never recovered. Partly this was

due to a growing divorce between leaders and rank and file, partly due

to the slackening of the original ideals that fired it. The Club Jean

Moulin had always been serious, sometimes to the point of solemnity.

Now it grew sententious and self-important. In the past membership

had frequently entailed a deep feeling of commitment and a sense of

personal adventure. All too often now it was seen as a status symbol,

an ornament on one's visiting card.

Some of the changes 1962 brought for the Club were, in fact, positive.

It received an influx of young people on the executive committee, mainly

UNEF leaders, while many of the civil servants who had joined only on

account of the Algerian War left. But against this must be set the too

rapid growth of the Club and the decline of its sense of purpose. In

February 1962 it numbered over 500 - virtually double its previous member¬

ship. (26) Many of those who joined now that the Club had acquired a

reputation did so out of snobism or personal ambition. Young civil

servants hoped to be noticed by their seniors or else wanted to be able

to boast externally that they were on familiar terms with such and such a

W.J
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notable figure. (27) At the same time, the sense of urgency generated

by the war decreased, so that the Clubfs besetting sin of perfectionism

increased correspondingly. (28) Also, now that the war was over, pol¬

itical problems were less straight-forward, more intraotable and Jean

Koulin hesitated, not sure which path to follow. (29)

As enthusiasm and sense of purpose waned, two factors that had

always been present, if less noticeably so, now became quite distinct

irritants! the civil service hierarchy and the too predominant position

of the executive committee. Prom the start, the civil servants had

transposed their professional hierarchy into the Club. Leading admin¬

istrators were as unlikely to be challenged in Jean Moulin as in their

own offices and certain questions were simply not approached until they

had given their approval. Not that they would ever have silenced a

challenger directly. Their mode of domination was a subtle and conniving

elitism. An opponent or simply someone who questioned the ideas or

approach of the civil service top brass xtfould find it intimated to him

how deeply his attitude was regretted; how little this was expected of

him: how it had always been thought that he. at least, understood (30)

None of this, of course, encouraged free participation or helped the Club

to become an open forum.

In the same way, the hand of the executive committee began to appear

too heavy once the initial period was over. Prom the start it had kept

all the reins of power firmly in its own hands on the plea that if -the

Club was to have an influence, it must be able to act quickly. (31) ' Also,

it had rapidly acquired the habit of co-optation; Judicial telephone calls

informed people whether their candidacy was acceptable or not. (32)

Obviously this created bad feeling. And by the autumn of 1962, Georges

Suffert was forced to concede publicly before the General Assembly the

existence and necessity to remedy a serious malaise that had grown up in
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the Club. In a private letter he admitted:

Notre faute est de n'avoir pas tenu sufisament au

courant les membres du Club de nos cogitations, de
nos hesitations et finalement de nos decisions.. (33)

After this, various attempts were made to democratise the Club.

The system of reading groups, never very successful after the end of

the writing of l'Btat et le Citoyen anyway, was changed twice. (34)

Members were asked to fill out cards with personal ideas and suggest¬

ions. At one point, General Assembly meetings were even held every

three months. But none of these reforms made a lasting difference.

Nor could they in view of the fact that from 1963 onwards a small

inner circle within the Club was bent on turning it into a launching

pad for the Presidential candidacy of Gaston Dafferre without consult¬

ing the members and against the wishes of a high percentage of them.

Jean Moulin was involved in some mysterious dealings, that much was

clear throughout 1963. The feeling of being manipulated was unpleasant

and difficult to erase. Many members simply left at this time. But

one, Philippe Viannay, wrote a letter of protest to the executive

committee:

II y a deux Clubs: le Club reel et le Club le'gal; d'une part
les copains qui se comprennent au premier clin d'oeil, comme
les civilises d'Huxley, les copains qui font des grands coups
avec les autres copains qui se trouvent dans les divers
ministeres, dans les syndicats ou dans la presse. D'autre
part, le Club legal dont ne font d'ailleurs pas partis tous
les membres du Club reel et qui est la pour donner du corps a
1*operation et que 1*on convie de temps en temps a applaudir
les performances des autres. Le depart de nombreux particip¬
ants du debut, et qui representaient un capital sur, ne laisse
pas d'etre significatif et inquietant. (35)

The Club's leadership also had its own complaints against the members.

The reading groups did not work, it was intimated, because the habit of

participation was not sufficiently deeply rooted in the French: ' .. la
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democratie, du molns telle que nous it en tendons, n'est pas encore dans

n.08 habitudes et nous n'arrivons pas si facilement a la batir.' (36)

Sometimes the executive committee would complain in the Club's Internal

Letter that work was not up to standard, or not quickly enough completed

or else that it was operating in a void. (37) Out of 525 members,

charged an Internal Letter in 1962, the same hundred always did the

work; this was not good enough. But by far the most recurrent grievance

of the executive committee and the administration against the members

was their persistent failure to pay up their membership fees on time or

even at all. Internal Letters again and again put out plaintive appeals

for fees to be paid up. Another source of irritation was the unwilling¬

ness of members to volunteer for administrative tasks. There was never

any shortage of people prepared to give up their evenings to work on

committees but?after the end of the Algerian War in particular, they could
rarely be persuaded to help with administration. (38)

No doubt most of these complaints were justified. A group as in¬

formal as Jean Moulin, operating on a very small budget, could hardly be

expected to sustain a persistently high standard of work and level of

commitment over a number of years. But it was not on aocount of fluct¬

uating vivacity, undemocratic features or even its furtive political

involvement that the internal functioning of the Club was ultimately a

failure. The real failure of Jean Moulin lay in the aura of elitism

that pervaded the atmosphere surrounding it and that finally deteriorated

into the outright manipulation of a narrow clique.

One of the most original and penetrating insights of the Club was

that many of the problems of Frenoh democracy are intimately linked with

the authoritarian attitudes prevalent in French society. Its central

message was the urgent need for greater participation in public affairs

so as to make modern industrial society both more efficient and more
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humane. Even more than new ideas, a fundamental change in attitude

and behaviour in the decisive factor in future democratic development,

was one of the Club's most persistent themes:

La recherche d'un nouveau style de vie democratique,
dependra plus de la maniere dont se sera ainsi exprime
un certain courant democratique, que du nombre d'idees
nouvelles qu'elle apporte au debat publique.. (39)

Yet with its own teaching - and preaching - Jean Moulin's action was

in flagrant contradiction. This fact was not lost on outsiders and

undermined its moral and intellectual authority. The Club itself had

to admit, wryly, when a further revolt against the lack of internal

democracy was launched in 1966, that such accusations were startling

against a Club that had written l'Etat et le Citoyen. (40)

It is, lastly, a significant comment on French society of the early

1960's that one of the rare groups to be aware of and anxious to remedy
cs

its excessive authoritarianism should itself have fallen victim to the

very malady it analysed so elegantly and condemned so conclusively.
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Chapter 12.

The Ideology of the Club.

Le pari sur la d&aocratie en 1961 n* a de sens que s' il
est fonde sur une tentative d1insertion des valeurs
traditiormelies de liberty dans des structures modernes
mal connus et fondamentalaraent mouvantes. (1)

During the early post-war period, it was frequently assumed in

progressive circles concerned with the modernisation of the country

that economic development would have a decisive impact in itself. If

only Prance could overhaul and renovate her infrastructure in industry,

commerce and agriculture, her traditional political problems would at

once be reduced to manageable proportions and in time disappear entirely.

This school of thought interpreted political life as a conflict between

static and dynamic Frances as the latter gained ground the political

system would automatically become modernised. (2) By the late 1950's,

however, this optimistic faith in tne general benefits of economic progress

began to be troubled by doubts. For the success of the Fourth Republic

in the economic domain had affected neither traditional attitudes towards

political power, the political parties nor fee Communist vote. After

1958, when fee institutions of the Republic crumbled for fee second time

in the life-span of one generation, these doubts grew even more pressing.

Political modernisation gradually came to be seen as a problem in itself,

independent of economic development.

In the Club Jean Moulin, the topic was approached with bemused

exasperation, but without undue pessimism. Among its members were a

number of the civil servants who had helped to engineer the economic

recovery of fee 1950's and they were very well aware of the many changes,

both technical and economic, that had already taken place. France, all

were agreed, was no longer fee sick man of Europei
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En realite, ee peya, non settlement n'est pas taourant, ma is
11 est en rleintmue d'adolescence. Les Jeunes cadres
craqnent de partout et de nouveaux sont en train de surglr..
La Prance est en train de changer de peau - c*est visible k
Voeil m - et ce sont les mythes qui retardent 1'evolution. (5)

And yet to Judge by trie political parties and the press, modern Prance

did not exist. The far-reaching changes of recent years - changes in

both the working conditions and standard of living of the working class,

in consumption, in agricultural techniques and even in the operation of

capitalism - were hardly reflected in the formal institutions of society.

There was a vast discrepancy, concluded the Club, between the new realities

of modern French society and the persistence of outdated beliefs and images.

These were referred to disparagingly as 'myths*. The solution to France's

political problems was first to dispose of these myths, and then to begin

to think about modern society in an entirely new way - if still within

the framework of basic democratic principles. The meaning of democracy

wao no longer clear in an age of television and mass literacy.

At this point the humanism of the Hub took a universalist turn.

In part no doubt this was due to intellectual fcabitt the French have a

long tradition of thinking in global terms politically. But there were

also more immediate, practical reasons. Since the crisis of French

democracy coincided with a crisis of democracy within modem industrial

societies more generally, it was obviously impossible to solve the one

without a careful analysis of the other. To some degree, so ran the

Club's reasoning in the introduction to I'atat et ie Oitoyon. the in-

adaptation of ideology to reality is a feature common to all modern in¬

dustrial societies. The only alternative seems to be to impose dogmas

by force or else to maintain the status quo. Fifteen years after the

Second V/orld Wart
o

les utopies sont moribundes, les ideologies ne recrutent plus
grand monde. Le gout du bonheur et la tendance a 1'organisation



des soeletes de consommation orient 1* illusion d'un raonde

apathique. II y a comae une silence des idees... (4)

In these circumstances, and by tneir efforts to come to terms with their

own problems the French will have the privileged role of leading a world¬

wide movement to regenerate democracy - the most fundamentally important,

probably, of our epooh. (5)

The first step along this path is to reflect with the objective of

founding *une pensee politique nouvelle'.(6) This reflexion must be

based on traditional principles and at the same time take account of

new realities. The practical task the Hub set itself was to reconcile

democratic ideals - and mainly liberty - with modern social, economic

and technical developments. However, this 'new political thought'

which Jean Moulin always considered as its own original contribution to

humanity - 'Cette approche surprit et fit r^flechir' (7) - was in fact

no less than the old approach of steering a path between realism and

Wtopianism allied with the interdisciplinary methods already much in use

at the Planning Commissariat. (8)

If the gap, so familiar on the French Left, between principles aid

their application is to be avoided, observed the Club, then every political

project must be based in the first instance on ascertainable fact. Some

facts may be calculated with absolute certainty: no French government

is able to raise the rate of growth to 19/» or to halt the exodus from

country to town. At other times precision is impossible. Optimum

agricultural production, for instance, cannot at present be estimated.

The essential point is that perfect solutions are not attainable; all

that is possible is to integrate the maximum number of factors and narrow

down alternatives within a particular time limit. Traditionally, political

programmes deal either in short-term (platitudes or horse-dealing) or long-

term proposals (ideologies and platitudes). But they carefully avoid



the medium-torn, the only perspective in which real choices may be

made.(9)

How Jean Moulin envisaged the process of making these medium-term

projects becomes clear in the following passage*

L© temps des Jean-Jacques Rousseau et des Marx est termine;
le temps de la pure analyse des concepts Jtans^onnees
techniques precises est revolu. Marx, en 1961, creeralt un
institut; il lui oerait impossible de se satisfaire des
approximations eoonomiqnes et sociologiques, des references
historiques et de la connaissanes philosophique qui lui
suffirent il y a cant arts. Obligatoirement f sa viode serait
plj^etaire; il devrait integrer au fur et a mesure los apports
de la sooiologie, de 1'economie politique, de la cybemetique.
Mais aur chacun de ces points, il lui faudrait tenir compte
d'un nombre considerable de variables Snfin, il devrait
dans une dernidre ©tape tenter de trouver an terrain de
conciliation entre la description des alternatives ouvertes
par 1*evolution global©, et les valeurs auxxjueiles plier
cette evolution elle-m@Eie.(lO)

»

In itself such a system 'Is only a body frame - the motor is supplied by

values. Of course it is necessary to have an efficient btate, admitted

Jean Moulin, but it cannot be justified if it is to be obtained at the

cost of the physical, intellectual und moral independence of its citizens.

(11) It is vital to remember, observed the Glub, that personal liberties

are permanently threatened in trie present world; human rights are more

formal than real. Hiere is no tiling automatic about democracy. On the

contrary, democracy represents & precarious set of values and to uphold

it may necessitate the sacrifice of efficiency in some measure. (12)

Between the 'open1 and *moral' system of the Hub and the Marxism

of the orthodox parties of the Left there was obviously very little common

ground. Marxist doctrine in the Olub's view encased change in a straight-

jacket, while what was needed in a perpetually changing society was the

possibility to innovate and invent. Moreover, Marxism played down the

moral responsibility of man for the type of society he lives in, while

Jean Moulin emphasised its importance. Also the pluralist, libertarian
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society the Club itself envisaged was fundamentally at odds with such

notions as the dictatorship of the proletariat.

On the practical as opposed to theoretical level, the gap between

the Club and the Left was equally vdLde. The Club was resolutely realistic

and modernist} the political parties seemed indifferent to and unaware

©f change and concrete issues. That the French bourgeoisie should per¬

sistently evade practical problems in their political programmes was

quite bad enough, thought the modernists. But what was worse was that

the Left should continue unabashed to apply ready-made solutions based

only on theory to the practical dally problems of living. (13) Forever

demanding social progress, the Left always omitted how it was to be

achieved in practice. The lack of knowledge it displayed on economics

was, to say the least, lamentable. Ignoring the 'real* problems of the

nation, it was absorbed in myths of its own making, like a dog forever

chasing its own tail. Little wonder, then, that it was able to rouse

so little enthusiasm in the publici

Centre un general bien en chair, une gauche de reve sortie
tout droit d'un manuel d'histoire et qui ne parvient pas a
incarner les tendances d* une opinion publlque qui vote pour
de Gaulle sans etre gaulliste et qui est republicain tout
en rafusant de voir revenir les visages de la decadence,
voila quel est le problfeme fran<pais numero tin. (14)

Jean Moulin had little patience with the large parties of the Left -

with their dogmatism, their economic ignorance, their lack of enthusiasm

for modernisation and their lack of interest in decentralisation. Above

all, the Club was suspicious of the parties* attitude towards the civil .

fhuJc <-i- <~ y
liberties that for itself were the very essence of democracy.^ The
strategy of the club movement, which Jean Moulin supported until it became

involved in complicated manoeuvres to set up Gaston Defferre as the Left's

presidential candidate, was to build up such a powerful pressure for change

in public opinion that the left-wing political parties would eventually
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be forced to change their ways. Most of the work of the Club was

intended either to create such a reformist climate of opinion or else

to lay down the basis for a realistic and non-demagogic programme (which

would put the political parties to shame) for some future left-wing

government. This was the idea behind the Sent Pro.jets nour entrer en

Democratic. a document that was rejected by the General Assembly as

being too insubstantial. (15) The thinking it was based on was, hot-raver,

typical of the Hub. deforms were to be carried out in strategic

sectors of society which were to undermine the principal bulwarks against

change. It was the short-cut par excellence - neat and effective without

involving anything so untidy and old-fashioned as revolution.

In spit© of its own estimation, the political "thinking of the Club

Jean Moulin was not really original. Theoretically, methodologically

and practically the Club supported moat of the conclusions of the non¬

conformists of the 1930's. State reform was the centre of its own pre¬

occupations and it too favoured decentralisation. What distinguished

Jean Moulin from other groups and clubs Was the style of its approach to

the immediate problem of political reform - a singular blend of optimism

and urgency.

The optimism had a variety of different sources. First there was

the superior quality of the members of the Club. The lecretary-General

once commented! '.. nous disposons probablement au club, d'un groupe

d'hommes comae il n'en a pas existe en Prance depuis la Liberation.1 (16)

There was also the belief that in Michel Crosier' 3 sociological analysis

of French society the Club possessed a fund of knowledge that gave it

special insights into the political problems of the country. Then there

was the feeling that the style of moderation find the medium-term project¬

ions it favoured were in line with the needs of the futures the Club was

afloat on the flow of history. Finally, there was the patriotic pride
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of the humanist tradition. But this was less in evidence in Jean Moulin

than it had been among the non-conformists of the 1930*s. (18)

The sense of urgency was partly dictated by the French situation

after 1958. Partly it was a by-product of the Club's idea of its own

worth: the political solutions that were needed so urgently could be

provided by Jean Moulin because of the quality of its membership and

the validity of its message. The Club thought of itself as a kind of

short-out to political wisdom. (19) It would produce the programme of

reforms that was needed then later some politician could be found to put

them into effect. The Club Jean Moulin considered, in the style of Plato,

that the equivalent of Titan of Syracu.se had only to be found for all to be

well.

This chapter will begin with an account of the analysis that formed

the Club's intellectual backbone: the idea that increased participation

is the necessary condition for the democratisation of mass industrialised

society and Kichel Crosier's theory of authority patterns in French society.

The next two sections will treat respectively the Club's proposals to

reform the State and society. The Club's work on foreign policy will be

outlined very briefly in the final section, for this was both the least

successful and least influential part of its output.

The Intellectual Background.

The Club Jean Moulin, as has already been observed, approached the

problem of democracy in France within the wider context of democracy within

the modern industrialised State. The latter, according to its own detailed

sociological analysis (20), needs a far greater degree of participation
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than has hitherto been historically possible*

L'humanite n'a jamais eu autant besoin dee ressourceo
de reflexion, d'intelligence et de participation que
eeule la democratic peut sobiliser non seuleaent au
sein d'une petite elite, mais dans la raasoe tout
entidre des citoyens. (21)

All countries will, of course, have to adapt to the new conditions.

But this adaptation will be particularly hard for France. For her

traditional pattern of authority - apathy combined with revolt - is

diametrically at odds with the kind of active and responsible behaviour

that is necessary in a modern society. Nevertheless change is possible!

French traditions, being conditioned by cultural factors rather than by

national character, are not immutable. If they really want to, the

French can reverse their awkward tradition, since formal structures

mainly reflect the type of social relations current in any society and

these depend on people* s attitudes - * Nous en somxaes responsables* • (22)

Crosier*e conclusion, in essence,^ the sociological counter-part to the

old republican ethic of personal responsibility.' 'foe the Republic to

exist we have only to will it. For Crosier the cure for lack of

participation was participation. ( The remedy for the fear of cold water

is to jump in: difficulties have only to be faoed to be surmounted.

Democracy, began the Club's argument, has never really existed.

In the past, the participation of the masses in politics has been

minimal and undiseeming. Universal suffrage has been no more than a

cover for manipulating oligarchies who, while bowing to the inevitability

of accepting it in theory, have been careful to domesticate it in practice.

Sot, of course, that total participation is either possible or desirable.

Bit a far more equal balance between leadership from above end partic¬

ipation from below could be achieved.

In spite of the prognostic f pessimists, it is arguable that ma3c
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society lias mad© some progress in this domain. Participation today

is more conscious and manipulation less arbitrary. This is because

the conditions created by the modern world favour greater involvement.

There ire more groups and institutions within which the individual

may participate and this, in turn, leads him to expect to be given the

right to do so in all domains that concern him either directly or in¬

directly. Involvement has also become more formal and conscious?

discussion and negotiation and not simply acquiescence have become the

rule. The modern citizen plays many more roles than before and these

may be at once specialised and over-lapping! he is, for example, both

pedestrian and car owner, bo th employee and property owner. While

these multiple roles create more tension, they also allow conflicts to

be resolved with greater ease. And they invalidate Marx's theory of

the polarisation of classes.

All in all, modem man is fairly well protected against misfortune

and natural disasters, but he is all the more vulnerable to society.

Its power has increased greatly and become more distant concurrently, so

that the participation of the citizen is often unconscious and indirect.

In such circumstances, to decentralise is vital. For the citizen cannot

overcome his feeling of impotence unless centres of power are created at

levels where participation is possible for him. Decentralisation,

however, is not Just for toe benefit of the citizen. It is also the

most effective way of mobilising all the resources of the community.

What are the conditions of effective participation? Generally,

citizens must be well educated and informed and thay must wish to par¬

ticipate. Also those best adapted to their milieu are those most likely

to be active. Although secondary to toe human will, means are also

important. Factors like size must be taken into account when decentral¬

ising! units must be neither too big nor too small. They must be
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heterogeneous and relatively independent. ,,bove all, social distances

must not be too vide nor authority too great, otherwise the necessary

balance between participation and resistance, liberty and authority

will not be achieved.

Nothing could be more opposed to these conditions than the French

practice of State centralisation and individual resistance to it. In

France, ran Crosier's argument, the apparently all-powerful State 1b

constantly questioned while the citizen* *.. oscillant oonstarament entre

la revolte et l'apathie a beaucoup de a&l a adopter des coaportements

responsables.' (23) Participation, such as it is, is always abstract}

ineffective because ignorant, assertive without being responsible.

There is a curious indifference - almost a void - where concrete matters

are at stake. It is as if the French were afraid of taking binding

decisions. The origin of this fear is the incapacity to resolve conflicts

at a personal and group level and this incapacity, in turn, is both cause

and consequence of the high degree of authoritarianism in French society.

This theory Jrozler drew from and justified by his own practical sooio-

At the head of each group in France - each office, factory, union,

political party - there is a curious person who concentrates all power

in his own hands. He refuses to share his authority, mistrusts even

the experts he himself has called in end is convinced of his own indis-

pensability. Inevitably his subordinates are afraid to tske the least

decision without his approval. As a result they either lose interest

in their work or resort to passive resistance. The atmosphere soon

becomes tense and bitter and a paradoxical situation develops whereby

over-worked superiors face dissatisfied subordinates. In short,

authority suppresses dialogue? lack of dialogue, in turn, poisons

human relations and breeds a scepticism that finds its outlet in politics

logical researches.



since no outlet is available within fee professional framework. Moreover,

this authoritarianism is ineffectual and self-defeating since it leads

to a situation where those in authority have no practical knowledge or

accurate information, vrhile those who do know lack decision-making power.

And yet to act differently would be difficult because of the highly

centralised structures within each and every domain of French society.

It is when one begins to think about how this situation might be

changed that the complexity of the problem becomes apparent. For if

organisational structures are paralysing, they also afford protection.

Impersonal structures enable a personal confrontation - 'face a face' to

use Crosier's expression - between those who make decisions and those

who are subject to them to be avoided. In a sense, the situation is

ideal for both. Those at the top escape responsibility since they lack

effective channels of communications

... leur pouvoir ne correspond au fond qu'a des satisfactions
de prestige et a une participation a demi symbolique aux
grandes affaires.. La voie s&re, la voie rationnelle, c'est
le recours au precedent. (24)

Subordinates, equally, are cushioned against risk. The impersonal and

bureaucratic nature of social structures shield them from arbitrariness

and favouritism; career promotion is governed entirely by criteria of

seniority. Both groups dispose of considerable autonomy because they

have a monopoly of the functions attributed to them.

The protection of impersonal structures is necessary because the

French find personal contact intolerable. And they find personal contact,

with the risk of conflict it carries and the fear of favouritism it

arouses intolerable because of their passionate will to be equal - their

•volonte acharnee d'egalite'. It is the autonomy of different levels

that makes social distinction bearable;
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Si ce .-Ittest plus Monsieur X, directeur, qui commando a
Monsieur Y, contremaitre, mais seulenient un representant
depersoumlise' de la cati>gorie directeurs, qui veille h
1*application, par les oontremaitres des rdgles de leur
conduite devenues pourrait-on dire etatuaires, nous evons
une solution heureuse qui sauvegarde la distance sociale,
tout en respectant la dignity de 1*inferieur. (25)

Between these 'castes', as Irozier calls them, and social class the

relationship, of course, is close.

Reluctance to enter into personal contact also partly explains

the French habit of constantly appealing to the State. Rather than

have their authority directly challenged by negotiating with their

unions, employers, in general, prefer the unions to appeal to the State

to impose a settlement, even although this settlement might suit the

employers less than the result of a direct bargain. The unions, too,

favour this type of action since it allows theia to maintain their liberty

of action, and their freedom of criticism and to safeguard their ideo¬

logical purity. But recourse to impersonal mediation, while maintaining

social distance, also suppresses the power of initiative of each group.

The very idea of power becomes less real. It is no longer the means to

achieve an end but acquires an abstract value in itself. There are no

intermediary levels between the capitalist sovereign and the proletarian

subject* power can neither be divided nor shared. Power must be absolute

and whoever holds it omnipotent.

This attitude goes a long way to explain the behaviour of the French

reformer. Invariably, he considers it sufficient to have a good programme,

to secure support for it and to enforce it when the time comes. He is

incapable of understanding problems of application other than in terms of

energy or to appreciate that society is not a machine but a set of subtly

inter-relating roles which may be transformed or influenced from within

themselves but are likely to offer insurrmountable resistance if attacked

head on.
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However intelligent, competent and determined he may be, a French

reformer is rarely able to progress very far; as soon as his reforms

begin to be applied, they are immediately obstructed by their own un¬

expected effects. Why? The main reason is that he tries too hard to

shield his projects from outside pressures. This enables them to remain

coherent, but it deprives the reformer of the information that would

allow him to adapt these projects to the human material involved. Because

their method of application is authoritarian, his reforms simply arouse

resistance and create a vicious circle of control, sabotage, confusion

and discouragement.

In the past, the French model of authority has had a certain value.

It has allowed people to maintain their professional autonomy and to

protect their private lives, while in some areas, such as the railways,

centralisation has been remarkably effective. But now that private life

is increasingly forced to yield ground to the demands of publio and social

life, the pattern of authoritarianisra-eum-resistance simply blocks progress

and breeds conservatism and mediocrity. Much of the malaise that has

haunted French life since the Second World War is the result of this con¬

flict! '.. entre les aspirations des Fran^ais et leur attachenent st un
module da comportement qui rend impossible leur satisfaction.' (26) It

is arguable that many of the psychological frustrations of French society

are caused by the way the authority works and the attitude of people towards

it.

How, then, should change be approached? To reform structures would

be a revolutionary undertaking since the very deepest ideas of order and

authority of each group affected would be thereby undermined. The cir¬

culation of information, on the other hand, would seem reactionary since

it means challenging laboriously acquired privileges. However, if both

were to be undertaken simultaneously, as social distance lessened, informat-
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ion would be able to pass more easily. The two levels - of structures

and of mentality - must obviously be tackled together. But the decisive

factor lies in the creation of a new style of human relations:

Ce qui imports avant tout, dans un tel effort, c1est le
stylo, c'est k dire 1'elaboration d'un nouveau type de
relations hutnaines qui permette de dissiper les craintea
de nos concitoyens et ainsi, petit a petit, de mobiliser
leurs ressources.. C'est dans le caraotbre dbmooratique
de la preparation des reformes et non plus dans la purete
des objectifa que devra se juger alors la sincerite de
l'homme politique. (27)

By means of participation itself, resistances will be overcome and

people will adapt more easily to new modes of social relations.

The parallel between Crazier1 s analysis of the pattern of authority

in French society and Pascal's negative formula of internal resistance

combined with external obedience to authority needs hardly to be stressed.

Indeed, Crazier's theory is its sociological formulation. Eis ex¬

planation, for instance, of how equality is maintained within an author¬

itarian power structure inevitably recalls Pascal's lucid realisation

of the importance of force in social relations. I am equal to another.

Yet he has more laquais than I so I am beaten. This does not make him

superior; it is merely an outward sign of his power. It is wise, then,

to defer to this power externally; but, inwardly, there is no reason to

respect it. Equally, Crosier'a employee does not directly attempt to

challenge the authority structure weighing on him. But he is able to

preserve his autonomy within it because he only accepts but does not

respect it and in so doing he robs it of any effective power to act.

The direct confrontation that Pascal so prudently avoided in the seventeenth

century, according to Crazier*s theory, is still being refused in modern

industrial society.

Because he believed that the core of the problem lay in the French¬

man's desire for personal autonomy and control of his environment. Crosier
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tried to convert the old negative impulse into a positive one by full-

scale participation. Since he had never read „ roudhon, this may well

be how he roaohed many of the same conclusions as the latter: he was

following the same logic.

The State.

The Club Jean Moulin was acutely concerned with the ways and means

of providing France with a stable and effective political regime. It

was created, after all, in the wake of the collapse of the weakened Fourth

Republic and besides, included a high proportion of civil servants among

its members. But an equally fundamental preoccupation, on the basis

both of Crosier*s analysis and the practical experience of the civil

servants, was to break with the traditional pattern of the over-centralised

rtate. The habit of appealing constantly to the itate must finally be

broken; social groups must learn to act on their own initiative, to accept

their responsibilities. The question the Club asked itself was: how to

reconcile efficiency and democracy? The answer it gave was a combination

of decentralisation and an American-style presidential regime, a scheme

that tras quite close to those proposed by the reformers of the 1930's,

except that it was 'worked out in much greater detail.

Many of the reformers of the 1930's had supported a strong executive?

some had even envisaged a presidential regime. But before the war, as a

general rule, presidentialisa interested only the light cared little

enough about democracy so long as the executive was strong. For the Left,

on the other hand, the identification of democracy with parliamentarianism

vaa no less than an article of faith.

It was during the Resistance and in reaction against the weakness of

the Third Republic that many left-wing supporters overcame their prejudice
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against a strong executive for the first time. A few Resistance groups

openly advocated a presidential regime and the subject was sympathetically

treated by Leon Blum in A L'Eohelle Humaina. Yet at the Liberation it

was never seriously proposed as a constitutional solution. In part this

was because the Socialist Party was still deeply attached to parliament¬

arian!®, while the Communists tended to treat constitutional problems

as irrelevant. But presidentlalisra was rejected mainly for historical

reasonsi memories of Napoleon and Boulanger surged back. Prance had too

strong an authoritarian tradition, so the argument ran, to run the risk

of giving herself a governing president. Another more technical objection

lay in French centralisation* in the United States presidentialism was

balanced by federalism - the sting was removed from the scorpion. Then,

according to Duverger (28), there was the presence of de Gaulle. A

presidential regime, it was felt, would suit him too well and so the idea

was definitively compromised. The identification of democracy with

parliamentarian!® made the founders of the new constitution look finally

to Britain as a model. And the new political system was in essence an

attempt to create by artificial means the stability and coherence assured

in England by the two-party system. (29)

The possibility of Prance's adopting a presidential regime was not

seriously broached again until 1955 and then only in restricted academic

circles. This renewed Interest coincided with the final failure of

constitutional reforms, such as the new power of dissolution, to provide

governmental stability. But more directly inspiration came from the

comparative institutional studies undertaken riftsr the war. The new

protagonists of presidentialism were law professors* Georges Vedel;

Maurice Duverger; Georges Lavau.

Vedel opened the debate in the review Federation in August 1955.

But more important was the report he made to the Gomite d'Etudes pour la
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Republic,ue. a group of unorthodox socialists interested in Europe, in

planning and in institutional reform, led by Christian Pineau (to some

extent the coait^ was a continuation of his Nouvelles Equioes of the

1930* o). However, Vedel made few converts there or in the group around

Demain. a left-wing pro-European weekly. (30) At the same time, his

writings, together with those of Duverger and Lavau, stimulated controversy

and the presidential idea began to be considered more seriously within

the limited circles of the reformist Left.

The contribution of these comparative studies was, first, that they

allowed the French to grasp correctly how other political systems actually

worked for the first time^and, second, they indicated a general line of
development within all modern democratic regimes. (31) Before the leoond

World War, French constitutional lawyers had understood the American

system to be a rigid separation of powers and a quasi-dictatorship of

the executive. They had seen the British system, even more curiously,

as a flexible separation of po .fers between legislative and executive and

also between toe House of Lords and toe House of Commons. They believed

the Britain of 1939 to be governed as it had been before Queen Victoria.

This was due partly to their excessively mechanistic method of analysis,

and partly because of their ignorance of English language and law. Their

own law being closer to German than English law, French lawyers and academics

usually understood German but no English. This explains why Bagehot, for

instance, was unknown in France. (32)

The impact of comparative studies was, broadly, to make the French

realise that there was no flexible separation of powers in England mad

that the political regime there operated on toe basis of a rigid two-party

system that Frenchmen could never hope to emulate short of becoming bio¬

logically transformed. In America, on toe other hand, they saw that toe

executive interacted with toe legislature and was not excessively predominant;
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and also that the tro American parties were in reality, loose coalitions.

Congressional representatives did not owe unconditional loyalty to their

party nor is the President obliged to govern with a stable, unchanging

majority. Here, it seemed, was a system vrithin the constitutional reach

of the French and one, moreover, that might be grafted on to the French

one artificially, unlike English institutions which just existed myster¬

iously without even the support of a written Constitution. A clinching

argument for the presidential regime was provided by the observation that

in all modem industrialised countries the chief of the executive tends to

depend more directly on outside public opinion than on the constellation

of forces within parliament. Why should France be an exception? Duverger,

in addition, argued thut a strong executive was essential in a modern

State, to curtail the power of bo tit pressure groups and the technocracy. (33)

The Algerian War brought the new presidentialist current to an nlmoiifc

halt. It did not re-emerge until 1960, when ruiaours began to circulate

that de Gaulle intended to make the presidency directly dependent on

universal suffrage. By then Vedel, Duvergcr and Lavau were all three

members of Jean Foulin and that is how the Club came to be the spearhead

of presidentialism on the left. Shis development was slightly paradoxical.

For like the other clubs, Jean Moulin was fundamentally hostile to the old

the-is that political virtue and stability may be assured by the right

kind of institutions} it insisted that the vigour of society itself if

the decisive factor. But then the case for a presidential regime was

never advanced by the academics as a panacea for all French political ills}

they were always careful to point out that it would not in itself create of

a more stable political regime but only help one to develop. (34) Moreover,

while they were able to win over the majority of the Club's members to

the presidential idea, a minority remained hostile or undecided. Despite

the fact that Jean Moulin came to be thought of as a main advocate of
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presidentialism on the Left there was no more unanimity within the Club

^'than on~any otherfon this issued
Before 1958 the preoccupation of the presidentialists had been to

find a form of government capable of making decisions; after 1958 their

concern was to limit the power of the head of State. The Constitution

of 1958 was not presidential bfiffc it severely cut back the power of the

Assembly, while the constitutional revision of 1962 further increased

those of the President. There was no point, thought the presidentialists,

in trying to apply the 1953 Constitution correctly, for under de Gaulle

it had enabled the presidency to rely on plebiscites and in other circum¬

stances it could moan a return to parliamentary impotence. What was

necessary was a 'real'- i.e. American type - presidential regime.

Practically, tnis meant reducing the president's term of office to the

same length of time aa that of fee legislature and suppressing the largely

mythical responsibility of the prime minister and cabinet before parliament

even suggesting the premiership altogether. Since the executive could

not be overturned by parliament, the President should lose the right of

dissolution. Parliament, on the other hand, would recover many of its

former legislative and financial roles. The executive, for instance,

must not be able to prevent it discussing any subject or to dispense with

it3 vote. In the case of stalemate between the legislature and the

executive, an appeal could be made to the country.

Although they tended to vary in detail and emphasis, these were the

main proposals advanced over the years by Jean Moulin to curtail the power

of the presidency. They aru set out in a number of the Club's bulletins

and explained in detail in tho book, Un Presidont pour pupi faire? which

appeared in 1965* (35) The Club's earlier work and main doctrinal

statement, L'Ktat et le Cito.ven. advocated a presidential regime, but

only briefly, without emphasis or detailed justification; its principal



preoccupation was with decentralisation.

Decentralisation was the cornerstone of the dlub'e intellectual

beliefs; the message of L'Btat et le dito.ven. It was regarded bo tlx as

the first condition of efficiency in the modem, interventionist State

as well as the ideal training ground for responsible citizenship. Yet,

for all its decentralising enthusiasm, the Hub in its hey-day in the

early 1960*s was not very precise about how to begin decentralising in

practice. As in the case of the presidential regime, there was a hard

core of supporters for the idea in the CJlub while many were only slowly

groping their way towards it. Nonetheless, tee criticism made of

centralisation and the administration anu tee fact teat decentralisation

was even envisaged, however imprecisely, are of particular interest because

those involved wore neither poujadists nor intellectual liberals but

civil servants themselves. The very specific proposals for administrative

reform advanced in tee late I960's, when tee Club was on tlx® downgrade,

were also the -.fork of civil servants - led by Crosier. But they are

hardly representative of what the majority of administrators in tee Club

were thinking between 1958-65.

Jean Moulin* a principal argument for decentralisation x/as simply

teat the State was no longer functioning efficiently. Both tee communes

and tee dep&rtxssnta were too mall for economic or administrative purposes,

while tee latter were coo numerous to be effectively supervised by Paris.

In addition, tee ministries in Paris created their own provincial offices

teat by-passed the local prefect. The result was confusion, incoherence

and chronic delays. Examples abounded! a provincial school kept waiting

for monthc by the Mni3tiy for a replacement mathematics master while one
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could have been found at once on the spotj a hospital service with

immensely expensive equipment forced to close down for lack of permission

to employ two nurses. The civil servants concluded that the State, had

become 'un pere pesant*:

II.. apparait, k la fois, comme boulimique et indecis,
obese et faible, tendant h devenir conme ces tres grosses
betes des temps prehistoriques qui ont peri, dit-on, apres
avoir devord tout 1'envircMent. Ses contours stendus
font qu*on ne sait meme plus du il est ou n* est pas, qui
il est et n'est pas. Charge de taches hetdrogenes,
manquant de la souplesse et la rapidity qu'exige la reponse
k des questions nouvelles, multipliant les centrales qui se
contrdlent les uns les autres, il -est ressenti trop souvent
coame un ecran, plus que comme un rdais, entre les citoyens
et le pouvoir. (36)

Decentralisation had become an administrative necessity. But it

was also - and more fundamentally - a means of changing political attitudes

and habits, particularly at a local level. Traditional political behaviour#

roundly condemned in L'Etat et le Citoyen. significantly enough, people

in the provinces demonstrate not before the mairie. symbol of local power,

but before the prefecture: simple figuration d'une autorite lointaine

et mal determine^' (37) ./here strong local liberties exist, the political

class usually plays a double role: of governing but also of interceding

at the level of central power. In France, the second function totally

eclipses the first. The state and the municipalities are linked so

intimately that the first thing a mayor has to know is not how to administer

his commune, but how to deal with the distant ministries that distribute

the subsidies which minister to lunch with and when. In general, the

energies of those who become involved in local politics are dissipated

because they have no real power to act. Lacking a px'actioal outlet, the

political activist tends to become either sectarian and dogmatic or to

see politics as a means of saving his soul. 'Cette atrophia du metier

politique est peut-etre une des causes de la medioarite du personnel'.(38)
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If centralisation were not ouch a potent demobilising factor, frame

would have had her own La Guardias. Tha atats need only begin, to

delegate its authority for the whole tone end texture of local politics!

life to become transformed. Power' is not and must not be thought of as

indivisible, was a persistent theme of the Club.

Decentralisation as a general theme-meaning the devolution of some

measure of central power-met with the approval of the great majority of

civil servants within Jean Moulin. Decentralisation, as Crosier under¬

stood it, in terms of financially autonomous areas with their own locally

elected executives, undoubtedly shocked a good many of them. (59) And

it was not until 1967 that a small, inner group of administrators -

connected mainly with the Plan (40) - set to work under his guidance on

a blueprint for decentralisation. The result of one and a half years

work was Lea Citoyens au Pouvolr.

Outside of rare intellectual groups of federalists, in the post¬

war years regional decentralisation was first seriously explored within

the framework of the Economic Plan. But this was because from the Second

Plan onwards problems in this connection intruded themselves rather than

because the planners had themselves regionalist sympathies. On the

contrary, regionalism was still linked in most people* a minds with the

ideas of the Jixtreme-/Right and so automatically dismissed as reactionary.

(41) It was the obvious inadequacy of the commune and department and

the excessive national preponderance of Paris that led the planners to

create larger and more effective administrative units at a provincial

level and subsequently to think about the possible political implications

of economic decentralisation. Debate on this point grew from the early

1960's. (42) One school of thought, represented by Debf« and Prey, saw

regionalism primarily as a device for more efficient administration.

Others regarded it as an opportunity to widen the scope of political
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decision-making and to transform the nature of the State. Their

banner was taken up by the Club Jean Moulin.

The proposals put forward in Leg Cito.vens au Pouvoir.then in

;uel!e leforme? uelles regions? (43), were extremely radical. On

the basis of administrative and economies criteria as well as on the

evidence of foreign experiences, the reformed commune must, they

asserted, have a population of at least 8,000. The number of communes

in France must be reduced from 38,000 to 2,000. However, unless new

institutions were created at an intermediary level between the communes

and Paris this reform in itself would be neither effective nor, probably,

democratic. The solution was to create a small number of regions -

say, twelve - which would eventually dispose of their own financial

resources and have their own directly elected assemblies.

The means outlined by the Club for putting these propositions into

practice were altogether typical of its general approach: the public needed

only to be enlightened to see where its own best interests lay. First

it was necessary to provoke a strong popular reaotion by the 'definition

claire et publique des objectifs et des moyens d'une reforme' (44) - i.e.

by the book itself. lext a class of people competent to deal with the

problems of regional and local administration must be trained both within

the universities and by tin institute especially founded for the purpose.
(wUJA. ■ccMc-(.

Against the background of this^ferment,agreements $n reorganisation and
fusion - with precise objectives and fixed time limits - would be drawn

up between the State and the communes. After a certain period, maybe

six years, fusions might have simply to be imposed. The Club was perfectly

aware of the conservatism of tie communes and of the probable resistance

to its rsforms. But once again it assumed that difficulties only have

to be faced to be surmounted - as is apparent from a subtitle to the book's

conclusion:'Bifficultes du probi&me et necessity" de 1'attaquer de front.* (45)
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Society

In as muah as the Club Jean Moulin had a vision it was of a pluralist

society where liberty would be assured by the diversity of groups and social

relations, while order within this diversity would be achieved through

discussion, bargaining and education. Within this schema the State was

neither omnipotent nor excluded. Its relation to other social forces was

a contractual one: its role was to instigate, stimulate, give leads and

pointers but to command as little as possible. This is the force of the

word •dialogue1, probably the most recurrent word in the Club's vocabulary.

But ultimately the dynamic element ensuring change and progress lay less

in the State than in a participating society. These conclusions are

supported by three themes which the Club treated in some detail: economic

planning? industrial reform| and housing policy.

Although there were undoubtedly many liberals in Jean Moulin, the

overall approach of the Club to social reform cannot be defined as liberal

except in the general sense that it was tolerant. If de Tosqueville was

copiously quoted this was because of his observations on the lack of grass¬

roots democracy in France rather than because he was the Club's principal

intellectual reference. Pluralism for Jean Moulin meant the direct par¬

ticipation of all of the citizens in all affairs directly concerning them,

social and economic as well as political. The Club had its own way of

being paternalistic but this was never in relation to mass participation

in politics. Besides, it had very little sympathy with the values of

individualism. Jean Moulin was never quite so enthusiastically community-

minded as some of the more Catholic groups, but implicitly it regarded

individualism as anarchical and anti-social. This is particularly evident

in its support for economic planning. It was never uncompromisingly

anti-capitalist in the manner of the 1930's intellectual movement, but it
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still had an instinctive urge U> «i»h to rationalise and socialise the

maiket economy.

On one level, the Hub Jean Moulin became a centre of support for

and thought about economic planning simply because a large contingent

of planners had happened to gravitate towards it. At the same time,

planning fitted neatly into its .general intellectual schema.

Capitalism had rehabilitated itself since the 1930*s. It had

permitted the striking successes of the Fourth Republic beside which

the achievements of the Eastern European economies were none too im¬

pressive. At the same time, the flexible system of planning employed

in France after the war - operating within growth forecasts for the whole

economic system but dealing with only a restricted number of targets,

established usually for branches of industry rather than for individual

firms - was thought to offer a number of important advantages. In

helping to avoid waste and imbalances and to promote steady economic

expansion J planning was a shield against inflation. (46) It was also

a way of dealing with the collective needs of the community which were

not satisfied by the market itself. Most important, the Plan, if properly

organised, could become a further means of democratising society and taming

the powerful modem Statet

II ne 3'agit done pas d'exclure la ccntrainte, mais de la
limiter an minimum necessaire: la planification <foonoaique
le permei justement. Pour rendre supportable le monde de
1*organisation, il faut tenter de le rendre coherent, c'est
a. dire de l'ordoimer suivant des fins explicites et dee
aoyens definis. L'admettre n'ast pas s*incliner devant
lea imperatifs de I'efficacite, mais ^implement reconnaitre
que la societe a*est pas reductible aux individus, qu'elle
suppose aussi dec interdependences. (47)
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Also, the general methodology of the Club was inspired by the Plan.

Jean Monnet's objective when he became first Commissaire of the

Plan after the war was modernisation; his means of achieving it was

harmonisation. What he wanted to avoid were the barren ideological

confrontations that had hitherto dominated social and economic relations.

The method by which he chose to do this was to direct discussion towards

future developments and concentrate, as far as possible, on concrete

choices. (48) Certain options, argued Monnet, could be taken outside

of and in spite of conflicting ideological positions. Now that the

war was over^it was impossible for the government to control everything;
social groups must be ready to assume responsibilities by themselves

without constant recourse to State intervention. Monnet always attached

the greatest importance to the modernising committees where, for the first

time in France, different social and professional categories could meet

informally but systematically. Their task was to discuss and modify

the preliminary proposals of the administrative bodies responsible for

preparing the Plan. But they had no strict rulings about representation

and no majority votes were taken. (49) The originality of the modernising

committees lay in their flexibility.

Under Monnet, the Plan became a kind of educational centre that

taught and encouraged the type of attitudes and behaviour - dialogue,

compromise, responsibility, initiative - that Jean Moulin advocated so

earnestly at a later period* The big innovation of the Plan, as Pierre
r

Masse has pointed out, was in replacing;

les ordres par la persuasion, le commandement par 1'influence,
l'autorite' des personnes par celles des ideas.,.. II s'adresse,
non pour leur imposer une conduite, mais jwur les animer 4
modifier d'eux-m§mes leurs attitudes.. (50)

Jean Moulin even went so far as to hope to transplant the methods employed

by the Planning Commissariat to other social and economic spheres. (51)



The theme of economic planning occupied a notable plaoe within the

Club for purely ideological reasons* But there were also practical and

historical grounds for -fixe very considerable concern with it in the

period roughly between 1958-64. For one thing, the foundation of the

Club coincided with an upsurge of enthusiasm for economic planning both

on the part of the government and, to come degree, among the diverse non-

Karxist groups of the Left. Then the Plan had itself reached a critical

stage of its development. Planners felt tlxe need to stand back from

their daily routine to reflect on what they were doing. And so, for a

period, the Club Jean koulin became a kind of after-hours annexe to the

Commissariat in the Aue do Jxartignac.

Suddenly in 1958 the Plan had come to be soen by the government as
/

the project to unite all Frenchmen. Michel Debre, the Prime Minister,

favoured it. Oenoral de Ckaille christened it * an ardent obligation'.(52)

For as long as the Algerian War lasted, the hostility of the unions towards

the regime was largely neutralised by the necessity for supporting de

Gaulle against the more extreme Right and the atmosphere of social peace

this situation helped to create wan favourable to economic planning.

Moreover, planning was one of the principal items on the platform of the

minority that finally triumphed at the OFTO Congress in 1959 and it was,

in general, a popular idea among tlxe Catholic groups that were now emerging

more clearly as a political force. (55) Hendea and the Sanders Ae la

depublique rallied to the planning idea. (55) And even Eanrit for a

moment called a truoe in its war against technocracy and gave its blessing.

This general interest in the Plan as well as Hie sense of its having

become an asset of the regime, in turn, lent the planners verve and

audacity in facing up to the new problems confronting them.

The principal characteristic of the French Plan was that it had

developed pragmatically. "^Jdutwo trends perceptible at this time were



a broadening of the scope of social concern and a domeoratiaation of

the procedures for consultation and decision. These - and principally

the latter - were the themes most discussed in the Jlub. Ihe more

strictly economic and technical problems were left at home in the Rue de

Kartignac.

By the late 1950's it had become apparent to tlie planners that the

requirements of planning were net easily compatible with the parliamentary

system. Legislation only required that a report on the execution of the

Plan should be presented to Parliament each year as an annexe to the

Finance Bill. (54) Sot even a debate, far less a vote, was obligatory.

Only tlie second of tlx® throe first Plans was voted on and this

March 1956, although tlie period covered by the Plan was 1953-57. Mendefe

France liad himself initiated programme laws that allowed the Planning

Commissariat to obtain public funds outside the annual budget. (55) All

this, evidently, was undemocratic. liven so, it was not immediately

apparent, even to those who wanted to see tlie Plan mora closely controlled,

how e set of such complex and mutually dependent proposals could be handled

the whole delicate mechanics and since, besides, it was frequently necessary

to modify the plan in the course of execution.

By 1962 criticism of the government's authoritarian procedures in

toe planning sphere had become widespread. so 'that when the debate on

toe Fourth Plan came up tlie Prime Minister announced that the parliament

would in future be mere closely associated both with tlie execution of the

Plan and with the initial choice of key policy options for the Fifth Plan.

(56) But Jean Moulin had been preoccupied with the problem as early as

1959-60 when IT tat et le Oltoyen was written. And the pamphlet it

published in 1961, La Planifioution Demoeratique (56), was the first sub¬

stantial analysis of the problem to be published.



The proposals for reform ooo.ta.inod in the pamphlet are precise

and interesting, although as usual tfcey tend to overestimate the public*s

readiness to be educated. But by far the nost striking aspect of the

pamphlet was that the loudest and most articulate criticism cf the un¬

democratic nature of planning procedures came fioa the planners them¬

selves. Par from revelling as technocrats in the support of a strong

State, the administrators in the Club were urgently insistent that they

themselves be democratically controlled. Economic development, it is

asserted in h& Tlanification aeoooratio.ue. is not just a question of

coherence but implies choicesi

certains d'entre eller sort si fondaraentaux pour la survie
et le bien-etro de la collectivity qu*ils revetent un
caracty.re politique et ecbaprent de ee fait aux crltdrea
du marchd ou des teohniciene de la planification. (57)

These choices must be conscious and based on political principles rather

than on pragmatic calculations. moreover, there is an inherent value

in participation and the possibilities offered by the Plan to democratise

society should be fully explored.

First and foremost, Parliament must be more closely associated with

the Plan. Before the detailed phase of working out objectives sector by

sector, there should come a global phase of discussing in parliament the

major options proposed by the government. At this stage choices could

be made between such fundamental social and economic alternatives as an

increase in consumption or a reduction in working hours; between private

consumption and collective facilities; between tne income of the working

population and the means of inactive sectors, such as the old or ill.

During those periods when parliament is called upon to pronounce on the

Plan, the Economic and Social Council could become its adviser and

participate in parliamentary commissions. In general, the civil servants

at the Planning Commissariat and the chairmen of the Modernising Committees
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should regard it as their duty to keep the deputies - and also the

public at large - informed about the progress of the flan.

The pamphlet put* forward various suggestions for enlightening

the public. All political organisations might, for instance, create

'political planning cells' to study the problems of their own area.

Unions, in particular, ought to be more intimately associated with the

planning process and have at their disposal more accurate economic

information, so as to be able to discuss with employers on equal terms.

Consumers should be better represented in planning commissions, especially

in such non-economic sectors as culture, education and communications.

Finally, technical progress in the future should allow a large

number of hypotheses to be reduced to a few simple choices. As Pierre

Kass£ put its

... le bon usage des mathematiques peut favoriaer la
democratic centre la technoeratie, car le recours h un
modele dit 'formalise' oblige d&s l'abord les planificateurs
a dnoncer clairement et completement leurs hypotheses, et ne
leur permet pas d'introduire certaines d'entre elles d'une
maniere subreptice, sinon meme inoonsciente, au cours du
development des approximations. (58)

Here again, curiously enough, the planners were anxious to safeguard

against their own possible tricks.

Another theme worthy of note, if only touched on briefly in the

pamphlet, is nationalisation. The Club's attitude on this subject

was completely in line with its vision of a pluralist society and

belief in the need for different centres of power as a guarantee of

liberty. Nationalisation, consequently, was never for fee Club the

panacea it constituted for the rest of the Left. It was prepared to

envisage State control or ownership of industry, but only on a non-

ideological basist each case must be judged on its own merits. For

purely pragmatic reasons Jean Moulin advocated that the State take

over three sectoral banking; building land; and the automobile industry.
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It was also of the opinion that regional development, in certain oases,

might justify nationalisation: for instance, where to provide financial

incentives for private firms would prove more expensive than simply to

create a Stat© concern.

Although it is not treated in the pamphlet, one more point might

be mentioned in connection with the Hub's policy on nationalisation.

This is the decentralisation of ministerial power advocated by Simon

Nora in his report: Sssai de bilan de 1'Experience des lationalisations

en France. (59) This report was basically a reaction against the long¬

standing tradition of bad relations between unions and management in the

public sector. The reason for this was that the heads of the various

different nationalised branches could not bargain effectively with their

unions because they were themselves too closely supervised by their

ministries. as the unions were perfectly well aware of this, negotiat¬

ions became a ritual farce. Nora's hope was that the granting of greater

autonomy to the heads of the public sector would make it more efficient

and generally improve social relations.

To grant the unions more rights and bargaining power, in turn, was

a fundamental part of the Hub's social strategy. For only their improved

position within the national community could change what Jean Moulin

termed the 'irresponsibility' of the unions. On the one hand the unions

accepted the political system as an objective reality and on the other

they resorted to revolutionary language and passive resistance, thereby

depriving themselves of any influence on it. Working together with the

natural tendency within modern society for the worker to become increas¬

ingly integrated into his fine, a conscious policy of improving social

relations could, so thought the Club, break the old vicious circle of

conflict and stagnation. (60)

The Plan, for a time, became the framework within which all social
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and economic relations were examined and Judged both in the Hub nd

more widely among the political factions of the Left. And a trend of

planning apparent in the late 1950's and early 1960's, it has been

observed, was the Increase of social concern over purely economic

oriteria of rationality. This social concern was reflected, to a

degree, in Jean Moulin. A theme at the annual congress at ioyaumont

in 1961 wass Peut-on fixer lea Lb.jectifs sociauxdu Plan? And in 1964

the possibility of an incomes policy was discussed at toyaumont. But,

in general, social affairs were such more the province of the Club

Citoyena 60. They began to assume a more central place in Jean Moulin

only after 1965, by which time the Club was already in decline. (61)

The book on company reform, Pour une leforme de L' Sntreprise, pub-
f

lished by Francois Bloch-Laine in 1962 was not strictly part of Jean

Moulin1s publications. However, he did write it in collaboration with

the Club - about fifty members read and revised it. (62) This and the

interest in the Club for what was termed 'industrial democracy' are a

Justification for examining the ideas in it within the framework of Jean

Moulin's work. • Ce livre rassemble des idees qui sont dans l'air* wrote

Bloch-Laine. (63) They were certainly very much in the air at Jean

Moulin.
/

Bloch-Laine's basic premised- the gap between new realities and

old modes of thinking)^ was very much in line with the Club's own approach.

Legally, private companies are subject to the will of their owners, public

companies to that of the State. But these regulations, drawn up in the

nineteenth century, have very little application to the modern situation
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where both have become highly complex institutions, subject to varying

pressures. v/hat are the real factors on which new modes of thought and

behaviour must be based?

One of the most important developments of recent decades has been

the dissociation of property and management. Industry is no longer

controlled by shareholders, but rather by autonomous and occult minorities.

This destroys the relevance of the argument that the owners of property

have a right to control it. The domination of a small group, owiring

only a fraction of the capital of a company, is much harder to justify.

The solution, in the circumstances, is either to go back to first princ¬

iples and reinstate the power of the shareholders, or else to adapt to

the realities of the new situation which are that company managers have

as much responsibility today to their employees and to the community as

a whole as to their shareholders. Equally, employees no longer consent

simply to supply their labour in exchange for a more or less 'just* wage.

Growing mechanisation and specialisation lead them to seek a compensation

for the neaninglessness of their work in increased participation within

the company. To promote this participation practically is to recognise

that a nation develops not just by means of increased production but also

through the human satisfactions of greater liberty and responsibility.

At the same time, of course, liberty can never be total. The opposition

between those who command and those commanded will always remain to some
/X

,5 degree. The immediate practical problem - solved neither by the post¬

war French comite d'entreprise nor by German autogestion - is how to allow

employees both to participate in industry and at the same time to maintain

their right to oppose the management on certain points. Finally, the

company also stands in a different relation to the community where, as in

Franoe, there exists an economic Plan. For then the objective of the

company becomes not just to make a maximum profit but to fit into the
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general framework of the expansion of the whole national community.

Yet for all his faith in the Plan as an instrument to resolve the

antagonisms between company and community, Bloch-Laine never saw the

State as imposing some kind of national will. He concurred with the

Hub's own view that independent centres of power are a source of liberty

and that, therefore, political and economic instititione should be

separated as much as possible. Where private property is not an actual

social inconvenience, it Qhould be maintained in the interests of liberty.

This preoccupation with the independence of the company vis a vis both

political and economic authority (i.e. the ; lan) led Blooh-Laine to an

important conclusion. If the company remains a relatively autonomous

centre of decision-making subject to the criteria of economic efficiency,

then its hierarchical structure of command must be retained. The power

of the management is not to be shared but rather to be influenced both

by employees and the community at large:

II s'agit moins de changer de proprietaires que de sanctionner
le fait que l'activite de l'entreprise inte'resae une socie'te
plus vaste, plus composite que cells des proprietaires. lette
sanction peut etre l'etabiissement d'un contr^le multiple,
plutot que la substitution d'un controls unique a un autre
contrele unique. Le controle des pouvoirs publics et celui
des salaries devraient ae oonguguer avec celui des deteneurs
du capital. (64)

Ultimately, this multiple control is only workable if people's

attitudes and behaviour change. But in the meantime new structures

must also be created. These structures will have three roles. One is

to allow responsibilities to be more precisely attributed. For this

reason, industrial society like political society will have two types of

leader: those who have delegated authority but are not responsible and

those who draw their authority from the consensus of those to whom they

are responsible. The former will be merely a consultative body, while

the latter, the college of directors, are to run the company on a day-to-
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day basis. The power of fee employees, on the other hand, will be

reinforced by increased union rights and the built-in opportunity for

both participation and opposition within the new structures. The

necessary function of conciliation, finally, will be fulfilled by the

creation of a body of 'social and economic magistrates.' Their task

will not be to regulate wages nor to supplant regulatory bodies already

in existence, but to act as impartial witnesses and counsellors. Mainly,

they will examine and 'dire le vrai' on the company's accounts. (65)

They could also form a court of appeal, the application of whose juris¬

dictions would be voluntary except where parties agree to accept it in

advance.

These structures could, of course, only be constructed progressively.

Also the type of constitution need not be followed to the letter. Unlike

the public administration, private companies may experiment and should

do so.

dlaude Alephandezy' a, Pour une Politique du hogement (66), follows

much the same line of general argument as the previous book. It is

necessary to change strue tares but in itself this is insufficient unless

mentalities are also transformed. And second, social innovation should

be substituted for the Left's traditional panacea of State intervention.

The French government, the book points out, finances more public

housing than any other western country. Taking HLM building and war

damage reconstruction together, the Ministry of Finance directly financed

one-third of all housing in I960. Only ten per cent of all houses built

did not benefit from State assistance in one form or another. Despite
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this the housing ahorg&ge was serious. Moreover, although ELM housing

in principle was reserved for families of limited means, in practice

such families were often bypassed. Por the difference between market

prices and those of subsidised housing is so large as to direct the

middle classes towards the latter. The solution, in the circumstances,

lay neither in 1he increase nor in the reduction of public spending,

but in the creation of a marohe hypothequaire or low-interest mortgage

loans. This recourse to private capital must, however, be controlled

to some degree and a balance streck between the means of the borrowers

and the expectations of investors. Above all, there are no magic

solutions to the housing crisis, such as the nationalisation of all urban

building land. This may well be indispensable on occasion, but compulsory

purchase orders are preferable.

The concern to prune the State's activities is accompanied, as ever,

by an impulse to stream-line and democratise those remaining. An

important element in the incoherence and inefficienty of housing policy

being the existence of toe many separate centres of decision-making within

the administration - the Plan, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry

of Land Development - an independent commission on housing could be created.

Its role would be to keep in touch with various different sectors of

opinion, to lay down guide lines and to supervise execution. But so aa

to avoid 1 l'eceuil technocratique*, this commission would only propose

maximal and minimal objectives, while the ultimate choice would remain

with parliament.

Public opinion itself could be more directly associated with construct¬

ion and urban policy at a local and regional level. Interest only has

to be stimulated by schools and universities, at present remarkably

deficient in this respect. Neither the ,cole Polytechnique nor the

Poole National^ de l' ;idministr. .tion. for example, teach urbanisnu At
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the same time, Instruction will not attain its objective unless it is

practical rather than academic and linked to the daily problems of

existence!

Ainsi envisages, la politique du legement ne vise pas
settlement a atteindre sea propres objectifs.. elle est
dgalement un banc d'essai pour 1® renouveau de la
dimooratie. (67)

Foreign Policy.

Jean Koulin was never happy about its achievements in the field

of foreign policy, even although its books on this subject sold well

enough. Internal Letters abound with bleak references to the work of

foreign relations committees. One reason for this was that there were

few people in the Hub with any expertise in this domain and Jean Moulin

hated to start anything without its experts. But the main reason for

its failure to produce the display of intelleotu&l fireworks it felt to

be one of its obligations, was that by and large it supported General de

Gaulle's foreign policy. (68)

The one major exception to this general rule concerned supranational

institutions. The Glub called for a policy of more active support for

the United Nations and advocated a federal Europe controlled by an elected

Parliament. (69) There were, however, few enthusiastic federalists in

the Glub, apart from Etienne Hirsch. The majority of those who supported

a strong, integrated Europe did so only for reasons of realpolitik. In

the long term, France needed Europe to esoape American domination.

: imon Nora's, Pour une Politique Etransfers de 1*Europe, is a plea

for a strong, united Europe including Britain and independent of but not
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in conflict with the United States. He approves the General's snti-

atlanticist policy in so far as its aim is to make Prance independent

of America, but he rejects it in so far as it is Prance-centred. If

Prance is to rally her European partners effectively, then she crust

be able to provide some alternative to American domination which does not

turn, out in practice to mean French hegemony. Nora* s final judgment on

de Gaulle's position is succintly put:

Dans la mesure ou les refus de la France s'appuient sur les
motifs nationaus, ils renforcent le nationalism© de ceux qui
ne veulent pas conceder a la France, en Europe, le role que
celle-ci refuse legitimenent mx USA dans le monde atlantique.(70)

While Simon Nora's book was probably broadly representative of

opinion in the Hub, Le Soclalisme et 1'Europe was not. (71) A view

widely held on the French Left in the 1950* s and early 196G's xfaa that

the French must construct socialism in their own country before considering

integration into the European Community. A oartelised Europe would other¬

wise block the road to socialism. What Le Socialisms et 1*Europe did

was to reverse the argument. It advanced the view that only within the

enlarged context of Europe would Francs find the necessary scope for the

construction of socialism. This order of priority had the support of

most of the membership of the Club and the book was allowed to pass for

this reason. But the author's concept of socialism was violently-

disputed. Many believed they were really advocating a rationalised

version of capitalism. (72) Of all the books Jean Moulin published,

this one is no doubt least representative of the mass of its membership.

Another publication on which there was very little general agreement

was La Force de Frappe et le Jitoyen. It proposed to integrate French

nuclear weapons into a Ettropean-aum-Britlsh force and to pool scientific

research for peaceful purposes. On the other hand, a good many members

of the Club supported outright disarmament, while others hesitated between
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disarmament and the view advanced in the hook. Disarmament was one of

the most frequently discussed topics in the Slut hut the outcome of these

debates was invariably inconclusive, (73)

Aid to developing -countries also stirred a good deal of interest and,

in some cases, passionate feeling; the moral nature of the problem stirred

the Club's ready conscience. Hessel, in particular, felt deeply committed

on the subject. But the book written imder his aegis on Prance's

relations with her overseas territories was never finished.

VJhat, historically, was the significance of the Club Jean Moulin?

Like the Jacobin Club, it can be said to have covered two orders of

reality. On one level, it simply represented what each of its individual

members took it to represent. To some it meant no more than the opportunity

to work on some particular subject which interested them, whether decentral¬

isation, fiscal reform, education etc. To others it was a means of social

and professional advancement. Others, again, were interested in updating

socialist ideas.

But at a deeper level, within the diversity of tendencies and motiv¬

ations represented in it, Jean Moulin also had an essence, an inner co¬

herence and a sense of purpose which were stamped on each of its works

and identified these as the product of the Club. This essence was created

by the coming together of two separate forces: one was the modernising

sector of the French administration at a time when its influence was at a

peak, the other was a set of ideas which had acquired currency within

certain limited and mainly intellectual sections of French society.

The civil service, it has been observed, played a major role in the



modernising process t&ich took place under the Fourth 'Republic. dine©

ministries were perpetually changing hands, administrators were fairly

independent in the face of political pressure© oven then* But in the

period 1958-62, their power5 was probably at a height* The opposition

parties in parliament had been decimated at the elections in the autumn

of 1958. Be Gaulle, who saw himself as 'above' the parties was ignoring

even the UNR-4JBT. Later, after his rather mediocre showing at the

referendum of 1962, the I resident was forced to take more account of his

own party and this, in turn, again brought the administration under the

control of politicians and the pressure groups they supported. However,

in the meantime - that is to say until around 1962 - France was certainly

very close to being *a technocrats paradise'. (74)

In these circumstances, the Blub Jean Moulin represented both the

administration's realisation of its own power and the aspiration of certain

oircles within it to employ this power for the General Good. One of the

Jlub's first newsletters, a tract defending civil servants against the

accusation of connivance with the regime, is revealing in this respects

certainly, the tract admitted, the influence of civil servants had increased

under de Gaulle, but this was proof neither of their complicity with the

events of Hay 1958 nor with the ideas of Gaullism. (75) The reign of

technicians above the parties was a Gaullist slogan rather than the

ambition of the administration. The stream of legislation it was able

to pass with little or no democratic discussion was, of course, unhealthy.

At the same time, neither the previous paralysis of the legislature nor

the void left by the political parties was the fault of administrators*

Bans le defoulement des fonctionnaires, il n'y a ni ambition
de caste, ni haine de 1'institution parlfetentaire, mais
plutot desir. aal utilis/, aal canalise par une democratie
defaillante, de faire quelque chose d'utile. (76)

There was no such thing as a civil service ideology. If there was a
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reproach to be ac.de against the recent opaie of reforms, it wis rather

their lack of coherence. Civil servants, who fear and hate void above

all things, have been concerned only to fill it* It was true that

previously under Vichy they had shown a predeliation for authoritarian

government; but now their one desire was to b® able to is©xfc for a stable,

non-partisan regime - for docility, lastly, was thephasic of their
characteristics. Yet, not all administrators approached the problems

of government from a narrow, technical stand point. Many of them,

particularly those who had been trained at the Jcole Rationale d'Admin-

istration. were dissatisfied with purely empirical solutions and search¬

ing for a system of values to which to refer.

Why civil servants should be moved to look for a humanist model the

tract does not explain. So far as left-wing Catholics, such as Ripert
v

and Gruzon, were concerned, no doubt the Church's insistence on the need

to control the modem technological environment played a part in stimulat¬

ing such an impulse. (77) More generally, there was the moralising

influence of the Saint Simoniat tradition, with its vision of enlightened

technicians dedicated to the public welfare. Whatever the reasons, the

Club Jean Moulin was something more than a collection of administrators

interested in the problems of modernisation. It was also a centre of

reflexion about humanising the process of modernisation. Externally,

the members of the Club were not infrequently stigmatised as technocrats.

Internally, within the Club, technocracy was condemned out of hand.

Some members of the Club, it is true, were interested only in its

modernising style. However, in so far as the works it produced represented

what it stood for, Jean Moulin adhered to an ideology which was at once

libertarian and humanist. Specifically, this ideology was Proudhon's

system of social and economic democracy. Jean Moulin's ideal was a society

of mutually dependent, self-regulating groups, where the state existed to
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stimulate and initiate rather than to command or to execute, •where order

and progress were ensured by discussion and education and whore social and

political change was brought about by trie double approach of changing

both structures and values. There were minor differences. Jean Moulin

was less anti-parliamentary than Prcu&hon. Also there was soma ambiguity

in the Hub1 s thinking on the role of the State. It is certain, for

instance, that the executive envisaged by the preaidentialis ts was far

stronger than the power conceded to the State in Du PrincipePederatif.

On the other hand, the idea for a Ministry of Administrative Development

advanced by Crozier in Sent Pro.iets pour enter en Democratic was directly

in line with the Proudhonist concept of the executive. According to

Crozier* s project, the Ministry was to be charged*

non pas tant de preparer des mesurea legislatives et
regleraentaires de reform© m&is sourtout de devenir un
centre permanent de reoherches d* animation et de formation
dont la tsche consisterait a aider toutes les administrations
a s*adapter aux exigences du monde moderne. Un tel organisme
n'agirait pas par vole d'autorite/fjais par les services, les
conseils et par la pression de l'opinion publique qu'il
pourrait mobiliser pour la cause des reformes. (78)

The Club Jean Moulin never admitted its intellectual debt to

Proudhon. In fact, it never explicitly set down the system of values

which underlay its thinking in all the great body of its works. It

tended to imply that its working principles were entirely original.

The Club Oitoyens 60, which was more Proudhonist even than Jean Moulin,

also omitted to acknowledge this influence, but then since it referred

constantly to Personalism and Kounier the sources of its ideology are

clear. In the case of Jean Moulin, they are not. The Club occasionally

cited X-frdse. but never Personalism. (79) home Jacobins had read

Proudhon but not, apparently, the members of Jean Moulin. (00) One

direct line of influence between Personalism and the Club can be traced*

through the group which came from Dsprit. But, in general, one is
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forced to the limited « . inclusion that if' the political astern the Club

was operating was quaei-an&roixisi, this was b ith because such ideas wra

in the air and because the value ayet«® of meay aombara predisposed the®

to acoept it. It has already been observed with rtf'mrmso® tc the

reformers of the 1930's that even to the non-CJetholios among the®, the

values of capitalism and individualism seemed less right and natural

than a degree of dirigisme and a concern with the 'general welfare'.

•L'Sconomie commence a devenir oonseiente* as the Club observed, with

obvious satisfaction, in relation to the idea of an incomes policy. (81)

Also, of course, the aspiration for personal autonomy and the impulse

to control the State which were the basis of Radical doctrine were not

just confined to the iarty but part of French culture more generally.

The Proudhonist aspect of Jean Moulin's work has been stressed

because it was ignored by the Club itself; and also because reference

to this ideological system was the linking factor between itself, the

1930's reformist movement and other post-war clubs. But practically

and politically - as opposed to intellectually - Jean Moulin's Proudhonisra

needs to be considerably nuanced. Proudhon's doctrine is quite unambig¬

uously socialist. The Club Jean Moulin* e politics were no such thing.

Certainly, it harboured quite a high proportion of socialists, but

-Aether they were ever in the majority remains an open and somewhat

irrelevant question; probably they were not. (82) For it was not

Socialism 'which provided the Club its innermost motivation, but the

reform of the State and the modernisation and to some degree, the human-

isation of society:

Le Club n'a jamais parl^ de 'socialisms'; 11 ne s'est pas
prononce' en principe pour la socialisation des moyens de
production et d'echange. II n'a jamais pretends disposer
d'une doctrine pure et dure. Bien au contralre; parti
d'urie Charts rappelant les principes elassiques de la
deaocratie il a orients' toute sa reflexion sur une hypothese
de travail simple: la demoeratie n'existe pas reoDement
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dans la civilisation industrielle. Les modes d© rapport
entre les hommea, entre les groupea sooiaux, entre le
pouvoir et les oitoyena, les syndicalistes et les patrons,
l'economie et la politique doivent etre re'analyses en
fonction de cette realite' nouvelle qu'est le ohangement. (83)

In reality, the Hub picked out and used these elements of the Proudhonist

system which suited its purposes. However, between saoothing the sharp

edges of a dehumanising technological system and creating an egalitarian

society, this is a <^ap. Although it not infrequently invoked egal¬
itarian principles, Jean Moulin, in reality, never strove to bridge

this gap. And it is arguable that one of the >lub' s fault«£ - a

tendency to indulge in generalities - was the outcome of the discrepancy

between the beliefs of the majority of its members ana the intellectual

system it was operating: to have followed the logic of this too carefully

would have carried Jean Moulin too far.

The Proudhonist system presupposes a consensus on the final ends

of society. In the Hub H toyens 60, there was a realisation that

those who benefit least from the social system, those at the bottom of

the scale, need to be catered for before such a consensus can exist;

that a radical redistribution not only of power but also of wealth is

needed. In the Hub Jean Moulin, the outlook was somewhat more simplistic

and tended to take one of two forms. The affluence of the working

class means that a consensus has eirtually been achieved: 1Le club penee

peut-etre qu'il n'y a plus de classe ouvrlsSre en Prance.' (84) Alter¬

natively, a consensus will be created automatically by the increase of

participation. Sloc/rLaine, typically, commented in his book on indust¬

rial reform that the 'truth' should be the same for all parties to his

constitution: capital, the personnel, the Plan. But neither 31oeh-Leine

nor the 31ub Jean Moulin seriously asked themselves under what conditions

it would be. This is not because they were less intellectually per¬

ceptive than the Hub litoyens 60. Quite simply, they carefitless about
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such issues; their essential preoccupations lay elsewhere.

The other qualification to be made with respect to Jean Moulin* s

Proudhonlsm concerns the Hub's style of political approach* neither

its bright optimism nor its total unshakeable faith in rationalism

were in the least Proudhonist. Jean Moulin was unbothered by contra¬

dictions. It did not care to recognise that some problems were not

soluble however much will, knowledge and public education might be

expended on them. Difficulties have only to be confronted squarely

to be resolved, might have been the dlub'a motto. This particular

combination of optimism and rationalism was partly connected with the

tendency of civil servants to sweep aside and ignore the intractable

political aspect of problems! 'let them take public transport' they

were liable to pronounce, satisfied that they had found the 'right'

answer. Squally, the dlub had very little understanding for the

importance of tradition, imagery and irrational elements in politics!

these would be dismissed in exasperation as 'myths'. It is difficult

to avoid dsttenbach's conclusion that Jean iouiin's optimistic view

of democracy was lastly a trifle unreal: *0n ne peut so defendre, a

1'analyse de la conception que oe fait le Club de la demoeratie, de la

temptation d'y voir un optimiame un peu irreftl.' (65) Within a Proudhonist

body, the Club Jean Moulin had a Saint-Oimonist soul.

By the late 1960's, when it had disappeared, it became fashionable

to say that Jean Moulin had been much leas influential than the Jlub

itself or other people had estimated. It is very hard, in fact, to

guage its impact. Its publications sold well enough. (86) It probably

helped to popularise certain themes - the presidential regime, decentral¬

isation, housing and industrial reform - among the public at large or

within the administration. It might even have won de Gaulle over to
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regionalism. (67) Bit, by and large, these ideas would have made -

and were making - their way anyway. The plea for decentralisation,

Pour Rationaliser l'.-.tat. which made a considerable impact precisely

because it was written by top civil servants, would have been produced

even if the Olub Jean Moulin had never existed.

There are innumorable areas in which the impact of Jean Moulin

might be minutely and inconcioively charted. But the most interesting

thing about the Olub is not, in reality, its influence, but its existenoe.

It acted not, as a helia steering society by a body of new ideas but as

a kind of compass, enabling the spread of these ideas within different

social categories to be calculated and their progress since the 1930's

to be measured. For all its proud belief in its own originality and

the dismissal by others of it, the Olub Jean Moulin was, in fact, a

small part of a much larger whole. Therein lay its significance.



Chapter 13.

The Club Citoyens 60 and its Origins in the Vie Nouvelle

Au debut etait le scoutisme et le scoutisme etait & droite. (1)

In so far as it was politically concerned - which was very little -

the Catholic mainstream of the French scout movement in the 1930's was

conservative and even reactionary. Yet by the mid-1960*s, the political

Club associated with the Vie Houvelle. originally an adult extension

group for former scouts, was unambiguously and openly Socialist. (2)

In this respect the Club Citoyens 60 was not isolated or even exceptional.

A tiny-avant-garde just three decades ago, the Catholic Left was by now

more than a movement; it had become a subculture.

Outside of a very few elites, the evolution of Catholics towards

the Left was as gradual and hesitant as a cat venturing into water. The

intellectual foundations of this evolution had been laid in the 1930*s,

and the war and Resistance played an important role in turning Catholics

into democrats and preparing them for political commitment on the Left,

but the process itself did not begin seriously until after the Liberation.

And even then it was held up, at least for a time, by the religious school

question and anti-communism. The anti-political tradition, still strong

in Catholic circles, also slowed the pace of change.

Nevertheless, throughout the 1950's, a Catholic Left was gradually

emerging which was separate from and often hostile to the MRP. And by

the late 1950's and early 1960*s a watershed had been reached. The

political clubs that appeared at this time were predominantly - but far

from exclusively - Catholic. (3) However, in so far as they were Catholic,

these political clubs mazked the point at which many Catholics had either

partly or fully overcome their hesitation towards political commitment

in general and towards the Left in particular. They were no longer
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satisfied with the conferences and loose ad hoc groupings, sometimes

around reviews or else at a local level, that had usually constituted

their only previous political activity. (4) Instead they now joined

clubs, considering them to be a far firmer and more demanding form of

political commitment.

The next step was to elucidate and put in order the rather imprecise

political ideas they had inherited, and in particular to decide what

exactly was meant by the terra Socialism. A considerable number of

Catholics had voted for the Left for the first time in 1956 which seemed

an act of some temerity at the time. Thereafter the pace of progress

quickened. And in 1959 the CFTC Congress declared itself for Socialism:

'Deux ans plus tot le terme de socialisms eut souleve une tempete gontra¬

dio to ire ; cette fois ce fut une houle mais unitaire'. (5) This is not

to say, of course, that the Catholic Left advanced as a body; it did not.

The minority movement in the CFTC, grouped around the review Reconstruetion.

was prepared to embrace Socialism as soon as 1953, while until 1962

Temoignage Chretien talked only in terms of 'socialisation'. (6) But,

in general, the Catholic groups that had been moving leftwards were

sufficiently secure in their Socialist beliefs by the early 1960's to

start reflecting on the precise implications of these beliefs in greater

depth. 'Democratic Socialism' became the predominant theme within the

Catholic Left at this period. Even the Semaines Sooiales of 1963 took

it up. The formula was all the more popular for being easily distinguish¬

able from Marxism; and this no doubt partly ensured its success.

How is one to define this Catholic Left? Dansette has described

it in these terms:

Nous designons par ses mots non pas une organisation determinee -
il n'y en a pas - mais un ensemble de forces hete'rogenes.. Elles
exercent par la valeur de leurs elites et la quality' de leurs
moyens d'action une influence considerable, disproportionees a
leur importance nume'rique. (7)
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Broadly one could include as part cf it such reviews as Esprit,

Temoignage Chretien. Econoaie at Eumanisme. Reconstruetion and perhaps

peripherally - but this is debateable - France-Forum. (8) Groups and

parties, apart from the Vie rouvelle itself, would include the Jeune

Republigue. a minority of which the CFIC became the majority in 1959

and carried out the deconfessionalisation of the union in 196+, the

JEC (but only a very small percentage of the JOG and the JAC (9) ), the

Kouveaent de Libe'ration Ouvrier and sections of the Iiauvelle Gauche.

A particular characteristic of this milieu was the ease and rapidity

with which ideas circulated within it; the communications system was

highly effective. (10) Also - and herein lies the justification for

applying the term subculture to the Catholic Left - it shared a common

system of valuesi the values that underlay the Personalist systems of

the 1930"s. (11) Ironically, the French Left recovered its libertarian

tradition largely through Catholic groups.

Intellectually, of course, the MRP shared a similar system of values.

But in practice, it usually failed to act on it. Contaot between the

Left of the M3P and the Catholic Left continued to be maintained on a

personal level, but as time went on relations between the party and the

left-wing groups became increasingly strained and distant. Quite apart

from their wide-ranging differences in social, economic and above all

colonial policy, the two sides also diverged in their general political

approach. The MHP accused the left-wing groups of being excessively

moralistic, while they, in turn, upbraided the MRP for going to the

opposite extreme. They contended that the party threw moral considerat¬

ions overboard altogether on the assumption that politics, by its nature,

is a dirty game and then congratulated itself on its own 'realism'. (12)

The Club Citoyens 60 was an integral part of what has been referred

to as the subculture of the Catholic Left. It was, besides, one of the
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movement's most articulate expressions, for the clientele attracted by

the Glub was middle-class and usually well educated. But fully to

understand Gitoyens 60, its themes, form and interests, it is necessary

first to trace its evolution from within the Vie Nouvelle.

The French scout movement of the 1930's had none of the civic

trappings of its English counterpart. Such political awareness as it

had was the product of Catholic integralism with its nostalgia for the

hierarchical and integrated world of the Kiddle Ages. Before 1939 it

did not occur either to leaders or to rank and file to question the social

order or the Church's teaching. However, it did have one feature that

later influenced reformist movements in both politics and religion.

This was its particular style, concrete, community-minded and activist.

Scouts worked and lived, prayed and sang together. In the 1920's and

1930's it had become popular over the whole range of Cs.tholic opinion

from Right to Left to talk of a return to community values. But in

terms of their own life-style, as opposed to their professed beliefs,

French Catholics were no less individualistic than their secular com¬

patriots. The scouts actually lived their ideals and in so doing made

an impox'tant contribution to the currents of change xrithin Catholicism:

Plusieurs traits aujourd'hui constitutifi du catholicisme
fran^ais seraient impensablej sans l'apport du scoutisme.
II a introduit un souffle de plein air qui a renouvele
1'atmosphere un peu oonfineeou s'enfermait le oatholicisme,
une pedagogie concrete, active, adaptee & 1'adolescence, un
style de vie a baseg d'exercises physiques, de marche, de
jeux, de chanti... Les jeunes catholiques lui doivent encore
l'habitude de la vie d'equipe, de l'amiti^ de la bande, le
respect des valeurs commuifis. (13)
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When the war started, the scout movement was naturally Vichyist.

With its back-to-the—land mythology and authoritarian mystique, the new

regime fully accorded with the scouts1 conception of the world. But a

turning point came with the extension of the occupation and the drive to

draft Frenchmen to work in German labour camps. Hitherto many Catholics

had behaved as if they believed politics did not exist, or would cease to

exist if they no longer thought about it. In 1942-3 they learnt that

to ignore politics is no guarantee of escaping its consequences. (14)

Faced with the agonising personal choice of going to Germany or being

prosecuted, a good many Catholics went into hiding or joined the Resist¬

ance, usually against the advice of the clergy. It was largely patriot¬

ism that turned Catholics into Republicans.

The scout movement, although itself profoundly transformed - it

had become far more serious and thoughtful (15) - did nothing dramatic.

It continued to exist with the approval of the regime. But its aims

henceforth were subversives they were to create a positive, non-defeatist

current of opinion that later, after the Liberation, would contribute to

build up different and purer political structures and ideals. From the

outset, Catholics were all the more ardent to forge a new France for

having had so small a political stake in the old one.

The Vie Nouvelle. formally founded in 1947, although it had existed

clandestinely since 1942, was a direct outcome of war-time experience.

The two former soouts who set it up, aimed to impress the necessity for

political commitment on circles which still thought that devotion to

the family was the first and last duty of a Christian and citizen. The

Vie JTouvelle. they stressed, was not meant to be a mere extension of the

scout movement; its task was to educate Christians about their respons¬

ibilities in all domains, but especially towards the community.

The new organisation had two important sources of support: Catholic
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youth organisations and the intellectual capital that had gradually

been accumulated by Catholic groups over the past decades. The youth

organisations had a membership rate that for Prance, in particular,

was quite exceptionally hight according to a survey carried out in 1959

35/<* of all young people between the ages of 18 and 33 had at some time

belonged to a Catholic youth organisation. (16) They provided the Vie

Nouvelle with a constant stream of recruits over the years - no less than

25,000 people passed through the movement between 1947 and 1965 - and

enabled it to become independent of the scout movement as early as

1948-9. (17) In short, they ensured the movement's survival and success.

Intellectually, the Vie Ixuvelie's course was determined partly by

the humanism that had re-emerged in the 1930's and partly by practical

community experiments that had taken place under Vichy. True to its

inheritance, it condemned capitalism and individualism and advocated a

return to community values. The major influence on it just after the

war was the quasi-anarchist review aoonomie et Humanisms but later, in

the !950's Hounler's Personalism was more influential. Both Labourie

and Lestavel, who followed Criuziat as leaders of the organisation, were

deeply impregnated with Personalist thought. But on Criuziat himself,

who was no intellectual, such community experiments as Boimondau made

more of an impact. (18)

Boimondau - standing for 'Boitiers de montres du Dauphins' - was

the name of a self-governing community formed on the basis of a company

manufacturing watch cases. Suitably enough it started out in 1939 in

Besangon, Proudhon's birthplace, within a profession with a strong
anarchist tradition. The founder, Marcel Barbu, was a former wo ricer.

His character with its strange blend of practicality and moralism, even

messianism, was reminiscent of Proudhon himself. His aim was not merely

to end the dissociation of capital and labour, but to build up a genuine
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human community. By 1945 he had achieved his end: Boimondau was honey¬

combed with study groups on every conceivable subject from singing to

technology, with nurseries, sports teams and management committees.

Barbu was a powerful personality and his enterprise was helped along by

the religious zeal of many of his employees, but he probably owed his

success at least in part to the war. The degree of solidarity that

grew up in Boimondau through opposing the occupation forces - the workers

unanimously refused to go to German labour camps and went into hiding as

a body - would have been much harder to create in peace-time. (19)

More immediately relevant just after the war than political ideas

themselves - these, like seeds, were important mainly for the future -

were the changes in approach and attitude that had already occurred.

Serious-minded young Catholics now tended to see religious as well as

social questions in a different light. They accepted religious pluralism

and realised that the real danger to the Christian faith was no longer

heresy but indifference. (20) Many were prepared to adopt a new strategy:

they were ready to renounce the formal domination of the Church in order

to infiltrate society the more effectively with the values the Church stood

for. In practice, this involved a shift of emphasis away from the private

religious life of the individual towards greater concern with social

conditions, a trend that was reinforced by war-time experience. Post¬

war Catholics felt duty-bound as Christians to meet the challenge of the

modem world - and to meet it on its own ground. Having learned, whether

by the teachings of Aquinas or Peguy, to think of man as a being with

material as well as moral needs, their approach to moral as well as to

social problems was resolutely concrete and pragmatic. Representative

of these new-style Catholics, was Pere Lebret, one of the founders of

Bconomie et Humanisme. A naval officer and a Dominican, Lebret began

Catholic Action among seamen - but on the basis of their needs rather
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than of the righteousness of the Church* s message. When he discovered

the lack of adequate information on fishing, he set out to provide the

information himself. Another, more eccentric, example was the Abbe

Pierre. A priest from Grenoble who organised one of the first Resist¬

ance units, he was elected after the war as a MRP depute. Later, he

broke with the party and in the suburbs of Paris founded a community

of rag-pickers whom he taught to support themselves by making intelligent

use of garbage. (21)

The post-war Frenah Catholic might well be a conservative, but he

was no longer automatically one. He had become accustomed to changet

'.. et du meme coup, il n*est plus sur de rien; ni sur sa maniere de

vivre, ni sur l'evolution politique, ni sur l'evolution de 1*eglise*.(22)

This was the source of the intellectual vitality displayed by many left-

wing Catholic groups particularly in the aecades since the war: during

a period of great social and political upheaval, they regarded it almost

as a moral obligation to be aware of and receptive to change. They had

lost faith in past creeds without as yet having acquired a new one. To

some extent this applied even to their religion, but it was particularly

true in the domain of politics.

The most striking political feature of the Vie Aouveile when it

started in the late 1940's was its openness. Admittedly, the leaders

had personally - but not publicly - opted for Socialism, whilst the

general run of members, being middle-class, tended to be MRP voters. (23)

But then the leaders were none too clear as to the meaning of their

Socialism and the members were far too deeply imbued with a Christian

sense of responsibility to support the MRP - or any other party - un¬

conditionally. Most members concerned themselves with politics out of

duly rather than by natural inclination. Their primary motives for

joining the movement were religious or social and quite often both.



©lis makes the evolution of the Vie Kouvelle all the more interesting

to observe. Since politics was only a secondary preoccupation for

the majority of its members, for the first five years or so at least,

the movement registered the thinking of young middle-class Catholics

muoh more accurately than a more highly politicised group would have

done.

The Vie i.ouvelle was above all a group of Catholics who took their

religion seriously. And paradoxically what they sought on the spiritual

plane, was a Catholicism which was both freer and more demanding, less

formal but more authentic. There was nothing new about this. The

demand for greater personal liberty and a more internal religion had

revived in French Catholicism at the turn of the century. Hitherto,

however, the demand had been confined to limited circles, generally to

intellectuals and to theology students. Now, it had begun to spread

to wider circles of the middle-class. Here again the war played a vital

role in lessening the hold of the clergy on Catholics. By its support

of Vichy, the Church hierarchy, in particular, had lost a great deal of

prestige - to the extent that it was not even consulted in the creation

of the MRP. (24)

In essence, the creation of the Centre de Liturgie Pastorale which

was separate from but parallel with the Vie Nouvelle represented an anti¬

clerical revolt. The creation of the Centre by Criuziat and others -

some of them Peguyists (25) - was partly inspired by the scout movement.

It agitated for a shift of emphasis away from the formal external aspeots

of religion to a greater concern with internal spiritual life and also

for a more communitarian style, for more participation by the laity both

in the act of worship and in parish affairs. Agitation is not too strong

a tem, for these Catholics, whether of the Centre or the Vie Nouvelle.

were prepared to stand their ground and fi£ht against the priests for
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what they considered their rights. In fact, some priests refused to

admit them to their parishes. (26)

This reaction against the narrow individualism as well as the

authoritarianism of the past was reinforced by social developments.

Life-styles changed greatly in France after the war. Many more people

now lived in cities. The extended family group of former times was

broken up and young couples were living by themselves without the

support and help of relations. Hot a few of its members joined the

Vie Kouvelle at least in part to solve their baby-sitting problem. (27)

Then there was the changed position of women. Husbands wanted to do

things together with their wives more than in the past. Also those

who had been through a Oatholic Action youth group had become accustomed

to community life and felt little inclination to be on their own after

they had left. (28) All these factors contributed to bringing people

together in the Vie Kouvelle and to confirming its preoccupation with

the idea of community.

The first exercises in commitment of the members of the Vie Nouvelle

were in what were called fraternities and they were very much in line

with the preparation they had received in Oatholic Action. These

neighbourhood communities were small, containing between eight and

fifteen members. Their purpose was to enable people to help each other

and to discuss problems, even their most intimate ones, together. Only

later, in the 1960's, were income-sharing schemes started. (29) Outside

of the fraternities, there was some involvement at a social and municipal

level - often as a way of avoiding involvement with the political parties.

(30) In the late 1940's the traditional Catholic distrust of politics

was still strong, despite the new vocabulary of commitment and communityt

Faire de la politique etait pour beaucoup se salir les mains,
accepter les combinaisons tactiques, les compromis qui
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laissent 1' esprit sinon la conscience insatisfait. Ainsi
beaucoup de Chretiens parmi les plus genereus ont-ils
prefere pendant longtemps se lancer dans 1'action social©:
education populaire, associations de locatalres, gesticn
d'organismes culturels, associations familiales, aide anx
habitants des bidonvilles, aide au tiers mond£ etc. A
un autre stade beaticoup se sont engages dans 1* action
municipale et dans le syndicalisms. (31)

Moreover, the political equipment of the average member of the "Vie

Nouvelle at this point was sparse, consisting mainly of a sentimental

communalism, a belief in an economy based on need, a generous concern

for the Third World and general anti-colonial sentiments. (32)

At first, the leaders did not attempt to force the pace of the

political side of the movement, fearing that if they did they would

simply drive people to join the MRP. (33) Instead, they contented

themselves with driving home two particular points: the necessity to

separate politics and religion and the inevitability of politics - that

people are involved in politics in virtually all they do even if they

do not realise it, was a persistent theme. Then, gradually, around

1952-53, interest in politics grew. Rene Pucheu, a civil servant and

intellectual, began a political group within the organisation that

provided its members with their first notions of Marxism and economics.

Like Jacque JJaritain in the 1930's, the Vie Bouvelle was anxious to

teach Catholics that politics is an independent domain with its own rules.

There was a parallel evolution within Temoignage Chretien, one of the

most widely read papers at the Vie Houvelle:

Temoignage Chretien fit peu de politique sous les premieres
annees de la IV Republique. II se contentait de reaffirmer
re'gulierement les fondements moraux de ses jugements et
preferait se placer sur un terrain colonial, social.. Son
attitude se changea dans les annees 1952-3 ..La politique
devint une de ses preoccupations essentielles. (34)

The reasons behind this change lay partly in the decline of the regime,
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which was resembling the III Republic more closely every day, and partly

in the emergence of Kendes Prnace as a political leader. The Vio

Kouvelle and TemoChretien approved of the dynamism and moral

style of Kendes France and also, of course, of his criticism of French

colonial policy. It was colonial policy more than any other issue that

separated them from the MRP and this^upture began as early as 1950. (35)
For them, the MR? had irremediably compromised itself by its responsibility

for colonial repression in Madagascar and Indochina. After the Resistance

itself, anti-colonialism was the next most important factor in the loft-

ward migration of young Oat olios.

Finally, it must be said that this gradual slide towards political

involvement and towards tie Left was not entirely spontaneous. It was

helped along by the systematic purges of Criuziat, a large, powerful,

somewhat authoritarian man with a strong sense of organisation and great

moral enthusiasm for politics. 1|Jamer&des, le communisms, c'est chouette"

he announced to the movement in its early days. (36) He-^omself serenely
justified those purges on the grounds that without them, members of the

Vie honvoile would have continued to shy at political fences. driuziat* a

rule, was little short of theocratict having decided that politics was

good for Ms flock, he was prepared to force-feed them if need be.

Within this gradual process, "there was one marked turning-points

the elections of 1956. For the first tine, many members of the movement,

as well as other Oatholics outside it, voted for the Left. naturally,

members were free in their olio ice. But a special supplement to the m

louveile's paper appeared before the elections and paved the way for

Mendes. It began by declaring, somewhat defensively, that if its language

was thought to be more political than before, this was not the case:

readers had only to turn back to make a comparison with the issues of

1951. Clearly, politics for the movement's leaders was a bitter medicine
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that they felt justified in dispensing - but were still nervous of

over-prescribing. Their support of Mendes was based mainly on his

modernisation programme and was hedged with reservations about how

he would be able to realise the programme, given his coalition partners.

They also expressed some doubt whether the economic forces behind the

coalition would support decolonisation. As for the MHP, it was

criticised for its 'pathological' anti-Mendesism, its colonial record

and its part in the strike-breaking of 1955, and was ultimately dis¬

missed for having turned increasingly to the light since 1951. Socially,

it was given only a meagre pass-maik. This failure, the paper was

careful to stress, was not moral but politiealt the honesty of the pol¬

iticians was not in question, only their competence and basic choices.(37)

Then two lessons were read, one on the relative nature of politics and

the other on the need to distinguish politics from morality. The will

to create a new torid should not be thought of as 'une pure marche a

l'etoile'. It necessitated a clear understanding of what was possible

and what was not, as well as the acceptance of delays and imperfections.

Of course, politics could at any time degenerate into sordid wheeling

and dealing. On the other hand, a revolutionary or absolutist approach

that placed all hope in the future as a means of avoiding compromises

was merely indifferent to the present sufferings of humanity. Also,

politics must be understood as a domain with its own rules into which

moralist may enter, but without becoming the prime consideration.

However, having written all this, the paper then went on to fall

into the very trap of confusing morals and politics that it had just

been warning its readers against. It mentioned a satirical paper that

had already published a list of elected candidates - by which it intended

to indicate that those already in control would remain in control. The

Vie Kouvelie asked indignantly: ' Trouvez-vous cela normal? Trouvejr-vous

cela moral?'
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This example is altogether representative of the double-thinking

in the Vie Houvelle. It was perfectly well aware, as well as critical,

of the tendency of Catholics to approach politics not just as moralists

but often as moralists obsessed by the absolute. It agreed whole¬

heartedly with the diagnosis of another Catholic papers

Les oatholiques ont souvent tendance a aborder la politique
en idealistss assoiffes d'absolu. Consciemment ou non, ils
se conduisent comme des prophetes qud> vont proclamer la
Verity et e'tablir la Justice. Ils se veulent purs et
affichent le plus grand mepris pour 1*organisation qui
Canalise 1*action, pour les operations tactiques, pour les
compromis. Ils parlent avec dedain du 'realisme' politique.(58)

Certainly, the Vie Nouvelle was always careful to temper idealism with

a strong dose of realism. But it constantly identified morals with

politics itself. When it talked of separating politics and religion,

all this meant in practice was the separation of politics from -fee

official position of the Church. This is particularly apparent in a

discussion on the definition of socialism held by the leaders of the

movement in 1956. Having begun by 'doubting* whether Socialism was a

philosophy of man as opposed to a conception of social and economic

organisation, they then want on to define it in purely moral terms. (39)

The discussion began with the question whether the term community

Socialism should replace the old term Bersonnalisme Communautaire. This

move was rejected because of what Socialism had come to stand for, namely

the suppression of individual property, materialism, anti-clericalism,

class dictatorship and the curtailment of individual liberties. At

the 3ame time, the word community was also held to be ambiguous as it

might represent what were referred to as the ' right-wing* communities of

Christian Democracy. Puoheu - and it becomes gradually clear why he

should have chosen the pseudonym Pascal - then attempted to clarify what

was meant by community in the Vie houvelle.
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As a Utopia, that is to say as an ideal, a community is a society

of people, an association of free and responsible personal it is con¬

cerned not with happiness but with liberty. In his own wordst

La Communaute est l'agencement social permettant a chaque
citoyen d'etre pleiitfnent conscient du fonctionnement et
de 1'Evolution de son groupement politique, et pl&injiement
consentant a la ligne d'action qu'il suit pour se construire
et collaborer avec lee. auires groupements politiques.

A community is not any specific group, it is a yardstick by which social

relations may be measured - rune ethique politique'. Any kind of group -

a union, a party or a State - could be a community. Its basis is man

as a creative force called upon to choose and dominate his own destiny.

There are, however, two types of humanism, the one submissive, the other

creative. The first is traditional Catholic humanism characterised by

a respect for established custom. The second - the one the Vie Nouvelle

stands for - is a 'revolutionary' humanism: it is a means of emancipating

the individual, of enabling him to dominate his destiny effectively. It

stands for the will of all to control the mechanisms of power. (40)

This 'revolutionary humanism* is the noblest expression of democracy.

But it has one drawback and that is that it may not be fully expressed

institutionally. Its tragic aspect is that it raises problems that are

not easily soluble: how to find a power structure that allows each person

the degree of initiative he needs for his fulfilment and how to ensure

that the governed do not accept authority passively but demand the effect¬

ive responsibility and participation which are the very condition of their

liberty? Since neither free individual acceptance nor, probably, a

common ideal or policy appear to be possible, failure seems inevitable.

All politics is a matter of compromise and as such a negation of the

personnaliste-communautaire type of humanism. The choice before humanity

is between a prophetic and a political vocation: either one is whole-
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heartedly devoted to valu.es and therefore ineffective, or else one is

effective at the cost of partly denying values. But this does not

mean one should renounce values; for without a. Utopian dimension politics

is only superficial agitation: (41)

Etre politiquement majeur, c'est relativiser 1© terse de
son action et lutter pour la Revolution, bien qu'elle tende
a l'echee; pour la Commun&ute, bien qu'alle soit san3 issue...
Une vision realiste est une vision tragique; elle postule du
courage, un courage farouche, parce qu*ells est partieliement
absurde. Une demarche dialectique est utile, precisement ^

pour surmonter, malgre' tout les contradictions, l'absurdite
tragique du reel et la dominer. . . La politique, c'est en
cet univers case le destin dominant at domino.

Apart from one slight change in emphasis, this is pure Pascal.

The special characteristic of man in an absurd world, where all truth

is confused and ambiguous, is his uncompromising demand to know absolute

values. In spite of being aware that these may never be attained in an

imperfect universe, he continues to struggle to know them against the

forces of habit and inertia both within himself and in his environment,

thereby dominating the material world and transcending absurdity by

asserting the dignity of humanity. This non-conformism was the source

of what is referred to here as ' revolutionary humanism'. The non¬

conformist orientation comes over even more clearly in another of the

Vie Kouvelle's political declarations of faith:

L'evolution des techniques et des sciences metamorphose peu
a peu les conditions de vie et de pense'e des hommes mais
l'avance humaine n'en decoulera pas necessairement. Seul
1* effort des homines peut dominer et orienter 1'evolution;
seul un choix des homines en favour d'une liberation des
hommes donnera un sens au de'ploiement de 1' humanite" dans le
temps... La lutte par l'homme contre le destin absurde est
toujours precaire. (42)

For Pascal, it was the self-surpassing quest for absolute truth that

gave the world a meaning; but this applied only to private life; politics

was always merely superficial agitation. Here politics is taken into
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the realm of private morality and raised from its lowly level by Utopian,

goals. These Utopias need not he realised - indeed, they cannot he

realised - but, like Man's demand for absolute values, they are the

basis of human dignity and salvation in the political domain. (43)

It would be inexact to give the impression that all of the Vie

Houveile's thought was along such sophisticated and somewhat tortuous

lines. Moreover, as early as 1955 Pucheu handed over the direction

of the political groups to Jacques Delors, an altogether different type
/

of personality and, above all, mors practical in his approach to politic®.

In the wake of Pucheu's Pascalian diatribe, he contributed a statement

entitled, significantly* Sooialism. Possibilities and Limits. In it

he replied to a recent issue of Bsurit condemning the history of Social-

Democracy as demoralising in its lack of ideals and permanent readiness

to compromise. Socialism may not always have brought the right solutions,

admitted Delors, but the ideas it has generated have helped to shape the

world in recent decades. And he quoted Jean Lacroix to the effect that

it is not possible to construct an ideal Sooialism but only one adapted

to time and place. Finally, however, Delors himself subscribed to the

notion that Socialism is a question of personal morals since it involved

self-transcendence - *un certain depassement' - as against individualism

and security. When it was not patriotism it was an unquiet conscience

that reconciled Catholics with Republicanism. The profession of Republican

faith made by Francois de Menthon during the Resistance, for instance,

was founded on the same type of thinking as was current in the Vie Uouvelle:

Car la liberty' innove la ou on voudrait bien conserver, la
liberty eite4lle la ou on voudrait bien dormir, la liberty
derange la ou on voudrait bien stationner, la liberty pour
tout dire est creatrice, tandis que la servitude peut
s'arranger pour etre doublfmt confortable.. (44)

The anarchist orientation of the Vie Mouvelle. if watered down by
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some people more than others arid at some periods mora thai; others, ms

nonetheless persistent. It is difficult to ieeide exactly why this

should have been so. It was certainly not because the leaders con¬

sciously supported anarchist doctrine. (45) has it, then, because

instinctively Identifying morals and politics and being, for the most

part, of a libertarian caste of mind, they naturally found their way

to anaroliism? Or did the vocabulary and approach they derived from

Mounier*s Personalis:?, play a determining role? Beyond odd references

to Pascal, itousoeau, Marx or Laberthonr.iere (46), the most frequently

quoted writers were the Personalists of the 1930's, mainly Kpunier

himself or else Lacroix. Again the straggle of the laicity against

the clergy and theme of decolonisation might have contributed to fee

libertarian bent of fee Vie houvoile's Socialism - but this will be

discussed at a later point in the chapter.

Whatever fee sources or the reasons, one thing is clear? when fee

Vie Nouvelle talked of Socialism it meant not just reforms or a better

standard of living for fee less well-off but a ' new style of civilisat¬

ion1 to us© one of its own well-worn phrases. The social stricture of

this civilisation would bring to an end fee exploitation of man by man. (47)

More positively defined, fee essential preoccupation of Socialism is to

reduce the exercise and role of force and fee role of power to a minimum

and to ensure that each single person ha3 the maximum possibility to

develop fee potential in Mat

C'est done un imperatif essential d'une politique socialists
que de s'acharaer a proraouvoir ches cheque homme des forces
de plus en plus grandee de liberte et de conscience. (48)

In this light, affluence is to a degree a distraction and a danger in

that it tends to precondition people to the comfort and conformism of

modem mass society and thereby reduces their liberty. 'Do you really
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think' one of the sections of the Vie Kouvelle asked its members,

'that your internal being (etre interieur) is not dependent on external

pressures?' (49) Anarchist Socialism thought primarily in terms of

' internal being', the quality of people's lives at work and during their

leisure hours, and this explains the preoccupation of the Vie Ilouvelle

over the next decade with the struggle against bureaucracy, materialism

and mass civilisation. Its own vision was of a 'civilisation de travail'

diametrically opposed to the money-mindedness of present society. (50)
It has been suggested that the early evolution of the Vie Nouvelle

was determined by a combination of ideas and practical pressures,

especially by the experience of the war and the Resistance. The same

can be said of the 1950's period. The progress towards commitment to

democratic Socialism was prepared not just by a maturation of ideas but

by several more concrete developments. First, many Catholics who had

become involved in social or municipal activities had gradually come to

see the importance of basic political choices and were ready by the

1960's to make the transition from civic to political action. (51) Then

the Algerian War - and, in particular, such moral issues as torture -

was another strong incentive for Catholics to seek some active form of

political commitment. Finally, there was the conflict with the Catholic

hierarchy. How significant this was is difficult to say. But it is

arguable that [the struggle for the right to self-determination of colonial

peoples, combined with active opposition against the authoritarianism of

the Catholic hierarchy, greatly reinforced the libertarian bias of the

democratic Socialism which Catholics were professing in the 1960's.

In 1956 the leaders of the Action Catholique de la Jeunesse Frangaise

(ACJF), the directing body of the Catholic Action youth groups since

before the turn of the century, resigned. This was followed in May of

1957 by the resignation of the entire team leading the Route, as the older
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branch of the scout movement was called. The immediate cause in the

Route case was the refusal of its board of directors to sanction the

publication of the letters- of Jean Muiler, a scout who, before his death

in Algeria, had sent home reports of torture and other malpractices in

the French army. The board's argument was that the letters were unfair

to the army and that the subject, anyway, was outside tire competence of

a Catholic organisation. (52) This was the crux: the competence of a

Catholic organisation. For two decades and more the Catholic Church

had been preaching personal responsibility and commitment to the community.

The logical outcome was that young Catholics had become increasingly

politically conscious and were now prepared to assert their personal

responsibility against the authority of the Church itself - which is not

at all what the Church had intended. In an attempt to halt the drift

towards political involvement in the youth organisations, the hierarchy

came down with a heavy hand on the AGJF, declaring that it should con¬

centrate its efforts in those areas where the unity of young Catholics

could be easily achieved - for example, in housing and social charity.

The ACJF's leadership, in turn, criticised the intellectual paternalism

of the clergy. (55). The Route team also defended itself in a document

that the Vie Houvelle - which was much concerned by the crisis on account

of its past links with the scout movement - published and supported. (54)

The purpose of commitment, observed the Route, is not to produce aesthetes

or noble souls but responsible adults who by the term 'commitment' under¬

stand not abstract casuistry but the relation of principles to the burning

issues of the day. Obviously this approach displeases, as it is accomp-

anied by ajdisdain for authority. But what is to happen now to all these
young people trained in such generous principles? They may either drift

towards some aimless form of anarchism or else take refuge in resignation

and indifference. With heavy irony, the Route challenged the hierarchy:



Une jeunease qui a grand! dans 'ie droit rtes peuples a
disposer d'eux-memes*, 1 liberie, egalifce, fraternibe*,
•le respect de la personne hmaaire', 1 bisnhs-ursux les
pauvres*, 'L* evangile.. la morale das ecoles et la mcrale
des pretres. Pourquoi ne lui avsz-vous pas clit
qu'il no fsllait pas prendre cela trop au tragique?

y v V"

In 1959» the success of its political education courses combined

with the stimulation of events - notably the fall of fee I? Republic

and the Algerian War - led the Vie Nouvelle to extend its political

activities by the creation of a review. The Cottiers d* education

politique, eoonomique et sociale was in fact a follow-on of Tribune

Politique, the paper of the Jeune Reoublique that Delors had helped

edit while a member of the party} its circulation was around the

4,000 mark and it advocated Swedish-style Socialism with a strong public

sector. (55) The new review was rapidly successful with a circulation

of between 3-4,000 rising to 6-10,000 on special issues. This encouraged

Delors to go one step further and transform the Vie Nouvelie's political

groups into Clubs.

Why Clubs? It was very hard at this point for a left-wing Catholic

activist to find a suitable political party to join. The MRP was con¬

sidered too right-wing} there were few supporters of the party left in

the Vie ITouvelle by now. The Communis.t Party was rejected as being

Stalinist. This ruled out a Popular Front solution. (56) The Socialist

Party was at least partly responsible for the war ih Algeria and was

Marxist into the bargain. The Radical Party had turned out Mendes and

was anti-clerical. Also, as the Cahiers complained, none of the major

parties had made any real changes in doctrine or personnel since the

Liberation. (57) Nor was the Left any closer to creating a large, united

Party now than it had been then. Clearly, there was nothing to be ex¬

pected from the official opposition. (58) Most members of the Vie Nouvelle

could have joined the UQS,Union de la Gauche Socialiste - which Delors
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helped to found - as it was in the beginning. But as the party develop¬

ed, several features irritated them: its economic ignorance and undejv

estimation of formal democracy, also the opposition to de Gaulle no

matter what he did. The TJGS refused to believe that he intended to

make peace in Algeria, and it was on this point that Delors personally

broke with it. (59)

On Algeria, Citoyens 60's views were very similar to those of Jean

Moulin. It believed, as early as 1959, that peace could only come

through independence. (60) It also believed that only de Gaulle could

bring about this peace, given the weakness of the Left, and therefore

it refused to identify the struggle for peace with a struggle against

the General. This did not prevent the Club from criticising de Gaulle's

methods when it felt them to be deserved - his 'ambiguftes manoeuvrieres'

as the Oahiers put itj but at other times, as after the Putsch of- 1961,

it supported him to the hilt. On the whole, Cito3Tens 60 made a great

effort to be fair towards de Gaulle* s colonial policy. But as far as

home affairs were concerned, it was far more openly critical of the

regime than was the Club Jean Moulin. Seeing the Algerian war at least

partly as a crisis of adaption, Citoyens 60 considered that the first

task of the government was to replace false conceptions of French grandeur

with what it referred to as a 'new humanism'. (61) And on this score

it felt that de Gaulle had failed entirely: the agricultural and working

classes had not been integrated into the community, while the modern¬

isation process had not been taken firmly enough in hand. (62) The

Club never modified the opinion that: .. la IT Republique n'a pas reussi

les problemes poses par 1'e'volUtion economique et sociale de notre societe.'

(63) There was one further respect in which its criticism of Gaullism

was strong: the way it personalised po>?er and crushed or ignored intere

mediary groups. This authoritarian style of government was as great
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a danger to French democracy, in the Club's view, as the Algerian -war

itself.

The Club, then, represented an amalgam of all these 'various

grievances. It was a protest against the war, against the unadapt-

ability of the left-wing political parties, against the concentration

of poirer both of the Gaullist regime and more generally w±Lt modern
societies and, finally, against the lack of awareness, on both Left

and Right, of the need to modernise political and social structures.

The term 'Club', which was a result of felons' contacts with the

Jacobins, distinguished the group from a party, while G1toyens stood

for the need to revive democracy at a grass-roots level throughout the

country. Carrefour was rejected as being too French. Democratic

behaviour being considered as an essentially Anglo-Saxon attribute, it

was felt that an English word such as club would be most suitable for

the new group. There was also, of course, the memory of the nineteenth

century clubs which were considered to represent the French democratic

tradition and this further increased the acceptability of the term. (64)

The Club Citoyens 6C, it is clear, was primarily a continuation of

the Vie ilouvelle: to attempt to understand one without taking into account

the other would be to make a very artificial separation. At the same

time, some important distinctions should be made. Citoyens 60 was not

integrated in the Vie fouvelle but parallel with it. T^bre were around

30/. of outsiders, many of them non-Catholics, in the Club. Also it was
1 /

more interested in the quality of life than in actual fraternities and

communities; more rigorous and technical in approach than the Vie A'ouvelle.
%

and much less sentimental and philosophical. Above all, there was not

a vestige of theooraey about Citoyens 60. It set out to be and became

a form of Fabian Society. In part this overall change was due to circum¬

stances ; in part to the personality of the man who founded and formed the

Club, Jacques Delors.
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It has been observed that post-war French modernising circles

were resolutely concrete and practical in approach. After 1956-7

this anti-ideological trend was further reinforced by what might be

called the post-Hungary mood, pragmatic and mistrustful not just

of dogmas and high-flown idea3 but of words themselves.

After the Liberation, many left-wing Catholics, who were in no

way associated with Communism nor believed, as did the Progressistes.

that Communism was inevitable, were to some extent under its spell.

Having met few Socialists and Radicals in the Resistance they tended

to 3ee the country divided between the Communists and themselves.

Also the Communists had a political education and a theory of historical

evolution while they, who were equally anxious to serve humanity, had

no political knowledge to speak of. In general, it is probably true

to say that left-wing Catholics were at once wary of and magnetically

drawn towards Communisms their attitude was an odd combination of in¬

toxication, seduction and fear. (65)

It was finally Russian behaviour in Eastern Europe, in. Hungary and

Poland, together with the resilience shown by Western capitalism that

broke the spell of Marxism. One result of this was to stimulate research

on what Socialism might be, if it were not Marxism. This research was

self-consciously practical in reaction to the excess of ideological

conflict in the recent past. Esprit, ah already noted, no longer believed

in the 'Revolution' as from 1956-7 and determined to return to its own

Personalist sources and to reflect more in future. Citoyens 60 stemmed

from a milieu that had been less influenced by Marxism than had Esprit.

But it decided also that Hungary proved the need to re-examine and up¬

date left-wing ideas. All of a sudden people were far less sure than

they had been of what Socialism stood for. Delors wrote:
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... nous avons eonnu les flamaes da Budapest, les affaires
de Poznan, les Conseils ouvriers en Pologne... Tout oeci
pes® sur le soaialisme. Tant que le socialisms n* etait
pa3 incarne, tant qu'il n'avait pas oonnu d'echec, tant
qu* au nom de notre conception de l'lioiame nous ne pouvions
pas contester oertains de ses actes, i vrai dire le chois
etait facile. Nous avions d'un cote un monde capitaliste
sur lequel portait une critique radicale et d'autre part,
l'esperance d'un monde nouveau. Aujourd'hui o'est moins
simple... (66)

After Budapest, as the Cahiers observed somewhat caustically, it was

understood that the Communist system was less new than had originally

been feared in the ivest. (67)

Another determining influence on Citoyens 60 was the character of

its leader. For Delors dominated his Club as completely as Hernu and

Hessel did theirs. His background, which is interesting because of

the light it throws on his political ideas, was strongly Catholic. As

a youth he took part in a pre-JOC group at parish level, then in 1939

he joined the JEC. During the war, while 3till an adolescent, he carried

messages for the Resistance and attended the renowned Catholic training

centre of Uriage, a medieval castle where the Socialism of Proudhon and

Peguy was laced with both a strong dose of patriotism and a scout enthus¬

iasm for open air and community activities. (68) In 1945 he joined the

MRP, only to leave it one year later. He realised that the Party would

move to the Right and objected anyway to the unanisme or obsession with

unanimity of MRP Catholics: opposition to party policy he regarded as

hopeless, since leaders like Bidault or ochuman only had to appear for

the party to close ranks behind them. For some years Delors continued

to be politically unattached. During this time he studied for an econ¬

omics degree - in the evenings, since he worked at the Bank of France

during the day - and read copiously, mainly Mounier but also Blondel and

the works of X-Crise. Then, in 1952, he joined the Vie iiouvelle and

shortly afterwards the Jeune Republique party. Much later, when the
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Jetme Republigue fused with other groups of the Nouvelle Gauche, he

helped to found the new party, the Union de la Gauche Sooialiste,

before leaving it for reasons already outlined. He was not/ without a

party political affiliation again, but in his spare time he ran the

economic bureau of the CFTC-DT, the BRAEC (69), and was also seriously

involved in the work of the gonseil Economique et Social of which he

had become a member. In 1962, just after creating the Club Citoyens 60,

he left the Bank of France to join the Planning Commissariat where he

became head of the social affairs section. (70)

In contrast with other club leaders, like Hernu and Suffert, Delors

had considerable technical skillst in the domain of social and economic

affairs he was an expert. At the same time, and in contrast with many

other experts, he was exceedingly wary of technique, for his own thinking

was cast in the mould of the anarchist humanism xcith which he had come

into contact through Mounier and the Vie Uouvelle. However, this partic¬

ular blend of rationalism and morality was not what distinguished Delors

and set him apart from other reform -minded administrators: quite a number of

the people associated with Jean Moulin, Francois Blooh-Laine in particular,

similarly combined top-level technical expertise with humanist political

convictions. Delors* special characteristics were other . They were

a personal passion to change society, springing partly from his own

social origins, and an understanding of and feeling for politics. Most

of the members of the Club Jean Moulin came from middle and upper middle

class backgrounds} to them poverty was an abstract problem. Delors, on

the other hand, did not come from a bourgeois family - bis father was

a bank messenger - and it was his personal knowledge of the conditions

in which ordinary working-class people live and work, rather than simply

a concern with modernisation, that inspired his own commitment to bring¬

ing about social change.
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Moreover, a good many administrators both id.thin Jean Ion1 in and

outside of the Club tended either "to regard politics with distaste or

else to dismiss it as irrelevant* A major contribution of Dolors to

the Vie Nouvella over the years was to stress the complexity of social

organisation, to assert that generous impulses and moral convictions

alone were not enough, and that politico needed to be approached on its

own ground and with knowledge. .Politics, he argued inaefatigably -

and sometimes in curiously Pascalian phraseology - was important:

II y a toujours cies ecrases... Seulila politique, dimension
essentielle de 1'existence humaine, seule la politique,
avac ses ambigai'te's, son double visage d'ange et de bete,
permet £ l'homme d'acceder a la maftrise de son destin, de
lutter contre la violence, de resoudre les contradictions,
d' apporter sa mediation supreme aux tensions de la vie
collective. (71)

It is unfortunate that it was a moralist like Kounier and not someone

more politically aware, like Delors, who introduced Catholics to libert¬

arian Socialism at the vital junction of the 1930's.

Delors transcended the milieu of the Vie Nouvelle by the force of

his personality and his intellect. But in some ways he was also very

much its product. Whilst he was the last to denigrate politics, h»

had no patience with political extremism and condemned the constant pre¬

occupation of other left-wing Catholics with morals at the expense of

concrete action, he often identified morals with politics himself. Hence

the importance of his character in explaining his politics. There was

the same relation between his moral temperament and political beliefs as

frequently appears in the libertarian tradition of Proudhon and Peguy.

True to this tradition, Delors had a powerful tendency towards absolutism

balanced and toned down by a streak of melancholy that was existential

rather than pessimistic. He thought naturally in terms of contradictions

and believed the power of reason to be strictly limited. And unlike
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Hernu and Suffert, jovial, optimistic characters both, there was in

his nature a deep-rooted, anxious puritanism. This was the driving

force of his intensely conscientious political activism; the element

that provided him with the will power - his essential characteristic -

and the energy to run hi3 political Club at the same time as fulfilling

the obligations of a demanding profession. His Personalism, con¬

sequently, was not merely intellectual; it was visceral. Not believing

in the possibility of absolute truth, he was a firm advocate of pragmatic

action and social dialogue. At the same time, his puritanism made him

wary of total social integration: Socialism, for him, was a system of

perpetual personal and social transcendence.

Unlike Belors and his predecessor as political instructor of the

Vie Nouvelle.Rene Pucheu (alias Pascal), not all of the other members

of the movement were weighed down by a tragic sense of the unattain-

ability of total purity and perfection. There were some who would

brook no compromise. And it is clear that the distinction between

compromisers and non-compromisers was a vital political dividing line

both in the Vie Nouvelle and Citoj^ens 50, as it had been previously in

tixe New Left. Domenach, editor of d3prit. wrote charaoteri3 tically

La nouvelle gauche nait dans les combats de la cite, dans
les luttes ouvrieres elle ne^fabrique pas dans les
antichambres du ministers de l'interieur ou dans les
laboratoires de la publicite... qu'ils y allaient en pleine
lumiere, par la grande porte, qu* ils ne servent pas a
d'etranges cartels, a de decevants rogroupements. La
nouvelle gauche est revolutionnaire. Bile a appris de la
social-democrqtie que si l'on commence par le reformisme,
on passe vite a la compromission. (72)

The robust optimists tended to be supporters of the • Revolution1 that

was to usner in a new and perfect trorld. They were likely to join

the P3U and generally criticised Citoyens 60 as being 'reformist* and

'technocratic'. (73) In fact, the identification of political reformism

with moral compromise comes out strongly in a passage written by Delors
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himself - a dialogue between his reason and his soul. It is evident

from this that even he, ever a firm advocate of political reformism as

opposed to Revolution, considered that compromise might potentially

hold moral and political dangers. First, his reason outlines the

need for social integration and a moderate, cautious approach to

Socialismj

Notre raison nous invite done a plaider, oorame nous le
faisons depuis des annees, pour la recherche d'un consensus
mininimum entre les Franeais, pour le de'veloppement d'un^
dialogue au sein d'institutions multiples et decentralisees,
pour la recherche d'un compromis.

At this point his soul counters his reason:

Bffectivement, notre ame montre ses inquietudes devant
les risques de cette attitude que nous qualifions, pour
faire vite, de reformiste et de gestionnaire.

Socialism, after all, is not merely a matter of good management; it is,

above all, a vision of what human relations might be:

La democratic et le socialisme, nous rappelle notre ame,
e'est quand meme autre chose. C'est la recherche patiente
et difficile de 1'amelioration des rapports entre les
personnes, la conquete progressive de la liberte' et des
libertes par une plus grande maltrise de son destin personnel
et la participation au destin collectif. C'est done la
faculte" pour chacun de preserver son autonomie, de garder une
certaine distance psychologique entre ses maxtres et lui; le
conflit est done necessaire au progres d'une socie'te vivante

Notre ame nous invite done & ne pas suocomber aux
tentations d'une societe parfaitement huile'e et totalemet^
integree. Prenons garde de ne pas nous guerir de la division
syste'matique pour sombrer dans le conformisme? (74)

The fundamental distinction between compromisers and non-compromisers

in the Vie Nouvelle and Citoyens 60 seems to have revolved around their

differing views of the nature of truth. The non-compromisers were

optimists who believed in the possibility of attaining perfect truth and

saw it as incarnated in the Revolution. Those with a more pessimistic

outlook thought of truth as a never-ending personal struggle to reach
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the unreachable. And since the latter* s starting point was the sub¬

jective truth of each individual, they were more conscious of practical

realities. At the same time, reality was partly in conflict with their

non-conformist ethics. They were led, therefore, as Dslors was here,

to try to maintain a fragile balance between i( topian ism end realism,

between Socialism conceived as a system of total liberty and the practical

physical limits of time and place. The optimists, on the ether hand,

disregarded such limits and ultimately even condemned those who observed

them for making an intolerable moral compromise.

The team that helped Delors to run the review and the clubs was

young - most were in their early 30's - and drawn mainly from two over¬

lapping circlesj the administration and the Catholic Left. The admin¬

istrators, it should be added, often signed their articles in the review

with pseudonyms as a precautionary measure. There were three members

of the Cour des Comptes. Pierre Lavau, Serge Antoine and David Dautresme,

and one member of the Conseil d'Etat. Andr£ Kerever. All but Dautresm®

had formerly been in the Jeune Republique. The Ministry of Labour had

two representatives, Yves Ohaigneau and Michel Courcier, head of the

planning section on internal commerce. Both had been active at the

Vie Nouvelle. Rene Pucheu, also of the Vie Nouvelle , worked at the

Gas Board and Alain Cedel at the Bank of Prance. Two young civil servants,

Join-Lambert, just out of ENA, and Beghen joined the Club sometime after

it had started. Pierre Avril, who edited the Cahiers de la Republique

and was also a member of the Club Jean Moulin was something of an odd-

man-out since he was neither an administrator nor a Catholic.

Gabriel Bergougnoux, who was employed on a full-time basis to look

after the daily running of the Club once he had completed his military

service in 1962, was a former member of both the Vie Nouvelle and the

Jeune Republique party. Henri Bourbon was editor of the review Franc®-
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Forum. Paul Thibaut, who attended the Club's meetings for some

time, was Domenach's adjoint at Esprit. Gerard Adam, who later took

over from Bergougnoux, was a journalist at ha Croix, as was Jean

Boissonat who came to the Club intermittently for a while. Lucien

Douroux was the director of the OSJAt, Bernard Goutet, the son of

one of the Vie Nouvelle's founders, worked at the CPDT's economic

research buraeu, the BHEAC. But with both groups - and with the CFDT

in particular - there was always a wide if informal exchange of men and

ideas. Dumonnet from the CNJA and Gonin, Marion, Picard and Detraz

from the CFDT often joined the Club's meetings and contributed to the

Cahiers. while Delors, Lavau and Kerever often acted as instructors

at the courses provided by the unions and contributed to Formation.

an educational review attached to the CFDT.

Sociologically, Citoyens 60's membership closely resembled that of

the Vie Nouvelle. except that it was slightly better educated and less

Catholic. About half of the members of the Club held their baecalaureat

and one third had studied beyond this stage. A quarter were teachers,

another quarter professional people and roughly half were medium and

high level executives in industry. The executives tended to be aged

between 45-50 and were often the victims of the domination of old men

in business: their modernism, consequently, was all the fiercer for

having a partly personal inspiration. (75) Politically, the Club was

fairly mixed, although more homogeneous than Jean Moulin. If there

were few party members in it (for no more than about 1 ($ joined the PSU),

over the years a high proportion went to the CFDT. The great majority

of the members of the Club were happy to follow the path of moderate,

libertarian Socialism taken by Delors. This left two dissatisfied

extremes: those, usually from a Vie Nouvelle background, who objected

that the Club was too 'political', and the Utopians, or the faithful
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of the ' terre promise' as Delors oallad them. For as long as Delora

personally ran the Club, until 1965, neither of these two categories

had any influence. However, this changed aftor ho left.
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Chapter 14.

The Life of the Club.

... nos objets sont avant tout l'eveil, la formation de
base, le lancement et le soutien de militants dans unje
domaine qui depasse la politique stricte pour s'etendre
au syndicalisms, au sectear social etc et amor- les gens
sur un plan economique et politique comme sui* les autresj
faire tomber le labour qui recouvre la politique en
particulier dans les milieus traditionels Chretiens. (1)

The Club Citoyens 60, although unswervingly secular in most respects,

had a persistent weakness for the figure three which was derived, doubt¬

less, from the Trinity. It had three aims. The first was to continue

and to intensify the political education undertaken in the first instance

by the Vie Nouvelle. This objective was further subdivided into threes

the Club was to be the • ecole, carrefour et laboratoire du citoyen* which

simply meant that it intended to give courses, organise debates and set

up social experimentation groups. Then it was concerned to coax Catholics

out of their ghetto and to bring them to mix politically with non-Catholics:

•II s'agit aussl de sortir les groupes de leur habituel ghetto catholique

et de repliement sur les fraterniWs trop souvent sur-valorisssees.' (2)

The Club always emphasised that its inspiration was in no way religious

and that it was open to all. Also, like Jean Moulin, Citoyens 60 hoped

to influence external circles, such as political parties, unions etc.

About one third of the issues of the review were distributed outside of

the Club. The assumption was that if opinion could be mobilised around

certain themes the process of modernisation would be thereby facilitated.

The Club saw itself as a kind of launching pad for new ideas which, once

in orbit, would bring about a new constellation of political forces.

Apart from the review, Citoyens 60 consisted of ten Clubs and eight

political ' equipes* or teams as they were called, mini-Clubs in effect. (3)

At the time the Club was created, the Vie Nouvelle had over fifty political
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teams, eacii with a membership ranging between five and thirty. These

were not all transformed into Clubs, either because they were too small

to produce serious work or else because some other group, like the Club

Tocqueville in Lyon and the Club Democratie Uouvelle in Marseilles, had

already started up, in which case Vie kouvelle troops would be directed

to join it. Also the decision on whether or not to found a Club would

often depend on the emergence of a dependable local leader, while its

branches were autonomous in principle, Citoyens 60 nevertheless kept

track of their activities so as to safeguard the reputation of the

organisation as a whole. When a Club under the name of Citoyens 60

unexpectedly appeared at Pau, Bergougnoux wrote with some irritation:

,,, un club Citoyens 60 n'est pas n1importe quoi. II est
anime par les gens dont nous devons connaitre a Paris les
noms et les qualites. II doit avoir un programme bien
defini dont nous devons avoir aonnaissance; il doit
regulierement nous tenir au courant de ses activites. (4)

Like both the Jacobin Club and the Club Jean Moulin, Citoyens 60's

organisation was highly informal. Financially, it too was run on a

hand to mouth basis. Its principal source of revenue was subscriptions

and since these were not high, Delors would sometimes be obliged to pay

the Club*s secretary out of his own pocket. (5) In Paris, there were

three Clubs, organised respectively by a school-teacher, an engineer and

a municipal counsellor. Independent of these, there was also a central

secretariat which shared the premises of the Tie Houveile. The secretariat

included an executive committee numbering about a dozen and a variety of

specialised groups - containing about fifty people in all - whose task

was to help prepare the review. Like those of the Jacobin Club and the

Club Jean Moulin, the executive committee of Citoyens 60 was flexible in

membership and tended to meet around meals: its members lunched together

once a week - on this occasion people from outside, often unionists from
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the CFDT, would be invited - and every three weeks they dined together

before settling down to plan the review. Onoe every six months the

directing group would meet with its parent organisation to discuss

progress - or rather to inform on progress because there was no question

of the Vie Nouvelle handing out directives.

The procedures of the Club were a good deal more democratic than

those of the movement; there were no purges. Certainly, Delors was

the undisputed leader but this was beoause, like Hernu, he led in the

direction people wanted to go. Also his technical expertise, pedagogic

gifts and capacity to handle the leaders of the Vie Mouvelle automatically

ensured him a special position. This position was never challenged; at

the same time, the malaise on internal democracy that eventually destroyed

the Club Jean Moulin never developed in Citoyens 60. Partly this was

because .Delors was not an authoritarian or manipulative personality -

if his team had any complaint it was that besides over-working himself

he also drove them too hard. Partly it was because the under-current

of religious fervour in Citoyens 60 fostered a durable atmosphere of co¬

operation and communal effort. On the other hand, beoause each Club

enjoyed a large measure of autonomy, the degree of internal freedom within

them - as opposed to the secretariat - depended to some degree on the

personalities of their leaders. There was never any trouble on this

score. However, given the background training of so many members of

Citoyens 60 in the Vie liouvelle and the high proportion of school-teachers

among them, it would have been surprising if all of the Clubs had been

irreproachably libertarian... (6)

The criteria for the creation of a provincial club were the agreement

of the local branch of the Vie Houvelle and an intellectual output of

high quality. A Club starting up in Caen received strict instructions.

It must have a team of activists made up of members of the Vie Mouvelle
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and people from outside the movement in agreement with the sontents of

the review. Also it should be prepared to undertake three types of

activity! public meetings with the aim of informing local opinion on

the major issues of the day and making the Club known regionally; regular

social, economic and political courses; the organisation of committees

to work on local or regional problems. On the subject of formal pol¬

itical activity the directives were guarded and almost arohs

... en ce qui conoerne les prises de position politique,
c'est au club de decider au plan local, mais en prenant hien
garde que notre vocation premiere est 1'education politique.
Oeci bien entendu ne nous interdit pas les engagements
qu'exige le contexte ou la conjonoture. II est cependant
necessaire que notre action n"apparaisse jamais lies
directement a celle de telle ou telle formation politique. (7)

Citoyens 60 was itself anxious to avoid becoming involved in party-

politics, believing that clubs could have an influence only if they

preserved their independence and acted externally on the political

parties as pressure groups. But the real brake on political activity-

was the Vie Kouvelle - although it was not as successful in this respect

as it would have liked. The movement feared that if the Club became

politically involved its own influence would be lessened and so it used

all its influence to restrict the Club* s activities as far as possible

to political education. Also, as the Vie Uouvelle identified influence

with numbers, it was none too happy when Citoyens 60 left the field

clear for other clubs. On occasion it even reacted shaiq)ly when its

clientele moved in too great numbers to the Clubt at one point it

accused the Club at Dijon of 'stealing' its members. (8) In theory,

the Vie bouvelle gave Citoyens 60 a free hand. In practice, it sometimes

tried to interfere. Criuziat's successor, Labourie, went so far as to

write to Toulouse,where there was some possibility of a Club being

created,to say that the majority of its leaders should be drawn from

the movement. (9) And on another occasion, when Citoyens 60 conceded
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Marseilles to Democratie Nouvelle, local leaders were reminded rather

coldly of how the Vie Eouvelie saw the Club's mission:

Citoyens 60 est un service de la Vie Nouvelle, ce qui
signifie que la Vie Nouvelle considere Citoyens 60 comme
1'instrument privilege de formation politique... II s'agit
pour les militants de la Vie Nouvelle d* accroitre le rayon
d* action du mouvement pour augmenter l'efficaoite de sa
culture personnaliste et communautaire. Par consequent,
le lancement de 1'operation Citoyens 60 entre dans une
strate'gie nationals. (10)

Through conflicts of this order, relations "between the Club and the

movement grew gradually more strained. It was mainly on account of

Delors and the confidence that the leadership of the Vie Nouvelle

placed in him as a former member of the movement that an open breach

was avoided.

If Citoyens 60 declined, politely, to confine itself to political

education, this was nonetheless a principal activity of the Club and

one which it carried out with great vigour and verve. Among the main

characteristics of the members of the Vie Nouvelle were their drive and

will power. And now in Citoyens 60 they settled down to learning about

politics with the same earnest determination they had formerly debated

sex when the topic was still taboo in pblite, middle-class Catholic

circles. Like conscientious visitors to a foreign land, they displayed

great energy and determination in coming to grips with their unfamiliar

environment. In the easy-going Jacobin Club, a general discussion on

the problems, say of Algerian deoolonisation, would rank as political

education. In the Club Citoyens 60 such a discussion would be prefaced

by a detailed social, economic, demographic and political survey of the

country, possibly also by an analysis of the prospects for Socialism in

it, and then followed up by an exceedingly long bibliography with works

expounding different points of view on -fee subject. Moreover, these

bibliographies were actually consulted by members of the Club.
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If leaders and activists made heavy demands of the rank and file,

they also drove themselves very hard. Pew Communist Party militants

were more active than they were. Besides running their Clubs, they

attended an intensive twelve-day course on politics once a year. They

also helped to organise and participated in an annual conference on

some particular theme - those on Socialism and urbanisation were the

most popular, attracting between 1 - 1,500 people. Then, during their

holidays, they would go off quite often on some educational trip, usually

to North Africa (decolonisation) or Brussele (EEC). The members of the

executive committee in Paris led the most strenuous lives of alii many of

them sacrificed at least one week-end in four to give conferences or

courses at the provincial Clubs. (11)

The attendance at provincial Club meetings, when an outsider was

present, would range between one and two hundred if the public were

admitted and between eighty and a hundred and fifty if the session was

a closed one, that is to say if it included only club members and other

activists close to them, CFDT or CNJA militants more often than not. (12)

The themes that roused most interest in the provinces were decolonisation,

economics, Socialism and current home affairs. (13) On the other hand,

any topic might be discussed. The following programme, outlined in the

Cahiers of March 1964, is fairly representatives at Dijon there was a

conference on East-',''est. relations by the diplomatic correspondent of the

I-ionde. a group was working on the town budget and the political cine club

was showing the film, Come Back Africa, on racial segregation* at Le Havre

Jacques Delors was giving a course of six lectures on economics and a

week-end meeting was being organised on the subject of the affluent society*

at Tourooing there was a meeting on regional structures and decentralisation*

at Tours a week-end study group was being held on democracy in industrial

society* at the west Paris Club there was a talk by a CFDT leader on union
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problems, at the east Paris Club the topic of debate was nuclear energy;

in addition, the former was organising a woricing committee on the theme

of European integration. (14)

A more specific example of how the individual branches of Citoyens 60

operated is provided by the Rive G-aaohe Club in Paris in the year 1966-7*

(15) Its general meetings were attended by about 250 people, one third

of whom were not members of the Vie Ilouvelle. At a special course on

politics, laating for six sessions, there were between 24-50 people.

Its working committees came under three headings: economic problems,

social problems and political commitment. The committee on political

commitment, significantly, was subdivided into two work groups, one

analysing the nature of commitment in a party, the other in a union.

In general, Citoyens SO was always stressing that while involvement was

absolutely essential, a parly was only one among several different possible

forms of political expression. 1967 was an election year and the Club

Rive Sauohe organised a number of meetings on the serious issues behind the

elections,'... derrlere les affrontements de3 Partis et les oombinaisons

electorates qui sont le lot de toute election, il y a des internets plus

graves...' And, as ever, it was struggling with the meaning and nature

of political activity. Several meetings were held around the general

theme:

Le mot politique est ambigu; esb-ce jeu ou combine? un
domaine de specialistes a qui il faut s'en remettre? Est-
oe le champ de combat de partis bureaucratiques et scle'roses?

Then a questionnaire was circulated with a long list of questions such as:

do you think apoliticism must gain ground, and if so why?; what does the

word democracy mean to you?; what difficulties does the average honest

citizen encounter in trying to participate in politics - lack of results,

ignorance of the factors involved, difficulty in making tactical choices?
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are you among those people who avoid politics because:

La politique est le seoteur des combines, des tractations,
des oompremissions, dans lequel 1 on se salit toujours les
mains'; si on est honnete, il vaut mieux se tenir a 1*ecart
parse que: ou bien on 8st roule ou bien on est contamine..

The Rive Gauche's constant denial that politics is an unworthy profession

suggests that many people must have thought so. Lastly, it is worth

noting that the Club was still loyal to the doctrine of Personalism: in

1966 it issued a lengthy tract on the subject.

The focal point of all the branches of Citoyens 60 was the monthly

review, the Cahiers d'education politique, economique et sociale.

Although the 0ahier3 only once published an article on a religious theme -

on the encyclical Pacem in Terris (16) - the original spiritual inspiration

of the review was betrayed by its presentation. Interspersed among the

long, often highly technical columns on economic planning, decentralisat¬

ion or European integration were short moralistic quotations, generally

from Mounter or Laoroix but also from others such as Peguy - whose renowned

distinction between mystique and politique came up periodically - Marx

Jaures, Blum or even Camus, and bad drawings of human figures clasping

each other by the shoulder or holding each other by the hand, representat¬

ions of the Club's preoccupation with the notions of fraternity and

community. However, this was the one concession that Citoyens 60 made

to the sentimentalism of the Vie Nouvelle. The articles were of extremely

high standard, for those who contributed to tho review, outside the Club's

own members, were often leading civil servants or unionists, friends of

Delors whom he had drawn into the venture. Indeed, if there is a

criticism to be made of the review, it is that the intellectual level of

many of its articles was too advanced for the average member of the Club.

This criticism was made repeatedly by the Vie Nouvelle and was partly
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justified. Citoyens 60 had originally set itself the goal, disapproved

by the movement, of influencing political elites, as well as furthering the

political education of the members of the fie llouvelle. Shis meant that

it had to cater for people at very different levels of political under¬

standing: there were some who knew nothing whatever about politics,

others who needed support and advice in their own particular sector of

involvement, and, finally, the politically sophisticated circles that

the Hub was hoping to influence. (17) To strike a balance between the

needs and demands of all three groups was difficult. At the beginning,

in particular, there war© t ome excellent introductory courses, for example

on economics, and simple nstractive articles on such subjects as social

security or municipal politics. Also branch Hubs sometimes sent in

contributions of their own on aoae aspect of local politics: fee Hub at

Pau wrote about the municipal budget and the Club at Le Havre on secondary

education in the torn. (10) In 1964 committees were set up to produce

reports on their own regions. (19) It ounnot, therefore, be said that

fee leadership neglected the needs of fee rank and file. At the same

tin®, it is certainly true, as fee Tie . onvelle contended, feat it was

interested principally in communicating wife circles whose thinking was

as advanced ae its own and that at least half and probably nearer two

thirds of the articles in fee review were directed towards this end. In

a sense, this imbalance was inevitable given the composition of fee leading

group. Host had heavy professional commitments and no journalistic

experience; they tended, feerefore, to treat subjects that were familiar

to thorn in the manner of fee civil service reports they were accustomed

to writing. Their articles were clear but far too long, at times somewhat

indigestible in style and generally too demanding in fee background knowledge

they expected from fee reader. /hen fee Vie Nouvelle objected, which It

did periodically, it received the answer feat if it wanted a political
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Club it would have to content itself with what was within the capacity

of those poeple who were prepared to give up their time to it. (20)

Also, as the editors of the Gahiers pointed out, the clientele of the

Club, particularly those who stemmed from the fie liouvelie itself, were

not of the type to De discouraged by difficulties: they were ready to

settle down and work seriously on what they did not understand. (21)

When the movement reproached Citoyens 60 for its too intellectual

orientation, the complaint was generally accompanied by a demand for

more local and community politics - which is why Bosworth1 s accusation

tnat its view of politics was too abstract is somewhat unjust. (22)
From the outset the Via houvelle had been involved in street and looal

action politics - usually by way of the fraternities - and it was

interested to explore the path further. This preoccupation had several

sources. First, Catholics were used to action through the Church and

had a tradition of social woik going back to the nineteenth century.

Their anti-political bias also led them to devote their activities to

social and cultural domains. Finally, there was Personalist doctrine

which underlined the alienations of the modern urban, industrial environ¬

ment and strongly urged that people should tahe up their ' responsibilities'

at whatever level was within their reach, whether at their woik or

within their street. The most urgent problem of modern politics,

according to this critique, was the incapacity of liberal parliamentary

systems to control the increased power of the State and the failure of

the political parties to adapt to the new situation. Hence the importance

for the fie Kouvelle of what it called 'underground democracy* by which it

meant the controlling action of miscellaneous socio-political groups. (23)

The vision that the fie houvelle had in mind was realised in 1965

in Grenoble by a Catholic engineer by the name of Dubedout. Dubedout

began his political career by solving - as a private citizen - a problem
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to do with the oity water-supply. The city had grown at a great pace

since the war and the old water system could no longer cope with the

increased pressure of demand. Prom the nucleus of associations of water

consumers and street action committees, Dubedout formed his Groupe d'Action

i'funicipale (GAM) and went on to win the municipal election of 1965 with an

apolitical list of forces vives. by which were meant non-party activists

who were often involved in a union, association or civic group of some kind.

Citoyens 60 was not less enthusiastic about community politics than

the Vie Nouvelle. One of the first issues of the Oahiers urged members

of the Club to set up urban action committees - comites de guartier -

stressing how private groups could humanise public service. (25) Also it

took part itself in two projected community ventures. In 1963, the Club,
\ fa

together with the CFDT, the CNJA, P0 and the PEN planned form associations

for people travelling on public transport in the Paris region. But unity

proved impossible to achieve, partly on account of the political stresses

created by the Algerian war. (26) Earlier, Citoyens 60 had been involved

in the Groupe de Recherche Ouvrier-Pavsan (GROP), once again with the CFDT

and the CNJA but also with other clubs such as Jean Moulin, Rencontres

and Tocqueville. The aim of the GROP was to build up closer relations

between agricultural and industrial workers1 organisations, but also to

undertake practical work with a view to creating a 'genuine social, economic

and political democracy'. (27) This attempt failed, partly from lack of

unity and partly because the unions involved began to hold back their

support when the GROP became oaught up in manoeuvres to advance Gaston

Defferre as the Left's presidential oandidate. However, the Vie Nouvelle

and Citoyens 60 succeeded in presenting common lists of candidates at the

municipal elections of 1965, and a fairly high percentage of the candidates

were typed as forces vives. (28)

The real difference between the Vie Nouvelle and Citoyens 60 was one
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of emphasis. The former wanted the Club to devote itself exclusively

to community politics, while Citoyens 60 wished to divide its energies

between practical action and the definition of the anarchist vision of

•economic and social democracy1 that such action was presumed to be

leading towards, with emphasis on the intellectual task. For deeply

embedded in the most pragmatic of its members was the notion that

politics is primarily about ideas and that the precondition for its

practice is knowledge - hence the Club's self-appointed i*ole of pro¬

viding 'formation et information1. Whether derived from the nineteenth

century club experience or from anarchist doctrine or from both, this

was the element that crystallised the reformist and innovatory forces

of the 1960's in France into political clubs, while in Britain and

elsewhere similar forces found expression in the less intellectual

domain of community action.
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Qitoreim 60* a Preleat fey a social end Soonoalo Seaooreor.

... au commencement est l'hoatne ©t o*est bien pa le message
profond du personn&liaiae. (1)

II ne faut pa« que 1© progree technique et la public! t® nouo
imposent un r.venir on quelque sort© predetermine. (2)

Th© originality of the political thinking of the non-confomists,

as it has been observed, lay in the cynthesis of anarchist ideas - more

specifically the reudhonlat system of social and economic democracy -

and the realities of modern technological and industrial society. At

the sane time, th© non-eranforraiste were mainly philosophers and intellect¬

uals and the merger they devised left much to be desired from a technical

point of view. It was as if they had constructed a pool which was trail

designed and effectively laid out - but which could not hold water.

Imaginatively they were able to conceive how industrial structures could

be Impressed with libertarian values, but they lacked th© tools and

skills to make their scheme viable.

The practical skills needed to transform social and economic

democracy from a vision into a prefect were eventually furnished In the

years after the war by technicians! economists, engineers, civil servants,

managers.. Yet, closer concern with technique and greater respect for

reality, if very necessary, also led to other drawback®. Absorbed by

their own speciality or else intent on achieving practical results, the

technicians banded to lose sight of th© total vision of a new society

which had fired tlx© non-oonforaiots. !3m Hub Jean .'culln, for example,

was pre-occupied principally with State reform, whilst other clubs and

groups subscribing to the asm libertarian Ideology were interested in

furthering participation within a limited area, such as auniclpal admin¬

istration, more often than not. Only the Hub Jitoyons 60 stood back
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at frequent Intervals to jae&eore its practical rosetmfeeo » in the

fields of planning, decentralisation, income policy, eta. - against

the overall trie* of how a lihertsacdan ir duetrial society might look.

Those in the Hub who- mm tempted to tor®? in eooaooic

or administrative detail mm urged by :^lom to link -their ol©ae»up

analyses with a global vision of society. 8 "11 import© -de eaorifier

si 1© terse, si le horiaon* he would insist. (3) Htoyem? 60, mainly

for this reason, can be considered as being aoat directly is fee lino

of research begun by fee noa»denfOmists of the 193C'e.

'five 1* irr^aliara®*, the lahiers once pronounced. (4) However*

this should b© takes to aytabolise the determination of fee Hub* a lawabes©

sot to be dieoouraged by fee obstacles in the way of their political

ideal rather than ao a tendenay to indulge in Utopianitas. For, the

interest of fee intellectual output of Jitoyens 00 resides above -ill in

the fact feat a group of people wife a high Ivolo of practical competence

mm able to sketch fee contours of .on anarchist industrial society without

either sacrificing their values or - just as vitally - violating reality.

The Hub* s as feed of woric won sot usually to write books, but rather

long articles devoted to a ©ingle subject* fee economic plan, social

policy, urbanise. .ach of fees® articles was like a section of a resale,

painstakingly execrated in itself, but meaningful essentially within a

larger pattern. IShis chapter will not, therefore, attempt to reproduce

fee economic and administrative ninutine of fee Hub's woidc. It will

aim instead to show fee oohoronce of fee Ideas fee Hub put forward. This

ia not to cay feat fee ays tea of social and ocononic demoomoy envisaged

by litoyena 60 was a perfectly ta lored politic.*:! blueprint. So represent

ft as a machine wife every nut, screw and bolt in position would be mat

misleading. true to its -zoudhonist inspiration, fee Hub's system vac

an approach and a faith » based on knowledge and sorality - and not an
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answer. She essence of Ixoudhcnism war, perhaps oaptared by a remark of

Mounter's quoted la tec Jahierm *Je onois a l'utopie, non pas cell© ou

1'on c'evade, male cclie cu l'on se projetto uvea ana volonte"de for'. (5)
At te© mm time, of course, the qahfors were also intended, to inform

olub ambers on the day to day problems of intornal and foreign policy.

Consequently, in narrowing down the area o analysis this chapter glosses

over a good deal of fee Hub* e writings. this my be justified on

several counts. In the first place, on all foreign policy issues - even

on Airepom integration » the Hub was divided. (6) Although Europe was

a topic that recurred persistently in the iohierq. and although the

articles sere quite often sympathetic to the idea of integration, this

was because litoyens 60 believed teat tee ignorance and scepticism

surrounding tee subject should be counteracted rather than because there

was any clear consensus favourable to integration within tee Hub. (7)

Again, a considerable amount was written on tee problems of tee Third

World, but none of It was in any sens© noteworthy. Unlike tea Jacobin

Hub, which defined itself in relation to tee iadioal -'arty by it© stands

on internal and foreign policy issued, Cltoyens 60*s position© on such

natters really contribute very little to one's understanding of what the

Club represented.

However, one theme which crapped up fairly frequently in the lahiers -

and which was partly in contradiction with tee Slub's intellectual system »

should be mentioned briefly. This was the theme of tlx© presidential

regime. ditoyens 60 considered that the election of tee President by

universal suffrage offered a solution to frame's political problems in

that it would force tee political parties to overcome their paralysis and

so contribute to simplifying and stabilising political life. (8) But it

wao in no sons© an enthusiastic advocate of tec project, being mistrustful

bote of mechanistic constitutional davices and tato power. Like Qrdre
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Louveau in tee 1950*s, litoyeisa 60 considered tee vary existence of the

State as a necessary evil; it could not, therefore, tut be reluctant to

reinforce §10 power of the executives

.... la question est alors do oavoir si nous vivicno uno
6poque esses paisiblo pour nous paoaer d'une antorit6
politique forte, Vauteur do <&es lignos no lo pens© pas.
sano ir.6oonnaltrc los risquea il no voit pas qu'il y ait
d* autre solution que do lo cwurlr. (9)

It should he pointed out, finally, teat tee Huh was quite unaware

that tee system it was manipulating was roudhonist. Proudhon was

mentioned in an article on workers* control by Albert Detrm of the

(JFDT, but on tee whole references to him were rare. iioat of the members

of tee Hub, particularly those who had previously been la tee Vie jouvelle

or mm other Jatholio Action group, considered themselves aa Personalists

and automatically linked. . ©roonallsm with tee nana of ibsmonuel hounior.

However, tea forsoaalias of lltoyens 60 wis no longer quite the same thing

ao tee iereonaliam of Kouniort the values were not essentially different,

but tJie tone and emphasis had changed. This is apparent from tee issue

of tee tablers which appeared on aooialist in 1963. Labourie, leader of

the Vie ouvolle at this time, was still referring to •socialisms ooarnn-

autaire*, whilst Aslors and Ma team had switched to democratic socialism.

■Ms term had by now a wide currency in left-wing Jeteolic circles

In fener&l: it was, in fact, on the my to becoming a new orthodoxy.

But in tee case of iitoyens 60 the ua© of tee term testified Mao to tee

influence of Paul Vignaux (i resident of tee SSSS and a professor of

medieval his tog/ at the Sorbonno) and his review ieconstruotlon. Although

a considerable number of the OPTl-DT activists who surrounded Vignaux and

his review subscribed to the doctrine of orsonaliera - moaning, essentially,

the aspiration to personal autonomy (10) - ho was himself no supporter of

Junior. Savin? lived outside France for many years during tee war,

Vigastt* had a mora cosmopolitan view of socialism than had many of his
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compatriots In the 3Ff£M>T union, And deepito tela ohooe association

with Jouhaas, a lifo-long omrcfeist at heart, his own. <sg^athl»» went

with 4be Mropean social democratic partine, and especially with the

British labour Party, Moamtm®tio.n*.a s»f®*ono»s ww act to Peguy

and .outlier, but to Atwurin dovaa, S«H, Jroanmen end the Fabian Tr&cte,

The trend within the review was away from ttuurablaai and sore in the line

of social democracy,

Cpooifioally, democratic socialism as propounded in. the review stood

for tho opposition to the old confusion of religion and politico, support

for the idea of economic planning, the determination to construct a strong,

independent union movement and a general insistence on the need to respect

democratic procedures and accept the rolativioc of politics# (11) These

ideas which entailed a shift of ©aphasia away from tho rather over-moralistic

tone of Jiounier's brand of lersonaliaa had a strong appeal for Dolors and

subsequent to this initial introduction to Versonallsm through the Vie

Douvelle. teoons traction was undoubtedly tee most determinant influence

on hio political development.

There is, however, one further point to be made on democratic ooolaliim.

Despite all attempts to doeh it out in the clothing of social democracy,

democratic socialism stubbornly wore its new garments in the old way,

w"uoh quotations as appeared in ^construction from British ocialiote,

such as Cross!mm for instance, tended generally to be in line with the

traditional pre-oocupatien® of .French libertarian socialism V.prfeo tout,

oe n*ost pas 1® bonhour male 1* aattoisaotaont do la libert© qui est lo but

1© plus sieve du sacialiane..' (12) Ml© Galbraith1s weric was singled

out for attention because it underlined the * essential frivolity1 • to

repeat iffiaonntraction'^ very anarchist tern of phrase - of consumer,

industrial and business society, (13) To redistribute wealth without,

at the same tine, redistributing power and transforming the values of
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society did sot represent m to® review understood it.

la a cease, tlx© conflict within dcsaoerafcio ooeiaiise was betwaea

faith and reason. leases was oa the »Me of a large, united Preach

Labour Party, a numerous, well-^rganlsod union novese&t and a. high level

of productivity leading to greater affluena© for to® wosfcing class. At

the same time, faith in the value of anarchism was not dimmed, nor was

the fear of such ancient demons as author!tardanieia, bureaucracy, matorialiaa

and sooial and personal conforaiom, allayed, Rooststraction. in numerous

passages, revealed its uneasiness about the 'eucoeso* of toe British Labour

Party. The only solution to the contradiction between libertarian ideas

and sooial and political realities seemed to be to relativiso values!

Le socialism© esige l'^ffioaoite ^oonooique, la prevision
rationalle des beooina, la discipline do la production et
de la oonaommation, la mine en place d'une bureauoratie.•••
Mais 11 y a plus} dans la raesura ts&m ou elle reunsit (comme
ee fut le cas en /jrigle terra) tine politique travaillist©
transform© 1© proletariat en une olasae moyenne, pourvue d*un
rolatif bien-etre et sane oesse aenaoee par le oonsarvaiisoe
et 1*inertia (cet •ennui* oooialiste que Berdiaeff eosp&rait
a 1* ennui dee paroisees chratednnes instuiioes dans le
conformioae moral)} et pourtant il faut oonaerver l*£lan pour
aller plus loin duns 1q seas da La reaponoabiliW ©t dea
v&leuro soclulee •• H n*y a pas de syetbmo qui realise la
Justice integrals. (14)

Tojeetain the religious parallel, one might say that democratic socialists
of the school of the Jatholio Left were not unlike the pagans who became

Christiana in early times. Siese would integrate/ of tour*Christianity

loosely into their own traditional beliefs and then revert to the latter,

some times periodically, sometimes totally.

However, this reversion from democratic socialism to anarchism - and

some time a to a very un-Proudhoniot fora of optimistic anarchism - cam©

only later. In the early I960*s, litoyens 60 (and to some extent other

groups of toe 7atoolic Left) was engaged in integrating anarchist values

with technological and Industrial structures on toe one hand, and with
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social democracy on fee other.

schematically, social and economic democracy, in its Proudhonist

form, meant a pluralist society, libertarian - in the sense of enabling

each individual to realise him or herself as far as possible - and anti-

materialist. Order was secured within it by the existence of a minimum

State machine end a broad .'agreement on the ends of the system; liberty

by the limited conflict between mutually dependent participant groups.

The prevailing mode of social regulation was through discussion and

bargaining, backed by education. There was no final end to society,

no perfect state of justice. But progress was ensured by the ethic of

personal and social nonconformity, a continual straining towards moral

and intellectual self-trunsoen&ance, which would lead to an ever greater

degree of justice - that is of morality and consciousness - both within

individuals and within society at large. The line of approach to social

and political change was double: to transform structures, but also values.

Such was the broad schema which inspired Jitoyen 60*8 political

project. Social and economic democracy - to trace it first in outline -

was envisaged in he following manner. Order was secured partly through

a Stat© whose role was to execute as little as possible, but instead to

organise and stimulate social groups, notably by means of an economic plan

and a prices and incomes policy. Order was further reinforced by a

national political consensus - the necessary precondition of both plan

and incomes policy. This consensus, in turn, was obtained by a far-

reaching social policy with the fundamental objectives of bringing about

a radical redistribution of wealth, encouraging the rapid growth of
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eomrrunity services and, finally, of protecting the consumer and bettering

the 'quality of life**

By means of teis public participation in and control of the economy#

the eitisen wao protected in some sftasure from tee encroachments of sees

consumer society and state authoritarianism. Mora positively, his

liberty was safeguarded by active participation at every level and in all

areas of society - street, city, factory, region. Participation, however,

was not regarded as a panacea in itself. The process of 'social dialogue*,

to cite the Hub's watchword, had to be kept well oiled by art exact and

permanently up-dated knowledge of tee social., economic and political

conditions in any given society. 41 so a general acceptance of tee aims

and values of tec community had to be balanced by the opposite pole, a

permanent watchful resistance against tee pressures bearing on the individ¬

ual to become totally integrated into society. The Proudhonist system

was essentially based on balancing contradictions, the central ones being

between the individual and society, liberty and order. (15)

For the Catholic Left, as for socially-minded Catholics more generally,

economic planning was no tiling so simple as a limited regulatory device.

Politically, socially end economically, it was no less than tee way, the

truth and tee light, the way in fact, to moralise the whole domain of

politics at one fell swoops to rationalise choices, control political and

economic power, succour the needy.. As Charlemagne bap tined pag;ats by

driving them en masse through a river, so the Catholic Left, with equal

abandon, seemed some times to believe teat, to be purified, political issues

had only to be channelled wholesale throu^i the planning process. Support
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for fee Plan, it should be stressed,, was an act of faith as much as

and even often before it was a. rational option in Catholic circles*

Prom fee early 1950*s onwards, it was -fee foundation ef feeir socio¬

economic doctrine* Then later, from about 1953 to 1965-66, it became

fee centre-piece of democratic socialism*

Around 1952-3, when Catholics wore beginning to move leftwards,

fe© main topic feat preoccupied fees was decolonisation. But as they

had something of a guilty conscience in the field of politics - born

of long neglect - this was felt to be insufficient* They, therefore,

looked to fee social and economic domain. From fee 1940's, Catholic

socio-economic doctrine had been given to sentimental theorising on fee

Immunisation of relationships in industry, the conciliation of fee

individual and the State, the generalisation of social security, but

without providing any clear indication as to how such transformations

were to be achieved in practice. In addition, the M3F» s reforming seal

soon petered out in this domain. And Kendeo-France, who might have acted

as a guide to young Catholics in their economic wilderness, was too much

taken up with fee problem of ending fee Indochinese war to be able to

direct the economy at the same tic®.

In fee circumstances, fee Plan was not just an answer, it was the

only answer. As Bauahet has observed, planning was successful essentially

because it filled an ideological vacuum. (16) R&feer like Pascal's God

who had to exist because man strives towards the Good, fee Plan had to

provide the solution to a more just and humane industrial society because

left-wing Catholics demanded a solution. For them, capitalism without

the Plan - like the world without God for Pascal - was quite simply absurd.

Without fee saving grace of values, materialism (wife which capitalism

was identified) was meaningless.

However, before going on to discuss fee values feat led Catholics of
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fee Left in general, and Jiteysas 60 in. particular, to support planning,

it is necessary to trace fee line of influence feat cms from tho Planning

domnissariat itself. The first few French Plans had evolved pragmatic¬

ally and this evolution had a decisive impact on how /'itoyena 60 - which

was closely linked to planning circles fesough Dolors - shaped its own

social and economic policy. In this domain, as in others, fee Hub was

constantly engaged in balancing theory and principles with practice.

There had been two main developments in French planning after fee

wars one was the democratisation of planning procedures, fee other was

fee broadening of fee scope of social concern. The Hubs Jean Houlin

and Citoyens 60 were interested in both developments, but fee intellectual

contribution of Jean Moulin tended to be in the first domain and that of

Citoyens 60 in fee second.

In fee immediate post-war period, Plans paid more attention to

economic requirements than to social needs. They exceeded overall

targets as a whole, but obtained only poor results as regards fee fundament¬

al equilibrium of the economy. Planners soon found themselves faced

wife a shortage of manpower and fee growth of inflation. Consequently,

they increasingly came to see social policy not simply as a corrective

for economic trends, but as being closely bound up with economic develop¬

ment. Also they seriously began to consider the necessity of making

conscious choices with respect to the * problems of civilisation* posed

by economic and social development. The IVfe Flan was a watershed in

this respect. Pierre Masse has described it as introducing the notion

of quality alongside that of quantity!

II repose sur *une idee mo ins partielle de l*homme' que
celle d'un simple oonsommateur de biena et services
indivlduels, et donne en consequence a 1*amelioration de
1*environment une valeur comparable h celle du development
du niveau de vie. (1?)
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fheoe new #Oalbraithis»* considftrat&Mis - *sfeJU4at in tmt, arose quite

independently of S&lbroltbJs ideas - allowed p&lia investment to ^row

twice as rapidly as production under toe I?to . lmu Conjactsity wervieae

were aocorded priority and new program®*; of cultural and urban invest¬

ment oade their way into it. ,".laa> such problem an the aoderaication

of the structures of production and too orderly development of price©

fmd Incomes now began to raeaiw a good deal of attention, (18)

?ho interest for an Inconeo policy and ooncexn for the quality of

life were stimulated In the first instance by the evolution of toe Plan

itooIf, For it oocned apparent to toe planners that disorderly growth

wso both socially fmd economically oountor-productive, (19) But thinking

on these Issues was also developed find deepened because of the existence

of certain men, ierro lasso, too was -Jonsinaar of the Plan at this time,

Jean Ripert, his second-in-co.s and, and Jacques Dolors too was head of

the Social Affairs section. As Catholics of toe Left, the last two

were naturally predisposed to bo dirfglcte to a degree and Gdbraithian,

not because of the influence of toe American, but on account of their own

system of values. (20)

Sven within the HHP, but more particularly on toe Catholic heft, the

values of capitalism and individualism wore either implicitly and just as
rlj.£~

ofton explicitly, condemned. This waspess for directly political reasons,
it should be said,than on moral and religious grounds. Jitoyons 60,

although never as imooaproaislngly critical of capitalism as toe norv

conformist groups of tho 1930* o, could still bo very revere in its judgments

on it. This was ultimately beams© its own vision of a society in which

each individual would be able to express his or her own creativity and

consciously control thoir fate was incompatible with the capitalist system.

Capitalism, in toe first place, was soon to represent toe rule of materialism »

'IdAsm passe dans lea choses1 (21) - toil® what too Hub demanded was, in
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the language of the 1950's, the primacy of spiritual values. Then again

it me harmful to self-realisation since it meant the separation of

capital and labour or man from his wrk, and to human relations since

individualism bred selfishness at the expense of social solidarity, (22)

Politically, capitalism was deceitful since it enabled economic elites -

•centres privbs irreapoaaables*(23) - to pull the strings of power and

direct the destiny of the community uncontrolled, behind the facade of

parliamentary democracy, (24) Socially capitalism was unjust, since it

created eapoveriahed minorities within a framework of general affluence

and led to great inequalities both between groups and between regions.

rem a purely rational point of view it was to be condemned as • anarchic'

and wasteful. Finally, through the comforts it had undoubtedly con¬

tributed to society and the means of social pressure, such as publicity,

it did not hesitate to employ the capitalist system held that greatest

of all dangers* the danger of social and moral confcraiaa,

L'aocroissement de la securite posers 6galement en tenses
nouveaux^ 1© problem© d© la iiborte' de 1'individu dans la
assure ou I'hosaae a bego in d'une certain dose de risque. (25)

Moreover, to consider && Scpmpeter did, that neo-aapitalis® was
gradually evolving into socialism was, in the view of the dlub, quite

erroneous. Socialisation was one thing, socialism quite another? and

the latter could only be willed and worked for, (26) But the transition

from capitalism to socialism must not entail the abandonment of democratic

values. It was in this sense that planning was an invaluable source of

inspiration not just to litoyens 60 but to democratic socialism generally,

for it seemed to b® a means of modifying Capitalist values without

compromising democratic principles* *on sort du capitalism© sans abandonnor

la d^mocrati©.1 (27)

A central argument advanced in support of economic planning, and

not just in the circles of the latholic Left, was that it was a means
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of rationalising the economy, reducing waste and creating conditions

of greater and more harmonious growth! 'La planification procede done

directement d'une exigence de 1*esprit humain - des exigences de la

raison. Kile est avant tout le propre de 1*individu 'conscient et

organiso*.'(iS) In addition, for Citoyens 60 in particular, planning

was also & way of bringing about greater social justice in that it

allowed needs to be detected which were not catered for by the market,

it facilitated the redistribution of wealth in so far ae it also pro¬

moted growth and it offset * selfish individualism* through a new ethic

of social solidarity created by greater social equality, a concern

for community facilities and the quality of life:

La reduction des inegalites de revenues, la socialisation
d'une participation de oeux-ci, le developpement des
^quipenents collectifsj autsnt d'objectifs qui donneraient
h notre sooiete un autre visage et une autre valeur que ceux
de la societe de aonsommation. Mais pour realiser un pareil
dessein, Is plan deraocratique, qui repugns par nature a une
oontrainte dont 1'efficacite'' est d'ailleurs douteuse, exige
une prise de c nscience de chacun des partenaires sociaux. (29)

The positive participation of social groups in the economic process

necessary to the French sty:e of non-rigid economic planning emitted

economic power to be brought under political contro1. lso planning

countered the tendency of modern mass consumer society to impose a

style of thought and life from above in that it provided an instrument

for taking society in hand and consciously shaping it into a 'civilisat¬

ion de travail'• The cause for a freer, more humane and less material¬

istic society was not yet lost. 'alions, le neo-capitalisme, la

publicite et le conforaisme ne nous ont pas encore emasculel' (30 )

Then, the style of the Plan, pragmatic and concrete, was in line with

the Club's own line of approach. (31)

In Citoyans 60, as in the planning circles with which it overlapped,

an incomes policy was seen as a means of reinforcing both the rational
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and the moral aspects of the Plaiu it was irvliapflaasable aid to ron-

infl&tdenary expansion and the 31uh doubted whether the lees favoured

sectors of the community could bo helped and protected witeoui it. (32)

Greater and better organised, growth, it iota calculated, wm>ld create

a bigger cake which would stake it cuc.ier t» distribute wealth (people

would be readier to see their income increase less rapidly than to

accept an actual decrease in their standard of living) and this equal¬

isation of living standards in turn would make sin incomes policy more

acceptable to tee unions. (33)

fitoyens 60 was not prepared to see an incomes policy forced on the

unions - nor was it under the illusion that they could be forced to

accept onei

Cast tout d'abord 1*aptitude dea representanta du patronatO
©t de 1*administration au dialogue social qui devrait .. etre
la pierre d'eehoppemsnt de l'econociie aoncertoo... (34)

Economic democracy, which involved both planning and wage regulation,

was only attainable, in the view of tee Hub, if a broad consensus both

on the end and means of society - a •preset collectif' - were to be

mobilised and the opportunity provided for discussion, bargaining and

limited opposition within this broad consensus.

The objective of economic democracy was a more egalitarian society

brought about by protecting the victims of anarchic growth and re¬

distributing the fruits of present growth, by allocating resources

increasingly to community services,by controlling publicity, protecting

consumers and generally bettering tee quality of life rather than just

increasing affluence. This was tee core of the argument advanced in

tee book: Pour une democratic economioue. (it also included a plea

to widen tee scope of the Plan and to strengthen procedures for inter¬

vention in the private sector which were currently insufficient and

badly used - but this was the woric of Gllmo and iipert of the CJlub Jean
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Moulin.) There was, however, a fundamental divergeneo of views on

the projects for the redistribution of income ae advanced by Piem

Lavau of Sitoyena 6c and claon ora of the Club Jean Kou.3 in? the former

demanded sweeping egalitarian measures which should bo imposed if need

be, while the latter advocated only a minimal refcas. Eventually

both views were included in the book. Jacques belore, who was on the

way to becoming a leading French expert in this domain, did not support

Mora but he folt that Lavau•e ideas were Utopian and would not be

accoptable to the public. On the whole, however, the articles in the

Jahlers on an incomes policy were fairly radical in approach, demanding

more government control of investments and self-financing, the strict

curbing of housing speculation, the fiscal publishment of firms refusing

to obey the general lines laid down (25),the reduction of very large

incomes and publicity on profit® so ao to create a mood of public con¬

fidence (36), the protection of workers against unemployment by large-

scale re-training schemes. (37) For all its non-conformist doctrine

on taking risks, Jitoyens 60 never saw any justification for exposing

people to the involuntary insecurity imposed on them by anarchic trends

esff the economy. (3B)

If the end of economic democracy was a social consensus, the means

was participation. For the unions this meant involvement at a national

level through the Plan and at an intermediary level through the firm.

At the level of the Plan they would have a voice in major budgetary

options, particularly in the domain of social development which most

concerned them. Social development was difficult to define, run,ring

from the growth of average consumption, the satisfaction of vital needs

to greater equality of revenue and to satisfactory human relations.

Since it was obviously not possible to realise all of these objectives

at once, choices would have to be made - ae betweon a strong rate of
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growth and shorter working hours, as between tho length of daily woxte

and yearly holidays, as between resources allocated to too economically

underprivileged, to collective a*rvicce and to backward regions# She

balance between toe logic of the market and too 'vouioir collect!*?' on

toe kind of civilisation desired was a difficult one to achieve, but

without toe active participation of toe unions it was altogether un-

woricable. (39)

Oitoyene 60*s general lino of argument was that wages regulation

in some form was bound to become a major political issue and that the

unions would be better employed to develop a strategy of participation

in society rather than to continue in their present line of conduct; at

a theoretical level their attitude was almost systematically negative,

while, in practice, they wore frequently forced to back down before

governments and employers. (40) At toe same time, the Club stressed

that too unions would appear to be dupes unless compensated for their

participation. The government first, must treat them as equal partners,

guarantee them access to economic information and generally commit itself

to 'open* dealings with toerss *L*essential est, en definitive, d® passer

de consultations plus ou modus confid/entielies, a des discussions 'an

grand Jour* a partir dosquelies sorait anoncee une pedagogie de la

democratie'. (41) As ever the cohesive element in Citoyens 6o's con¬

tractual policy was open discussion and education. As for employers,

they must recognise toe unions and grunt them full rights within industrial

firms. Finally, unions must retain their right to strike and to combine

participation with resistance against toe regime generally as against employers

otherwise they would simply find themselves confronted with break-away

opposition groups. (42) Here again Oitoyens 60 found itself trying to
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balance contradictions; in this case as between participation and

opposition.

Social and economic democracy, generally, involved striking a

balance between order and liberty. Order was secured by means of a non-

authoritarian State machine and a social consensus, liberty through

participation at every level of society and not just within the political

parties. 'Real' democracy as opposed to 'mere' political democracy

had to be: 'a la portee de la main.' (43) Specifically, this entailed

public participation at every stage of urban planning and administration,

and at a professional and regional level. Partly, participation was

justified on rational grounds. Democracy was no longer functioning as

it should in modern industrial society which had become too complicated

and too far removed from the ordinary citizen; large-scale popular

involvement, in these circumstances, was a means of righting the balance.

(44) But at the same time, participation was also intimately linked to

the Club's ideal of self-realisation:

La participation a la decision est un facteur necessaire a
l'accompl&ement de la personne, besoin essential de I'homme.
II doit done £tre satisfait bien qu'il ne decoule pas
d'exigences econocliques et bien que la vie industrielle ne
postule pas qu'un pouvoir de decision soit donna' au plus
grand nombre.. (45)

It must be said, however, that Citoyens 60's proposals in this domain

were less precise or far-reaching than on social affairs. There were

two main reasons for this. In the first place, many of the administrators

and unionists who contributed to the lahiers were professionally involved
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in shaping social and planning policy. The other reason had to do with

the Club's general political approach which tended to be the cautious

and pragmatic one of taking a few steps and then waiting to see what

would happen. Unlike the Club Jean Moulin, it had only a limited respect

for the powers of reason and because of this would never have embarked

on so ambitious a project as Les Cito^ens au Pouvoir. Although it strongly

favoured decentralisation, Citoyens 60's approach wan to begin the process

on a very modest scale and then let is find its own level; only time and

experience would reveal what types of decision should be taken by whom

and where. (46) On the theme of professional decentralisation - by

which it meant exclusively XTOikers participation or control - the Club

was again cautious, generally taking the line that industrial power should

be conquered gradually by specific, limited agreements. (47) On urban¬

isation it was more abandoned. A whole issue of the Qahiers devoted to

the subject developed the theme that voting at municipal elections was

largely insufficient, that democratic control could only be created by

general public awareness of and knowledge about urban problems, pollution,

housing etc.; by grass-roots participation at street and ward level; and,

finally, by the use of the media and even modern audio-visual methods. (48)

No detailed criticism of the Club Citoyens 60*s work will be under¬

taken in this chapter since the issues it tackled are both topical and

highly controversial; and, besides, the Club never made any claims for

its researches but, on the contrary, always stressed that it had no

answers, only an approach and some basic working principles.

However, it is perhaps worth drawing attention to one notable feature
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of the Club's system of values: that it was fundamentally and profoundly

hostile to both capitalism and modern mass consumer society. When

one remembers that the middle-olass members of the Vie Nouvelle and

the Club Citoyens 60 were the parents of the generation of students

of the late 1960's, the slogans of May 1968 are not so hard to undeiv

stand.
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Chapter 16

The Forces Vives.

La France est dans une periode de transition. Mais
de transition vers quoi? (1)

The common usage of the term forces vives. meaning broadly grass¬

roots democratic groups, in French political circles began during the

early 1960's, concurrently with the appearance of the political club

movement. (2) More specifically, it covered activists whose political

training had been provided by a non-party group - quite often by a union,

or else by some social cultural or educational association - and whose

involvement in community affairs often continued to be outside the

political parties. Admittedly, this definition is general to the point

of being meaningless. But then even the academic journal, the Revue

Francaise de Science Politique, which took the subject of the forces■

I ^ mmmammmm i n " ' J ' "

vives seriously enough to start a regular commentary on it from 19&3 did

not attempt to go into detail, The notion, as the Revue was forced to

admit, was exceedingly shadowy. (3)

The analysis of the Club Jean Moulin, (which took great interest

in the forces vives) was scarcely more enlightening. Its own attempts

at definition generally tailed off into such helpless generalities as:

II est inutile de tenter de donner une definition claire.
lis existent au dedans et au dehors des partis, plus
souvent en dehors qu'au dedans, (k)

Significantly enough, the words that cropped up constantly in the Club's

preoccupation with the problem were 'obscurely' and 'confusedly':

Obscurement ils nous creditent d'une capacite de synthese... (5) Georges

Suffert was often heard to observe wisely : Confusement, ca bouge. (6)
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The forces vives were politically elusive, "but they could be tracked down

to their sociological lairs. According to the Club, they were 'dispersed*

in youth movements, trade unions, regional and professional organisations,

educational associations and 'various centres' - including, of course,

in clubs. (7) They were relatively numerous, very interested in modern

problems, but more accustomed on the whole to dealing with local and

economic matters than national issues such as foreign policy for example.

Politically, they were fairly incoherent, saving neither a coiunon leader,

slogan, programme nor ideology. At the same time, one was bound to be

struck:

...par la convergence des preoccupations, la similitude
des reactions. Une sensibilite commune s'est de'velopee-
qui peut porter des fruits & relativement court terme. (8)

This common sensibility consisted broadly of an interest in practical

problems and technique, a general concern for modernisation in all its

aspects and a strong distaste for the revolutionary language and

ideological bickering of the traditional parties of the Left. This new

generation - for another important characteristic was their youth - were

deeply committed to and inseparable from the new industrial structures

that France had recently given itself. Their political effect would

begin to become apparent in around ten years time. (9)

If this kind of analysis had been current only in the clubs themselves,

one might be inclined to treat the forces vives as one more example of

the intellectual Left's habit of wishful thinking. In fact, even such

seasoned politicians of the 3FI0 as &eorges Brutelle and Gaston Defferre

believed in their existence. Brutelle, who at this time was leading a

movement to reform the Socialist Party from within, even counted on the

forces vives. in particular on the union wing of the movement, to bring

his own efforts to a successful conclusion. Again, he seems not to have
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identified them concretely, but rather to have sensed "them. In his view,

they were Catholics in the main and of the generation of the Liberation.(lO)

As for Gaston Defferre, it was partly the assurance of the Club Jean

Moulin and of Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber that the forces vives could

be brought in to support his campaign that led him to accept to stand

as presidential candidate. (ll)

The one vital element missing in Jean Moulin*s long characterisation

of the forces vives was that the majority of them were Catholics.

Catholic Action groups both fed the movement with members and were to a

large extent the source of its style and vocabulary. (12) Although

everyone involved was perfectly well aware of the fact, it was rarely

explicitely stated, at least not openly in the press or (■ ven in academic

reviews. But in private letter to Mendes-france, liernu wrote:

La plupart dea animateurs de ces forces vives
appartiennent a l'origine a des mouvements^ d'action

)< catholique... .leur politic-phobie est demyisur^e.. (13)
The reason for this rather strange silence was that no one wished to

rescuscitate old religious quarrels. Also left-wing Catholics, who were

still regarded with some suspicion by the parties of the traditional Left,

were anxious not to draw attention to themselves.

The aim of this chapter is not to explore the full significance of

the term forces vives or to measure the idea against reality. It is

first to outline how the forces vives became involved in the political

action that eventually broke the impetus of the first wave of clubs*

V notable) Jean Moulin itself and also Citoyens 60. (lit-) Second, it is to

draw some tentative conclusions - on the basis both of the three particular

clubs that have been examined in detail and the general movement of the
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forces vives - on how political parties are perceived in France.

During the first years of the Fifth Republic, a number of political

clubs, apart from those already mentioned, came into existence. But

until the end of the Algerian war was in sight they remained separate

and isolated from each other, centred sometimes on a region, occasionally

on a profession, immersed in their own work and preoccupied by the war.

Then as French internal problems could again be given priority, they

began to contact each other. In 19&2 Jean Moulin arranged to meet the

Clubs Tocqueville in Lyon and Democratic Nouvelle in Marseilles just as

the latter was itself taking steps to meet other clubs. They agreed to

collaborate and Jean Moulin took the initiative to send out a questionnaire

on the subject of how democracy functioned in France. (15)

Few answers were received and even these were slow in coming, so

that it was not until the beginning of the following year that another

effort was made to launch inter-club co-operation. By this time the

aims of the movement had changed, at least for Georges Suffert, Jean

Moulin*s ebullient and enterprising Secretary-General. Following a

dinner in February 1963 with Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber, he now saw

the clubs as the take-off base that would launch the presidential candidacy

of Gaston Defferre. Servan-Schreiber, who had conceived of the idea of

backing Defferre, the mayor of Marseilles and a personal friend, in the

first place, sought out Suffert mainly for tv/o reasons. One was Suffert's

position in the Club Jean Moulin, which by this time had acquired considerable

fame. The other was his contacts in Catholic circles. Suffert was
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friendly with a number of people whom Servan-Schreiber himself would
/>

like to have known, people like Jose Bidegain, for instance, a leader of

the young Catholic employers organisation. Like Brutelle, Schreiber

had come to the conclusion tint there were a whole host of young and dynamic

activists, most of whom were Catholics, not being used on the Left. As

for Suffert himself, he had no use for Christian Democracy - while working

on Temoignage Chretien he had consistently attacked the MRP. His

ambition was instead to inject 'old* Social Democracy with new blood by

means of Catholic groups. The deal between the two men was thus not

hard to clinch and the next day Suffert joined Servan-Schreiber's review,

l'Sxpress. (16)

Suffert did not reveal this meeting or its consequences to the Club

in general, but only to a small inner circle of friends within the

executive committee: Crozier, 'Chevrillon, Nora... On any level, this was

an unforgivable breach of confidence and quite indisputably the central

element in the decline of the Club. But at the time Suffert felt that

his action was justified on two counts. There was the fact that the

civil servants - or at least some of them - enjoyed the feeling of being

directly involved in a great political enterprise, while not actually

wishing to know its exact nature in case they might be led to disapprove.

Also Defferre's candidature accorded with the intellectual analysis that

the Club had made of the possibilities of a presidential election in

Prance during its annual meeting at Royaumont at the end of 1962. This

analysis appeared in an article written by Suffert in a December issue

of the Observateur as a postscript to the crushing electoral defeat of the

Left in November. It was also one of the reasons that led Servan-Schreiber

to contact Suffert.

The left-wing parties, wrote Suffert, had probably deserved their
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defeat for having been so naive as to think they could shake off de Gaulle

easily now that the war was over. Besides, their narrow dogmatism,

artificial alliances and divisions could scarcely be expected to earn

them the confidence of the public. At the same time, there were grounds

for measured optimism. Continued economic expansion had increased the

floating vote to around the level of four to five million. Also the

elections had shown that the voting discipline of the Communists and

Socialists was good. But of central importance was the fact that the

presidential elections that would take place in France for the first time

at some point in the near future could be used as a lever by the non-

Communist Left to raise itself to compete on equal terms with the

Gaullists. If the non-Communist Left succeeded in capturing more tlan

2j/c of the vote in the first round - a perfectly realisable figure - then

the Communist vote wrould probably follow on the second round. One problem

was to find the right candidate - young, attractive on television and

appealing to Catholic voters - to complete this tour de force.

The other problem lay with the parties themselves. If each party

presented its own candidate, then the very large potential for change

inherent in the presidential election would be wasted. On the other

hand if the parties met together and tried to come to some agreement on

a single candidate the possibility of failure would be very great. While

the bargaining and haggling that would inevitably accompany any such

agreement would remind people only too vividly of the methods of the Fourth

Republic. As for the possibility of the parties uniting and forming

one single group, that could be excluded a priori. All things considered,

it was dangerous to leave the parties to their own devices.

Lome of the arguments of this analysis were extremely debatable -

notably the assumption that the Communists would support a left-wing
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candidate who would not even deign to bargain with them on the second

round. Suffert and his friends, however, suffered no qualms and went

ahead with their plans to out-manoeuvre and by-pass the political parties.

Their chosen instrument was the Front d'Organisations Civiques (FOC) as

Suffert rather grandly christened the proposed amalgam of clubs. The

climate of change - 'dynamique de changement' to use Crozier's own

expression - created by the presidential election, it was calculated,

would draw the forces vives into the political arena and the role of the

FOC was to mass them behind Defferre. The premise which underlay this

plan, namely that the Club Jean Moulin could succeed where the political

parties would be bound to fail, was altogether characteristic of the

thinking of the period and was based on an implicit manichean distinction

between the purity of the forces vives and the clubs on the one hand

and the degeneracy of the political parties on the other.

The FOC got off to a very inauspicious start. For there were not,

as Cayrol has maintained, one hundred answers to the questionnaire sent

out by Jean Moulin, but only fifteen. (17) Most of these did not even

come from clubs but instead from such shadowy groups as Le Mouvement

francais pour I'Abondance or isolated individuals like a certain Henri

Muller from Grenoble. Also the Clubs Tocqueville and Democratie Mouvelle

baulked the very first time that Defferre's name was slipped into a

conversation. Tocqueville which, like Citoyens 60 was strongly Catholic,

specialised in political courses, notably on municipal administration.

In principle, the Club favoured the idea of presidential elections but

had no wish to become directly involved in the campaign of ar\y one

candidate. Democratie Nouvelle was even less politically inclined than

Tocqueville and, besides, included a contingent of Gaullist sympathisers.

Their reaction should have been a warning to Suffert, for the other clubs
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were cut of much the same cloth. Positions was openly Personalist.

The Association de Jeunes Cadres was made up mainly of former Members

of the JEC. (18) and around half of the troops of A.D.E.L.S. came from

Catholic Action groups. (19) Technique et Democratic was more Saint-

Simonist in character and as such believed that political problems could

be solved rationally by study and research. Apres-Demain was similar

to the Jacobin Club. The members of tnese clubs were politically

extremely heterogeneous: either they were not quite ready to take on

a firm political commitment, or else they were not Socialist^ or if

they were Socialists they might be members of the PSU or simply not care

to support Defferre. At any event, the leaders made no attempt to hide

their unwillingness to let the clubs be thrown into the political fray.

Members could make up their own minds on an individual basis whether or

not to support Defferre, as they observed quite reasonably, but the clubs

themselves should stand aside. Suffert, who was an incorrigible optimist,

still hoped that he could bluff and muddle his way through. Undaunted

by the opposition on all sides, he conceived of the plan to create an

'assises' of democracy (Assises de la Democratic), which would terminate

with the triumphal announcement of the clubs'support for the presidential

candidacy of Gaston Defferre. (20)

The preparatory meetings of the Assises.due the following year, took

place in the spring of 1963* Almost immediately tension grew up between

Suffert and the Jacobin Club. Suffert was determined to have the

Jacobins excluded from the A.ssises and succeeded in doing so. It must

be said that his manner, intellectually condescending and autocratic,

was representative of Jean Moulin at its worst. For one thing he asked

the club to produce its'studies'- when it was common knowledge that the
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Jacobin Club was not particularly strong on studies (at this insolent

request Hernu flew into a rage and threatened to produce all the works

the Freemasons had ever undertaken I (21) ) Suffert also branded Hernu

as being too much of a 'political' personality whose presence would

upset and contaminate the proceedings - there was much virulent anti-

party talk during these preparatory meetings so it was easy to play on

tiiis theme. (22) In fact, the real reason for the exclusion of the

Jacobin Club was its connection with Francois Mitterrand.

It has already been explained how Hernu, after his exit from the
is

PSU party, came to join forces with Mitterrand and his League pour le

Combat Republicain. At this point, in 1962, Ilernu had been won over

to the idea of presidential elections. Mitterrand himself remained

sceptical for some time, then gradually began to change his mind. (23)

And in the spring of 1963, at about the same time as the Defferre campaign

was being planned, the Centre d1Action Institutionelle was created by

the fViends of Mitterrand and Hernu as a tentative first step towards

launching the latter as presidential candidate. It is not, therefore,

surprising that Cuffert should have wanted to keep Hernu at a distance.

h'ernu, however, was furious at the rebuff. And on the premise

that anything Catholics could do Jacobins could do better, he now set

about founding clubs with a vengeance. To the Master of the Grand Orient

of France he wrote in Airil 19^3J

En fonction des Assises de la Democratic.. le Comite
Directeur du Club des Jacobins, contrairement ce
qu'il a fait jusqu'a maintenant, a 1'intention de
donner feu vert a ses amis en province .... Ces clubs
pourront etre soit des filiales du Club des Jacobins,
soit des cercles Jean Jaur&s, Leon Blum etc
i otre Comite' Directeur est persuade que le Grand
Orient de France, dans la mesure ou il pourrait
exterioriser, sous une forme a laquelle nous avons
reflechi - et sans bien sur que notre club apparaisse
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a un titre quelconque - un certain nombre d'activites
sous formes de cercles, clubs etc... pourrait jouer
un role tres important.... (24)

The majority of the clubs in what came to be known as the Convention

des Institutions Republicainsj the organisation which emerged from

the meeting the Jacobins and Mitterrand's Ligue, arranged to rival the

Assises in 1964, were no more than an elaborate form of bluff. (25)

But within the bluff there was also a hard core of reality. This

consisted of around 30-40 provincial groups, amounting to one thousand

people in all, most of whom were former Mendesists anchor Freemasons.

(26) Such, together with the large contingent of school-teachers that

appeared later after Mitterrand challenged de Gaulle at the presidential

election of 1965* was the sociological basis of the Convention. (27)

But in 1963 Mitterrand's initial bid to set himself up as

presidential candidate failed. A projected series of dinners - to

have culminated in a huge banquet in Paris with Mitterrand 'emerging'

as candidate - had to be called off after the first one at St Honore

des Bains. For in September the Express began the Monsieur X campaign,

a series of articles on a mysterious, supposedly unknown candidate who,

to no one's surprise, turned out by December to be Gaston Defferre.

Quite apart from its own commitment to Mitterrand, the Jacobin Club had

misgivings on both the personality and the politics of Defferre. As

mayor of Marseilles he was known to be a remarkable administrator. But

as a man he was considered by the Jacobins to be rather authoritarian

as well as lacking in flexibility and warmth. Also the Club feared -

with reason as it turned out - that Defferre was likely to be harsh and

unbending in his attitude towards the Communists. But as it was vital

for the left to present a single candidate, the Jacobins formally gave

him their s upport in February 1964 (28) Ilernu wrote to Mendes :
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L'avantage que je vois a la candidature Defferre c'est
qu'elle peut permettre d' eclipser Cuy Mollet, de
modifier les structures du parti socialiste, de
permettre la creation d'un grand parti, style
travailliste, de simplifier la vie politique frangaise.(29)

However, Mitterrand and ilernu did not dismantle their own campaign

organisation. On the contrary, they went on creating more clubs. (30)

In case the Defferre candidacy should flounder it was as well to be in a

position to fill the gap v ^
In fact, Defferre withdrew in June 1965, at which point Mitterrand

replaced him. (31) But his forces vives support, in as much as it had

ever existed, had disintegrated long before. In February 1964 the CFDT

voted against supporting Defferre's candidacy. For all the frenzied

efforts of Suffert and his friends in Jean Moulin, the juciest plum of

the forces vives proved impossible to pluck. This should have been

apparent - and was in fact pointed out to them *j£by Conin, the unofficial
(32)

CFDT representative j'frorn the start. Moreover, the attempt made in the

previous year to attach left-wing and centre-left Catholics to Defferre's

campaign by means of a political programme had failed. (33) The

Manifesto that appeared in he Monde in December wa3 no more than a high-

sounding statement of principle with no real content (3h)j it was signed

by just a handful of clubs and by the CFDT only indirectly through the

CROP. The extreme reticence displayed at this point both by the clubs

and the union was ominous, but Suffert insisted on being optimistic. In

December, when he informed all the Club members of Jean Moulin's role in

launching Defferre'3 candidacy, he was still promising that CFDT support

could be obtained. (35) But, of course, it was not obtained. Nor did

the Assises in April 1964 back Defferre.

Still, the damage had been done in the sense that Suffert and his

friends had forced the members of the clubs to take a position on whether
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the clubs themselves should become directly involved in partisan political

activity. The anger and resentment and divisions this created - for the

political opinions of the members of the clubs were vei*y varied -

eventually breaking the impetus of the club movement. Jean Moulin

itself joined the Federation de la G-auche Democrate et Cocialiste (FG-DS)

in 1966 and limped on until 1970, but in reality it had been destroyed

as soon as 1964-5 by "^e r°ws as to whether or not it should openly commit

itself to one candidate. Citoyens 60 had only two unofficial

representatives at the party headquarters of the FG-DS, but it too was

fatally affected by the arguments for and against active club support of

any one party and disappeared in 1968. As for the Jacobin Club, it

became a constituent part of the FGDS through the Convention des

Institutions Republicainef- without, however, renouncing its own separate

identityJ '^73.

If the farces vives - and of course the clubs which were a part of

them - carried one clear message, it was that politics and political

parties were scarcely if at all more respectable in some circles, notably

Catholic ones, than they had ever been. It is true that clubmen, on the

whole, spoke of politics in a much more moderate manner than had the non¬

conformists of the 1930's; but they were also capable of dropping a

sudden remark which showed that attitudes had not fundamentally changed.
'
.... l'on a parle' d'exorcer le demon de la politique' observed Cluzel,

leader of the Club Positions, in his speech on the objectives of the

Assises. (36) Moreover a long stucjy made by Saprit in 1962 of the

political attitudes of the forces vive3 is immensely revealing in this
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respect. (37) In it examples abound of the out-of-hand rejection and

total condemnation of political parties:

Dans leur forme actuelle et leur fapon de travailler,
nous n'attendons rien ni des partis ni de la politique

Je refuse a priori tout lien avec le3 hommes et les
partis politiques ... leur influence ne peut £tre
que vicieuse.

J*attends pa3 grand-chose de la politique des partis;
.. je pense qu'ils sont trop engages dans des voies
qui n'ont bien souvent rien a voir avec le rSle qu'ils
ont a jouer, le role de service enver3 leurs electeurs,
envers la nation entiere. Je crois et ne suis pas le
seul, qu'ils sont bien plus souc-ieux de leur carriere
que de nous...

Je ne crois plus pour ma part., a un parti de type
classique fait par et pour les gens qui aiment discuter
et 'faire de la politique', qui se plaisent dans les
jeux politiques de tendances.. (33)

Criticism of politics and political parties was not always so direct and

open. At times it would be indirectly expressed, as when people were

recommended on the grounds of never having belonged to a political party.(39)

At other times, assumptions were made that left no doubt whatever as to

how politics was viewed in certain circles:

Or, cette campagne risque de dege'nerer, si on laisse
le jeu politique se developper naturellement, en une
melee confuse et derisoire, ou s'affrontent deux
traditions aussi anachroniqueSl'une que 1'autre... .(40)

The term 'game' cropped up constantly, implying of course that the whole

business of politics is simply not to be taken seriously:

Les j|eunes refusent le jeu des partis politiques et
preferent dire leur mot directeraent, sans intermediate..
Cette democratie directe sera un modele pour les
institutions politiques. (41)

However, this apoliticism was not a sign that the forces vives were
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indifferent to the affairs of the community. On the contrary, those

in particular who had been through a Catholic Action group were imbued

with a keen sense of social responsibility. In fact, 'responsibility'

was the key term in their political vocabulary. (42) Apoliticism was

not absolute but relative, to use Fougeyrollas' distinction. The forces

vives, like opinion under the Fourth Republic in Fougeyrollas' analysis,

were disaffected not towards the community itself but rather towards the

political means normally destined to permit it to control and influence

national political life - that is to say towards the bureaucratic mass

political parties. (42)
The forces vives evidently hankered after some form of political

expression other than the existing parties: 'Notre motivation essentielle

est une motivation politique, ce qui n'oblige pas a faire le travail des

partis politiques.' (43) There v/as nothing new or original in this.

Mounier had already been dreaming of creating 'autre chose' in the 1930's.

Ordre Nouveau, equally, had been insistent that it was not a party, but

an 'order'. Then at the end of tiie war, the MRP came back to the same

idea and premised to found something quite other than a political party:

a fraternal order, a movement... (44) Again, at the Collogues

Socialistes of 19&4 where the structures of a future socialist party were

discussed, Suffert was giving vent to a widespread sentiment among the

forces vives when he demanded:

Est - ce le parti, la solution de demain, ou quelque
chose qui n'aurait que de lointains rapports avec ce
que l'on baptise de ce nom aujourd'hui? (45)

The kind of 'party' that the clubs and forces vives had in mind, it

seems justifiable to conclude, was closely linked to their belief that

democracy should be economic and social and not just narrowly

parliamentary. Cluzel stated as much at the Assises:
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Par rapport a la vie politique, nos clubs ont pour
conviction commune que le caractere exclusivement
parlikmentaire et politique de la democratie liberale
de type occidental^ ne repond plus aux exigences de la
societe' moderne. rous pensons que les Pranpais
doivent participer a la determination de leur destin.... (46)

Moreover, it is also evident from Esprit's analysis that a high

proportion of the forces vives had a vision of: 'une demoeratie

economique ou chaque horame puisse prendre ses responsabilit^ss et

s'epanouir.' (47) They clearly believed that they would be able by this

means - by means of spontaneous, direct democracy - to purify and restore

a political system that the parties had degraded.

Schematically, the model of political action that accorded with this

anarchist spirit was a 'party' or group which was 'open' to other groups,

where all could participate freely and reflexion was regarded more highly

than elections, and which, finally, was not narrowly 'political' but might

be inserted in any social or economic sphere. Here again the use of
f / /

the term societe de pensee has obscured the fact that a club was not

merely a think-tank but a specifically non-hierarchical and non-

authoritarian form of organisation which took no account of traditional

distinctions between politics ana society. Clubs were the opposite of

and, in a sense, tlie answer to what Alain disdainfully termed the 'Parti-

Tyran'* Positions and Objectif 72 (Robert Buron's club) implicitly

recognised the falsity of the identification of club and socie'te" de pensee

in objecting that the latter terms did not apply to them. (43) Buron's

club wrote:

OBJECTIF 72 ne se veut ni parti - aujourd'hui en tout
cas - ni club encore moins .... nous ne somites pas
seulement des chercheurs et des philosophes; nous
nous voulons homines d'action et e'est pourquoi nous
nous sommes decides a employer les methodes du monde
de 1'action. (49)
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No doubt a detailed analysis of the documents and declarations of

the forces vives would provide an interesting and informative picture

of how politics and parties are perceived by a considerable section of

French people. Such a study is beyond the scope of this short summary,

but it is possible, nonetheless, to draw attention to a few basic themes,

A constant preoccupation of the forces vives was to create an open

party - that is to say a party made up of a variety of different kinds of

groups which would maintain lines of communication with other groups not

necessarily specifically political. (50) This ideal was clearly set out

in Jean Moulin* s fJn Parti pour la G-auche. And even the plans to turn

the SFIO into a 'new socialist party* made by the Convention incorporated

it. The new party was to be constructed: 'a base de multiples structures

d'acceuil, structures spe'cialiseej clubs, cercles d*Etudes, groupes

d'entreprise...' (51 )

Another aspiration that cropped up persistently was for freedom of

expression. One document of the Union des Clubs pour le Renouveau de

la G-auche (UCRG) even went so far as to demand total liberty of

expression. (52) Clubs themselves were commonly termed as 'carrefours

ou puissent dialoguer librement les militants' (53) and. clubmen and forces

vives were always suspecting the parties of wishing to rob them of their

autonomy, even to enslave them mentally:

Comparaison de notre mani^re de faire et celle des
partis: c'est le jour et la nuit. On essaie de
rendre le public lucide, les partis essaient de le
rendre docile; on essaie de le rendre mordant,
agressif, critique; les partis fiddle a la ligne... (54)

Les partis politiques forment-ils leur public?
La lecture des journaux politiques incite a penser
qu'ils le conditionnent, qu'ils le deforment .. Une
veritable formation consiste, sur le plan de la
connaissance, a faciliter I'autonomie du jugement. (55)
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The project conceived by the U.C.R.G-. for new structures for the

Socialist Party is interesting because entirely representative of

forces vives mentality. It was, of course, to have numerous 'structures

d'acceuil*; local and regional groups were to have 'maximum' liberty;

the renewal of the leadership was to be ensured by limiting periods of

office holding; a considerable number of talks and conferences were to

be held and research groups organised; all of the members of the party

were to be associated 'as directly as possible' in the definition of

policy decisions and the choice of candidates. (56) Another U.C.R.G-.

project, this time for a federation of clubs, allowed, like the Club

des Clubs of 134-3, that each individual club should be left what amounted

to virtually total autonomy. (57) One is irresistably reminded, by

the clubs' projects for party structures, of Mounier's observation that

it was quite permissible and even positively beneficial to join a

political party - just so long as membership was consistent with the

constant exercise of independent judgement. No doubt Catholics would

have been much surprised - and even indignant - if it had been pointed

out to them, but the political model they had in mind was actually very

close to the Radical Party.

Another point that deserves to be mentioned was the clubs'

assumption that politics is about ideas and should, therefore, be a

disinterested occupation; and also the corollary of this which was a

disdain for electoral procedures. Lavau has observed that the role of

ideas and doctrine among the small groups and parties of the Left was

to act a3 an antidote against empiricism and opportunism. In this

light 'electoralisme' was a cardinal sin for it led to the adulteration

of doctrine. (58) This was, in fact, a major bone of contention
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between the Jacobin Club and the Nouvelle G-auche in the 1950's, for

the latter groups were forever accusing the Jacobins of the crime of

'electoralisme'•

The preoccupation with ideas also explains why clubs should have

considered disinterestedness as a political virtue and their concern to

remain small. The Jacobins frequently drew attention to their own

disinterestedness for, in their view, interests marred the purity of

principles. This was no doubt the idea behind the expression 'porter

temoignage' which was so often used by the clubs:

II s'agissait pour Positions de porter temoignage pour
une certaine forniule de recherche et d'action... Bn
durant, Positions a prouve que les objectifs de ses
membres e'taient purs de toute arriere pensee. (59)

Equally, the concern with ideas, quite different from the concern for

personal liberty, was a factor which argued for small groups. As the

Association Jeunes Cadres observed!

Nous n'avons pas pour objectif premier d'accrocher le plus
de monde possible autout de l'A.J.C. Nous avons beaucoup
plus essaye' de trouver des themes de reflexions autour
desquels s'agreg^rent un certain nombre de gens qui partagent
la meme experience, les menies exigences. (60)

There were a number of other reasons why most clubs made little serious

effort to recruit large numbers of members, but this obsession with ideas

and the inability or unwillingness to compromise them was certainly a

central one.

Leaving aside momentarily such contingent elements as the Algerian

war, one might argue that the clubs were essentially the outcome of the

contradiction between the drive towards social integration of the new

technical, salaried classes of post-war Prance and an enduring social and
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personal ethic of non-integration. 'St puis, jamais il ne faut se

r^concilier profondement avec le monde' as Citoyens 60 put it. (61)

It is certainly striking that moat of the clubs specifically

stated that one of their major aims was to provide a meeting-place

for people from different kinds of background who, otherwise, would

have little opportunity of meeting each other. (62) The Socialists

among the clubmembers, from the Jacobins to the members of Citoyens 60,

also claimed that what they hoped for politically was a large, united

'Labour Party'. In practice, however, the anarchist bent of their

libertarian ideology militated against such a solution. What really

interested the forces vives was community politics. And had the club

and forces vives' clientele not been convinced that they were duty-

bound to define social and economic democracy prior to building it,

no doubt most of them would have begun to work in this area. As for

the political parties they were conveniently disposed of by sweeping

moral condemnations and the flat statement that 'in their present state'

it was quite impossible to join them. Fortunately for the forces vives

who, one feels, could not have put up with a large united 'Labour Party'

for one minute, the parties were not, in fact, particularly attractive

and the unity of the Left not an immediate prospect.

Lastly, however, one must conclude that the clubs and forces vives

were themselves partly responsible for the 'degradation' of the parties

- such as it was. And that the lack of change within the French political

system, a fact they were constantly bemoaning, was largely due to

attitudes such as their own. But their fault lay not so much in the

creation of reflexion groups and their wish to keep clear of active
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political involvement. In itself this was perfectly understandable.

What was less justified, in view of their violent criticism of the

political parties, was the refusal to join them on an individual basis.

On the other hand, there are, in fact, two excuses that might be put

forward by the forces vive3. One is that fact that during this

particular period, in the early and middle 1960*s, Catholics were really

very unwelcome in the orthodox parties of the Left. The other is a

belief in the power of ideas in politics - a belief that was not confined

to the libertarian Left, for the Right very successfully formed its own

clubs on this basis. (63) In view of the fact that they considered

that political parties might be transformed totally by the external

pressure of ideas, the tendency of the forces vives to attack the parties

whilst refusing to try to change them from the inside looks rather less

politically irresponsible than it otherwise would.

Since the Second World War there have been two occasions in France

when a major political party has been open to change at the same time

as a considerable number of political activists have been available to

take them in hand. The first time was in the mid-1950*a when Mendes

tried to capture the Radical Party. The second time was in 1962-4 when

G-eorges Brutelle, supported by an important section of the party, tried

to eliminate G-uy Mollet and renovate the S.F.I.O. In the case of the

Radical Party, as was explained in an earlier chapter, very little serious

effort was actually made to organise and control the party machine. The

man in charge of party organisation was a busy minister who rarely put in

an appearance at the Place de Valois headquarters. And on the second

occasion, although the great majority of the local sections of the S.F.I.O.

were more or less inactive or moribund, Brutelle was able to secure very
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little practical support from the forces vives. (64) Moreover,

what happened within the Horizon 80 groups, as Defferre's campaign

committees were called, was altogether typical. The forces vives

were unwilling to join the committees because of the presence of SFIO

members, while the latter were eventually allotted more than their fair

share of power because the un-aligned kept away. It was a vicious

circle. (65) The same kind of vicious circle, one feels, has been

in operation since the Liberation and accounts for the divorce, remarked

on by Pierre Avril, between the impotent vitality of the clubs and the

triumphant inertia of the parties. (66) One might also add that the

distinction that the forces vives persistently made between their own

modernism and the obsolescence of the traditional political parties,

between their own youth and dynamism and the age and decay of the latter,

was in fact an up-dated version of the traditional manichean contrast

between the essential purity of the people and the worthlessness of

their institutions. As Adam has observed on the over-deliberate

modernism of the forces vives:

Les linguistes ne manqueront pas un jour de relever le
manicheisme des forces vives, opposant le 'nouveau' et
le 'moderne' a 'desuet'^ et a 'l'anachronique', le 'jeune'
et le 'dynamisme' a 'depasse', 'perime' ou 'vieillii.. (67)

It seems justifiable to observe, finally, that the political system

of values of a considerable sector of French people is fundamentally

at odds with the parliamentary and party system of democracy. However,

in an age when the effectiveness of this system as a means of controlling

power is being increasingly questioned, it may well be that French

libertarian values will at last come into their own.
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58. Goldmann, Le Dieu Cache, p 90.

59. An essential aspect of Jansenism was the resistance to the notion of
human self-sufficiency. On grace and the denial of free will see
Sainte-Beuve, Vol I, pp 97-98. Also Godart, p 10.

60. For an account of the Albigensian heresy see Fernand Kiel, Albigeois
et Cathares.

61. Goldmann, Le Dieu Cache. p 181.

62. Pascal quoted in Mury, p 25.

63. Maxim® Leroy's foreword to Sainte-Beuve, Vol I, p 43.

64 Evidence of these jacqueries - which had been carefully concealed by
official historians of the period - was uncovered by a Marxist historian
in Russian archives in the thirties. The French translation of his
original post-war work appeared in 1963. See Boris Porchnev, Les
Soulbvements Populaires en France de 1623 a 1548.

65. Ibid., pp 320-1.

66. Ibid., p 324.

67. Most of them apparently retracted in that they signed the condemnation
of Augustinus that the Church demanded - this is the accepted view.
See A. Feron, Contribution \ l'Histoire du Jansenisme en Kormandie.
However, this conclusion seems rather rash in view of the spirit of
internal revolt in which Pascal himself signed the formula. Pascal,
moreover, was in contact with mystics at Rouen during this period,
Taveneaux p 61.

^ y
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6£. For a brief account of Jansenist parliamentary theorist©, see
Taveneaux, pp 42-4. Some of -whom, ended up, like Le tiros, in
advocating the inalienable power of the people, whilst others
merely supported parliament against the absolute and arbitrary
power of the Monarchy.

69. Ibid., p 38.

70. This theory is developed in all three of Goldmenn's works used in
this chapter.

71. Taveneaux, p 20.

72. Mury, p 4.

73. Ibid. Unfortunately neither Mury nor Taveneaux explain on what
evidence they base their claims regarding the influence of Jansenism.

74. Adam, p 7.

75. Ibid., p 331. Even three-quarters of the Parisian police were
Jansenist according to Adam, p 7.

76. On the Nouvelles Eoclesiastiques. see Seehe, Vol I, p 70 ff.

77. Adam, p 331.

78. Ever since the beginning of the seventeenth century Jansenism was
accused of Iticherist influence. Richer* s idea was that priests and
bishops were different only in function and not in nature - a conception
which was potentially democratic. And in the eighteenth century when
the top ecclesiastical positions were being increasingly reserved for
the nobele families, while parish priests on fixed Incomes in a period
of rising prices were suffering real poverty, such a doctrine may
well have contributed to radicalising the lower clergy. See Taveneaux,
pp 39-40.

79. Adam, pp 333-4.

80. Ibid.

81. Emile Boutroux, Pascal, p 197.

82. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions, p 230. For other references
as to the influence of Jansenism on him see pp 221, 226, 231.

83. Daniel Kornet, Les Origines Intellectual!^de la Revolution Franpaise.
P 31.

84. A description of Deville's ideas and his conflict with the Jesuit,
based on original documents at the Bibliotheque Nationale, is given
by Ernest Seilliers, Du Quietisme au Sooialisme Romantique.

85. Daniel Halevy, La Vie de Proudhon. pp 402-3.

86. Proudhon wrote later in his life that he had become a metaphysician at
the age of fourteen after reading Fene'ion. Ibid., p 28. On Proudhon's
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late interest in politics and his work as a printer, see Henri de
Lubac, Proudhon et le Christianisme. pp 114-9*

87. Quoted in Pierre Haubtmann, P-J Proudhon Genese d'un Antitheiste. p 222,

88. 'Je suis dans un palais _enchante ©tf tout s'execute aveo une precision
mflrveilleuse.. mais je'irois personne, je ne sais si oette magnifioence
cache une menace, si je suis un objet d'amour ou de haine? - est-ce
un ange, est-ce un monstre qui prend so in de moi? Que lui ai-je fait?
Que me veut-il?,. Ah, qu'il parle, ou qu' il me rende la liberte..
plus je rencontre de merveilles, plus les tortures de mon £ime augmentent.'
Quoted Ibid,, p 219*

89. Ibid., p 225.

90. 'Je vois de ues aemblables qui chantent leurUjurreau; moi je le haisl
Je veux te voir, dis je, ou je t'insulterai juaqu'k ce que tu me tues.'
Quoted Ibid., p 220.

91. Indicative of Proudhon's religious mentality is the commentj 'Un Dieu
qui gouveme et qui n'explique pas, est un Dieu que je nie, que je
hais par dessus toute chose...' Froudhon, Les Coriessions d'un
Revolutionnaire. p 2u.

92. Haubtmann, p 223.

93. Jean Laeroix, La Crise intellectuelle du Catholicisms francais. p 15.

94. Protestantism, as Proudhon saw it, was a source of social atomism.
Catholicism in its principle, he maintained, was identical to socialism;
the two differed only in form. See Georges Guy-Grand, Pour oonnaitre
la Pensee de Proudhon. pp 100-2.

95. Hauptmann, p 39.

96. Ibid., pp 226-7.

97. The Boutteville papers are to be found in the appendix of Haubtmann*s
book, Ibid., pp 236-243. Ilaubtmaxm's own interest in thom is due to
Proudhon's filial concession, after a life-time of claiming that justice
may only be based on human-willed morality, that transcendental moralitjfC
rnight also be the basis of justice.

98. Quoted in Lubac, p 269.

99. Quoted in Guy-Grand, p 99.

100. Quoted in Lubac, p 271.

101. P-J Proudhon, Du Principe Feederstif. pp 21-2.

102. Guy-Grand, p 76.

103. 'Nous ne marchons pas a une perfection ide'ale, a un etat definitif..
Nous sorames emportea aveo l'univers dans une metamorphose incessante,
qui s'accomplit d'autant plus sureaent et glorieusement que nous y
developons nous-memes plus d'intelligence et de moralite. Le Progres
rests done la loi de notre arne..' Quoted. Ibid., pp 111-2.
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104. Proudhon made three statements* l) God exists 2} Humanity is not an
end in itself but has a supernatural destiny 3) Dlaleetioal. method¬
ology and experience prove that God is ' anti-civJJ.iasatsur* - hence
the need to combat him. Kaubtmaan, pp 213-4. Haubtm&nn's awn
explanation of Proudhon's God - hatred is that it was a reaction
against the socially conservative Church of the nineteenth century,
p 18 and p 225.

105. Quoted in Guy-Grand, p 51.

106. Of other socialists Proudhon wrote* 'lis ne rejaiene que d'une
revolution politique et mystique alors qu'11 out fallu preparer les
esprits a la seule' revolution veritable* la revolution ^conomique,
scientifique et morale.' Quoted Ibid., p 53.

107. 'Tout ce qui est matiere de legislation et de politique est objet
de science, non d'opinion'. Quoted Ibid., p 10.

108. Quoted Ibid., p 162.

109. On Proudhon's view of democracy as a form of middle-class government,
materialistic in outlook, see soltau, p 276. For his opinion on
universal suffrage, see P-J Proudhon, Les Confessions d'und
Revolutionnaire, pp 210-11.

110. Proudhon, Ibid., p 34.
111. Quoted by Jean Touchard, Le Mouvement des Idees Politiques dans la

Franoe Contemporaine* la Gauche. (Part l"77 p 20. Elsewhere
Proudhon defined politics in a capitalist context in the following
terms* 'Mais qu'est-oe que la politique, avec le capital pour
souverain? Un spectacle d'ombres ohinoises, tine danse de morts.'
Proudhon,, ibid., p 58.

-/Ljh. trhf

112. Proudhon, Ibid., p 212.

113. Alan Ritter, The Political Thought of Pierre-Joseph Proudhon.-p 164.

114. On the state's role in Proudhon's initial anarchistic system see
Proudhon, Ihid., p 227.

115. Guy-Grand, p 187.

116. Proudhon, like Pascal, was keenly aware of the limits o^~reasons
'L'homme a beau ^tendre le oerole de ses Id^es, sa lumiere n'est
tonjours qu'une etinoelle promenee dans la muit immense qui
l'enveloppe.. II faut a notre ame quelque chose de plus que le
nombre et la assure, quelque chose au-dela meme de l'i&ee.' Quoted
in Guy-Grand, p 108. On Proudhon's attempt to define a faaulty of
understanding beyond reason or intelligence - somewhat similar to Pascal's
notion of 'coeur' - see Soltau, p 288. He rejected the idealist
notion of first principles* 'la science de la Justice et des moeurs
de peut sortir d'une deduction dialectique de notions; il faut la
degager de la phe'nome'n^alite que ces notions engendrent, oomme toute
loi physique se degage de la serie des phenomenes qui 1*expriment'.
Quoted in Guy-Grand, p 44.

117. Ibid., p 131.
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118. Quoted. Ibid., p 45.

119. Quoted in Jean Bancal, Proudhon. Pluralisme et Autogestion. Vol I,
p 112. For a full account of Proudhon*s theory of series see
pp 106-118.

120. Quoted Ibid., p 115. On series ordering contradictions Proudhon
wrotei 'Otez 1*antinomie, le progres des etres est inexplicable.
Otez la slrie, le monde n'est plus qu'une melee d* oppositions
terribles.* Quoted p 112. The series, because based on reality,
Proudhon regarded as a means of refuting idealism. Proudhon had
no patienoe with idealism - which he blamed on the Church - for he
saw it as diverting Man from knowledge and justice by substituting!
'des images resplendissantes et pures, auxquelles il s'enforce de
ramener ensuite les realites..' Quoted in Guy-Grand, p 124.

121. Bancal, pp 112-3.

122. Ibid., p 22. He also wrote! 'D# systeme, je n'en ai pasj j'en
repousse formellement la supposition.

^ Le systeme de I'humanitd ne
sera reconnu qu'a la fin de l'humanite.' Quoted in Lubao, p 152.

123. Quoted in Lubac, p 157.

124. For an account of Proudhon's theory of property see Gfuy-Grand, pp 195

125. Doltau, p 272.

126. Quoted in Guy-Grand, p 197.

127. For Proudhon's own definition of his Federal Contract, see Proudhon
Du Principe federatif. pp 316-7.

128. Proudhon, Les Confessions d'un Revolutionnaire. p 67.

129. Lubac, p 172.
/

130. Quoted in Halavy, La Vie de Proudhon. pp 392-3.

131. 'Cherchons ensemble,... les lois de la societe.. mais, pour Dieu,
apres avoir demoli tous les dogmatisme3 a priori, ne cherchons point,
a notre tour, i endoctriner le peuple.. faisons-nous une bonne et
loyale polemique, donnons au monde I'ex&ziple d'une tolerance savante
et pr^voyante, mais, parce que nous sommes a la tete du mouvement,
ne nous falsons pas les chefs d'une nouvelle intolerance, ne nous
posons pas en apbtres d'une nouvelle religion, cette religion fut-
elle la religion de la logique, la religion de la raison.' Quoted
in Guy-Grand, p 38.

132. Quoted in Lubac, p 56.

133. Jacques Kayser who regularly attended the Radical congresses of
the inter-war period claims that he never once heard a reference
to Alain during one, Jacques Kayser, Le Radicalisms des Radicaux.
in Touchard, Tendances Politiques dans la Vie Franoaise depuis 1789.
P 70. *

134. Alain, Elements d'une Doctrine Radicale. (here referred to as
Elements), p 23.
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135. Ibid., p 290.

136. Henri Giraud, La Morale d'Alain. 1970, pp 285-2.

137. Quoted, Ibid., p 282.

138. Ibid., pp 49-50.

139. 'Cette vertu des vertus, je la nociue f'ei.. Blcn iistiziguer iei
d'aved la anoyance. La aroyance a pour objet an fait, un« real its,
quelque ohose qu'011 ne peui pas changer. St 11 est tres remanquable
qu'une anoyance na'ive en un Lieu absoiument determine conduit a. vm
fatalisme.. oe qui est pnoprement impie, et cette irapiste menace
toujours la religion. II faudra examiner en quel sens I'ide'e de
Dieu peut s'accorder avec la foi en soi.' Alain, La Conscience
Morale, p 93. Alain also wrote: 'Car si toute puissance est de
Dieu, e'est 1'esolavage.' p 77.

140. Quoted in Giraud, p 224. On Man's grandeur in finding morality
without God see p 279.

141• Alain, La Conscience Morale, pp 75-6.

142. Ibid., p 85.

143. This is preceded by a significant allusion to religion: '... je
remarque un mot du pretre 1 Souviens-toi que tu m'as jure d'etre
un honnete homme'. Ce mot est inutile et meme imprudenti o'est
vouloir engager 1*homme5 ce n'est pas attendre qu'il s'engage de
lui-meme.• 1'homme est ainsi fait que la moindre tentative de forcer
risque de 1'irriter, de le detourner, au fond de lui faire oublier
sa propre puissance libre, inviolable, indomptable, qu'il s'agit
justement d'eveiller.' Ibid., p 100.

144. 'Avoir conscience, e'est se penser, mais penser, o'est resister,
examiner, douter, gouverner. Qu'est-ce que s'eveiller sinon
refuser de croire. Et des que la ooutume me reprend*', je dors,
Des que je suls d'accord aveo moi-mDme, je dors... II n'y a pas de
conscience paisible. * Ibid., p t8.

145. On conscience versus passion in Alain's moral system, see Giraud,
pp 217-227.

146. 'Imitation, coutume, peur, abrutissement profond, delire, fureur,
r«4n de tout cela nft peut faire la moindre vertu. Nous voila done
a 1'intention, au regime interieur, au drame incommunicable, mais y
cherchant la forme universelle. Alain, La Conscience Morale, p 13.

147. Alain, Elements... p 285. See also pp 268-9: 'Ainsi le Radicalisme
trouve des ennemis partout, et en lui-meme, et non pas seulement a
un moment de l'histoire, mais dans chaque individu de moment en
moment} oar on ne peut penser toujours.. La nature est toujours la
plus forte, et le catechisme vainora toujours assez.'

148. Alain, La Conscience Morale, p 96. On Catholicism Alain also wrote:
•J'estime tr^s haut la doctrine Catholique'. Alain, Elements, p 257»

149» After a discourse on moral leadership Alain wrote: 'Et o'est bien
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oe qu'auraient pu etre les papes, les eveques et les cures, des
arbitres de l'ordre moral, sans hallebardes, sans prison, sans
buehers. Mais le pouvoir Oatholique benit les armes, et adore
le vainqueur.• Alain, Elements, p 69.

150. Alain, La Conscience Morale, p 82.

151. On the distinction between Jansenists and Jesuits, Ibid., pp 88-90.

152. On Alain's definition of the monarchical and republican spirits,
see Giraud, p 84.

153. Giraud, pp 49-50.

154. Alain, Elements, p 258.

155. Alain, La Conscience Horale, p 98.

156. Alain, Elements, p 308. See on the necessity of upholding liberty
and equality: 'car l'ordre humain est une victoire sur 1'ordre
aveugle•.

157. Ibid., p 286.

158. *11 est dotix de legitiferer pour le voisin. Mais cela est hors de
la Morale. Un homme s'abrite. Un autre tient feme: il est
sourd. Est-ce vertu? Qui le saura? Est-ce vice? Qui le saura?
Un horame inpre'pide; est-il ivre ou fou?... Qui jugera le voisin?
Nul ne le peut.. Chacun decidera qu'il ne peut juger que soi.
Ainsi je ne puis juger que moij seulement d'apreh moi, ^tudier
cette police interieure. Done la dessus penser tout seul. Tout
seul universellement.' Alain, La Conscience Morale, p 7.

159. Alain, Elements, p 312

160. On Alain's belief in the necessity for order and guile, see Giraud,
pp 72-79. 'Je cede, et il le faut bienj mais je parviens souvent
aussi ou ie voulais, comme le bateau qui tire les bordees; il cede
a la necessite'; mais il avance enfin contre le vent.'

161. Alain, Elements, p 276.

162. Ibid., p 277.

163. Quoted in Giraud, p 19.

164. Alain always placed the rich on the side of power and believed it
to be the duty of deputies and the electorate to prevent them from
adding political to economic power. See Alain, Elements. p 196.
On the duty to hold out against Clericalism and Capitalism, see p 248.
Elsewhere he identifies Radicalism with the lower classes p 303.

165. Ibid., p 250.

166. Ibid., p 69.

167. Ibid.
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168. Alain, La Conscience Eorale, p 80.

169. Ibid., p 82.

170. On the instinct of self-preservation of political parties, see
Alain, Elements, pp 180-1.

171. ' Ge que j'appelle un radical, c'est un homme qui airne le droit et
l'egalite.* Ibid., p 179.

172. Ibid., p 201.

173. Ibid., p 267.

174. Ibid., pp 208; 196; 198. Also '.. le Parti-Tyran sera tou^otirs
tyran.p 198.

175. 'II y aura toujours deux politiquesj celle des politlques, et celle
des citoyens.' Ibid., p 207.

176. Alain, La Gonscienoe Morale, p 100.

177. Alain, Elements, p 289.

178. Ibid.

179. The terms mystique and politique will be retained since they are
not easily translatable.

180. Adereth sees the influence of Peguy as particularly strong co
currently with the influence of Sartre in the early ninelawn fo r ties.
See M Adereth, Commitment in Modern French Literature, p 55.

r t

181. Quoted in Daniel Ealsvjr, Peguy et les Cahiers de la Quinzaine. p 210.
(deferred to here as Pe'guy)

182. Soltau, p 417.

183. Kalevy, PeVuy. p 41.
/

184. Peguy remained profoundly marked by and glorified his provincial
peasant origins. Industrial workers, in his eyes, were contamined
by the materialism of the bourgeoisie. Adereth, p 58.

185. On Peguy's attitude to intellectuals Ibid., p 59.

186. Ibid., p 68.

187. For an account of Peguy's dislike of priests and his own anti-
theological religious bent by someone who knew him well, see Raissa
Maritain, Les Orandes Amities, pp 302-507.

188. Halevy, Peguv. p 211.

189. Ibid., p 248.

190. Adezeth, p 73.

191. Emmanuel Mounier, Marcel Peguy, Georges Izard, La Pensee de Charles
Pisiz# P 118*
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192. Quoted in Peguy. Actes du Colloque international &*Orleans (here
referred to simply as hctes) 7,8,9 September 1961, p 148.

193. Ibid., p 68. Peguy* s link with Prcudhon is discussed here.

194. Quoted, ibid.

195. Quoted in Halwvy, Peguy. p 113.

196. Quoted, ibid., p 112.

197. Ibid., p 80.

19®* Peguy. Aotes, p 58.

199. Ibid,, p 73. Peguy, moreover, accused Jaures of materialism.

200. Adereth, p 57.

201. On the tendency to compromise within a party Peguy wrote ironicallyj
•Quand je vols une doctrine, un parti devenir pemicieux, dangereux
autant que possible je m*en mets. Mais generalement come j'y 3uis
j'y reste.. J'excelle dans le travail des commissions, dan3 les
petits complete, dans les combinaisons, dans le jeu des ordres de
jour, dans les petites nanigances, dans les commissions et les
eompromissions et ententes, dans tout le travail souterrain, sous
la main, sous le manteau.. Enfin au bout d'un certain temps de oet
exercise il n'y a plus de programme, il n'y a plus de principe, il
n*y a plus rien..quand je suis reste dans un parti pendant un certain
temps..tout le monde comprends que je les ai trahis*• Quoted in Peguy.
Actes, p 73.

202. For an account of Aerr* conversation with eguy on this point, see
Halevy, Peguy. p 84.

203. Actes, p 60.

204. Quoted Zalevy, Peguy. p 99.

205. Quoted in Pegu:/. Actes, p 143.

206. Ibid., p 251.

207. This concept is outlined in Charles Peguy, Notre Jeunesse. Tlia book
was originally published in 1910 as a poetic commentary on the
Dreyfus Affair.

208. Mounier, p 121.

209. -Ibid., p 108.

210. * .. l'hoiame qui veut demurer fidele a la verite doit se faire
incessament infidele d toutes les incessant®^ successivee, infatig-
ables renaissances erreurs.* Peguy quoted Ibid., p 122.

211. 'Tout commence en mystique et finit en politique.. Tout commence par
la mystique, par une mystique, par sa (propre) mystique et tout finit
par de la politique*. Peguy quoted Ibid., p 115« It has been
suggested that Notre Jeunesse - and its content • is more useful to
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r'

understanding Peguy's Christianity of 1910 than his socialism of
1898. See Peguy.Actes p 178. However, it is impossible to deny
that there was a certain opposition between conscience and power/
politics in Peguy's mind from the start} but it might, perhaps,
have been less radical than in 1910.

212. Quoted in Soltau, p 418.

213. Moreover, Blum refused to believe 'that anybody could be as miserable
as that'. On Peguy's attitude to the affair of the schoolmaster,
Jean Coste, see Halevy, Peguy. pp 89-90.

214. Quoted in Actes. p 148.

215. Quoted in Mounier, p 120.

216. Quoted Ibid.

217. Adereth, p 68.

rifoxy. Actes, p 178.

219. Alexander Dru quoted in Aredeth, p 58.

220. Peguy quoted Ibid., p 78.

221. For a summary oi Peguy's first poetic version of Joan of Arc, see
Halevy, Pegay. pp 53-67.

222. That Peguy initially believed social organisation to be the source
of evil is a hypo thesis also advanced in Peguy. Actes, p 67. This
also appears to be the thinking behind the poem quotedj the 'Repub-
lique socialiste universelle' as an antidote to evil.

223. The passage from which this quotation has been taken is to be found
in Halevy, reguy. pp 94-96.

224. This conclusion seems justified in the light of the previous sentence
which indicates that a sinning world, abandoned by God, is incompatible
with socialism.

225. Quoted in Halevy, Peguy. p 113.

226. Quoted Ibid.

227. This explanation would account for rather an odd -oolitic-PL phenomenon
which lasted in France until the tnipfise: the not uncommon switch
of allegiance from the anarchist Proudhonian extreme left to the
patriotic extreme ifo-ght. An element of romanticism and mysticism
often accompanied this type of politicax behaviour, which will be
examined in greater detail in a later chapter on Personal ism.

228. The term 'fraternity' only replaced 'unity' in 1848.

229. This is not to say, of' course, that the Revolt of May 1968 was
exclusively anarchist. The Trotyskists, for instance, were also
very much in the picture - although it must be said that the general
flavour of May 1968 was anarchist.
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230. This remark is based on personal observation. But it is also
brought out in Epistemon's book, Lea Journeea de Mai.

231. Bruno Bettelheim, The Informed Heart, pp 157-8. On defence through
understanding in the case of an extreme threat to personality, see
PP 104-5.

232. Alain, Elements, p 304.

233. Taveneaux, p 49. But he also goes on to remark! 'La Revolution
devrait atei marquer, avec les arames qui deohireront I'Eglise, la
division du mouvement janseniste, son affaiblissement et finalement
son decltnj il subsist^au long du XIX siecle, mais oomme une attitude
morale ou u:a fait de aentalite', sans incidence diroote sur les
coaportements politiques.' However, he nowhere justifies this
opinion by evidence.

234. Meeting with the Sur4 de Oriqueboeuf, 4 June 1972. The Cure
refused to give his name.

235. Jean-Pierre Six, La Veritable Lnfj-nce de Therose de Lisieux. p 139.
On the puritan sermons preached in Normandy, see p 163.

236. Interview Pere Chemi (dominican priest), November 19,1971.

2J7. This will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 6.

238. This was discovered in discussing the question with a number of old
Catholic families, notably the d'Anthonays. Also a considerable
number of cases cropped up accidentally as a result of revealing the
subject of this thesis to different people. A typical case is of
a chance acquaintance in e train, 'Jeorges le toux, who knew two priests
in Chad who claimed to be Jansenist 'par opposition'. Also Pranpois
Mitterrand has admitted in a newspaper interview on his family back¬
ground that his father's family were 'Jansenist* - but in this case
no opposition to the Church was implied. See Expansion. July-
August 1972, p 119.

239. Such an experience was admitted by a correspondent of Le Monde, whose
great-uncle was a Jansenist, a self-professing' Catholic who hated
the clergy and never went near a Church.

240. The only time the Pensees disappeared from school syllabuses was
for a period of some years in the 1830*s. This information was
obtained from the French Ministry of Education.

241. Siegfried, p 65. Fe has a good section en the ambiguities of
people's attitudes towards religion and anti-clericalism, see pp 63-66.

242. Ther- are around a dozen monograph.': on fee local influence of Jansenism
in the Blbliotheque Nationale. Praotieally all, however, are bad,
biaased (written by Jesuits) and virtually undocumented. But the
general impression they give is that Jansenism was still extremely
influential in the eighteenth century and in some plaoos, notably in
the north, of France, underwent a strong revival towards the end of
the century. See Chanoine L. Mahicu, Jansonisme ot Anti.jansenisme
dans lea dioceses d'Arras et de Cambrai. Also, 011 the same theme,
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A Bachelier, Le jansenisme a Nantes. The best work - and the most
carefully documented - is by Pierre Ordoni, La Survivanoe dea Ide'es
Gallioanes et Jansenistes en Auxerrois de 1760 a nos jours. It
will be discussed at a later point.

243. Quoted in Ivan Tahernoff, La Parti Republicain sou3 la Monarohie
de Juillet. p 43*

244. Ivan Tohemoff, Associations et Soci^tes Secretes sous la Deuxi&me
Republicae. p 5.

245. Religious dissent was strong especially in the L&nguedoc, the Rhone
area, Normandy, the lie de Prance, see Daniel Ligou, Le Protestantieme
en France de 1598 & 1715. As will become clear in the next chapter
clubs and secret societies flourished particularly well also in
these areas.

24S. JeanvBaptiste Durocelle, Los Debute du Jatholicisre Social en
Prance .jucqu'en 1670. p 13.

247. 1Emanuel Berl, I.a Politique des Partis, p 31.

243. Jansenism was tremendously influential in Auxerre and the region
around it throughout the eighteenth century - the schools, for
instance, were both free and Jansenist. And even after the Revolution,
Pierre Ordoni writes, a little chapel was built to recapture the
peace and calm of Port-Royal. Then new priests took over who were
not Jansenist with the result that the people: echapperent a la
direction spirituolle de l'Eglise Catholique', p 12. He also observes
the separation between faith and the Churcht'D'Ailleure il y avait dans
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vedette est plus ou moins 'bonne'. Ce n'est pas parce que le
pouvoir tient a 1'ecart lea democrates que ceux-ei doivent
s'isoler. II import© au contraire qu'ils se groupent dans les
organisations... au moment ou s'ouvrent les pourparlers d'EvdcLn,
les Fran^ais en distinguent aal l'enjeu et les difficultes.
Etudler, expliquer les conditions et les consequences de la paix,
voici une tache urgonte pour les deaocrates.' The Club's Bu^etiq,
no 22, May 1961.
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3. Interview Olivier Chevrillon, 4 March 1963.

4# The second Bulletin of the Club (December 1958} argued that the
maintenance of a stable democratic regime in France was dependent
botli on the health of the economy and the rapid resolution of the
Algerian conflict which, besides holding the threat of civil war,
was also a dangerous drain on French economic resources,

5. Nos Equivoques, mimeographed note to the directing committee from
Yves Ullmo, November 1962.

6. Interview Alain Bacquet, 4 September 1963.

7. Ibid.

8. This is the estimation of Yves Ullmo, Interview 9 December 1970.

9. docard was an administrator and future leader of the PSA? Jacob a
journalist at Le Mondei Vulpian a sociologist. 'The information
on the Centre in this chapter comes from an interview with Vulpian,
18 October 1969.

10. Interview with Georges Suffert, 15 September 1969.

11. 'Qu'on le veuille ou non, les Franpais d'aujourd'hui ne eroient
plus que la grandeur de leur pays depende de l'Alge'rie frangaise.
De plus en plus, ils misent sur le progres technique, la croissance
dconomique, la diffusion de la culture.' Bulletin du Centre
d*etudes et a'Information pour l'Afrique du Nord et la gommunaute.
no. 16, May 1961 •

12. Interview Fauchon, 8 September 1969. The Club Rencontres itself
was created by a member of the Cour des Comptes, Jean Kialet, and
other friends who had been deported to Germany with him during the
War in the course of a dinner some time prior to May 195S. Initially,
the group simply planned to remain in contact with each other. Then
as it was overtaken by events, its aim became to break down such
major ghettos as the army and the administration by organising
meetings where officers and civil servants could come into contect
with other social categories.

13. In the Internal Letter of 1962, the functions of the Centre were
ascribed to tee Blufr Bis. Few of the Club's members were ever
informed of the Centre's existence.

14. Interview with Alain de Vulpian, 18 October 1969.

15. Interview Alain Bacquet, 4 September 1969.

16. The book was published by Seuil. The second part contained an
analysis of future economic co-operation between France and Algeria.

17. Interview Jacques Pomonti, 1 October 1969.

18. Interview Olivier Chevrillon, 4 March 1969.

19. Georges Uuffert refuted this accusation before the Club's General
Assembly in December 1963. The account is to be found in a mimeo¬
graphed document dated 12.1.63.
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20. The change of attitude icwar&s &e dandle is evident when the
Bulletin number 4 of "arch 1959 is compared with the later one
of September 1959 (number 7) which was written after the General's
speech envisaging independence.

21. Bulletin no 22, Hay 1961.

22. Jean Moulin strongly criticised the Goversomnt for the brutality
of the police during a demonstration in the Monde, 10th February
1962.

23. Georges Suffert, Be Defferre a Mitterrand, p 53.

24. Interview Oliver Chevrillon, Eovember 15th 1969.

25. Letter Georges Suffert to Etienne Roth, 31 October, 1962.
|)

26. Interview Yves Ollmo, 9 December 1970.

Chapter 11.

1. Letter 24th December 1963 from Philippe Viannay to the Executive
Committee of Jean Moulin.

2. Mimeographed memorandum from Yves Ullmo to the Executive Committee.

3. Mimeographed Internal document, 24th December 1963.

4. Letter 27th February 1959 from Georges Suffert to lime Citron.

5. This happened to 'loyer (see Internal Letter, February 1963) when
he Joined the Bureau of the UDT-UNR.

6. Typical of Jean Moulin was this kind of sentence, a call for a

^;YV~ campaign of confidence in -the country: 'line campague qui denoncerai"
les derniers freins, les erreurs a ne pas commettre: nationalisms
defensif, jeux politiques perime's, faiblesse de l'Etat devant les
interets particuliers, anticemmunisme hyste'rique.* Internal Letter
July 1962.

7. Interview Roland Cayrol, 4 May 1970.

8. Interview Stephane Hessel

9. Georges Suffert's speech to the General Assembly, 12th December
1963. (mimeographed document)

10. Interview Jacques Pomonti, 30th July 1970.

11. Le Monde. 3rd January 1962.

12. Letter Roland Cayrol to Alain de Vulpian, 18th March 1963.

13. This is suggested by Williams and Harrison, p zqq.

r
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14. This ha3 been testified by numerous members of the Club, but
as with other criticism made in this chapter, people do not wish
to see their names specifically mentioned.

15. The circulation of the Bull®tlx. was around 2,000. It was sent out
as propaganda and dealt either with current news or general themes
such as the Presidential regime, The Internal letter was, in
reality, looked after by the Secretary-General and dealt with the
internal matters of the Club, meetings, fees, policy etc.

16. Letter 24th December 1963 from Philippe Yianney to hie executive
Committee.

17. The Internal Letter of February-March 1965 admits that fees only
cover half the Club's expenses. However two million francs had
been earned by the Revue Structures et Con.ionoture Fconoraique.
This economic review, published by the Club, was mainly a means'of
earning money. For members of the Club who were leading figures
either in the administration or in industry would subscribe large
sums of money to it and persuade others to do so. But the Club
was supported to a large extent by donations from unspecified
sources. Hessel, for example, often contributed to it from his
own pocket in the first few years when he was still in France.

18. Interview Roland Cayrol, 4th Kay 1970.

19. Interview Georges Suffert, 4th Kay 1969.

20. Interview Yves Ullmo 14th April 1970.

21. Georges Suffert's Report to tixe General Assembly 12th December 1963.

22» Internal Letter February 1962.
i

23. Interview Sylvian Lourie, 15 August 1970.

24. Out of 251 members voting on the Referendum, 138 did not want the
Club to take any firm stand but just to enounciate its principles,
68 wanted it to vote N0H, 19 were for 0UI and 23 for total silence.
(3 blank votes Mere returned.) Mimeographed document October 1962.

25. Interview Gabriel Kignot 17th October 1970.

26. Internal Letter February 1962.

27. Interview Georges Lavau 2nd January 1969.

28. This much is admitted in the Internal Letter o? September-October
1964: ' .. nous somiaes un pea court d*idees; nous avons un peu peur
de ce que nous publions, du fait de notre notoriete; nous voulons
trop bien faire..'.

29. Interview Jacques Pomonti, 20th June 1970.

30. This criticism, again, was voiced anonymously.

31. Georges Suffert's speech to the General Assembly, 12 December 1963.
(mimeographed document)
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32. Interview Jacques Posonti, 30th July '< 9?0.

33. Letter Georges Su.fie.rt to Efcietme Both, 31 October 1962.

34. First all members were divided into three groups, then the executive
committee held three meetings which members could attend in their
own time. Interview Jacques Foment!, 30th July 1970.

35. Letter Philippe Vianney to the Executive Committee, 23th December 1963.

56. Pro .jet de Rapport General^ d'Activate', 6 December 1962.

37. See Internal Letter. July 1962} also September-October 1964.

38. Interview Jacques Pomonti, 28th June 1970.

39. Internal Letter March 1964.

40. Internal Letter. October 1966.

Chanter 12.

1. L'Btat et le Citoyen. p 20. (referred to henceforth as L'Btat)

2. See Stanley Hoffmann in Esprit. December 1957, p 822.

3. Victor Vinde, Ibid., p 651.

4. L'Btat. p 13.

5. Ibid., p 5.

6. Ibid., p 18.

7. Sent Pro .jets pour une Societe lenovee p 1, (internal document typed).

8. 'Hos projets se fondent sur une vision a la fois re'aliste et
utopique de la soci6te d laquelle nous voulons parvonir dans 15-20
ans; realiste car il ne s'agit pas de rever, mais de raisfjfcmer en
fonction des donnees contraignantes de notre societe frangaise
actuelle; utopique, oar nous ne voulons pas extrapoler a partir de
tendances deja reconnues, mais penser sur 1'evolution au maximum
de nos possibilities. Ibid., p 4.

9. Ibid., p 3.

10. L'Etat. p 16.

11. 'L'Bfficacite' de l'Btat? Soit. Mais pas au de'triment de
1'independence physique, intellectuelle et spirituelle du citoyen.
L'Etat. p 18.

12. Ibid., p 19.

13. On this subject see Alain Berger (pseudonym for Jean Hipert) in
Bsprit December 1957, pp 639-641.

14. Bulletin 29} on -fee inadequacy of the Left see also Bulletin 3.

15. This strategy is spelled out in the Internal Letter. September-
October 1964» 'Si le renouvellement de la democratie fran9aise passe
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d'abord par un renouvellement des ideas et des structures de la
gauche, si le point central de la gauche continue d'etre le SFIQ,
s'il est impossible de la railler et peu serieux d*imaginer
de substituer une autre force & sa place, alors nous avons fait
ce que nous pouvions dans la seule ligne realiste. Nous avons
bombarde aveC des ide'es du dehors et du dedans.. Desorraais nous

existons.'

16. Suffert's speech to the General Assembly, 12 January 1963.

17. Interview Yves Ullmo, 14 April 1970.

18. However, Yves Ullino notes it in Rote to the Executive Committee,
8 November 1962 (mimeographed): .. certains d'entre nous sont
nationalistes, non pas osrtes au sens pe'joratif du terme... ils
pensent que la France en tant que telle peut conserver au niveau
de l'^thique une certaine mission de ' Tmoignage* universal is te.

19. Interview Philippe Viannay, 13 October 1971.

20. This appears in L'htat. pp 187-199*

21. Introduction to the Sept Projects pour une Sooie'ta Renovee. p 5.
(typed document.)

22. Michel Crosier in Esprit. December 1957, p 78C.

23. L'Stat. p 200.

24. Michel Crozier in Esprit. December 1957, p 782.

25. Ibid., p 786.

26. L'Etat. p 203.

27. Sept Pro:iets pour entrer en Democratic, p 69.

28. Maurice Duverger, La VI itepublique et le Regime Presidentiel. p 10.

29. For an account of attitudes towards the idea of a presidential regime
during the Resistance and after the ¥ar, see Hughes Tay, Le Regime
Presidentiel ot la France.

30. Interview with Georges Vedel, 2 May 1970.

31. Georges Vedel, Les Apports du Droit Compare au Droit Constitutions!
Francais (1945-65). extrait du Livre du Oentenaire de la Societe
de legislation comparee.

32. Interview Georges Vedel, 2 May 197C.

33. Maurice Duverger, La VI Republique et le Regime Presidentiel. p 18 ff.

34. tin President pourquoi faire?. p 150.

35. The Club's bulletins were sometimes slightly at variance with each
other. Pour un vrai regime presidentiel which appeared in June/July
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is strongly and exclusively presidentialist. L'Heure du
Parlement which came out in October is clearly a concession to
the parliamentarians in the Club in that it places much greater
emphasis on the importance of parliament - although without
going back on its original support for a modified presidential
regime.

36. Pour Rationaliser L'Etat. p 9. This was collectively written
by a group of 19 civil servants the great majority of whom were
at one time members of the Club Jean Mouhin and a few belonged
to the Club Citoyens 60. (

37. L'fftat. p 385.

38. Ibid., p 286.

39. Interview Yve3 Ullmo, 14 April 1970.

40. The planners on this commission were, Ullmo; Hirsoh; Roulier;
Germain; Rousselot. (The latter was in charge of the regional
and urban section of the Plan.)

41 • Interview Jean Aipert, 5 March 1970.

42. See Philip Williams and Martin f&rrison, f>

43. This book was brought out in 1969 before de Gaulle's referendum
on the regions. The main difference with the previous hes Citovens
au Pouvoir was that it proposed 8-10 and not 12 regions.

44. he s Ci toyens au Pouvoir. p 137.

45. Ibid., p 135.

46. L'Btat. p 362.

47. Ibid.

48. Interview Jean Ripert, 19 October 1970.

49. Pierre Bauchet, Bopnomio Planning, p 35.
/

50. Pierre Masse*s introduction to Sehonfield, p 29.
/

51. Interview Jean Ripert, 5 March 1970.

52. John and Anne-Marie Hackett, Economic Planning in France, p 18.

53. The attitudes of Catholics towards economic planning will be
discussed in the next section on the Club Citoyens 60.

54. Pour une heiaocratie Boonomique (edited by the Groupe de Recherche a
ouvri&res et paysannes and written jointly by members of the Club
Jean Moulin and Cotoyens 6o), p 148.

o

55. Sehonfield, p 133.
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56. La Planification Democratique (Projets pre'sentes aux journees
d'etudes de Royaumont, 11 et 12 Novembre 1961), 43p was
published by the Cahiers de la Republique.

57. Ibid., p 2.

58. Pierre Masse in his Introduction to S^honfield, p 22.
59. Mimeographed document. It was never published by the Club.

60. This theme is advanced variously in L'Btat. Les Gent Projets
pour entrer en Democratie. Bulletin 36.

61. Interview Jacques Pomonti, 30th July 1970.
/

62. Interview Francois Bloch-Laine. lie had also worked previously
on the subject with Jesuits.

63. Pour une Aeforme de l'Bntreprise. p 7.

64. Pour construire la Democratie Industriellej une Nouvelle
•Constitution' de l'Gntreprise (mimeographed document put
out by Jean Moulin), p 13.

65. 'lis auraient pour fonction principale de certifier les comptes;
de 'dire le crai' en expliquant les conventions comptables
adoptees par les directeurs et la politique que ces
conventions traduisent, en explorant les zones a'ombre;
d'^clairer le dialogue entre les parties interesse's, en
e'efforeant d'ecarter les procea d*intention. La verite
doit, en effet, etre 14. rneme pour tous les interets en
causes capital, personnel} Plan. Ibid., p 20.

66. This was published in the Jean Moulin collection in 1965 but under
Alephand/ry's own name as he was a kno>m expert on the subject
of housing. The project p\it forward in the book for low
interest loans was eventually taken up by administrators who
had been influenced by ilphandeiy's ideas. But these ideas,
it should be said, would have had an impact even if the Club
had not existed.

67. Alephandery, p 137.
/

68. Interview Stephane Hessel.

69. Gept Projets pour Entrer en Democratic

70. Nora, pp 63-64.

71. Interview Ives Ullmo

72. Ibid.

73. Interview Jacques Pomonti, 28 June 1970.

74. Philip Williams and Martin Harrison, p Wu.
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75 Bulletin 4.

76. Ibid.

77. Claude Gruzon book Renaissance du Plan has a very strange,
evangelical final chapter. The combination of mysticism
and economics is altogether Saint-Simonist and reminiscent
of the style of X-Crise1s leader, Jean Coutrot.

78. Sept Pro.jets pour entrer en Demooratie. p 22.

79. X-Crise is cited in the bibliographic of Four une hemocratie
Economique.

80. Hone of the members of Jean iloulin interviewed - not even Crozier -
claim to have read any of Proudhon's works, or even secondary
sources on his ideas.

81. Ives Ullmo gives a description of the different types of socialists
in the Club in his I'Tote to the Executive Committee, 8 November
1962.

82. Jean-Daniel Reynaud, Les Syndicate, l'Avenir de la Politique
economique et 1*Europe, mimeographed document, presented at
Royaumont 5th and 6th December 1964.

83. Suffert" s speech to the General Assembly, 12 January 1963.

84. Internal document of Jean Moulin, undated, (mimeographed)

85. Lipiansky and Rettenbach, p 172.

86. lumber of copies of the Club* s books sold:
L'Etat et le Citoyen

^ 20,450
Deux pieces du dossier Algerie 6,685
La force de frappe et le citoyen 8,818
Un parti pour la gauche 7,051
Pour une politique etrangere de 1* Europe 5,762
Les citoyens au pouvoir 17,743
Que faire de la Revolution de Mai 50,490
Quelle reforms, quelles regions? 17,832
Pour une democratie e'conomique 6,016
Pour une politique du logement 8,500
Socialisme et l'Europe 13,672
Un president pour quoi faire? 4,604
This list was provided by Seuil, 18th September 1970.

87. Rousselot suggested that there was some evidence for this in that
the book Les Citoyens au Pouvoir appeared just before the
General's first speech on regionalism, while he had not,
apparently, ever raised the subject before.

Chapter 13.

1. Suffert, p 107.

2. Citoyens 60 had a considerable number of provincial branches but,
for convenience^ sake, the Club will here be referred to in
the singular.



3. This point will be discussed in greater detail in the final
chapter.

4. Temoignage Chretien, for instance, held no less than 46 meetings
in 1957-8, all attended by between 100-150 a piece. Gault,p 89.

5. Suffert, p 99.

6. On Temoignage Chretien's position see Informations Catholiques
Internationales. 1 November 1971, p 8.

7. Dansette, p 133.

France-rorun was in fact associated with the HHP, but its editor,
Henri Bourbon, was always anxious that it should remain open
to outside influences.

9. Interview Paul Yignaux, 19 September 1962.

10. Suffert, pp 26-7.

11. There were, of course, some groups with strong Marxist leanings
on the Catholic Left - the Houvement de Liberation du Peunle.
for example. But these have been excluded from the list
composed above. In any event, it was the humanist tradition
that predominated.

12. Interview Jacques Delors, 2 April, 1972:.

13. Latreiile and Remand, p 605.

14. Interview Eugene hescamp3, 14 May 1970. dee also Suffert, p 100.

15* Interview Andre Criuziat, 3 April 1970.

16. Coutrot and .Dreyfus, p 161. another survey dated 1952, shows that
17/2 of baptised adult Catholics were members of a Catholic
Action group.

17. Interview Andre Criuziat, 3 april 1970. William Bosworth put the
membership of the Vie Houvelle at 5,000 in his section on the
movement in Catholicism and Crisis in modern France, pp 161-5.
But Criuziat maintains that this figure is incorrect as there
was a total renewal of the organisation about every 4-5 years.

18. Ibid.

19. For an account of the community see Boimondau; 1Oonnees d1experience
communautaire (special number of the review Communaute. 1951)

20. 'Heresy is not the threat; Christianity no longer excites people
enough for that. The real menace is a silent apostaoy made
up of susounding indifference.. The signs are not deceptive:
death is near. hot the death of Christianity but the death
of Western, feudal, bourgeois Christendom. A new Christianity
will be born tomorrow or the day after, based on new social
groups and new extra-European grafts.' Father Montuclard
quoted in Joan Marie Domenaciy, The Catholic Avant-Garde. p 21.

iKii fy °dtLO
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21. Ibid., p 29.

22. Suffert, p 45.

23. Interview Jean Lestavel, 18 April 1971.

24. Duquesne, p 378.

25. The two P^guyists were Fathers Duploye and Doncoeur - the second
was an anti-clerical anarchist.

26. Interview Andre Oriuziat, 14 September 1970.

27. Interview Andre' Kerever, 14 March 1969.

28. Interview Yves Chaignau, 6 April 1970.

29. Interview Andre Criuziat, 14 September 1970.

30. Interview Yves Chaigneau, 6 April 1970.

31. Informations Catholi.jues Internationales, no 395» 1 November 1971,
p 9. This article Lea Satholiqu.es dans la Gauche Frangaise
is a very good short resume' of the Catholic evolution to the Left.

32. On anti-colonialism among Catholics in this period see Domenach,
The Catholic Avant-Garde. pp 184-209.

33. Interview Andre Criuziat, 14 September 1970.

34. Gault, p 119.

35. Interview Jean Lestavel, 18 April 1971.

36. Interview Jacques Delors, 15 October 1971.

37. 1 Ce n'est pas de faillite spirituelle^ qu'il faut parler, mais d'une
faillite politique. L'honrietefcdes hommes n'est pas en cause,
mais leur competence et leur orientations profonaes.'
Supplement to the paper vers La Vie Nouvelle. no 6, 1955.

38. Informations Catholiques Internationales. 1 November 1971, p 10.

39. Vers La Vie Nouvelle. no 5, October 1956.

40. Community politics is also described in the following terns:
'Elle s*oppose a toute politique teohnocratique qui reconnait
a quelques initees le droit de mener le troupeau humain.
Elle est negation de la vision du Granet Inquisiteur et
l'aristocratisme. Ibid.

41. 'Non, e'videmment. Ce serait trop simple. Que deviendrait la
pesanteur sans la grace? Que deviendrait la politique sans
l'utopie: una agitation artificielle.' Ibid.

42. Ibid., no 3, November 1957 (La Cite' et Notre Combat).
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45. 'L'utopie est le levier de 1*action creatrice, l'echec meme
n'est guerre absurde. II est voie vers rebondissement.'
Ibid., no 5, October 1956.

44. Francois de Menthon quoted in Duquesne, p 369.
45. Criuziat has explicitly denied that Personalism is in any way

connected with anarchism on the grounds that Kounier denied
it. Interview 3 December 1972.

46. Laberthormiere was a Pascalian whose works were condemned by
the Ohurch prior to the First Jorid War. Vers la Vie
Kouvelle identified his notion of authority with its own.
There was no progress, it observed, other than through
individuals with the: '.. hardiesse d'affronter, a leurs
risques et perils, la routine et le snobisme.' Vers La
Houvelle. no 5, October 1956.

47. Ibid., no 3, November 1957.

48. Mimeographed internal document on Socialism entitled: Introduction
Prudente (undated.) Its own Socialism is defined in the
following terms: 'Est communautaire toute politique qui a

pour but la creation de l'humanite; pour moteur le oonsent-
ement et la participation des citoyens; pour moyens, oeux comport-
ant un moindre cout humain.'

49. Mimeographed internal document, 30 April 1965 of the Club Citoyens
60 of the 6th and 7th wards in Paris.

50. Mimeographed internal document: Introduction Prudente.

51. Informations Catholiques Internationales. 1 November 1971, p 9.

52. See Domenacb, pp 96-7.

53. Ibid.

54. Mimeographed internal document, undated.

55. Interview Jacques Delors, 14 May 1972.

56. Cahiers no 4, 1961.

57. Cahiers. March 1963.

58. This point is made repeatedly in Cahiers no 6, 1962; no 2, 1964.

59. Interview Jacques Delors, 30 October 1971.

60. Cahiers. no 5, 1959.

61. Ibid.

62. Ibid., no 4, 1961.

63. Ibid., no 3, 1964.
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64. Interview Jacques Delors, 30 October 1S71.

65. Ibid.

66. Cahiers. no 1 and 2, 1963. He also made the following point;
'La oapacite d'adaption du ne'o-capltal isme comae lee flammes
de Budapest ont jex«f a has 1«3 illusions do 1' inuluofcabilite
du socialism® comme du socialisms par la propriety collective
et la dictature du proletariat. Mais a lies ont initio'
d'innombrables courants de recherche, a aciualiser la psnsee
socialite en fcirant. parti de sas experiences.* At the time
of Budapest he as well as numerous others wrote passionate
articles against the Russian invasion in Tribune Politique.

67. Ibid., no 4, 1965.

68. On TJriage see Dunoyer de Segonzao.

69. Bureau de Recherche et d'Aotion Eoonomique.

70. All information on Delors was obtained during general interviews
with him over a long period.

Cahiers. no 1 1959. Pascal defined man as neither angel nor beast
JItJtasa between these extremes.

72. Temoignage Chretien, no 549» 14 January 1955, p 2.

73. Interview Pierre Avril 6 October 1971.

74. Cahiers. no 1 and 2, 1963.

75. Interview Pierre Lavau 9 June 1970.

Chapter 14.

1. Letter from Cabaniols to Bergougnoux 4 March 1964.
i

2. Letter from .Labourie to Carbaniols 8 April 1963.
k

3. Interview Gabriel Bergougnoux 2 May 1972.

4. Letter Bergougnoux to unnamed 19 September 1963.

5. Interview Jacques Delors 30 October 1971.

6. The basis of this supposition was a number of personal attendances
in 1968 at the Rive Gauche branch of Citoyens, run by a
school-teacher.

7. Letter from Bergougnoux to Cremaux 10 January 1964.

8. Interview Gabriel Bergougnoux 2 May 1972.

9. Letter from Labourie to Toulouse Club 19 September 1962.

10. Letter from Bergougnoux to Cabaniols 12 March 1963.



11. Interview Pierre Lavau 2 February 1971.

12. Interview Yves Chaigneau 9 June 1S71.

13. Interview Jacques Delors 14 Hay 1972.

14. Cahiers no 2, 1964.

15. Documents for this period were provided by the Club's leader,
Mile de Loebardy. But none, unfortunately, were available
for earlier periods.

16. Cahiers no 4, 1963.

17. Interview Jacques delors 30 October 1971.

Cahiers no 3, 1964; no 4 1963 respectively.

19. Cahiers no 2, 1964.

20. Interview Pierre Avril, 14 May 1971.

21. Ibid.

22. Bosworth, pp 164-5.

23. Cahiers. no 1 and 2, 1963.

24. On Dubedout and the municipal elections see Georges Lavau in the
Revue Frangaise de Science Politique, no 5, October 1965,
pp 958-963. Also Francois Goguel, Ibid., pp 911-917; and
Christian Marie, Ibid., pp 946-956.

25. Cahiers no 4, 1959.

26. Interview Jacques Delors 30 October 1971.

27. See Cong-Huyen-Iu Phung-Tien, Le Groupe de Recherche Ouvrier-Paysan.
(typed document Institut d'Etudes Politiques de Grenoble.)

28. Mimeographed document Repartition Politique des Candidate (March 1965).

The lists presented were as follows;
- 15 apolitical
- 11 centre Right
- 10 centre or centre Left
- 10 Left (without CP)
- 10 'Popular Front' (with CP)
- 18 of these went under the label forces vives

Chapter 15

1. Cahiers. no 8, 1962.

2. Jacques Delors in Pour une Democratie Economique. (GHOP.), p 21.

3. Cahiers. no 3, 1963.
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4. Cahiers. no 5, 1959.

5. Cahiers. no 1 and 2, 1963.

6. Interview Andre Kerever, 11 November, 1971.

7. Cahiers. no 8, 1961.

8. On the Presidential regime see Cahiers. no 3, 1961; no 4, 1961;
no 4, 1963; no 1, 1964; no 2, 1964.

9. Cahiers, no 6, 1962.

10. Interview Paul Vignaux, 13 September 1972.

11. Reconstruction's view of democratic socialism comes over well in
the series entitled Syndicalisms. Socialisms et Demoeratie
in Cahiers Reconstruction, no 35» June 1959; no 48, August
1960; no 50, October 1960.

12. Quoted Ibid., no 35.

13. Ibid., no 48.

14. Ibid., no 35.

15. The Club's general political and philosophical assumptions were
more or less explicited in all of its writings. But they
are particularly clearly stated in Cahiers no 6, 1962 and
the special issue on Socialism, Cahiers. no 1 and 2, 1963;
also no 3, 1964.

16. Bauchet, p 252.
t

17. Mass6 in his Introduction to Schonfield, p 21.
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